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Foreword

The use and misuse of science in the policy process is increasing as many of the
problems pressing upon government institutions are being driven by technological
advances. Legislative and regulatory assumptions made years ago are being con-
stantly challenged as technological advances allow more sensitive measurement of
toxic substances, present new and novel risks, or reverse commonly held scientific
beliefs about the causal relationships between hazards and health effects.

Policy makers and judges are forced to deliberate about issues which involve
scientific complexities beyond the understanding of most jurists or elected officials.
Expert witness fees are becoming a predictable supplement to the incomes of univer-
sity researchers as epidemiologists, geneticists, toxicologists, and other scientists
are called upon in court proceedings. Legislative debates are shot through with
technical information as science is bent one direction and another to support posi-
tions being taken. And as the use of science in policy arenas increases, there is
corresponding pressure to enact laws which keep pace with the science upon which
the policy is based.

But where does this process lead us? When one reviews the simple elegance of
older statutes, one is impressed with the clarity and directness of the law. Modern
legislation, especially regulatory legislation, is cluttered with a level of technical
detail formerly left to the executive branch or the courts, or to the scientist working
in his or her laboratory. Lost in this detail is the central thrust of the law and an
appeal for simple solutions which reflect the mores of society.

What is evolving from this process is a basic conflict between the quantitative
rigor of science and scientific information and the qualitative and flexible nature of
the policy process. Even the judicial process, which is based upon precedent and a
predictable extrapolation of prior decisions, and thereby claims a greater rationality
than legislative process, is political and responds to changing public opinion and
values. This conflict forces us to reflect upon how we should best accommodate and
respond to increasingly technical information consistent with our legal and social
policy goals.

At the same time, modern legislators and regulatory managers long for a scien-
tific process which will produce irrefutable results, eliminating the grey areas of
policy decisions. While publicly deriding so-called "bright line" legislative or
policy standards, such as the Delaney Clause in food law, legislators and bureaucrats
alike find some refuge in the inflexibility of these standards. With absolute stan-
dards, difficult risk-benefit discussions and painful policy debates about "accept-
able" cancer rates are eliminated. Absent the political safety of these absolutes, the
debate centers on the level of certainty represented by the scientific arguments being
presented to support each side of an issue.
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But scientific certainty in a regulatory process is at present an illusory goal, the
dogged pursuit of which can actually impede the use of a solid scientific approach
and frustrate legal goals. If the pursuit of certainty leads to the need for solid proof
before regulatory action is initiated, then the regulatory process will bog down. If
there is a need to prove with absolute certainty the link between exposure to a
substance and a human health effect before any action is taken, then commencement
of needed risk management and preventive health measures may be delayed.

Rigid systems are being developed in response to rigid and specific statutory
mandates or in response to fears of scientific challenges from those adversely af-
fected. For some regulatory programs, this is leading to paralysis.

In the pesticide regulatory program at the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), a rigid regulatory approach has prevented EPA from taking a number of
innovative approaches to regulation. Aided by Congressional inability to modernize
either of the statutes affecting food safety regulation, EPA has labored chemical-by-
chemical over the last two decades and still faces major backlogs in reviewing
currently registered pesticides.This situation is changing, as EPA begins to move in
the direction of pollution prevention and a "safer" pesticide policy, but major
obstacles remain.

However, this situation need not be the rule. California's Proposition 65, a fairly
rigid state initiative dealing with carcinogens, has been implemented in a fair man-
ner which has quieted the fears of most of its critics. Negotiated rulemaking at the
EPA has provided examples of how a political consensus can help overcome a
scientific difference of opinion. But there need to be more examples of innovative
regulatory behavior.

Before this can occur, we need to look at the use of science in the policy and
regulatory arenas in a new light. We need to decide how much scientific certainty we
demand before taking regulatory action and how rapidly we assess and regulate
potential health risks, issues which are philosophical and policy questions of consid-
erable importance to our health and well-being. We need to challenge some of our
assumptions about the processes we use, processes which, for the most part, have
been developed incrementally. This is the contribution that this book makes.

The ideas raised by Dr. Cranor provoke thought and bring a philosopher's view,
a normative view, to the problem. The basic challenge to the current process raised
in this book deserves some attention and debate: whether we ought to require the
same scientific rigor in the legal process which we would apply in the laboratory. We
need to decide whether we can afford our present, time-consuming procedures for
evaluating potentially toxic substances when other procedures are available which
might better serve our policy goals.

Since much of our current policy and regulatory paralysis results from scientific
stalemates or from delays pending the result of the ' 'definitive'' test results, perhaps
we should be looking at some alternatives, such as those suggested here. Especially
for our pollution prevention and preventive health effects efforts, we should be
developing a quicker response threshold.

This debate on the need for scientific certainty in governmental actions will
continue for years, in Congress, in the courts, and in the regulatory agencies. We
should all take some time out from that debate to wonder if there aren't some other,
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simplified and expedited approaches which would better meet our social goals than
the ones we are using. We should take time to reflect on the issues raised in this
book.

The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr.
Chairman, Committee on Science, Space, and Technology
U.S. House of Representatives
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Preface

My interest in environmental issues began early, in the relatively pristine environ-
ment of Colorado's Rocky Mountains, where I was fortunate to be bom and raised.
Initially I took a clean and nonthreatening environment for granted, because even
though that particular natural world contained threats of its own—freezing winters,
avalanches, wild animals—the air and water typically were not harmful to health. In
fact, they were among the cleanest to be found. When I moved to Los Angeles, I
began to appreciate the health effects of toxic substances. The risks posed by air,
water, workplace, and even food were as dangerous as the obvious and palpable
threats of the Rockies. My philosophical interests in environmental issues, however,
did not begin until much later.

Theoretical normative ethics and legal philosophy were the focus of my early
work. I sought to understand and articulate principles that protect the individual
from the adverse effects of policies, procedures, and institutions. These earlier
concerns motivate some of the views in this book. Upon exploring environmental
health issues, I found that much of the normative discussion, dominated by econo-
mists and others, emphasizes aggregate human welfare and tends to lose sight of the
effects of policies on the lives of individual persons. Yet individuals can suffer
substantial harm from toxic substances that are wrongly identified as safe or that are
underregulated. Such effects on people raise questions about justice.

In the late 1970s, while my interests in normative ethics continued, I wanted to
bring together my quasi-avocational concerns for environmental health protection
and my interests in legal and moral philosophy. The subjects that interested me were
the ways in which human beings can harm one another with their molecules, that is,
with toxic substances. These issues are particularly difficult, for harms from toxic
substances are unlike other injuries that we inflict on one another with weapons or
cars or explosions where the harms are typically immediate and obvious. The dam-
age from invisible toxins can, of course, be just as great or greater to an individual,
but it may remain hidden for many years. And whether there is harm at all is
frequently an open question. There is much uncertainty about whether substances
are harmful, the severity of harms they cause, the mechanisms by which injuries are
produced, and how best to control exposure to such substances, especially when
they are beneficial to us.

The first step in pursuing this new research was to learn the appropriate environ-
mental, tort, and administrative law at Yale Law School in 1980-81 as a Master of
Studies in Law Fellow supported by an American Council of Learned Studies
Fellowship. During the 1980 term the Supreme Court announced its Benzene case
decision, Industrial Union Department, AFL-CIO, v. American Petroleum Institute,
448 U.S. 607 (1980). I read this decision, eventually publishing some papers on it.
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The case revealed that court misunderstandings about some of the scientific tools
available for regulating toxic substances could substantially, but perhaps inadver-
tently, bias decisions against one side or another in a legal controversy.

The next step was to acquire a better understanding of the details of the regula-
tory law and of the science that leads to the regulation of toxic substances. A
Congressional Fellowship from the American Philosophical Association during
1985-86 provided the opportunity. For one-fourth of that year I had the opportunity
to observe congressional lawmaking as a legislative aide to Congressman George E.
Brown, Jr., a senior member (and now chairman) of the House Committee on
Science, Space and Technology. The remainder of the time, at the U.S. Congress's
Office of Technology Assessment, I worked on Identifying and Regulating Carcino-
gens, a comprehensive review of federal agency efforts to identify and regulate
carcinogens as required by a number of laws passed by Congress in the 1970s. Both
experiences provided an opportunity to observe major aspects of environmental
health policy in the making.

It became apparent that seemingly factual and "scientific" decisions concealed
in the bowels of administrative agencies' risk assessment policies and decisions
could have substantial impacts on the health of our citizenry and the wealth of the
country. Demanding too much scientific evidence could leave potentially toxic
substances unidentified or underregulated; accepting too little could potentially af-
fect the overall wealth and economic well-being of the country.

Upon returning to the university, I sought to understand better the scientific and
normative underpinnings of risk assessment procedures. The University of Califor-
nia's Toxic Substances Research and Teaching Program funded much of this
research. An interdisciplinary research group comprised of an environmental
engineer, a resource economist, a toxicologist/biochemist, a statistician, and a phi-
losopher evaluated scientific and policy aspects of carcinogen risk assessment. Our
research confirmed concerns about the effects of carcinogen risk assessment prac-
tices on legal and normative questions. Recommendations by many in the scientific,
regulated, and regulatory community to adopt more detailed risk assessments ap-
peared to exacerbate existing problems. Alternative procedures seemed to be
needed. Continued support from the National Science Foundation permitted me to
address some of the legal and institutional issues.

A 1989 appointment to California's Proposition 65 Science Advisory Panel
provided me with firsthand knowledge of the regulatory and risk assessment process.
That panel, created by a voter-passed initiative, the Safe Drinking Water Act of
1986, is required to identify and list for various legal purposes carcinogenic and
reproductive toxins. This experience, as well as the opportunity to work with mem-
bers of the California Department of Health Services (now the California Environ-
mental Protection Agency), further highlighted the importance of examining crit-
ically the use of scientific evidence and its effects in our legal institutions.

In the spring of 1990 both the Proposition 65 Science Advisory Panel and the
Science Advisory Board of the California Air Resources Board began to explore the
idea of expedited risk assessment procedures for the reasons given in Chapter 4 of
this book. In April 1991 the Proposition 65 Science Advisory Panel unanimously
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recommended the adoption of such procedures; they are now being considered for
regulation.

What began as a concern about the use and role of scientific evidence in the law
and its importance to our lives has now been clarified and developed, informed both
by research and by practical exposure to some of the issues. The scientific tools and
evidentiary procedures used for legal purposes can inadvertently affect the regula-
tion of toxic substances and their impact on human beings in ways we might not
anticipate. An institution's approach to using scientific evidence raises substantial
philosophical questions important to the outcome of public policy. Yet for the most
part these issues have been decided with virtually no philosophical input and fre-
quently with no public scrutiny. Although this is still largely the case, I hope this
book brings some of the issues to scholarly and public debate.

Riverside, Calif. C. F. C.
December 1991
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But, we see now through a glass darkly, and the truth, before it is
revealed to all, face to face, we see in fragments (alas how illegi-
ble) in the error of the world, so we must spell out its faithful sig-
nals even when they seem obscure to us. . . .

UMBERTO ECO, The Name of the Rose



INTRODUCTION

Assessing Toxic Substances
Through a Glass Darkly

Toxic substances., such as carcinogens,1 pose threats to human health and well-
being. Whether such threats are substantial and our response to them if they are
present major scientific and philosophical issues. Yet such substances pose special
problems. They are invisible, typically undetectable intruders that can harm us in
ways we might not discover for years.2 We are ignorant for the most part of the
mechanisms by which they are transmitted and by which they harm us, which makes
their causal path difficult to trace.3 Many have the potential for catastrophic conse-
quences at least to the affected individuals, yet typically they are associated with
modest benefits.4 The catastrophic injury, though, frequently has a low probability
of occurring.5

Because of their invisible presence, long latency periods, obscure mechanisms,
and untraceability to responsible agents, in assessing the risks from carcinogens we
are forced to spell out the "faithful signals" of the fragmentary truth about carcino-
gens even when ' 'they seem obscure to us." And we must try to detect the signals in
a timely fashion before the threats materialize into harm. However, several of the
scientific fields that might enable us to discover and accurately assess such risks are
in their infancy. Furthermore, the demanding standards of evidence and require-
ments for certainty commonly considered part of research science frequently frus-
trate our efforts to identify, regulate, and control toxic substances. A more serious
problem is that such procedures are much too slow to evaluate adequately all the
substances in commerce or that enter commerce daily.

The need to identify harmful agents in these circumstances may result in mis-
takes. Mistakes will impose costs on some group or other in the community. How-
ever, we must not shrink from this task. Indeed we should expedite our efforts in
order to discover the risks and to prevent harm to the people whose lives may be
shortened or even ruined because of diseases such as cancer. To achieve this aim,
however, the risk assessment and scientific procedures in our legal institutions must
be reoriented—we face ' 'paradigm'' choices in the use of science for legal purposes.
By this I mean that we need to face explicitly how we think about and how we
conceive of the use of science in the law. In particular we should avoid the tempta-
tion to adopt wholesale the practices of research science into our legal institutions as
a number of commentators are recommending, for to do so would frustrate the aims
of these institutions. An alternative philosophical approach to science in those areas
of the tort and administrative law concerned with environmental health protections
would serve the aims of those institutions and the public much better. This book
addresses some of these concerns.
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The United States in particular and the industrialized world more generally face a
potentially serious problem of unknown magnitude: a threat to human health from
cancer. In the United States more than 400,000 deaths per year are attributed to
cancer.6 Major sources of these deaths are tobacco (which causes about 25-40% of
the deaths due to cancer, with a best estimate in the neighborhood of 30%) and
alcohol (which causes about 3-5% of all cancers).7 Cancer caused by both sub-
stances is for the most part self-inflicted harm (except for any effects from inhaling
secondary smoke, which now appear substantial).8 The major way of preventing
such harms is for the people involved to reform their behavior and for the industries
that actively promote such activities to be curtailed.

However, a number of cancers may be not self-inflicted but caused by others.
Conservative estimates suggest that at present about 5-15% of all cancers are caused
by workplace exposure (with a best estimate of 10%), about 2% are caused by air
pollution, and perhaps as many as 35% are caused by diet.9 Others estimate environ-
mental causes of cancer much higher. The U.S. Public Health Service estimated that
"as much as 20% or more" of cancers now and in the future may result from past
exposure to six known carcinogens.10 Even an industry report indicated that "the
full range (of total cancer attributable to occupational exposure) using multiple
classifications may be 10 to 33% or perhaps higher, if we had better information on
some other potentially carcinogenic substances."11 This report indicates that as-
bestos exposure alone may account for 29,000-54,000 cancer deaths.12 Moreover,
even cancer deaths attributed to smoking may hide other causes of cancer because
this is a multifactorial process.13 Several authors have disagreed with the emphasis
placed on dietary contributions to cancer.14 Identifying the environmental causes of
cancer is a difficult job with many complications because of the numerous factors
that may contribute to the disease.15 How much of the threat from cancer is created
by people as opposed to naturally occurring is not clear. There are at best rough
estimates, but the estimates indicated here are sufficiently high to be of concern. If as
few as 10-15% of cancer deaths (a very low estimate) are caused by the alterable
behavior of others, the number is substantial (40,000-60,000 per year).16 If the
number is greater, as some suggest, the problem is much worse.

If we consider only commercial chemicals as a potential source of cancer,17 we
face considerable uncertainty because we do not know much about their potential
toxicity. Of the more than 55,000 chemicals now in commerce, only about 6,000-
7,000 have been evaluated in animal tests, many inadequately, with about 10-16%
of them testing carcinogenic.18 Other estimates vary widely. General Electric scien-
tists, examining a seven-volume list from the Public Health Service and using a
"relaxed criterion" of carcinogenicity, found that about 80% were carcinogenic.19

Several federal agencies, reviewing shorter lists of substances about which they may
have had some antecedent concerns, found 24—52% of the substances to be carcino-
genic.20

Against this background it is important to identify carcinogens, to estimate the
risks they pose, and then to determine the best policy toward regulating the sub-
stances that pose risks of concern. At present, however, little is known about the
universe of chemical substances.21 Few carcinogens have been identified. More-
over, when there are clues to their toxicity, for example, from structural similarity to
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known carcinogens, these are frequently not followed up.22 And even when they
have been identified in animal tests, only 10%-20% have been evaluated quan-
titatively for their potency in risk assessments.23 When such assessments have been
completed, the substances have not necessarily been regulated, even though that
may be warranted.24

One reason (but not the only one) for the delay in the identification, assessment,
and regulation of risks from carcinogens is the way scientific evidence is currently
used in the legal system. The burdens of proof and other procedures used in science
to establish a theory or causal relationship tend to be much more demanding than
those adopted in legal institutions. This leads to a conflict between scientific and
legal institutional evidentiary norms. If we uncritically adopt scientific standards for
legal purposes, we risk frustrating or begging the legal issues.

Human exposure to toxic substances could be and to some extent is regulated by use
of the criminal, contract, tort, and administrative law.251 focus only on the "regula-
tion" or "control" of toxic substances by means of the tort law and administrative
law.

The tort law, also known as personal injury law, establishes public standards of
conduct that must be privately enforced by the injured parties or surrogates acting in
their name. It aims to provide compensation in order to restore the victim of some-
one's wrongful activity to the status quo ante, to annul wrongful gains and losses,
and to deter conduct that harms others. Thus, the threat of an adverse tort decision is
a major way in which the tort law seeks to control exposures to toxic substances.26 In
recent years a number of "toxic tort" suits have been brought to seek recovery for
damages from exposures to toxic substances such as asbestos, diethylstilbestrol
(DBS; an anti-miscarriage drug), paraquat (a pesticide), Agent Orange (a herbicide),
and Merrill-Dow's Bendectin (an anti-morning sickness drug). These suits have had
substantial effects on the legal system and on the marketing and control of such
substances.

Some commentators deplore the current tort law approaches to evaluating scien-
tific evidence and recommend that courts demand better scientific evidence before
granting tort recovery. A few courts seem to have adopted similar procedures. This
is a mistake, for it appears that such advocates may misunderstand many of the
consequences of choosing such a paradigm for torts. Adoption of their recommenda-
tions will tend to impose threshold burdens on plaintiffs approaching the criminal
law's "proof beyond a reasonable doubt." This will distort the present desirable
relationship between plaintiffs and defendants and frustrate some of the major aims
of the tort law. We should resist such recommendations. The alternative is to design
procedures for accepting scientific evidence in the tort law more in accordance with
its goals. Legal and moral norms should determine the adequacy and admissibility of
scientific evidence in the law, not vice versa.

Federal and state administrative laws also regulate carcinogens. In the early 1970s,
the U.S. Congress passed a number of environmental health statutes aimed to protect
human health and the environment from exposure to toxic substances and other
pollutants. These laws principally concern the regulation of toxic substances in our
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food, in our air, in our streams and inland waterways, in our workplaces, and in our
drinking water.27 Two pieces of legislation aim to regulate toxic wastes from "cra-
dle to grave" and to screen the entry of toxic substances into commerce.28 And one
was written to prevent health and environmental problems from arising from aban-
doned toxic waste sites by requiring their cleanup.29

The administrative institutions authorized by these statutes pervade our lives.
Yet these agencies are generally less familiar to the public than other areas of the
law. They have also received little attention from philosophers, although they have
been the objects of study by economists, political scientists, historians, and lawyers.
Since these little known institutions are important, consider some of their main
features.

First, the administrative or regulatory law30 is essentially forward looking. Other
areas of the law typically provide retrospective remedies—for wrongs done. This is
true of tort law. The criminal law typically inflicts loss of liberty, harsh treatment,
and condemnation as punishment for wrongdoing,31 and contract law aims to pro-
vide retrospective remedies for breach of contract. Of course, in criminal, tort, and
contract law there are prospective deterrent elements, but this seems somewhat less
central to these areas of law than the specific future-oriented guidance provided in
administrative law.32

Second, legislatures (Congress or state legislatures) typically create an adminis-
trative agency whose purpose is to protect the community by prescribing specifically
the behavior of individuals or firms whose actions may be harmful. The legislation
typically authorizes experts to evaluate the appropriate scientific, economic, or other
technical problems and to recommend solutions to achieve the goals of the statute.

Third, the agencies are authorized to issue specific rules (regulations) in light of
expert advice in order to channel community behavior as part of a comprehensive
plan to prevent the harms. Regulations issued under the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act require firms to handle and dispose of their toxic wastes in certain
specified ways. The Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act requires firms elaborately to test
direct food additives to ensure that they are safe before they can enter commerce.
The Clean Air Act authorizes the regulation of air contaminants, if they present
threats to our health. Such regulations must measure up to standards specified in the
legislation.33

Finally, should violations occur despite the agencies' attempts to prevent them,
civil and criminal penalties provide retrospective sanctions. These sanctions are
designed to ensure compliance with the regulations.

To illustrate features of administrative health law, I frequently use the Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Act (the OSH Act) and regulations issued under it. The
workplace, consisting of a confined, normally enclosed environment, offers a partic-
ularly tractable model for studying environmental health harms, the legislation
aimed at preventing them, and the principles that guide the allocation of the costs
and benefits of the legislation. Measurements of the toxins are comparatively more
accurate in the workplace than in the general environment. And the concentrations
of toxic substances are typically much higher in the workplace. This makes the
workplace more dangerous to those exposed, but it aids in the control of toxins
because exposure-related diseases are easier to detect.34
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The moral and legal issues may also be somewhat easier, since in workplace
environments there is typically a single employer who controls the concentrations of
the substances, that is, an identifiable firm or individual to hold responsible. Envi-
ronmental harms in the wider environment that arise because of the collective
actions of hundreds, thousands, or even millions of people pose much more difficult
responsibility issues.35

Moreover, there has been particularly interesting and influential litigation con-
cerning the Occupational Safety and Health Act and regulations issued under it. One
of the most important cases of environmental litigation was the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration's (OSHA's) Benzene Case, decided by the U.S. Supreme
Court in 1980..36 This case has had considerable influence on the development of
environmental law and the scientific practices used in the agencies.37

A review of evidentiary procedures in the agencies suggests that we face a
philosophical paradigm choice concerning scientific practices here as well. At pres-
ent regulatory science is fraught with considerable uncertainty and poor evidence for
the tasks at hand. Combined with the traditional paradigm of scientific caution and
with the standards of evidence scientists typically demand for research purposes, this
will frustrate the goals of the environmental health laws. The identification, assess-
ment, and regulation of carcinogenic risks are all slow-moving processes at present.
This cannot be attributed solely to the inappropriate use of research paradigms in the
agencies—there is plenty of political, economic, and other blame to go around.
Nonetheless, a different philosophical approach to regulatory science consistent
with the normative aims of the institution would serve those agencies and the public
much better.38

For both the tort and administrative law to control toxic substances successfully,
someone (the plaintiff in a tort suit and typically the government under most regula-
tory laws) must show that exposure to the substance in question causes disease, or at
least increases the risk of disease. However, legal attempts to control toxic sub-
stances "stretch" and "stress" the institutions because of inadequate scientific
information and the nature of the harm-causing substances. The scientific task is to
establish which intruding, invisible molecules are traceable to a source that caused
the injuries (or risks) of concern.

To establish the requisite injuries (or risks), scientists may try to estimate the
risks indirectly, relying on animal or in vitro studies, or to infer the toxic effects on
human beings from epidemiological studies. Risk estimations based upon animal
studies are plagued by substantial uncertainties, poorly understood biological pro-
cesses, and few as well as inconclusive data. At the present time risk assessment
using such information is not a mature science such as physics, chemistry, or core
areas of biology. Moreover, present risk assessment methods are time-consuming,
labor intensive, and costly, thus preventing more rapid identification, assessment,
and ultimately regulation of carcinogenic risks.

Epidemiological studies are both frequently insensitive and plagued by nu-
merous practical problems; either may prevent the detection of risks of concern. And
in many cases, but not necessarily all, such studies must sacrifice either scientific
accuracy or evidentiary sensitivity—one cannot have both.
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Because of these problems, then, we can glimpse the truth about harms posed by
carcinogenic substances "in fragments (alas how illegible) in the error of the
world," but we are forced by the necessities of regulation and tort law suit settle-
ment "to spell out their faithful signals even when they seem obscure to us."
Scientists, facing considerable uncertainty and time constraints, cannot wait until all
the data are in to draw their conclusions. If they do, people may suffer disease and
death as a consequence. There may be mistakes from decisions to take precautionary
regulatory action or a favorable tort law decision for a plaintiff when the best data are
not available, as well as mistakes from a decision not to regulate or not to permit
compensation.

One kind of mistake (a false positive) occurs when a substance is wrongly
thought to cause harm or risks of harm but in fact it does not. A similar but less
serious mistake is that the assessment procedures can lead to "overregulation"—
greater regulation of the substance under the applicable law than is warranted by the
harm it does. In the tort law such mistakes can lead to overcompensation of plain-
tiffs.

A mistake in the other direction (a false negative) results when a substance is
wrongly believed to be "safe" when it is not. A lesser error is "underregulation"—
lesser regulation of the substance under the appropriate law than is justified by the
harm it causes. The analogous mistake in torts results in undercompensation of
plaintiffs.

Mistakes impose costs on someone: false positives, overregulation, and over-
compensation of plaintiffs impose costs on manufacturers of the substance, on their
shareholders, and on the consumers of their products. We may be deprived of useful
products or pay higher prices for them. False negatives, underregulation, and under-
compensation of plaintiffs impose costs on the victims or on those put at risk from
the toxicity of the substance. On whom the costs of such mistakes should fall is a
normative question of substantial moment. The very existence of firms or their
product lines or the welfare of the public may be threatened on the one hand.39

Human death, disease, and compromised quality of life and their associated eco-
nomic costs may result on the other.

The number and kinds of mistakes that are made will depend upon how the risk
estimation tools of animal bioassays and epidemiological studies are used for legal
purposes. Traditional scientific practices in using these tools, practices typical of
research science where the discovery of truth for its own sake is the primary aim, in
many cases will beg or frustrate some of the normative goals of the law. Risk
assessments relying upon animal studies and aspiring to the goals typical of research
practices will paralyze regulation and thwart the health-protective aims of the envi-
ronmental health law. Use of traditional demanding standards of scientific evidence
to protect against false positives may well beg the normative issues in question
before a regulatory agency or a tort court. The result might be studies that are too
insensitive to detect risks of concern or too expensive to conduct (when they are
appropriately sensitive); both can easily leave people at risk.

Many of the shortcomings in the use of risk estimation procedures can be
addressed. However, remedies for the problems will require a different approach—a
change in philosophy, in our paradigms—in the use of science for legal purposes.
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Failure to modify our approaches in these institutions will likely leave us at greater
risk from toxic substances than we otherwise would be. Such choices can occur and
be justified, legally and morally, if we appreciate more of the social consequences of
using scientific practices in their legal settings. Thus, the approach to assessing
evidence about toxic substances must be guided not so much by the goals of research
science, where the pursuit of truth is the main or sole aim, but by the appropriate
legal norms of the institutions in which the information will be used. A number of
commentators, some aiming to protect public health (and some less motivated by
this concern), recommend scientific approaches which in fact will exacerbate slow
regulation and false negatives, not improve the situation.

To address such pressing issues we must understand the legal institutions and
their aims and limits, as well as the scientific tools available for identifying and
assessing the risks from carcinogens and their role in the institutions. However, we
must face the use and interpretation of scientific evidence in these contexts as
normative matters, much as we have in designing legal procedures, so that our
evidentiary procedures promote and do not frustrate our legal goals. We face philo-
sophical choices in how we think about scientific evidence in such forums.

These issues raise important philosophical questions about the institutions in-
volved and about the evidentiary procedures used to establish the causal claims
needed in torts or in administrative agencies. Although philosophers have long
discussed issues in philosophy of law, traditionally they have tended to focus on the
criminal, tort (to some extent), and property law.40 More recently they have consid-
ered topics in torts and in contract law.41 Administrative law, however, has received
little philosophical discussion, even though in today's industrial and technological
society it has been developed to cope in part with environmental health problems and
it pervades our lives.

This book is an attempt partially to rectify this shortcoming by focusing on an issue
that is important to the public health and national well-being. It is an essay in risk
assessment and the philosophy of law, an essay about the use of science in the law
concerning toxic substances. It focuses on aspects of the scientific and legal prob-
lems posed by the attempt to control human exposure to toxic substances and on
some philosophical approaches to addressing these problems within tort and admin-
istrative law. It is not a wholesale evaluation or critique of either institution. Instead
it addresses only the use of risk estimation procedures within these legal settings and
how our use of such procedures is likely to affect the legal institutions.

Chapter 1 provides some of the scientific background of risk assessment and sets
up some of the institutional questions concerning the appropriate evidentiary stan-
dards needed within torts and administrative law to establish the requisite harms or
risks of harm.

Chapter 2 considers the use of scientific evidence in the tort law. Recent pro-
posals, seeking to require more demanding scientific evidence in toxic tort (and
other) suits, are mistaken in their choice of paradigm. The appropriate paradigm is
not that for scientific practice but the traditional tort law standard of evidence
articulated in Ferebee v. Chevron Chemical Co., which says the appropriate stan-
dard is not scientific certainty but "legal sufficiency."42 The paradigm of choice in
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torts is in a sense to retain much of the status quo. We should not adopt for purposes
of tort law compensation the standards of research science, as some commentators
have recommended and as some courts have held.

Chapter 3 addresses a problem that infects both regulatory and tort law efforts to
control exposure to carcinogens. Diseases can be causally overdetermined; that is,
there are two or more possible causes, each of which alone would be sufficient to
explain the presence of disease. What should be done when a disease may be the
result of such "joint causation"? The tort law has developed a solution to this
problem which has recently been adopted by some courts considering toxic torts.
However, the problem of joint causation and more general issues raised by causation
reveal weaknesses in the tort law for compensating victims exposed to toxic sub-
stances. Because of these and other problems with the tort law, administrative
institutions at least in principle may better control human exposure to toxic sub-
stances. However, such institutions face enough practical problems that they will not
always reliably protect us from toxic substances.

Chapter 4 discusses some of the risk assessment issues that arise in administra-
tive agencies charged with regulating carcinogens. I argue that present assessment
strategies, as well as some recommended by commentators, both of which are
temptingly inspired by the paradigm of research science—the use of careful, de-
tailed, science-intensive, substance-by-substance risk assessments—paralyze regu-
lation. Alternative approaches to regulatory science which acknowledge and use
normative considerations to guide assessment procedures and which recognize the
importance of the rate of evaluation will expedite risk assessments and reduce
regulatory false negatives and underregulation. In this case I suggest a paradigm
shift away from the norms of research science to presently available quicker but
reliable approximation procedures for achieving much the same results. This is a
recommendation away from the status quo in the agencies and away from current
trends in risk assessment, which emphasize more science-intensive approaches. The
use of approximation procedures has a long and honorable tradition in science to
simplify calculations and to expedite problem solving; they are surely appropriate in
regulatory institutions where the rate of assessment is important. The regulatory
challenge given current problems is to utilize faster assessments that are presently
available. The scientific challenge is to refine existing procedures and to develop
others to expedite the identification and assessment of carcinogens.

Moreover, although some of the suggestions about regulatory science address
current imperfections in scientific knowledge and understanding, not all do. That is,
even if we had perfect scientific understanding of the biological mechanisms of toxic
substances, using it could still be time-consuming and labor intensive when applied
in the regulatory setting. If it is, the public will continue to bear the costs of inaction
and sluggish identification, assessment, and regulatory processes through their mor-
bidity and mortality. Thus, even with perfect scientific knowledge, the scientific and
regulatory challenge will be to refine expedited approximation procedures to identify
and assess toxins, so the costs of scientific investigations are not inadvertently
imposed on the public.

The choice of evidentiary standards in tort and administrative law is in effect
a choice between imposing the costs of overregulation and overcompensation
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on individuals and the public and imposing the costs of underregulation and
undercompensation—mainly adverse health effects on individuals. Chapter 5 pro-
vides some justification for both the epistemic and moral presuppositions for much
of the argument of the book. Evidentiary standards should be chosen relative to the
institution in which they are used. This is because institutional norms indicate the
importance or urgency of avoiding different kinds of epistemic mistakes. In addi-
tion, most of my criticism of scientific practices recommended for the tort or admin-
istrative law is that they incur or risk too many false negatives. Thus, I consider
several moral theories in order to evaluate their strengths and weaknesses for assign-
ing importance or urgency to both false negatives and false positives. Although I do
not defend with great specificity one moral view to address such issues, I argue that
justice and other principles sensitive to the effects of policies on individual persons
(so-called distributively sensitive principles) require that priority be given to
avoiding false negatives and underregulation.

Because our present lack of scientific knowledge will probably extend for some
time into the future, we are condemned to assessing and regulating toxic substances
"through a glass darkly." We must recognize the normative implications and com-
ponents of our risk assessment procedures. We must also design those procedures to
be more expeditious, especially in the agencies, or we will continue to be frustrated
in our efforts to identify, evaluate, and control the large number of potentially toxic
substances that are already in commerce (with three to five added every day). A clear
moral view will not clarify the glass through which we evaluate potentially toxic
substances, but it may remind us of the fundamental aims of the tort and regulatory
law, and it may give us greater appreciation of some of the costs of our scientific
procedures. It can guide us when the facts are so uncertain, because, when we have
to make decisions in the absence of good information, we must rely more heavily on
the values we seek to foster. Finally, in reminding us of what is at stake, it might
even motivate us to adopt evidentiary procedures that better serve our goals than at
present.



1
The Scientific Background

Federal and state administrative agencies use scientific or quasi-scientific "risk
assessment" procedures to provide evidence about risks from toxic substances. The
aim of agency actions is to estimate the risks to human beings from exposure to
toxins in order to prevent or reduce those risks. In the tort law a plaintiff has to
establish a causal connection between a defendant's alleged faulty action and the
plaintiff's harm.

This chapter considers animal bioassays and human epidemiological studies,
two aspects of carcinogen risk assessment relied upon in these institutions to ascer-
tain risks to human beings.1 The best evidence that a substance causes cancer to
human beings is provided by well-done epidemiological studies with large samples
and sufficient follow-up. However, I begin by considering animal studies. This is
the evidence much more frequently relied upon by regulatory agencies, although it is
less typically used in the tort law and some jurisdictions give it little credence.2

The uncertainties inherent in inferences from animal bioassays present one class
of problems in their use for the predictions of risks to human beings. Both actual and
possible scientific uncertainties in projecting risks to human beings are large enough
that two different researchers using exactly the same data points from an animal
study can come to much different conclusions. The uncertainties and the policies
used to overcome them permeate regulatory science with public policy or moral
considerations. As a result, regulatory scientific decisions are mixed judgments of
science and value, and quite properly so. This makes regulatory science much more
normative and much less like ordinary, core areas of science than we might suppose.
Consequently, although many assume that risk assessment is independent of risk
management decisions, in the present state of knowledge this seems mistaken.

Moreover, if the procedures of research science are transposed to regulatory
contexts, they may determine and even beg the public policy outcomes in ways often
unbeknownst to practitioners. Scientists unwisely demanding more and better data,
withholding scientific judgment until there is sufficient research, and using too
demanding standards of evidence can frustrate legal aims.3 Taken individually each
of the foregoing may frustrate the discovery of risks of concern for the substance
under consideration. Perhaps of greater importance, the combined effect of these
tendencies is to slow the scientific evaluation of carcinogens, and thus regulatory
efforts, to a snail's pace. This prevents agencies from assessing identified but un-
evaluated carcinogens or from devoting resources to identifying other toxins. The
remedy considered in Chapter 4 is to develop scientific and legal approaches which
minimize these problems and better serve institutional goals.
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Epidemiological studies pose a different set of problems. In many circumstances
unwitting commitment to traditional scientific procedures in the design and inter-
pretation of epidemiological studies (and scientific data more generally) can beg the
normative issues at stake. Even when there are no practical evidence-gathering
problems or none of the uncertainties noted previously, either scientists or the risk
managers who use their data may be forced into a dilemma: they may have to choose
between adhering to the evidentiary standards typical of research science and inter-
preting them in "regulatorily sensitive" ways— providing results that are sensitive
enough to detect the risks of concern and avoiding false negatives.

Risk assessments based upon animal and human studies suffer from shortcom-
ings that can easily frustrate the aims of the legal institutions in which they are used
and thus affect the regulation of toxic substances. Whether these problems arise and
whether they are exacerbated or ameliorated depends upon the scientific and legal
responses to them. A tempting response is to make risk assessments more nearly like
normal science. In many circumstances this is very likely to increase the risks to
human beings. Consequently, as I argue throughout, decision makers should balance
the pursuit of the goals of research science with those of the legal institutions in
which they are used.

PREDICTING RISKS FROM ANIMAL BIOASSAYS

Background

Risk assessment aims at providing accurate information about risks to human beings
so that agencies in fulfillment of their statutory mandates can regulate exposure to
potentially carcinogenic substances. After scientists in the technical, scientific part
of the federal agencies have provided an estimate of risks to human beings from
exposure to toxic substances, they then give this information to the risk managers.
Risk management4 is concerned with managing the risks in accordance with statu-
tory requirements and other economic, political, and normative considerations.

Risk assessment can be divided into hazard identification, dose-response assess-
ment, and environmental risk assessment. Hazard identification is ' 'the process of
determining whether exposure to an agent can cause an increase in the incidence of a
health condition (cancer, birth defect, etc.)."5 Dose-response assessment seeks to
characterize quantitatively "the relation between the dose of an agent administered
or received and the incidence of an adverse health effect in exposed populations and
estimating the incidence of the effect as a function of human exposure to the
agent."6 Both hazard identification and dose-response assessment rely on infer-
ences from animal bioassays and human epidemiological studies. Exposure assess-
ment estimates risks to human beings from exposure to carcinogens when they are
released into the environment, soil, groundwater, and air. I focus mainly on hazard
identification and dose-response assessment.

We should recognize at the outset, however, that risk assessment in the present
state of knowledge is a third-best solution to the problem of estimating harms to
human beings from exposure to toxic substances. The ideal is "harm assessment";
if we had perfect information, we would accurately assess the harmful effects to
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people and the environment from exposure to toxic substances. This would provide
us with exact numbers of deaths, diseases, and environmental harms, and we would
not overestimate or underestimate the effects of toxic exposures.7

If we distinguish between risk and uncertainties, a risk is the probability of an
unfortunate or undesirable outcome,8 when such probabilities can be assigned to
outcomes. Thus, a "risk assessment" properly speaking aims to estimate the proba-
bilities of harms from toxic exposures and is a second-best solution to a harm
assessment. For a whole population and for accurate probabilities of harm, this
alternative would very closely approximate the morbidity and mortality rates of a
harm assessment.

At present the task of regulators is more complicated than this, for great uncer-
tainties can obtain in trying to predict such harms. For example, one can show
mathematically that the projection of risks to human beings can vary by several
orders of magnitude depending upon the choice of high-dose to low-dose extrapola-
tion models.9 Some believe there is little biological basis for choosing between these
models,10 although even on this point there is disagreement.11 Thus, we should
think of risk assessments not as risk assessments properly speaking, but as "risk and
uncertainty assessments." This is the third-best solution to a harm assessment. For
my purposes' 'risk assessment'' will refer to this third possibility—the present state
of the art.

Matters of considerable moment depend upon the products of risk assessment,
for in many cases one answer (a projection of high enough risks to require regula-
tion) may impose substantial costs on the affected industry and perhaps the larger
public. On the other hand, another answer (a projection of a risk low enough so that
regulation is not required) may leave innocent people at risk from exposure to
dangerous substances.

Because of the uncertainties in risk assessments, regulatory agencies will make
mistakes. Two kinds of mistakes can be made at the level of hazard identification:
false positives and false negatives. A false positive occurs when one mistakenly
identifies a substance as a carcinogen. A false negative is a failure to identify a
substance as a carcinogen when it is one.

A second class of mistakes might occur at the level of dose-response assessment
and regulation: overregulation or underregulation of the substances in question.
Overregulation occurs when a substance is regulated in accordance with a particular
statute too stringently for the kind and degree of harm that it causes. The substance
might cause no harm of regulatory concern, or much less harm than an agency
believed. By contrast, underregulation occurs when a substance is regulated under a
particular statute to a much lesser degree than it should be. In what follows often I
use "false positives" to refer generically to the mistaken identification of a sub-
stance as harmful and to overregulation. Similarly, "false negatives" often refers
generically to a failure to identify toxins and underregulation. (When it is necessary
to distinquish between mistakes of identification and regulation, I do so.) Both kinds
of mistakes are illustrated in Table 1—1.

The terms "false positive" and "false negative" have been borrowed from
science (statistics in particular) and adapted to make this more general point. Be-
cause probabilities are involved in statistical studies, it is almost certain that if one



were regulating large numbers of substances, there would be both false positives and
false negatives, for by chance alone mistakes would be made. By analogy it is likely
that agencies regulating large numbers of substances will make mistakes, either as a
consequence of the underlying statistical studies or through other errors. The possi-
bility of regulatory mistakes raises the normative question of how to cope with the
uncertainties in risk assessments: On whom should the costs of regulation or its
absence fall? We return to these points throughout the book and focus on their
distribution specifically in Chapter 5.

Regulatory Science and Policy Choices

The primary method for estimating cancer risks to human beings in the regulatory
setting is to study the carcinogenic effects of substances on animals and then to
project risks to human beings based upon this information. In animal studies, three
or four small experimental groups of rodents are fed high doses of a substance to see
whether the tumor rate in the experimental groups is significantly greater than the
cancer rate in a control group. If it is, then scientists extrapolate from response rates
to high-dose exposures in rodents to project response rates at low-dose exposures in
rodents (an exposure rate much closer to the typical human exposure dose). Risk
assessors use this low-dose response rate along with principles of biology, toxicol-
ogy, and pharmacology (if this information is used) to estimate, on the basis of
rodent to human models, a dose-response function, the likely risks that human
beings would face at hypothetical levels of exposure. This risk information is then
combined with actual exposure information at all doses on the appropriate popula-
tion at risk in order to estimate the magnitude and extent of the risk to human beings.
Finally, the risk information is combined with economic, policy, statutory, and
technological feasibility information so that regulatory agencies can then decide how
best to manage properly the risks in question. Figure 1-1 is a schematic of the risk
assessment-risk management relationship as it is presently conceived.

There are a number of advantages to using animal studies as evidence that a
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Table 1-1 False Positives and False Negatives

Possibilities in the Real World of
Causal Relationships

Null hypothesis is true: Null hypothesis is false:
Possible Benzene is not Benzene exposure is
Test positively associated positively associated
Results with leukemia with leukemia

Test does not show No error False negative
that benzene
exposure is
associated with
leukemia

Test shows that False positive No error
benzene exposure is
associated with
leukemia
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Figure 1-1 Relation between risk assessment and risk management. (From the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.) Risk Communication Training Documents

substance causes cancer in human beings. Many experts believe that "animal evi-
dence alone should serve as the basis" for regulating carcinogens.12 Most sub-
stances that induce cancer in one mammalian species also induce cancer in others. A
finding of "carcinogenicity in rodents is proof that the chemical is carcinogenic in a
mammalian species."13 The pathological development of tumors in various species
of animals in most cases is believed to resemble that in humans. Human and animal
molecular, cellular, tissue, and organ functions are thought to be similar.14 "In the
absence of adequate data on humans, it is reasonable, for practical purposes, to
regard chemicals for which there is sufficient evidence of carcinogenicity in animals
as if they presented a carcinogenic risk to humans."15

Animal studies also have several advantages over human epidemiological
studies. For one thing, few industrial chemicals have been adequately tested by
epidemiological studies to discover whether they cause cancer in humans. (As of
1988 researchers seeking to compare epidemiological with animal bioassay esti-
mates of cancer potency considered epidemiological results for only 23 chemi-
cals.16 ) For another, epidemiological studies are frequently too insensitive to detect
relative risks of concern. Further, an epidemiological survey that is not positive is of
questionable merit for showing a substance is "safe" because of sensitivity prob-
lems. (Both of these points are considered later.) Moreover, it may still be too soon
to observe the carcinogenic effects of many substances, since cancer typically has
latency periods of up to 40 years.17 Even after a sufficient latency period has
elapsed, it may be difficult to trace diseases to particular substances because of the
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insensitivity of epidemiological studies and because almost no toxic substances
leave a unique "fingerprint" of their presence.18 Animal studies are faster and
cheaper than human studies. Moral considerations also provide reasons for using
animal studies; there is no justification to wait for "evidence of harm in exposed
people when risks can be established relatively quickly by animal experimenta-
tion."19

Animal studies have some shortcomings, however, which we should understand
in order to appreciate the foundation of regulatory standard setting and some of their
evidentiary limitations. Estimating risks from animal studies requires a number of
inferences from the established experimental data from laboratory animals to the
projection of end point risks to human beings. These inferences have a number of
uncertainties and inference gaps that must be bridged in order to produce the risk
numbers. Inference gaps arise because there is insufficient information (in both
theories and data) available to settle the scientific questions at issue. These gaps are
distinguished from measurement uncertainties, which are features of scientific infor-
mation that cannot be measured precisely. Rather, in many cases the inference gaps
result from insufficient understanding of the biological mechanisms involved or the
relationships between biological effects on one species compared to another. Scien-
tists typically use mathematical models or other generalizations to fill the gaps, and
these might produce scientific predictions that differ substantially from one another
depending upon the model chosen. Thus the range of possible answers will produce
a range of uncertainty. Such models introduce uncertainties because surrogates for
the proper quantities (if they have even been identified) are used, because some
possibly appropriate variables may be excluded, or because the proper model for
representing and quantifying the data is not known.20 Moreover, uncertainties can be
introduced because of the inherent variability in biological response between indi-
viduals.21 Concerns about the uncertainties in arriving at dose-response (potency)
estimates for substances lead to considerable controversy among critics about their
use in predicting risks to human beings.22 Nonetheless, there is a substantial con-
sensus for continuing their use.23 To see these points consider a few of the detailed
steps in risk assessment procedures.

In an ideal animal study, there are usually three or sometimes four groups of
about 50 animals each that are studied: (1) a control group; (2) an experimental
group fed the maximum tolerated dose (MTD) of a toxic substance, "a dose as high
as possible without shortening the animals' lives from noncarcinogenic toxic ef-
fects;"24 (3) an experimental group fed one-half the MTD; and (4) sometimes an
experimental group fed one-fourth the MTD. Tumor data from each of the experi-
mental groups then become fixed data points on a graph, if the tumor results differ
statistically from the control group. (This is schematically indicated in Figure 1-2.)
To estimate low-dose responses in animals, researchers then use a computer model
to fit a mathematical curve through experimental data points and through those seen
in control groups. (Figures 1-3 through 1-5 indicate the general problem.) Figure 1-
5 is misleading in some respects. This is an extrapolation from the same animal data
using different mathematical models, and they can extrapolate to quite different
values. However, there are biological constraints such that some of these extrapola-
tions do not make sense. (These will be discussed later.) Moreover, for all the
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Figure 1-2 Dose-response evaluation performed to estimate the incidence of the
adverse effect as a function of the magnitude of human exposure to a substance.

Figure 1-3 Dose-response curve. (From the Environmental Protection Agency.) Risk
Communication Training Documents.

models, if the background cancer in control animals (or the general population)
works by the same mechanism as cancer induced by the administered carcinogen,
resulting in an additive carcinogenic effect, all the models become linear at low
doses, rather than curvilinear as they appear here. As long as the background cancer
rate is 1% or higher, this linear effect results. In addition, all the curves are shifted to
the left because of the additivity effect.25

One kind of uncertainty is introduced because the etiology of carcinogenesis is
insufficiently understood to enable scientists to know which mathematical model is
the correct one for representing the mechanism of carcinogenesis and for making the
extrapolation from high-dose effects in animals (i.e., from the experimentally estab-
lished data points) to low-dose effects in animals (i.e., to effects typically beyond
the experimentally established data points).26 In addition, there are insufficient data



Figure 1—5 Extrapolated risks due to benzene exposure.

Figure 1-4 High-dose to low-dose problem.
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points based upon experimental evidence to enable researchers to find a unique curve
to fit the data produced by controlled experiments.27 Thus, both insufficient theoreti-
cal understanding and too few data contribute to the uncertainties that plague dose-
response risk assessment procedures.

After extrapolating from high-dose effects to low-dose effects (more typical of
human exposure) in animals, risk assessors must estimate the low-dose effects on
human beings. The use of different mouse (or rodent) to human extrapolation
models can produce differences in risk estimates—estimates that range from a factor
of 6 to 13 to 35, depending upon which of several methods is used.28 In this case, the
difference is due partly to differences in theoretical understanding and partly to lack
of a sufficient experimental data base for toxic substances.

Other uncertainties that plague toxicological risk assessment concern the relative
weighting of positive and negative animal studies for the same substance, whether
benign and malignant tumors should be weighted equally as evidence for carcino-
genicity in animals (and thus in humans), whether and how data from two or more
nonhuman species should be combined, and so on, but I do not pursue those here.29

Some of these sources of uncertainty are summarized in Appendix A.
The foregoing steps are some of the main ones leading to an estimate of the

carcinogenic potency of a substance. The next step is to indicate how much of a
substance will reach human beings through the environment—via soil, air, water, or
food. Environmental fate models provide a way of estimating this. There are also
uncertainties in these procedures. For example, models for predicting the transport
of ethylbenzene from leaking gasoline tanks differ by as much as a factor of 1500,
and there appears no easy way to validate the correct model for making such
assessments.30 Lee and Chang point out that although theoretical models for predict-
ing the environmental fate of substances such as benzene, xylene, toluene, and
ethylbenzene are reasonably well understood at least in laboratory settings, applying
the models under actual field conditions could produce substantial differences in the
estimates of the risks.31 The differences in this case are for the most part due not to a
failure of theoretical understanding of the environmental fate of substances under
controlled conditions, for this seems to be reasonably well understood. Instead there
is typically insufficiently detailed site-specific information about the behavior of
substances in the soil, groundwater, or air.32 Additional on-site field research could
remove some of these uncertainties (this is not true for many of the uncertainties
connected with toxicological risk assessment), but it is time-consuming, probably
expensive, and of limited value since the results could vary by individual substance,
type of soil, underlying impermeable stratum, groundwater properties, and other
factors specific to the location.

The cumulative theoretical uncertainties that can be introduced by uncertainties
at each step of the risk assessment process could be substantial. For example, if, at
each step of a chain of inferences, alternative inference guidelines or choice of
models would introduce differences in a risk assessment of only magnitude 2, and if
there were 10 such inference gaps, then the cumulative theoretical differences math-
ematically could be as large as 1024 (210 = 1024). If there were 20 such gaps where
each choice of a different model would only make a difference of 2, it is math-
ematically possible for the cumulative difference to be as large as 1,048,576
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(220 = 1,048,576).33 [Even though these are mathematical possibilities, there are
not typically so many gaps and such large differences do not materialize (discussed
later).]

The potential quantitative differences between models to fill an inference gap in
a carcinogen risk assessment, however, could easily be much greater than a factor of
2. In toxicological risk assessment, high-dose to low-dose extrapolation models can
vary by several orders of magnitude.34 The use of upper confidence limits versus
maximum likelihood estimates (a very unstable point)35 in estimating high-dose to
low-dose extrapolations can vary from a factor of 2-5 where there are good dose-
response data, up to several orders of magnitude at the lowest doses, where there are
not. Interspecies scaling factors, used to account for the different toxicological effect
in different mammalian species, can vary up to a factor of 35. Use of pharmacoki-
netic information, which enables a scientist to estimate the dose of a substance
reaching an internal target organ, may change a risk assessment by a factor of 5 to 10
or even more compared with the dose of a substance reaching an external exchange
boundary in an animal or human, such as the nose, skin, or mouth.36 An agency's
choice of de minimis risk thresholds, which trigger regulatory action, might differ by
one or two orders of magnitude from that of another agency.37

However, the logically possible uncertainties that might exist in risk assessment
have not tended to materialize in actual risk assessments between agencies or other
groups performing them. For one thing, for many risk assessments, there may not be
as many inference gaps as the possibilities sometimes suggest. For another, empiri-
cal data constrain some of the choices. For example, some high-dose to low-dose
extrapolation models "seem impossible to interpret in terms of any biological de-
scription."38 Moreover, where there are good data on both animal and human
response rates many of the typical assumptions used to infer human risks from
animal studies tend to predict risks to humans that agree fairly closely with epide-
miological studies.39 Furthermore, different regulatory agencies frequently agree on
the same models, even though scientific data and theories are not fully adequate to
support such choices. And there has been some attempt at coordination between
federal and state agencies.

While the differences between actual risk assessments have tended not to be as
great as the mathematical possibilities, there still can be substantial discrepancies in
risk assessments for particular substances. Some of these results for two agencies are
summarized in Figure 1-6 and Appendix B. A comparison of potency estimates
done by the California Department of Health Services and by the U.S. Environmen-
tal Protection Agency's Carcinogen Assessment Group shows that the California
Department of Health Services projected a higher potency and thus a higher risk for
17 of 27 carcinogens examined, while EPA projected a lower potency for 10 of the
27. Where the California Department of Health Services projected a higher number
it tended to be from 1.1 to 20 times higher than the Environmental Protection
Agency. When the California Department of Health Services projected a lower
number than the EPA, the range was from 0.7 to 0.006 (or three orders of magni-
tude).40 Although the extreme discrepancies are the exception to fairly close agree-
ment between the agencies, they do show that there can be major disagreements
between them nonetheless.
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The point of the preceding remarks is that carcinogen risk assessments

1. can suffer from substantial uncertainties and
2. in fact sometimes can differ sufficiently to make a substantial difference in

the actual risks that are predicted, and
3. may well in some cases make substantial differences in regulations that are

issued.

In order to provide guidance for the gaps created by the absence of data and
theoretical understanding, a National Academy of Sciences report suggested that for
the approximately 50 inference gaps that exist in the procedures for estimating risks
to human beings from basic toxicological information regulatory agencies adopt
policy, or inference guidelines.41 These inference guidelines constitute assumptions
to bridge the gaps in question.42 Agencies have adopted four kinds of assumptions:

1. assumptions used when data are not available in a particular case;
2. assumptions potentially testable, but not yet tested;
3. assumptions that probably cannot be tested because of experimental limita-

tions; and
4. assumptions that cannot be tested because of ethical considerations.43

Figure 1—6 Frequency diagram of differences between EPA and CDHS potency values.
[From Lauren Zeise, "Issues in State Risk Assessment: California Department of Health

L White (University of California, Riverside, College of Natural and Agricultural Sci-
ences, 1990), p. 138.]

Services," in Proceesings: Pesticides and other toxics: Assessing Their Risks, ed. Janet
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Such assumptions guide many of the choices of model mentioned earlier.
The policies adopted to bridge such gaps can lead to considerable controversy,

for they can make a difference in the estimation of risks to human beings. Fre-
quently, little in the way of biological evidence in the present state of knowledge can
determine the choice between the models.

I believe, however, that we cannot avoid the use of inference guidelines, since
we need to make decisions concerning the effects of toxic substances on human
beings. Part of the reason is that the scientific basis of risk assessment, because of
the uncertainties involved, exhibits in a much more radical form a feature of all
scientific inferences (all empirical inferences for that matter): the evidence available
for the inference underdetermlnes the inference or the theory that aims to explain the
evidence. This general point about our empirical theories and beliefs was well
articulated by Willard Van Orman Quine in Word and Object:

To the same degree that the radical translation of sentences is under-determined by
the totality of dispositions to verbal behavior, our own theories and beliefs in
general are under-determined by the totality of possible sensory evidence . . .44

Although there has been considerable discussion pro and con of Quine's thesis,
especially that concerning the problem of radical translation, there is ample support
for his general point that evidence underdetermines theories or scientific inferences.
First, at least since Descartes philosophers have discussed the possibility of persons
having mistaken beliefs based upon the evidence before them. The possibility of
mistakes (in the extreme cases imagined by Descartes) indicates that the evidence
does not guarantee the conclusions one might typically infer from it.45 Second, a
paradigm of scientific inference, so-called inference to the best explanation, rests on
the possibility that there may well be several plausible alternative explanations to
account for the available evidence to an observer. The resulting problem is to
characterize which explanation is the best one. Again, the possibility (and in some
cases the likelihood) of alternative explanations in science is evidence for the general
thesis of underdetermination.

The point of the preceding remarks is that the evidentiary underdetermination of
an inference is both an old problem for all empirical beliefs (Descartes's point) and a
problem common to all scientific inferences (Quine and the point about inference to
the best explanation). Thus, in carcinogen risk assessment the fact that the available
evidence does not uniquely determine a correct model to characterize the mecha-
nisms or many of the other aspects of scientific behavior for each substance is not
new. However, the underdetermination of models or theories in carcinogen risk
assessment is so much more radical in carcinogen risk assessments as to make it
substantially different from the case of ordinary scientific inferences. The uncertain-
ties resulting from lack of understanding are much greater than in more well-
established areas of science.

The last point, then, leads to the following additional points: inference guide-
lines, or at least some kind of choices between competing models, cannot be
avoided, if risk assessors are going to provide needed evidence for the assessment
and regulation of toxic substances. The inference guidelines (or choices) must be
chosen (made) on the basis of some reason, but since scientific data radically
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underdetermine the choice and perhaps more radically underdetermine this choice
than similar choices in any other areas of science, some other consideration(s) must
determine it.

These additional considerations are typically of several kinds. Some are scien-
tific or other empirical generalizations, but ones not necessarily well supported in a
particular case (such as the claim adopted by many agencies that carcinogens do not
act by means of a threshold mechanism, or the claim that since a surface area
extrapolation is used for other purposes of comparing the metabolic activity between
species, a similar extrapolation model should be used to predict the toxic effects of a
substance from one substance to another). Sometimes decisions are made on the
basis of simplicity or ease of calculation.46 And agencies sometimes choose a
middle-ground theory simply because it is midway between alternatives they might
adopt.47

In addition, however, nearly all agencies acknowledge that some of the decisions
of scientific models are chosen on nonscientific policy or moral grounds. Typically
they reason that risk assessment procedures should not underestimate risks to human
beings at the end of the process or that they must be prudent in protecting public
health. They choose not to underestimate the risks to human beings by using a
health-protective high-dose to low-dose extrapolation model, by using the biological
response in the most tumor-sensitive mammalian species as a basis of risk assess-
ment, and by counting benign as well as malignant tumors as evidence of a substance
causing a carcinogenic response in experimental animals. Even though agencies
acknowledge the policy role in risk assessment, it is not clear that all their choices
are health protective, for they ignore other choices that could reduce the under-
estimation of risks. For example, sensitive subpopulations, such as the elderly or
nursing infants, are seldom considered. In some cases humans are much more
sensitive to substances than test animals (e.g., benzidine), and the timing of expo-
sure is frequently not taken into account.48

The National Academy of Sciences argued that important inference guidelines
are based upon policy considerations:

Guidelines unavoidably embody both scientific knowledge and risk assessment
policy. In the past, regulatory agencies typically used a conservative [health-
protective] approach in the development of risk assessment policy, as in the choice
of the most sensitive species, use of the most conservative dose-response curve,
and the lack of acceptance of negative epidemiologic data.49

The Academy report notes that risk assessments could avoid the use of policy
guidelines, but argues that

guidelines very different from the kinds described could be designed to be devoid of
risk assessment policy choices. They would state the scientifically plausible infer-
ence options for each risk assessment component without attempting to select or
even suggest a preferred inference option. However, a risk assessment based on
such guidelines (containing all the plausible options for perhaps 40 components)
could result in such a wide range of risk estimates that the analysis would not be
useful to a regulator or to the public. Furthermore, regulators could reach conclu-
sions based on the ad hoc exercise of risk assessment policy decisions.50
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Ad hoc choices between plausible options likely would still involve policy consid-
erations, but they would be hidden from the public, not identified as public choices
on the part of an agency.

These considerations do not deductively warrant the conclusion that risk assess-
ments in the present state of knowledge are policy or value or morally laden, but
given current practice and the radical underdetermination of the theory by the evi-
dence, they strongly support such conclusions. Thus, we might somewhat oversim-
plify the point by saying that whether a risk assessment indicates a risk to human
beings and the seriousness of that risk are in part, normative policy considerations.
Thus, not just the notion of an acceptable risk (an obvious normative concept), but
(in the present state of knowledge of carcinogen risk assessment) also the ideas of a
risk and the severity of the risk are partly normative notions, for they are the product
of normative judgments.51

Given the uncertainties in the quasi-scientific field of risk assessment and given
the typical procedures adopted by agencies for coping with such uncertainties
(and the recommendations by the National Academy of Sciences for coping with
them), the scientific neutrality of factual inquiries that appear to be typical of normal
scientific inquiries (in subatomic physics, molecular biology, geology, etc.) does not
obtain for risk assessment. This point is very clear if one focuses on a particular risk
that is the outcome of the risk assessment process or on agency risk assessment
guidelines.

The upshot of the foregoing observations and arguments is the following: in fact
actual risk assessments have relied heavily upon policy or moral considerations, in
fact agencies at present rely upon such considerations, and the National Academy of
Sciences recommends that agencies continue to rely upon such considerations. Fi-
nally, because of these arguments it seems proper and plausible that agencies should
continue to do so (I return to this point in Chapter 4). Thus, it appears the quasi-
scientific process of risk assessment in its present state is substantially different from
other areas of science; it is a process substantially permeated by policy considera-
tions and seems destined to continue to be so permeated into the indefinite future.
What is important for purposes of this book is the content of the policy considera-
tions for the particular institutional setting in which they are used for risk assess-
ment. We will return to this topic at the end of this chapter and throughout the book.

NORMATIVE IMPLICATIONS OF THE SCIENTIFIC
UNCERTAINTIES IN RISK ASSESSMENT

A number of points emerge from the preceding discussion. First, because of substan-
tial uncertainties, and because of the radical underdetermination of the theories by
the evidence, carcinogen risk assessment differs markedly from core areas of sci-
ence. Second, in the present state of knowledge risk assessments are substantially
influenced by normative judgments. The notion of a risk and the extent of a risk
which is the outcome of present carcinogen risk assessments is at least in part a
normative notion.

Third, in addition, traditional scientific practices, which are typical of and even
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essential to pursuit of scientific truth for its own sake, may well paralyze risk
assessment and regulatory activity. One such practice is the demand for more and
better data about the substance under consideration. A particular substance may have
properties and operate by biological mechanisms different from others. Yet too
much emphasis on additional data can slow regulatory evaluation of the substance
and can divert agency efforts from considering other chemicals. Moreover, scien-
tists' postponing judgment until sufficient facts are available and using demanding
inference standards so that they will not wrongly add to the stock of scientific
knowledge will have similar effects. The justification behind such caution appears to
be that by keeping the chances of scientific mistakes quite low, when one obtains a
positive result, one can have considerable confidence that one's addition to scientific
knowledge is not the result of random error or a mistake. In building the edifice of
science, by keeping the odds of mistakes low one ensures that each brick of knowl-
edge added to the structure is solid and well cemented to existing bricks of knowl-
edge. Were one to take greater chances in generating new knowledge, the edifice
would be much less secure. This cautious attitude is considered important in keeping
the scientists from chasing chimeras and wasting time, money, and human re-
sources.52 (This rationale and the analogy of building an edifice may not be the
whole story, for it may also be important to protect against false negatives—failing
to discover an effect when it is there. Failing to discover a causal relation in the
world is a bit like having a photograph with objects that were in the field of vision not
recorded on the film. This seems to be just as serious a mistake about the world as a
camera that adds to the photograph objects that were not in the field of vision.53

However, it appears to receive less emphasis in science.)
In risk assessments, the cautious scientific attitude might well have the conse-

quence that harmful responses from exposures to toxic substances are not ascer-
tained until scientists are certain (as measured by the standards of reputable scientific
inquiry) that there is such a response. In addition, scientists may be reluctant to
endorse a scientific theory that would justify a particular scientific model for risk
assessment inferences, unless there were sufficient scientifically defensible support
for the theory. Both instantiations of this attitude could paralyze risk assessment
activity, because of the many uncertainties and because the available evidence
greatly underdetermines the inferences needed in risk assessment. This may not
always be the case in the future, but in the present state of knowledge it is.

Fourth, common to the practices just described is an effort to prevent false
positives. However, in regulation false negatives are of perhaps greater importance.
The aim of regulation typically is to protect against toxic substances causing or
contributing to human beings contracting diseases.54 Thus, what is typically of
lesser concern in purely scientific inquiry is of much greater concern in regulatory
inquiries. But how much concern is justified in each case will be partly a function of
the institutional setting and the aims of the activities in question.

Fifth, in any case, as I argue later, some balance of the two kinds of mistakes
should be achieved for both torts and regulatory law. The proper balance is in part an
institutional, legal, and moral issue depending upon the context of inquiry. We
address these issues in the chapters that follow.

Sixth, the cumulative effect on regulation of many of the foregoing practices
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typical of research science is that risk assessment and regulation are slow. Animal
bioassays are time consuming. Since the inception of the National Cancer Institute's
and the National Toxicology Program's animal bioassay program, as of July 1991
there have been 367 animal bioassays (and since some of the studies are duplicative
this represents fewer than 367 substances).55 Typically it takes about two years from
nomination of a substance to its acceptance for testing, two more years for the actual
experiment, two years for evaluating the tumors from experimental animals, and one
year for writing up the results—approximately seven years total from nomination to
final write-up.56 Five years seems to be the minimum for definitive test results from
animal studies even without regulatory delay in nomination. However, this pro-
cedure is much too slow to evaluate all the suspected carcinogenic substances, for at
present there are more than 50,000 chemical substances in existence,57 some of
which will be toxic, and many more are created all the time.

In addition, many new substances are introduced into commerce each year.
Under procedures mandated by the Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA) manufac-
turers have been required since 1976 to file a "premanufacturing notice" (PMN)
when they seek to introduce a new substance into commerce. The EPA then has 90
days during which to evaluate toxicity data on these substances to see if they warrant
further evaluation. From 1979 to 1987 firms filed 7356 PMN notices, or about 88 per
month.58 The rate may be as high as 150 per month.59 Of the 7356, for about half, or
3678, firms filed notification that they were going to commence manufacturing the
substances for which they had filed PMNs.60

Risk assessments appear to be as slow or slower than the animal bioassays even
though they should take less time. From the late 1970s to the fall of 1990 the federal
EPA and risk assessors in the state of California using similar data bases completed
about 50 risk assessments of carcinogens.61 According to the Office of Technology
Assessment, as of November 1987 the EPA Carcinogen Assessment Group (CAG)
had performed risk assessments on only 22 of 144 substances (15%) testing positive
in at least one National Toxicology Program animal bioassay. For 61 substances for
which there was even better evidence for their potency because they tested positive
for carcinogenesis in three or four animal experiments EPA CAG performed only
nine risk assessments (15%) between 1978 and 1986.62 Under California's Safe
Drinking Water Act of 1986 (Proposition 65), 369 carcinogens had been identified
as of April 1991. However, as of fall 1991 risk assessments had been performed on
only about 74 of them, leaving 295 unevaluated.63 Thus, even if animal bioassays
could be done instantaneously, risk assessments lag far behind, taking from one-half
to five person years just for the detailed assessment.64

At present animal bioassays and the risk assessments based on them cannot
possibly keep up with the introduction of new substances into the marketplace. If
this is a concern, and if it points to a need to evaluate the toxicity of chemical
substances more rapidly, as I think it does, then the rate of risk assessments becomes
a relevant consideration in institutional and risk assessment design. Risk assess-
ments should be done much more rapidly, and this would to some extent increase the
number of substances subjected to regulatory evaluation. (It would not address the
problem totally because the underlying animal bioassays still take about five years.)
If scientists or parties to the risk assessments insist on detailed evaluation of each
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substance to protect against false positives, this will perpetuate the slow pace. I
consider alternatives to this present practice in Chapter 4.

Seventh, a point that emerges from several of the preceding remarks is that our
scientific, institutional, and policy responses to uncertainty may promote or frustrate
the many institutional and social goals served by both risk assessment and regula-
tion. It thus is important to identify appropriate institutional goals and to recognize
how our responses to the uncertainties that plague risk assessment will affect the
pursuit of such goals. In Chapters 2 to 4 we take up these concerns.

As we saw earlier, an attempt to make risk assessment more carefully scientific
may paralyze regulation because the knowledge is not available and because almost
all current regulatory laws tend to preserve the status quo until evidence for changing
it is provided. (I return to this in Chapter 4.) On the other hand, if agencies expedite
risk assessments and do not wait for answers to these scientific questions, then the
"science" of risk assessment to some extent will rest on approximations and will be
further permeated with nonscientific policies. Thus, it will be quite different from
ordinary science. (Of course, even in its present state, it already differs substantially
from ordinary scientific inquiry.) Scientific procedures clearly have a role in deter-
mining the health effects from human exposure to toxic substances. However, the
science has to be "good enough" only for the concerns faced by the institution.

How good is good enough depends upon the many aims of the institutions, legal
constraints imposed upon them, and, more broadly, matters of moral and political
philosophy about the kind of world in which we want to live. The argument here is a
cautionary note, a reminder, that there are substantial limitations to the extent to
which risk assessments can measure up to present standards of good scientific
evidence and continue to serve the aims of the regulatory institutions in which they
are used. We should not confuse risk assessment for regulatory purposes with
ordinary science, where the aim is pursuit of truth for its own sake, nor should we
expect it always to measure up to standards of evidence required for peer-reviewed
scientific journals. Instead we should recognize it for what it is and for what it can
tell us, consistent with its evidentiary limitations, about the phenomena in question.
In using these data, however, we should not lose sight of the many other aims of risk
assessment either for regulatory activity or for purposes of tort law compensation,
which should properly modify the aims of risk assessment.

A larger point is that the many uncertainties pervading carcinogen risk assess-
ment may make it difficult, if not impossible, for scientists to remain wholly faithful
to their own scientific traditions (developed in circumstances in which the pursuit of
truth for its own sake was the aim) while providing data that will permit timely and
justifiable regulations. More likely, fidelity to scientific tradition will produce regu-
latory paralysis. Thus scientists may face both cognitive dissonance if asked to
participate in risk assessments and peer pressure not to modify risk assessments to
serve regulatory aims. We consider this further at the end of the chapter and again in
Chapter 4.

Finally, however, even if the problems mentioned did not exist, there remain
more fundamental problems with aspects of carcinogen risk assessment that should
be of concern to the scientists, philosophers of science, and policymakers. These are
considered in the remainder of the chapter.
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PROBLEMS IN THE STATISTICS OF HUMAN EPIDEMIOLOGICAL
STUDIES AND ANIMAL BIOASSAYS

Epidemiological studies of human beings exposed to a substance may provide the
best scientific evidence that the substance is carcinogenic at specific levels of expo-
sure. Whether they do or not depends upon whether they suffer some possible
practical and theoretical difficulties. Practical evidence-gathering problems such as
poor recordkeeping, job mobility (for workplace studies), and exposure to more than
one toxin may frustrate good studies. And long latency periods for diseases typically
caused by carcinogens make it difficult to conduct well-done, reliable studies. How-
ever, even if none of these problems exists, theoretical considerations indicate that
in many circumstances the design and interpretation of such statistical studies may
beg some of the normative concerns at issue.

Discovering Risks

Human health risks at particular exposure levels can be detected either through
cohort or case-control epidemiological studies. A cohort study compares the inci-
dence of disease in a group exposed to a health hazard with the incidence of disease
in a group representative of the general population.65 In a case-control study, "peo-
ple diagnosed as having a disease (cases) are compared with persons who do not
have the disease (controls)."66 Fewer people are needed in a case-control than in a
cohort study, for only those with the disease, not those exposed to a risk factor, are
the objects of examination. In either case, in a good study, a positive correlation
between a risk factor and the disease indicates that those exposed will tend to
develop the disease and those not exposed will tend not to develop it. Both kinds of
studies can suffer from confounding, the mixing of an effect of the exposure of
interest with the effect of an extraneous factor. Confounding can lead to overestima-
tion or underestimation of the causal effect, depending upon the direction of the
effect.67 This is one of the most serious problems facing epidemiology, but because
the confounding effect is not consistent, there is no one remedy. (However, in some
contexts an extended search for confounders can frustrate the detection of toxins and
public health protections. I return to this later.)

Case-control studies are essentially retrospective. The researcher takes a group
that has contracted a disease, compares the characteristics of that group and its
environment with a properly representative control group, and tries to isolate factors
that might have caused the disease. Cohort studies can be retrospective or prospec-
tive. In a prospective study, a sample population exposed to a potential disease-
causing factor is followed forward in time. Its disease rate is then compared with the
disease rate of a group not exposed to the potential disease-causing factor. In a
retrospective study the same method is employed, but historical data are used. The
researcher studies the cold record of a group of people exposed to some suspected
disease-causing factor over some time period to establish their disease rate. That rate
is then compared with the disease rate for nonexposed groups.
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Each kind of study has its advantages and its problems. Case-control studies can
provide estimates of relative risk, incur little expense because the sample sizes are
small, and are especially suited to the study of rare diseases.68 They have several
disadvantages. Careful diagnosis is required to ensure a properly representative
control group.69 The incidence rate cannot be derived, for there are no appropriate
denominators for the populations at risk.70 And case-control studies, like retrospec-
tive cohort studies, require historical information about their subjects, which creates
problems of accuracy and documentation (discussed later). Sometimes it is difficult
to separate and measure the effect of one risk factor compared with another.71 For
example, rubber workers are exposed to vinyl chloride, poly chlorinated biphenyls,
chloroprene, selenium compounds, benzidine and its salts, aniline, carbon tetra-
chloride, and benzene, all of which are either suspected or federally regulated
carcinogens.72 Case-control studies also run the risk of recall bias, since both the
informant and the interviewer know the subject has the disease.73

In contrast, a prospective cohort study is free from recall bias. And cohort
studies yield incidence rates and attributable risk as well as relative risk.74 But
cohort studies, particularly prospective ones, have their drawbacks too. They require
much larger samples than case-control studies to detect the same risks and they
require a long follow-up period, which increases with the latency period of a disease.
Such studies are thus costly.75 In a prospective study, subjects may drop out. In a
retrospective study, they may be difficult to trace. Criteria and methods may change
as the years progress. Finally, since most carcinogens have a latency period of 5 to
50 years,76 there are ethical problems in exposing people to suspected carcinogens
for the period a prospective cohort study requires.

Practical Evidence-Gathering Problems

The cost and bioethical aspects of prospective cohort studies prompt most epide-
miologists to rely on case-control or retrospective cohort studies. However, there are
several practical difficulties inherent in relying on historical information required for
such studies. Frequently, industry data on workplace exposure to potentially harmful
substances are inadequate.77 When this is a problem, epidemiologists must resort to
a worker's duration of employment as a surrogate measure of total exposure. The
proper interpretation of these data, like any indirect measurement, is understandably
a point of controversy, and in any event, companies often fail to keep the required
information.78 Even if such data exist, they do not necessarily reveal which em-
ployees actually worked in the contaminated quarters.79

As indicated, employees are often exposed to more than one chemical agent,
which makes both case-control and retrospective cohort studies much more difficult,
if not impossible, to conduct. In addition, the dosage of exposure frequently varies
over time.80

Job mobility and population heterogeneity also pose problems. Since there is
considerable job mobility in American employment, the effect of a carcinogen can
easily be overlooked. Typically, the briefer the exposure, the longer the latency
period of the disease, unless the exposure was at a very high dose.81 Even if an
epidemiologist has data for one population and its set of characteristics for either a
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cohort or case-control study, it is difficult to extrapolate to other populations and
their characteristics.82 Populations can vary in socioeconomic status, age at which
exposure occurred, smoking history, and other factors that affect susceptibility and
confound the studies.83

The long latency periods of diseases typically caused by carcinogens may be a
more serious problem. Thus, even though a scientist has none of the practical
problems mentioned previously and has sufficiently large samples to avoid insensi-
tive studies (addressed later), if subjects are not followed for a long enough period, a
disease effect may be missed.84 These practical problems make it difficult, perhaps
nearly impossible in some cases, to obtain scientifically respectable results to quan-
tify health risks and to provide even the most rudimentary dose-response curve for a
substance. In fact, one researcher suggested that the relevant data are missing for
most chemical substances and industrial processes.85 Thus, researchers might fail to
detect a risk of concern, even when one exists, because of such practical problems.

One consequence of failing to have data about adverse health effects, even when
in fact they exist, is that this favors the legal status quo. If employees are not
protected legally from toxic substances or if they are protected less than they should
be, then as long as there is no evidence of risks, even when such risks exist, workers
remain unprotected. By contrast, if the legal status quo prevents the introduction of
potentially toxic substances into commerce until they are proven safe enough for
human exposure, then the legal status quo prevents commercial use of the substance.
There is a problem with studies that show "safety" or no association between
exposure and contraction of disease: frequently studies are too insensitive to estab-
lish the requisite claim of safety even though they do not show an ' 'adverse effect.''
We pursue this further below.

Theoretical Difficulties

To illustrate the theoretical problems consider cohort observational epidemiological
studies. Observational studies, typically relied upon to identify risks to human
health from exposure to toxic substances, depend "on data derived from observa-
tions of individuals or relatively small groups of people, "86 and in which exposure is
not assigned by the investigator. They are then analyzed with "generally accepted
statistical methods to determine if an association exists between a factor and a
disease and, if so, the strength of the association."87

A wise and conscientious epidemiologist with perfect evidence, but with con-
strained sample sizes for studying relatively rare diseases, faces potentially contro-
versial moral and social policy decisions in order to design and use an epidemiologi-
cal study. If scientists uncritically follow scientific conventions and practices used in
pursuit of knowledge for its own sake and in the requirements for publishing in
reputable scientific journals, they may unwittingly have "duly hands," contaminat-
ing their scientific results with implicit social policy outcomes and begging the
policy issues at stake. In fact, the very attempt to make the science rigorous in order
to publish results in reputable scientific journals may beg the regulatory questions for
which the studies are done (or used). Thus, one kind of scientific objectivity leads
implicitly to dirty hands. This problem is not easily avoided, for while a more
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sophisticated presentation of scientific results (discussed later) leaves scientists with
clean hands, this merely shifts the problem to someone else.

To see these points we must review the theory of hypothesis acceptance and
rejection, in order to introduce enough terminology to characterize the main risk and
proof variables with which epidemiologists must work and to understand the logic of
scientific proof available in this area. I focus on hypothesis rejection and acceptance
because it is the traditional statistical approach used in much of science and statis-
tics. However, epidemiology and perhaps the statistics of scientific reasoning are
moving away from the model of hypothesis acceptance and rejection. Rather than
explain alternatives to this model (although some are suggested toward the end of
this chapter), I use it as an example to illustrate certain problems that can arise from
the use of demanding standards of evidence. Thus, because the field is in flux there
will be some who will not accept the model on which I focus, but I believe many
(even most) still accept it and even for those who do not accept it, it can still usefully
serve as an illustration of a general class of problems.88

In trying to determine whether a substance such as benzene is a human carcino-
gen, a scientist considers two hypotheses. The first (the null hypothesis, H0) predi-
cates that exposure to benzene is not associated with greater incidence of a certain
disease (e.g., leukemia or aplastic anemia) than that found in a nonexposed popula-
tion. The second (the alternative hypothesis H1) indicates that exposure to benzene is
associated with a greater incidence of such diseases.

Since epidemiology considers samples of both exposed and unexposed popula-
tions, by chance alone a researcher risks inferential errors from studying a sample
instead of the whole population in question. A scientist runs the risk of false posi-
tives [the study shows that the null hypothesis should be rejected (and the alternative
hypothesis accepted) when in fact the null hypothesis is true] or false negatives [the
study shows that the null hypothesis should be accepted when in fact the null
hypothesis is false (and the alternative hypothesis is true)]. A false positive is
designated a type I error, and a false negative is called a type II error (summarized in
Table 1-2). Figure 1-7 illustrates the relation between false positives and false
negatives for two distributions of a test measure. (C is the decision cutoff such that
"responses to the right of C are declared positive and those to the left declared
negative.")89 Statistical theory provides estimates of the probability of committing
such errors by chance alone. The probability of a type I error is normally designated
a and the probability of a type II error is designated (3. Conventionally, a is set at .05
so that there is only a 1 in 20 chance of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true.90

The practice of setting a = .05 I call the "95% rule," for researchers want to be
95% certain that when new knowledge is gained and the null hypothesis is rejected,
it is correctly rejected.

Conventional practice also sets (J between .05 and .20 when a is .05, although
conventions are less rigid on this than for values of a. When p is .20, one takes 1
chance in 5 of accepting the null hypothesis as true when it is false, for example, the
chance of saying benzene is not associated with leukemia when in fact it is.91 When
P = .20, the power (1 — (3) of one's statistical test is .80, which means scientists
have an 80% chance of rejecting the null hypothesis as false when it is false.

The low value for a probably reflects a philosophy about scientific progress and
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Table 1-2 False Positives and False Negatives in Epidemiology
Possibilities in the Real World of

Causal Relationships
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Possible
Test
Results

Test does not show
that benzene
exposure is
associated with
leukemia

Test shows that
benzene exposure is
associated with
leukemia

Null hypothesis is true:
Benzene is not

positively associated
with leukemia

No error

Type I error
False positive
a

Null hypothesis is false:
Benzene exposure is
positively associated

with leukemia

Type II error
False negative
B

No error

may constitute part of its justification.92 It is an instantiation of the cautious scientific
attitude described earlier. When the chances of false positives are kept low, a
positive result can be added to scientific knowledge with considerable knowledge
that it is not the result of random chance.93 Were one to tolerate higher risks of false
positives, taking greater chances of new information being false by chance alone,
the edifice would be much less secure. A secure edifice of science, however, is not
the only important social value at stake.

One can think of a, (3 (the chances of type I and type II errors, respectively) and
1-P as measures of the "risk of error" or "standards of proof." What chance of
error is a researcher willing to take? When workers or the general public may be
contracting cancer (unbeknownst to all) even though a study (with high epistemic
probability) shows they are not, is a risk to their good health worth a 20% gamble?

If we think of a, (3, and l-[3 as standards of proof, how much proof do we
demand of researchers and for what purposes? Must researchers be 51 % sure that

Figure 1-7 [From A. E. Ades, "Evaluating Screening Tests and Screening Programs,
Archives of Disease in Childhood 65 (1990):793.]
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benzene is a carcinogen presenting a risk to employees in the workplace before
regulating it? Or, equivalently, should scientists in agencies be permitted to take a
49% chance (p = .49) that substances are not high-risk carcinogens to the populace,
when in fact they might be? Such questions only precede more complex matters, for
the standards of proof demanded of statistical studies have implications for the costs
of doing them and for the relative risks that can be detected. The mathematics of
epidemiological studies together with small sample sizes and rare diseases9"' typical
of environmentally caused cancer force serious policy choices on researchers and
regulators alike, when these studies are used in regulatory or tort law contexts to
estimate risks to people.

In order to see some of the tradeoffs we need two other variables: TV, the total
number of people studied in the exposed and unexposed samples, and 8, the relative
risk one would like to be able to detect.95 Relative risk is the ratio of the incidence
rate of disease for those exposed to a disease-causing substance to incidence rate
among those not exposed:96

incidence rate among exposed
Relative risk = :—:incidence rate among nonexposed

For instance, if the incidence rate of lung cancer in the nonexposed population is
7/100,000, and the incidence rate among heavy smokers is 166/100,000, the relative
risk is 23.7.97 The value of concern, 8, depends upon many factors, including the
seriousness of the disease, its incidence in the general population, and how great a
risk, if any, the exposed group justifiably should be expected to run. (One should
note that relative risk can be misleading, if the disease rate in the general population
is quite low, for example, 1/10,000,000. Thus, one needs to take into account this
and other factors in evaluating the overall seriousness of the risk.)98 With ct and (3
fixed, the relative risk one can detect is inversely related to sample size: the smaller
the risk to be detected, the larger the sample must be.

The variables a, p, 8 and N are mathematically interrelated. If any three are
known, the fourth can be determined. Typically, a is specified at the outset,
although it need not be. Because the variables are interdependent, however, crucial
tradeoffs may be forced by the logic of the statistical relations, as the following
examples indicate (summarized in Figures 1-8 and 1-9).99

(1) Suppose we want to discover whether a suspected carcinogen C is associated
with a particular cancer L. Suppose the incidence of L in the general population is
8/10,000, and suppose we rely upon the 95% rule. We want to be 95% sure that
when no association exists between C and L, our study shows that none does. Thus
we set a at .05. Suppose we also wish to have very small odds of false negatives, so
we set (3 at .05. Thus, the chances of false positives and false negatives are equal.
Suppose further that we regard a relative risk of 3 (8 = 3) as a "serious" risk worth
investigating for public health purposes.100 Given these antecedent desiderata, in
order to achieve them, we would have to study at least 13,495 people exposed to C,
and (I assume for the sake of simplicity) an equal number who are not exposed (or
26,990 people total) to obtain statistically significant results at a relative risk of 3 . l f ) 1

That very likely would be prohibitively expensive and it would be practically very
difficult to follow participants. Thus, a moral consideration, the value of the most
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accurate information for detecting potential harms—that is, tests with low and equal
chances of type I and type II errors—can enter at the outset of a study.

(2) Next, assume everything is the same except 3 and sample size. Suppose we
lower 3 to .20, so we have only 1 chance in 5 of committing a type II error. Given
these values, we would have to study at least 7695 people exposed to C, and the
same number who are not exposed (or 15,390 people total) to obtain statistically
significant results with a power of .80 to detect a relative risk of 3. This study would
also likely be prohibitively expensive and it might be difficult to find such large
groups of exposed individuals. Scarcity or the impracticality of following large
groups of people would still prevent the most accurate results even if type I and type
II errors are not equal.

(3) Suppose we could not study the large numbers required in alternatives 1 and
2, but we could study only 2150 in the exposed and nonexposed groups. Suppose we
also want to be 95% confident ( = .05) of results favoring the null hypothesis and
80% confident (1-3 = .80) of detecting an elevated relative risk should it exist, when
the prevalence of the underlying disease is 8/10,000. What relative risk can we hope
to detect? At best we only could detect a relative risk of 6, or two times higher than
the risk we thought was "serious" enough to warrant social attention. Put differ-
ently, given the values for a, , and N, our study could not even detect the relative
risk of concern with 80% confidence, when it exists. Thus, small samples, forced by
cost considerations or impracticalities and a demand for accuracy, mean that our test
cannot detect the risks of concern.

Alternative 3 suggests some interesting results for "negative" or "no-effect"
studies. If a study were negative or showed no effect between the chemical C and the
disease L, the most that we could infer would be that the relative risk to people in the
exposed group is not as high as the relative risk tested for in the study.102 Thus,
negative studies show nothing about relative risks smaller than the test can detect.
Regulatory agencies regard such results as useful mainly for setting upper bounds on
risks to people.

(4) The mathematical interrelations between a, 3, §, and N are flexible enough,
however, to enable us to detect a lower relative risk, say 8 = 3.8, by making some
tradeoffs. If we kept N and a constant (N = 2,150; a = .05), 3 would have to be
correspondingly raised to .49, lowering the power of the test (1-3 to .51.103 Because
3 = .49, there is now, however, a 49% probability of mistaking a toxic substance for
a benign substance by chance alone, when in fact the substance is toxic. The study
now faces two problems. The smallest relative risk we could detect among the 2150
exposed population would be 3.8 (still slightly higher than the relative risk of
concern). And we could detect that only if we were willing to take 49% odds of
leaving that group exposed to a possibly harmful carcinogen. This is a morally
dubious alternative, for our false negative rate is no better than the toss of a fair coin.

(5) The mathematical relations permit another alternative. Holding sample size
constant, if we want to be able to detect a relative risk as low as 3.0 with 80%
confidence when it exists, we could increase a instead of 3- With a commitment to
3 = .20, the resultant a would have to be about .33 to enable us to detect a relative
risk of 3.0. Now we could be only 67% confident of not incurring false positives.104

Thus, even though we can reach statistically significant results for a relative risk of 3
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by increasing a to .33, one-third of the time we run the risk of mistakenly adding to
the stock of scientific knowledge. Results from such studies would not likely be
published in reputable scientific journals, for the chances of type I errors are too
large. Thus, we would be tolerating somewhat less scientifically accurate results in
order better to be sure we could detect risks of concern.

These examples constitute the decision tree displayed in Figure 1-8. It is not
immediately evident which alternative is the most attractive. Alternatives 1 and 2,
although the most accurate, are excluded for reasons of cost or impracticality. Were
scientists forced to adopt alternative 3 or 4, either might put those exposed to toxic
substances at considerable risk because they could not detect the risk of concern (on
alternative 3), or because of high false negative rates (on alternative 4). On alterna-
tive 5 scientists risk undermining the credibility of their research and increasing the
risk of making a mistake in scientific research (although the odds of this are still not
as high as the false negative rates in alternative 4). The logic of epidemiology, study
costs, together with small sample sizes and rare background disease rates force
these difficult moral choices on "scientific" research.

As striking as the preceding examples are, they only suggest the statistical
problems a cohort study of a typical environmentally caused disease (e.g., benzene-
induced leukemia) might pose. Alternatives 1 through 5 in Figure 1-8 assume that
the prevalence of the hypothetical disease L in the general population is 8/10,000. If
the background disease rate were rarer by a factor of 10, which is more realistic
because it is the rate of leukemia,105 then our decision tree would exhibit the even
more surprising results displayed in Figure 1-9. The sample sizes required for
analogues of alternatives 1 and 2 increase tenfold, the smallest relative risk that
could be detected in the analogue of alternative 3 is 39, the false negative rate in the
analogue of 4 greatly exceeds .60, and even increasing a to .33 in alternative 5 with

= .20 does not lower the smallest detectable relative risk below 12.106

There is one respect in which the preceding discussion is slightly misleading.
Cohort studies require much larger samples than case-control studies to be equally
sensitive. Case-control studies tend to use much smaller samples and are thus good
for detecting rare diseases. The costs of using them would be much lower.107

However, I have focused on cohort studies because the mathematics is easier to
explain and the tradeoffs between sample size and relative risk are similar. In
addition, cohort studies are frequently used in occupational studies, one of the
concerns of this book. Case-control studies also suffer from special methodological
difficulties that may preclude their use for illustrating the burden of proof problems
with which I am concerned.108

The statistics of animal bioassays exhibit behavior similar to that of epidemiol-
ogy, although the numbers are not quite as dramatic. Talbot Page has shown that if
one has 50 control animals and 5 of them develop tumors at one site (e.g., the liver)
while 12 of 50 treated animals develop tumors at that same site, reliance on the 95%
rule would reject this as statistically significant evidence of a difference in tumor
rates.109 Nonetheless, use of Bayes's theorem and some plausible background as-
sumptions show the tumor rate in the treated animals compared to the controls to be a
matter of considerable concern.110

Thus, the same tradeoffs may be forced in animal studies; the rarer the disease
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Figure 1-8 Some Choices in Conducting a Cohort Study [Numbers given for alterna-
tives from C. Cranor, "Epidemiology and Procedural Safeguards in Workplace Health in
the Aftermath of the Benzene Case" Industrial Relations Law journal 5 (1983):372.]

rate is in control animals and the fewer treated animals in the sample with tumors,
the less likely researchers would be to detect risks of concern, if they remain
committed to the 95% rule. In such cases scientists should consider using higher a
values to ensure that elevated disease rates in the treated groups do not go undetected
because of the scientific conventions of the statistics of the studies.111

There is an additional problem that can arise from scientists' or risk managers'
implicit commitment to certain statistical variables. Consider the effect of the -(3
asymmetry in testing large numbers of substances. As long as <(3 and a is in the
neighborhood of .05, we are doing "better" science conventionally conceived, but
we may also be protecting possibly harmful chemicals better than we are protecting
human health. Suppose that we have 2400 substances to test, and that 40% of them
are carcinogens and 36% of them are not, with the remainder unclear. (These
percentages are similar to the results obtained from testing by the National Toxicol-
ogy Program.) Now with a at .05 and |3 at .20, assuming there are large enough
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Figure 1-9 Some Choices in Conducting a Cohort Study of a Relatively Rare Disease.

study samples, epidemiological studies will result in 192 false negatives and 43 false
positives. Thus, 192 substances will pose some risk of cancer to the populace (and
how large a risk this is will depend upon the prevalence of the disease, the relative
risk associated with the substance, its potency, and the number of people exposed).
In addition, 43 substances will be wrongly regulated (or possibly banned altogether),
depending upon the statutory authority in question. l l2

Moreover, although I focused on what I call the "95% rule," the burden of proof
problems resulting from agency practices may be worse than I have indicated. It is
probably rare that when a federal agency or an organization such as the International
Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) relies on epidemiological studies for identi-
fying or regulating carcinogens that it relies on a single study. Several positive
studies, each at the 95% confidence level, may be required before an agency is
prepared to identify a substance as a carcinogen. With two such studies (assumed to
be independent) at a = .05, the chances of two such rare events occurring is .0025
(.052). That is, the chance of two studies, each with a .05 false positive rate, both
being falsely positive by chance alone is .0025.113 To demand multiple studies the

REGULATING TOXIC SUBSTANCES
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first one or two of which are positive, then, is to be exceedingly cautious. If an
agency refuses to identify a substance as a carcinogen or to regulate in the meantime,
this imposes costs on the potential victims while the agency gathers more informa-
tion. In addition, if the agency does not address the identification or regulation of
other substances, there are further opportunity costs from inaction.

Finally, although I have not discussed the effect of confounding factors in
epidemiological studies, for they do not have a consistent false positive or false
negative effect, there are contexts in which a continued search for them frustrates
public health protections. If researchers have evidence that a substance harms human
health, e.g., cigarette smoke or asbestos, but continue to search for possible con-
founders to explain away observed associations between exposure to the substance
and contraction of disease, this can delay action and frustrate health protection.
Sander Greenland notes, "One can always invoke unmeasured confounders to ex-
plain away observational associations. Thus, actions should not depend on the
absence of such explanations, for otherwise action would never be taken."114

The motivation to search for confounders is similar to the motivation to require
demanding standards of scientific evidence: sufficient proof to justify a scientific
inference of a casual connection. Advocates of a careful search for confounders in
such circumstances, such as H. J. Eysenck, seek to establish such casual connec-
tions with "proof in the sense usually accepted in science" or possibly proof
' 'beyond a reasonable doubt'' because such facts if discovered will slay "a beautiful
hypothesis."115 However, for the reasons previously discussed and for reasons to
follow in the remainder of the book, such an approach poses problems in protecting
public health. In my judgment Greenland's views are closer than Eysenck's to the
correct approach.

Traditional Practices in Interpreting
Epidemiological Studies

The preceding discussion of scientific standards of evidence indicates only some of
the abstract logical tradeoffs that exist between different variables that are used in an
epidemiological study. Research practices could address some of these issues.

In designing a survey, a scientist must decide which variables are to be indepen-
dent and which dependent. At least one variable will be fixed: the disease rate in the
general population for the disease that is the object of study. Three of the remaining
four variables must be specified: sample size, a, B, and .

As a matter of present practice, scientists appear to specify a at some low value,
typically = .05. The sample size is also likely to be fixed antecedently, because
only a certain group of people is available for study (e.g., workers in a factory) or
because costs limit the sample. If sample size is not fixed for one of these reasons, it
may be chosen in light of other goals of the study which influence choice of the
statistical variables, for example, a and B and the relative risk one believes is a
matter of public concern. A study will then yield certain morbidity and mortality
rates in both exposed and control groups, which as a matter of fact establishes an
experimental to control group relative risk. Thus, in traditional practices scientists
specify a = .05, and 8 is in effect fixed as an outcome of the study. Finally, scientists
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may use a predetermined B116 or solve for (3 (or 1-B the power of the study). I
assume they solve for (B, for that is the more flexible and charitable interpretation of
the procedure.

However, when a is set antecedently (or specified as a matter of routine) and
typically at a small value (<.05) because the 95% rule is being used, as a matter of
experimental design this creates the possibility that risks of concern may go unde-
tected, because the power of the test may be quite low (for the reasons indicated
previously).

An Alternative to Traditional Practices

Scientific practices could be different, for scientists could be more flexible in eval-
uating the data and consider alternatives such as 5 above, which permits both a and
(3 to vary in value. This flexibility would permit departures from the 95% rule, in
order to interpret studies to detect risks of concern. Suppose there is a study in which
the fixed data consist of the disease rate (8/10,000), sample size (2,100), and
mortality rate (5), compared with 1.72 expected deaths. For purposes of interpreting
this information, epidemiologists could vary the values of a and (3. By adopting this
procedure, however, there is a problem of what the fixed data show. Any pairwise
combinations of a and (3 in the left-hand column below will show that the study
outcome is positive, for all would permit researchers to detect a relative risk of about
3. Changing the variables slightly as indicated in the right-hand column will produce
a negative study.

Positive Results Negative Results

a P 8
.10 .49 3.0 When a < .10 (with (3 constant) or |3< .49 (with a constant)
.15 .40 3.0 Whenot< .15 (with (3 constant) or p< .40 (with a constant)
.20 .30 3.1 When a < .20 (with |3 constant) or f3< .30 (with a constant)
.25 .25 3.1 When a < .25 (with (3 constant) or (3 < .25 (with a constant)

Note that 8 is the least significant relative risk that can be detected when it exists.

This example, together with Figures 1—8 and 1-9, shows there is considerable
flexibility in interpreting the data of a study. How they are interpreted and used in
certain regulatory and legal contexts will have important consequences for protect-
ing human health.

CLEAN HANDS SCIENCE, DIRTY HANDS PUBLIC POLICY

We have seen there can be a tension between the use of the 95% (or higher)
confidence rule and other public policy and moral concerns we might have. How-
ever, there is no necessity to use the cautious scientific practice—tests could be done
differently. Whether epidemiologists should be committed to the 95% rule in certain
contexts is a normative, or policy, question. Moral philosophers, philosophers of
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science, lawyers, and those in public institutions with the authority to protect our
health should explicitly acknowledge and address this question. Those charged with
regulating our exposure to toxic substances should consider the foregoing policy
problems in the design of the study.

In addition, the reporting and use of epidemiological data given traditional
scientific practices may not be as neutral and objective a project as scientists might
believe. In the example just considered, what inferences one makes from the fixed
data for subsequent regulatory or legal proceedings depends upon the choice of
statistical variables and may have important consequences for our health and na-
tional wealth.

More important, there is not an obvious correct interpretation of the data, for the
choice of values for a and (3 and the inferences drawn from the study depend in part
upon wider uses to which the data will be put. But this feature of the situation
commits the decision maker implicitly, if not explicitly, to making judgments that
are the equivalent of moral or social policy considerations. These equivalents of
moral considerations must be relied upon in order to perform and interpret the
studies in question.

Alternatives are open to scientists, however, which preserve the objectivity of
the science and insulate them from the "dirty" policy decisions that infect some
traditional practices (when they are used uncritically).

Scientists could present their results as in Figure 1-8 or 1-9 (alternatives 3 to 5)
or in a set of power function curves (Figure 1-10),117 or with appropriate confidence
intervals.118 Recent discussions suggest there is a strong movement among epidem-
iologists away from tests of significance toward such presentations of data.119 All

Figure 1-10 Power function curves for sample sizes 2150 and for disease rate of
8/10,000. (Numbers given for alternatives from the tables in Appendix C.)
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three kinds of presentations indicate some of the objective limits to the data. A power
function curve indicates lower bounds on the relative risk that could be detected (if it
existed) relative to particular a values. Confidence intervals indicate the "actual
magnitude of the effect as well as the precision of the estimate." 12° Common to such
presentations is that they show how the data of a test place limits on what one can
infer from it. In addition, the concern to display the objective limits of data serves
the scientific goal of understanding, but this information is then used in regulatory
contexts for decision making,121 and those who must make the decisions must be
able to understand the information and use it.

However, making inferences from data derived from small samples for rare
diseases is like trying to eliminate the pucker in a wall-to-wall carpet that is too large
for a room—a problem in one area can be eliminated only by creating a problem in
another area.

To summarize, if scientists use a and (3 values uncritically in the design of their
studies and the reporting of their data, they implicitly will make some of the impor-
tant social policy decisions. If, on the other hand, they present the results of their
studies in the most objective manner that they can, their hands remain clean, but
someone else must face precisely the same social policy tradeoffs. This problem
raises both public policy issues, already alluded to, and issues of professional ethics.

Professional Ethics

Who should have discretion to interpret the results of such statistical studies for
regulatory purposes? Suppose that scientists have the discretion to make these deci-
sions. There are several prima facie difficulties with this.

As we have seen, there are many concerns. While scientists use the 95% rule or
confidence limits to the 95% value, they remain loyal to the conventions of their
discipline and thus avoid some cognitive dissonance, but they implicitly "dirty"
their hands, although they may be unaware of it, because they risk begging impor-
tant regulatory issues. They similarly dirty their hands if they alter statistical vari-
ables in order to increase the power of the studies. Moreover, there are powerful peer
pressures against their departing from the 95% rule. However, this last concern may
be less weighty than it appears. Scientists' potential loss of credibility is a product of
current practice, not necessarily a reason for continuing it. Also, the various scien-
tific professions could develop more flexible attitudes toward scientists who partici-
pate in the regulatory process, thus removing the threat of professional criticism
from them. Furthermore, even if there were the possibility of damage to a person's
credibility, it is not obvious that this concern should outweigh the harm that could be
done by incurring relatively high risks of false negatives in regulatory contexts and
leaving the public exposed to potentially harmful substances.

A more important reason for not giving scientists the discretion to interpret
studies is that this lets them determine substantial public policy questions under the
guise of "science" without public scrutiny. Thus, they could implicitly dominate
the regulatory process by means of the risk numbers they provide. (It is more likely,
however, that scientists will use the 95% rule under the guise of "good science" to
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determine policy implicitly than that they will use a high a in order not to miss
detecting health risks. We return to this point in Chapter 4.) This is not to impugn
scientists' integrity—indeed quite the reverse: their integrity vis-a-vis the standards
of their disciplines may be so great as to prevent them from seeing how a commit-
ment to the 95% rule might implicitly skew the risk assessment process.122 In a
democracy it is arguable that such important policy issues should not be hidden in
the science but settled in the somewhat more democratic forum of regulatory hear-
ings by risk managers who are to some extent accountable to the public.123

These prima facie reasons suggest shifting the implicit or explicit policy deci-
sions to the risk managers who get paid to make such highly visible and controversial
decisions. Such reasons may not be overriding, however, depending upon the con-
siderations for leaving the interpretation of studies to risk managers.

Risk managers are paid to make the policy choices, to take the political heat, and
to protect the objectivity of scientists. (It is also likely that scientists would prefer
that risk managers take such a role.) Presumably, they also have some expertise in
this area. And they are in most cases indirectly responsible to a chief executive—the
U.S. president or the governor of a state. Furthermore, policy considerations should
enter into the regulatory debate at the risk management stage, and it is sometimes
argued that there should be democratic input into the regulations. However, there are
some drawbacks to leaving the interpretive discretion to risk managers.

For one thing, they may not understand the normative subtlety of risk assessment
science policy decisions. Anecdotal evidence further suggests that risk managers
may have considerable difficulty interpreting the most objective presentations of
data, for the assessments with uncertainty bars attached or with power function
curves are complicated and somewhat difficult to understand. In addition, there is
some evidence that courts which review regulatory decisions may invalidate agency
decisions, if the data on which agencies act present too many alternative views or
exhibit too much uncertainty.124 Thus, both reasons argue against scientists present-
ing risk managers and courts with complicated decision trees, tables of objective
data, or data permeated with confidence intervals and giving them discretion to
interpret the studies. If the failure of risk managers or courts to understand the
presentation of the objective data will frustrate more effective regulation, this is a
reason for not shifting the interpretive discretion from scientists to risk managers.
What seems clear is that both risk assessors and risk managers should develop
sensitivity to various ways of presenting data. It is even more important, however,
for both to keep in mind the health-protective goals typical of most environmental
health statutes so that the aims of research science do not implicitly dominate the
regulation of toxic substances.125

This mere sketch of considerations concerning who should have discretion to
make the implicit policy decisions in risk assessments is hardly conclusive. It is not
entirely clear who should have such discretion, although I lean toward the view that
policy considerations should be made explicit by the risk managers after public
discussion in regulatory hearings. I consider this a bit further in Chapter 4 when
discussing risk assessment in the administrative agencies. However, I believe that
the public policy issues in interpreting the studies are a much clearer matter than who
interprets the data.
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Public Policy Issues

Since the reporting, interpretation, and use of epidemiological data are not nor-
matively neutral, and we could change traditional scientific practices, we should
face the use of the 95% rule in these contexts as a normative question, no matter who
makes the interpretive decisions. The 95% rule in the preceding discussion serves as
a surrogate or as an exemplar for the use of demanding standards of evidence for
regulatory purposes. We have seen how this can adversely affect the health-
protective goals of regulation. Thus, the reader should keep in mind plausible
generalizations of the 95% rule as examples of how demanding standards of evi-
dence or other scientific practices could frustrate pursuit of legally mandated goals
when more sensitive and more flexible interpretations of data would better serve
legal aims.

In other institutional contexts we have clearly faced such issues. In the criminal
law, for example, avoiding wrongful damage to someone's reputation and well-
being is so important that we spend considerable sums of money and deliberately
impose difficulties on proving guilt in order to avoid wrongly inflicting harsh treat-
ment and condemnation on the defendant. We could save money and have more
unjust outcomes if we thought it worth the human costs, but we do not. Clearly a
number of moral and cost considerations have influenced the institution of the
criminal law. We have been quite self-conscious in debating the considerations that
bear on the design and workings of the criminal law. Somewhat analogous problems
arise in environmental health law concerning the interpretation and use of scientific
studies; I suggest that similar debates should address these issues.

An additional problem is that the conventional evidentiary practices of science
(use of the 95% rule) may well be much more demanding than the evidentiary
requirements and aims of the tort and regulatory law; I discuss this issue in Chapters
2 and 4.

Thus, the problem is that the evidentiary standards of science as exemplified in
the 95% rule may be much more demanding than the legal standards of evidence
where the scientific evidence will be used. If this is correct, then, if regulators or
courts in tort cases use conventional scientific standards, by default their science will
in many cases beg the normative question at issue. Under postmarket regulatory
statutes (which predominate in governing the regulation of carcinogens) a commit-
ment to demanding scientific standards may well prevent the discovery of risks and
lead to lowered protections for the public. When epidemiologists study relatively
rare diseases with small samples, they will be forced to choose between high false
negative rates or high false positive rates (that would be intolerable for normal
scientific work).126 If they choose to tolerate high false negatives to protect the
integrity of their scientific work, they thereby favor nonregulation or less regulation
by their choice of evidentiary standard.

Furthermore, given the wider aims of both the regulatory and tort law and the
evidentiary standards that typically must be met in the law compared to science,
there may not be good reasons in these legal contexts to require risk assessment
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science to meet the same evidentiary burdens as normal scientific pursuit of the truth
for its own sake. Thus, I would urge that for regulatory science, agencies adopt
evidentiary standards much closer to those of the legal institutions it is meant to
serve (this argument is prosecuted in following chapters).

The following reasons might be offered for retaining the 95% rule even in
regulatory and other legal contexts:

1. It is the prevailing tradition.
2. Scientists should be cautious about additions to scientific knowledge so that

additional bricks of knowledge are well made and well cemented to the
existing scientific structure.

3. The 95% rule provides a useful standard, a benchmark against which all
epidemiological studies (and scientific studies more generally) can be com-
pared. If studies were conducted with substantial departures from the 95%
rule, they would no longer have a kind of automatic credibility (represented
by the 95% rule) and perhaps would have to be scrutinized much more
closely.

4. If the aim in an epidemiological study is to establish a causal relationship
between a substance and a disease, not using the 95% rule undermines this
aim.

5. The 95% rule, when used in certain regulatory contexts, protects the com-
mercial status quo.

None of these arguments provides overriding reasons for always using the 95% rule,
and several do not constitute even a prima facie reason for using it.

Reason 1, although true, begs the question whether the rule should be followed
in all contexts, especially in regulatory and legal ones. The second reason, although
correct for basic research that aims to add to the stock of fundamental knowledge, is
less appropriate for regulatory contexts. For regulation epidemiological studies are
aimed not at discovering new scientific results, but at trying to discover whether
risks to health exist. And sometimes the aim is merely to confirm or deny the
carcinogencity of a substance that is in a chemical class with other substances known
to be carcinogenic. Neither case presents a good reason for always adhering to the
95% rule.

The third reason is an important reason of consistency, but only that. Consis-
tency is not an overriding reason for following a certain practice, if the practice
otherwise would produce bad results in a particular area. In addition, such studies
are not automatically accepted at present—they receive considerable scrutiny. If the
95% rule were abandoned in some regulatory contexts this would add only mar-
ginally to the usual controversies. In particular, not using this rule would merely add
to the existing complaint by some interest groups seeking to undermine risk assess-
ments that risk assessments are not "scientific."

A related point is that a commitment to scientific standards of evidence may be
the only stable reference point in debates that otherwise seem driven by political
interests, policy considerations, and a good deal of uncertainty. There is much to this
concern. However, it is not clear that a commitment to the 95% rule, which can beg
regulatory questions, is the best way to address it. Presenting data in the most
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objective manner possible is quite important. But how the data are used, whether to
infer a risk of concern or to infer no such risk, is clearly a matter of one's broader
moral and political philosophy, or a matter to be settled in the law by the statutory
guidance of regulatory law or by the procedures of the tort law. How much of a
"clue" to carcinogenicity is provided by studies that fall short of the 95% rule is an
important issue to be settled by the evidentiary standards appropriate to the institu-
tional context.

Furthermore, it is a good thing to have questions of health risks decided in large
part on normative policy grounds. Some degree of accuracy in estimating risks is
important, but risk assessment is an inexact "science."127 As I indicated earlier,
perhaps it is much better to treat both the kind and amount of evidence needed to
estimate a risk and the acceptability of the risk in part as social decisions, rather than
treating the first as a purely scientific decision and the second as the only policy
decision, especially when the scientific part of the decision may beg the normative
issues. In addition, several researchers have found that scientists' attitudes toward
their research results and toward public policy issues are substantially influenced by
their place of employment. Industry scientists are more skeptical that substances
pose risks of harm than are academic or government scientists.128 Given the possi-
bility of normative "slants" to scientists' work, it seems a better approach is to
choose openly and deliberately the normative concerns we want to influence the
choice of models in risk assessments and the interpretation of statistical studies. A
public, community decision about these matters through the mechanism of a regula-
tory agency seems the appropriate approach in a democracy.

Fourth, if indeed the aim is to establish a causal relationship between a substance
and a disease, then we surely want to understand this. However, whether we should
wait until that is definitively established before we decide to take action as a matter
of regulatory policy is another matter. Different kinds and amounts of evidence may
be needed before one asserts for purposes of understanding the definitive existence
of causal claims versus deciding for public health purposes what to do. For regula-
tory purposes one might well accept the results of epidemiological studies not based
upon the 95% rule in order better to detect potentially harmful substances. For more
fundamental research purposes, for example, discovering whether a whole class of
substances—say, the arsenicals—appeared to be carcinogenic, one might want to
have at least some of the studies established by the 95% rule.

Finally, although in fact the 95% rule used in evaluating commercially valuable
chemical carcinogens may protect these commercial interests, it is for precisely this
reason we should reexamine the use of the rule. For small samples and relatively rare
diseases, use of the 95% rule in many circumstances may well protect commercial
manufacturers and sellers of a substance better than potential victims. In weighing
the balance between risks of wrongly regulating commercial substances and wrongly
leaving people exposed to potentially carcinogenic substances, the latter seems the
more important concern, although this depends upon the facts of the case and one's
larger legal and moral philosophy. I return to these issues in Chapters 2 to 5.

In addition to the preceding rebuttals, there are some more positive reasons for
modifying the 95% rule for various legal purposes. When sample sizes are small and
the background rate of disease is relatively rare (<8/10,000), departures from the 95%
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rule make it possible for epidemiologists better to detect harmful substances at a
certain relative risk. This is especially important for detecting low but possibly
substantial relative risks. In regulatory contexts, where a major aim of the enterprise
is to predict risks to human health and to prevent them, if possible or if feasible,129

departures from the 95% rule may better serve this preventive aim. Similarly, in
toxic tort suits where the aim is to compensate victims who have probably been
harmed by defendants, a departure from the 95% rule might be appropriate.

This is not to suggest that the 95% rule should be abandoned in all scientific
contexts or even that it should be abandoned in all regulatory contexts. Instead
scientists and policymakers should be more discriminating in their use of the rule and
carefully consider the consequences of its use. In clinical trials of a drug in which the
goal is to discover if a drug has therapeutic effects, the 95% rule might be relied
upon, for research endeavoring to add to our fundamental knowledge about bio-
chemical and therapeutic mechanisms should not be conducted if chances of incur-
ring false positives are significant.130 Similarly, when one is conducting epidemi-
ological research to establish knowledge as a foundation for further research, one
might well want to retain the 95% rule.

I suggest that on moral and legal grounds it is likely there will be reasons for
departing from the 95% rule in at least these contexts:

in screening substances to try to discover those that pose harms to health;
in preventive regulatory proceedings where the major concern is the forward-

looking prevention of health harm and there is little fundamental research to
be gained or upon which to build131 (pursued in Chapter 4); and

in the tort law where the typical standard of proof is not nearly as demanding as
the 95% rule, perhaps courts should permit such departures (pursued in Chap-
ter 2).132

For example, it might be useful for preventive health purposes for an agency like
EPA or OSHA to commission a number of epidemiological studies with chances of
false positives higher than .05 simply to screen for potentially harmful substances.
Where there were positive results, the agency could then conduct further tests of one
kind or another if additional evidence was needed, or it could randomly conduct
some studies that relied upon the 95% rule in order to check for false positives.133

There is a generalization to the concerns raised in this section. Any specialist (at
least in academic disciplines) is concerned about the validity and defensibility of his
or her inferences. We tend to be cautious in drawing inferences in order to avoid
mistakes. Frequently we are hyperskeptical in order to protect the field and prevent
pursuit of false leads. The 95% rule is an exemplar of a minimal standard for good
statistical inferences in scientific inquiries. By analogy with the arguments about
epidemiology, to the extent that scientists are reluctant to conclude that suspect
substances do not cause disease or death because the inferences cannot be justified
on the best inference standards for the discipline, a debate whether to regulate or not
may be begged in favor of nonregulation. By analogy with the recommendations
made previously, scientists should scrutinize other scientific inferences used in risk
assessment and other public policy debates to see whether regulatory outcomes are
biased by evidentiary practices used in the discipline.
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Similarly, the use of strict scientific inferences in regulatory contexts should be
addressed as moral or social policy questions. In many cases evidentiary practices in
science will beg policy questions, thus they should be examined for \hispossibility.

CONCLUSION

Several conclusions emerge from the discussions in this chapter. Sufficient uncer-
tainties plague risk assessment procedures based on animal studies, the foundation
of agency standard setting, to make risk assessment somewhat different from ordi-
nary core areas of science. Adoption of the ideals of research science in these
circumstances may result in false negatives and underregulation. Demanding stan-
dards of evidence exemplified by the 95% rule may produce a similar result. An
implicit commitment to avoiding false positives may dominate risk assessment
instead of some more appropriate balancing of false positives and false negatives
relevant to the legal context. And, finally, assessment of the risks posed by carcino-
gens proceeds much too slowly to evaluate existing chemicals or to keep pace with
the introduction of new substances. I will address these points in more detail in
Chapter 4 when I consider the use of scientific evidence in administrative agencies.

Clearly, there will be mistakes, whether we consider estimates of risks to human
health based upon animal studies or epidemiological studies. Mistakes are a result of
the state of knowledge or of practical and theoretical limitations in the tools available
to risk assessors. These mistakes will impose costs on someone. On whom the cost
of such mistakes should fall is a normative issue. Thus, we must face the evidentiary
questions posed by these different risk assessment procedures as normative matters,
much as we have in designing legal procedures so that they promote and do not
frustrate the larger institutional goals in which these risk projections are used. But
this raises philosophical questions about the institutions involved, about what stan-
dards of evidence should be used to guide risk assessments or to establish the causal
connections needed in particular institutional settings. These are topics for the chap-
ters that follow.



2
Scientific Evidence
in the Tort Law

This chapter focuses on the use of scientific evidence in the tort law to "regulate"
toxic substances. The main issue is the kind and amount of scientific evidence that
needs to be offered in a tort suit in order to bring the causation issue before a jury.
Some critics are recommending and some courts are requiring that plaintiffs meet
quite demanding standards of evidence for this purpose.

Since the plaintiff typically bears the burden of producing enough evidence on an
issue to place it before the jury, requiring that stringent standards of evidence must
be met may place a burden on the plaintiff equivalent to the criminal law's "proof
beyond a reasonable doubt." Such a threshold barrier for plaintiffs would substan-
tially modify the tort law and distort the existing reasonable balance of interests
between plaintiffs and defendants.

The critics' recommendations and similar court decisions seem to me mistaken,
but they can be appreciated only by an understanding of the issues at stake, the kinds
of evidence that can be offered, some of the philosophical goals of tort law compen-
sation, and how the balance of interests would be upset.

We have a choice of paradigms for thinking about the use of scientific evidence
in the tort law. A defensible approach is one guided not by the standards of research
science, where pursuit of truth is the primary aim, but by the norms of the tort law,
which strike a more desirable balance between plaintiffs' and defendants' interests
than would obtain if the tort law incorporated more demanding evidentiary stan-
dards. Thus, I argue for the paradigm implicit in the tort law status quo and exem-
plified in a number of tort cases, and against any major changes from present
practices.

In considering this topic I do not provide a wholesale critique as many have
done.' Thus, I do not consider some of the broader criticisms brought by commenta-
tors from the political left2 or political right,3 although on some issues I have learned
from them and in a few places I comment on their proposals. Instead the subject is a
limited but crucial one for controlling carcinogens: the use of scientific evidence
sufficient to establish the causation requirement for the tort law.

INSTITUTIONAL BACKGROUND

To place the issues of this chapter in a larger context we should realize that a number
of legal institutions may be used for "regulating" exposure to toxic substances.
First, there is the no-institution alternative—just letting people's good judgment and
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the forces of the economic market guide the extent of exposure. However, this
alternative is rejected by virtually everyone.4 Second, one might try to use the
contract law to permit people to contract into relationships that would provide
individuals with contractual protections from toxic substances.

In a nation such as ours, which is committed "to the values of individual rights
and a free society," people might normally seek morally and politically acceptable
alternatives to protect our rights which "interfered least with individuals' rights and
freedoms."5 If we approach the problem from such a background it is natural to
think of using the contract law to protect as many of our rights as possible, for the
state could seek to protect rights by requiring that when others wish to "cross the
borders defined by [our] rights,"6 they should be required to negotiate with us for
our consent to do so. Obviously this approach is particularly inappropriate to protect
us from environmental harms.7 The reason for the inadequacy is that

the costs of negotiating with all possible victims, with all possible kinds of rights
violations would be socially prohibitive and would itself lead to massive rights
curtailment. . . .

Thus, for these reasons we will have to protect some rights with . . . liability
rules—rules requiring the payment of adequate compensation if border crossing
results in harm or damage.8

The system of law that implements so-called liability rules is the tort law.
Liberty-loving people might have a number of reasons for preferring to use the tort
law to protect rights. First, even though it may be somewhat more intrusive than the
contract law, for it sets public rather than privately agreed to standards of conduct, it
appears to interfere only minimally with our lives. For one thing, although there are
rules (developed either in the legislation or through judge-made law) that govern
when compensation must be paid for the violation of rights, there are no antecedent
command and control rules telling us how to conduct our lives with great specificity
(as in administrative law).9 Individuals and business firms are free to conduct their
activities as they choose unless and until their actions violate existing tort law and
harm others. Furthermore, once such harm occurs there is still no state intervention
except to provide a forum and a set of procedures according to which legal suits will
be adjudicated, settled and enforced.

Second, tort law cases will be brought only if a plaintiff victim finds the injury
substantial enough to justify bringing the suit in question. If someone has been
injured, that person has to make an assessment of his chances of recovering damages
for the injuries suffered as well as the amount of compensation he will receive upon
successful completion of a tort suit, and compare this against the time and expense of
bringing the suit. The plaintiff must also compare this against bringing no suit at all.
In addition, since there is no permanent prosecutorial or administrative apparatus,
there are few ongoing institutional costs, and thus no community need to support an
institution. Most costs are paid by the litigants, if it is in their self-interest to litigate.

Third, the tort law fits well with what we might think of as the "invisible hand
conception of the law."10 This metaphor conveys the idea that individuals in society
can take care of themselves acting in accordance with their own rights and concep-
tions of what they need; with protections from their rights they can fulfill these needs
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through the goods and services provided by the economic market. And they can take
care of themselves through the tort law when they are injured by seeking compensa-
tion from the wrongdoer for their injuries. The metaphor presupposes that there is no
need to address and no legal problem for the law to redress, unless and until someone
has brought a complaint before a court. Furthermore, when people complain about
injuries, at least in the core areas of the tort law, they know the issues of and parties
to the dispute. The parties to the dispute are the best ones to indicate to the court, to
the legal system, what the problem is. And, typically, when a complaint is brought,
someone else is charged with acting wrongly. (Of course there has been much
development of strict liability rules in the tort law in the last 30 to 40 years, which
has eliminated fault as a necessary condition for a successful tort suit in a number of
areas of the law.11) In addition, in the tort law the plaintiff must establish the
defendant's wrongful conduct and show the likelihood of a causal connection be-
tween defendant's conduct and plaintiff's harm. Finally, in the notion of the
invisible-hand legal system, once a dispute is settled before a tort court, the issue is
over. Nothing more need be done.

It is not obvious that all of the presuppositions of the invisible-hand legal system
are correct, and we will consider some of them in Chapter 3. For the most part,
however, I focus only on the tort law as it presently is and examine the standards of
scientific evidence within it for controlling exposures to toxic torts.

There is much to be said for the tort law even if one does not fully share the
assumptions of the liberals or libertarians—the liberty-loving people who might
argue on political philosophical grounds for using the tort law. That is, even though
it may suffer from substantial shortcomings, and even though, as I argue in Chapter
3, there are decisive reasons for not relying solely on the tort law to protect us from
environmental harms, it has served the community well in many ways and can
continue to do so in the future.

For much of our legal history it served as the main protection from environmen-
tal harms.12 On some notable occasions recently it has served better than other
institutions to protect individuals from toxic substances. In other cases it has devel-
oped in a way that improves such protections. The evidence for these claims is
largely anecdotal, but it is worth sketching.

Perhaps the most dramatic illustration of the tort law "backing up" other institu-
tions concerns asbestos litigation. Although there had been suspicions for many
years that exposure to asbestos caused lung cancer and other serious lung diseases,
and even quite suggestive British data in 1955, there was no definitive epidemiologi-
cal evidence for adverse health affects until 1964 when Irving J. Seilikof and
colleagues provided it.13 Nonetheless, there appears to have been little regulatory
action until 1972.14 Between January and June 1972 the newly created Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) proposed and then issued regulations
reducing exposure to asbestos in the workplace.15 In 1975 OSHA issued a second
notice of proposed rulemaking, but it never issued a final rule.16 In 1984 OSHA
issued a third notice of proposed rulemaking, which was made final in 1986.17

Finally, in 1989, the Environmental Protection Agency issued regulations that re-
quired the phasing out of all uses of asbestos by the early 1990s.18

Thus, even though there has been regulatory action on asbestos, it has been long-
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delayed and some authors have argued that the tort law was really the only social
institution that served well the victims of exposure to asbestos.19 But even this
protection was delayed; no tort suit was successful until 1973. That suit was brought
by Clarence Borel, who began working as an industrial insulation worker in 1936.

During his career he was employed at numerous places usually in Texas, until
disabled from the disease of asbestosis in 1969. Borel's employment necessarily
exposed him to heavy concentrations of asbestos generated by insulation materials.
In a pretrial deposition Borel testified that at the end of the day working with
insulation materials containing asbestos his clothes were usually so dusty that he
could "barely pick them up without shaking them." Borel stated, "You just move
them a little bit and there is going to be dust, and I blowed this dust out of my
nostrils by handfuls by the end of the day. I even used Mentholatum in my nostrils
to keep some of the dust from going down my throat, but it is impossible to get rid of
all of it. Even your clothes just stay dusty continuously, unless you blow it off with
an air hose."

In 1964 doctors examined Borel in connection with an insurance policy and
informed him that x-rays of his lungs were cloudy. The doctor told Borel that the
cause could be his occupation as an installation worker and advised him to avoid
asbestos dust as much as he possibly could. On January 19, 1969, Borel was
hospitalized and a lung biopsy performed. Borel's condition was diagnosed as
pulmonary asbestosis. Since the disease was considered irreversible Borel was sent
home. . . . [His] condition gradually worsened during the remainder of 1969. On
February 11, 1970 [he] underwent surgery for the removal of his right lung. The
examining doctors determined that Borel had a form of lung cancer known as
mesothelioma, which had been caused by asbestos. As a result of these diseases,
Borel later died before the district case reached the trial stage.20

Nonetheless, Borel's estate brought a suit against Fiberboard Paper Products et al.
The federal district court in Texas decided for the estate, and on appeal the decision
was upheld by the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals.

This case may be the best example of the way in which the tort law has served
well to provide some "protection" against environmental harm. Clearly Clarence
Borel was not protected, because he died of asbestosis before his suit succeeded.
However, it was the first of many successful cases against firms that manufactured
and used asbestos, it called attention to the problem, it revealed an industry cover-up
of the problem, and it contributed to the protection of others.21 One commentator
notes:

The tort system was and remains the only institution capable of bringing justice to
diseased workers. Were it not for the tort system, the evidence of the manufac-
turers' policy of silence probably would never have been disclosed, the victims of
that policy would never have received anything approaching just compensation, the
industry would never have been held accountable for its actions, and there never
would have been any serious warning to other industries that might be tempted to
ignore the human cost of their enterprise. This assessment, of course, is compara-
tive not absolute . . . lessons about workers compensation, Congress and big
business show that the tort system did not have much competition. Still it is impos-
sible to deny the relative virtues of the tort system: it operates on the basis of private
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incentives largely immune to political control and financial cooptation; it hunts for
every useful scrap of material evidence; it calls upon the opinions of the most
knowledgeable experts rather than relying on bureaucratic time servers; and it
values human life beyond monetary losses.22

And the tort law can provide substantial sanctions; in 1982 the Manville Corpora-
tion, a major manufacturer of asbestos, filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy.

The tort law has come to the fore in recent years in other cases. For example,
Richard Ferebee, employed at a government research station outside of Washington,
D.C., believed that he suffered lung damage from exposure to paraquat as a result of
spraying the herbicide. He followed EPA-approved label instructions but believed
he had contracted lung disease as a consequence nevertheless. He died from lung
disease in 1982. His estate sued Chevron Chemical (the manufacturer of paraquat)
for wrongful death.

Although the successful Ferebee suit23 did not protect Richard Ferebee or com-
pensate him for harms suffered, it established two important points that have made it
easier for Ferebee's estate and other plaintiffs to recover damages from exposure to
federally regulated toxic substances:

1. Federal pesticide regulations under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and
Rodenticide Act do not preempt state tort law.24

2. The appropriate standards establishing causal claims in the tort law need not
be those to which scientists would subscribe for research purposes, but need
only be those of "legal sufficiency."25

In sum, the Ferebee decision explicitly authorizes state tort law to serve as a
backup to federal regulatory law: it is not preempted from doing so as it would have
been had the case been decided for the defendants. Thus, even if a company has
observed the letter and spirit of federal administrative laws designed to protect the
public (or in this case pesticide applicators) from harm, this does not prevent a
victim's recovery for damages suffered, if those protective regulations are inade-
quate. In addition, the standards of evidence for causation are nearer those typically
demanded in the regulatory law than they would have been had the court decided for
the defendants on this issue. Both features of this case provide greater deterrence
against other firms manufacturing and selling products which contain toxic sub-
stances that might cause similar harms and help provide a legal backup to the system
of regulatory law.26

A third example concerns litigation about the drag diethylstilbestrol (DBS).
Beginning in the early 1940s several drug companies began the development of
DES, a synthetic compound of the female hormone estrogen, which previously had
been used as a feed additive for beef and chickens, for the purpose of preventing
miscarriage. The Food and Drug Administration authorized limited marketing of
DES for this purpose in 1947. The FDA stipulated that the drag contain a warning
label.27 DES has been found to cause cancerous vaginal and cervical growths in the
daughters of the mothers who took the drug during pregnancy. The kind of cancer
from which these daughters suffer is known as adenocarcinoma and it manifests
itself after a minimum latency period of about 10 to 12 years. Further, it is a rapidly
spreading, painful and deadly disease requiring radical surgery to prevent its spread.
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DBS also causes other precancerous vaginal and cervical growths which may spread.
The treatment of such growths is cauterization, surgery or cryosurgery. Moreover,
women who suffer from this condition must be monitored by painful and expensive
examinations twice a year.28

In 1956 four doctors warned that DBS, like natural sex hormones in excess
amounts, might induce cancer. In 1957 Representative James Delaney (D-New
York) charged in the Congressional Record that DBS was a carcinogen, but the Food
and Drug Administration denied it. By late 1959 evidence indicated that small
amounts of DBS induced cancer in experimental animals, including breast cancer in
mice.29 In 1971 doctors at Massachusetts General Hospital published evidence in the
New England Journal of Medicine "linking rare vaginal cancers in young women
with the use of DBS by their pregnant mothers ... 15 to 20 years earlier."30

Later that year the Food and Drug Administration ordered defendants (drug
companies) to cease marketing and promoting DBS for the purpose of preventing
miscarriages and to warn physicians and the public that the drug should not be used
by pregnant women because of the danger to their unborn children.31

The litigation brought by Judith Sindell and others did not protect them from
vaginal and cervical cancer, since their suit did not precede FDA withdrawal of the
drug. Nonetheless, the tort law has played some role in providing a backup to the
regulatory law. FDA approval of DBS did not prevent tort law recovery for injuries
suffered. And court-developed rules as a surrogate for causation have made it easier
for women injured by DBS to recover damage awards. These rules may protect the
public from similar harms caused by consumer products in the future. Such rules
may provide a better deterrent to rights' violation than would have existed without
this case.

The preceding evidence concerning the tort law's "protection" of victims and its
backup function is mainly anecdotal, based on legal developments. There is one
study founded by the Rand Corporation, however, stating that the "nine large
American manufacturers generally regarded as safety leaders . . . [indicated that]
products liability law administered by the courts, though generating an 'indistinct
signal,' [is affecting] manufacturers' safety decisions more than do market forces or
the prospect of regulation.''32 Although this study emphasizes only product liability
law and does not address other tort law environmental health protections (e.g., those
covering clean air and water and disposal of toxic substances), it may provide some
support for increased reliance on the tort law.

Finally, there may be some cases in which the tort law awards compensation
even though the firm in question is innocent—cases of mistaken responsibility
ascriptions. The recent cases concerning an antinausea drug for pregnant women,
Bendectin, may fall into this category, although at present the evidence is not all
in.33 And it may have been that tort law suits were wrongly decided against the
manufacturers of the spermicide Ortho-Gynol, although even here the evidence is
not clear.34 Such cases sharpen the concern about appropriate evidence for causal
connections.

A critical issue in all these cases has been the plaintiff's burden to show a causal
connection between his exposure to a defendant's possibly toxic substance and his
contraction of disease. The kind and amount of evidence needed to establish causa-
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tion has become a substantial issue in recent years. If the standard of evidence is too
strict, the tort law cannot well perform its protective function. If it is insufficiently
demanding, some defendants will be wrongly required to compensate the victims of
disease. In the remainder of this chapter I focus on this issue.

THE CHALLENGE TO PRESENT EVIDENTIARY PROCEDURES

The concept of evidence is important in both scientific and legal institutions. How-
ever, the standards of evidence in the different institutions diverge in substantial
ways. For example, although scientific standards of evidence can vary substantially
across different fields of study,35 at a minimum scientists want to be at least 95%
sure that they are not falsely adding to the stock of scientific knowledge when they
report new discoveries or new statistical results. One of the least rigorous scientific
standards of evidence, the "95% rule" appears much more demanding than most
legal standards.

Although I do not yet have an adequate common conceptual framework to
directly compare scientific and legal burdens of proof, the standard of adequate
evidence in the tort law appears different from, and easier to satisfy than that used in
scientific studies.36 The tort law requires that the plaintiff, the party who would
change the status quo, must establish his claim by a "preponderance of the evi-
dence." This is roughly the standard that more and better evidence must favor the
plaintiff's side over the defendant's side.37 In the criminal law the moving party, the
one who would change the legal status quo (typically the state), must establish its
case "beyond reasonable doubt," an even more demanding evidentiary standard.38

The fact that different institutions in our society have different standards of
evidence for their different purposes should not trouble us. However, these stan-
dards of evidence can come in conflict when scientific results are used in the law.
What then should be the appropriate standard of evidence in presenting and evaluat-
ing scientific information for use in legal proceedings? Commentators differ on this
subject.

One commentator, Bert Black, has launched a major attack on what he sees as
the current permissive standards of scientific evidence in legal cases.39 Black has
argued

that especially in toxic tort cases a growing number of courts now delve into the
reasoning behind an expert's conclusions and require that this reasoning reflect
accepted scientific practice. As society grows more tied to science and technology
and more enamored of litigation this development becomes increasingly necessary.
The law should seek verdicts consistent with scientific reality and with each other
and it can achieve this goal only by requiring scientific evidence to conform to the
standards and criteria to which scientists themselves adhere.40

Black suggests that a court was correct in rejecting plaintiffs' experts when they gave
testimony that they "would not dare to report in a peer reviewed format."41 And he
has now bolstered his attack with a unified theory of science for the tort and criminal
law.42
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A few recent court decisions have conducted much more searching reviews of
experts' scientific testimony and have granted verdicts for defendants as a conse-
quence. Their position on expert testimony resembles Black's to some extent. In the
Agent Orange cases, Judge Jack B. Weinstein argued that epidemiological studies
were the "only useful studies having any bearing on causation," and that to date
none favored the plaintiffs.43 In the Bendectin cases just mentioned, four verdicts
were returned for plaintiffs early on, but more recently 12 verdicts have been for
defendants.44 The latter were decided largely on grounds that the scientific evidence
was inadequate despite some expert testimony to the contrary. For the most part
courts deciding for defendants have relied on the absence of epidemiological results
in favor of plaintiffs' cases. Some courts have ruled that scientists must be held to
standards of peer review in their scientific testimony.45 [Other courts have permitted
decisions to be made without relying on epidemiological evidence, and this seems
appropriate. (This will be discussed later.)]

Finally, the President's Council on Competitiveness recommended that "expert
testimony be based on 'widely accepted' theories. This would eliminate testimony
unsupported by scientific practice or scientific knowledge."46 The aim is to "allow
testimony on respected minority or majority theories while excluding fringe theo-
ries."47

The other side of the issue is the view expressed by the Circuit Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia in Ferebee v. Chevron Chemical Company. The justices
noted that product liability law does not preclude recovery until

a statistically significant number of people have been injured or until science has
had the time and resources to complete sophisticated laboratory studies of the
chemical. In a court room the test for allowing a plaintiff to recover in a tort suit of
this type is not scientific certainty but legal sufficiency: if reasonable jurors could
conclude from the expert testimony that paraquat more likely than not caused
Ferebee's injury, the fact that another jury might reach the opposite conclusion or
that science would require more evidence before conclusively considering the cau-
sation question resolved is irrelevant.48

These are two of the main sides in the controversy concerning the kind and
amount of scientific evidence necessary to support legally a verdict for the plaintiff.
Black urges that courts should accept only evidence that is "based upon scien-
tifically valid reasoning, and [that] is sufficiently reliable" to satisfy legal require-
ments for admissibility. Courts should adhere to the standards of evidence implicit in
the discipline.49 The Ferebee court urges that plaintiffs in presenting scientific
evidence and expert scientific testimony should be held to legal standards of evi-
dence. Of course, Black's and the Ferebee court's standards could be the same, for
the court could incorporate something akin to Black's recommendations. However,
the context of the Ferebee opinion makes it clear that evidentiary standards to
achieve tort law aims are not identical to and typically are easier to satisfy than
scientific standards of validity.

Powerful forces are arrayed on both sides. On one side are plaintiffs or potential
plaintiffs, public interest groups, consumer advocacy groups, all individuals who are
potentially subject to such risks and who are concerned to make it somewhat easier
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to recover damages under personal injury law for alleged injuries suffered as a
consequence of activities of others. On the other side of the same issue are defen-
dants and potential defendants (typically corporations and industry trade associa-
tions), those who are likely to produce the risks, and, interestingly, many in the
scientific community.50 Considerable personal anecdotal evidence and reports from
others suggest that scientists in order to remain faithful to the evidentiary standards
of their disciplines are typically reluctant to testify to the existence of causal connec-
tions between exposure to toxic substances and harm to persons unless and until the
evidentiary standards of their disciplines are met. Although in some respects this is
not an inappropriate attitude, we have already in Chapter 1 seen some problems this
can pose. Part of the burden of this chapter is to evaluate this claim further.51

Thus the issue concerning the necessary evidence to carry the burdens of proof
and evidentiary demands faced by plaintiffs is of substantial moment: millions of
dollars may change hands, large groups of people may be advantaged or disadvan-
taged, and the health of the public may also be affected. The outcome of this debate
will affect procedures used to decide legal cases, either making it easier or harder for
plaintiffs to recover.

LEGAL ISSUES

At issue is the notion of the ' 'burden of proof' that must be used in a toxic tort suit
for the presentation of scientific and statistical evidence. There are two distinct
burdens that must be satisfied.

The first is the burden of going forward with, or of producing, evidence. This is
sometimes called the "burden of evidence" or "the production burden". . . .
The production burden first comes into play at the very beginning of the trial. The
judge and jury do not have the responsibility of investigating cases or furnishing the
evidence upon which they are to be decided. Our system leaves it to the parties to do
these things. If, now, neither party offers any evidence at the trial, what will
happen? The answer is that one party loses. He may, therefore, be said to bear the
risk of this consequence of non-production of evidence ... he bears the burden
of producing at least some evidence.52

The burden of production, then, is the burden of offering a minimal amount of
evidence on an issue in a trial sufficient to get it before the jury.53 Typically, the
burden of production does not apply to just one "piece" of evidence, unless that is
the only evidence before the court; it applies to all the evidence that bears on a
particular issue.54 "The judge rules on whether the burden of production has been
carried, and upon finding that it has not the judge may stop the trial on that issue.

Related to the burden of production is the introduction of expert testimony. In
toxic tort cases expert testimony may constitute much of the evidence needed to
carry the burden of production. Nonetheless, judges may rule independently on the
adequacy of such testimony. Black in fact appears to argue strongly for a judicial
evaluation of each expert's testimony independently of whether the plaintiff has
carried his overall burden of production. Thus, he urges that a judge upon finding the
scientific evidence or testimony inadequate might "exclude the evidence as inad-
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missible [to prevent the jury from considering it] or find it insufficient to sustain a
verdict,"55 thus overturning a jury verdict. He appears to emphasize careful judicial
evaluation of each expert's testimony as well as the overall burden of production.

There is a second burden of proof as well.

Where the parties of a civil action are in dispute over a material issue of fact, then
that party who will lose if the trier's mind is in equipoise may be said to bear the risk
that the trier will not be affirmatively persuaded or the risk of nonpersuasion upon
the issue.56

This burden of proof is called the "risk of nonpersuasion," the "burden of nonper-
suasion," or simply the "persuasion burden." Ordinarily in a jury trial the jury must
decide if sufficient evidence has been offered to persuade the jurors of the issues at
bar.

In a legal trial the burdens of proof are assigned to different parties to a dispute
based upon a number of reasons.57 However, for our purposes, we can oversimplify
and say that in a legal trial both the burden of production and the burden of persua-
sion are typically assigned to the party who would disturb the existing legal status
quo. Thus, in a tort suit this burden would be assigned to the party who complains of
injury as a consequence of another person's actions and seeks compensation as a
result. In a criminal trial the burden of production and the burden of persuasion are
typically assigned to the state, which seeks to change the status quo by establishing
that the criminal defendant has violated the criminal law and should be punished as a
consequence. There are, of course, important exceptions to both these generaliza-
tions.

In the tort law the burden of persuasion is carried if the moving party establishes
its case "by a preponderance of the evidence.'' If one could quantify the kinds and
amounts of evidence that have to be offered in support of such claims, admittedly a
difficult thing to do, over half of a group of judges surveyed would require that 55%
of the evidence favor the plaintiff (with the rest putting it at 60-75%).58 Others
indicate that the plaintiff must establish evidence so that his claims are "more
probable than not."

A plaintiff must establish each element of a tort by a preponderance of the
evidence. That is, he must show (1) that the defendant violated a legal duty imposed
by the tort law, (2) that the plaintiff suffered injuries compensable in the tort law, (3)
that the defendant's violation of legal duty caused the plaintiff's injuries and that the
defendant's violation of legal duty was the proximate cause of the plaintiff's inju-
ries. The third element is the so-called cause-in-fact requirement, and it is the focus
of my inquiry.

The issue with which I am concerned is the kind and amount of evidence that
must be offered to carry the threshold burden of production to bring the issue of
causation in a toxic tort suit before a jury and to have sufficient evidence on causa-
tion so that a judge may not overturn it. A related issue is the adequacy of expert
testimony and of scientific evidence of causation in such suits. Black argues that a
plaintiff's evidence is not adequate and the burden of production has not been
appropriately carried until the plaintiff has established his scientific evidence in
accordance with the standards that prevail in the scientific community. His stronger
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claim is that the evidence must measure up to the standards that prevail in peer-
reviewed scientific journals. We will return to this issue later.

The issues in this debate are set by the legal standards used in different legal
proceedings for the acceptance of scientific evidence. The leading rule in this regard
is the "general acceptance test" for forensic science which originated in Frye v.
United States. Defendant Frye had been convicted in the criminal law of a murder he
claimed that he had not committed. At the trial his counsel attempted, unsuc-
cessfully, to introduce expert testimony that the defendant had passed a systolic
blood pressure detection test, a precursor of the modern polygraph lie detector. The
Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the trial court's refusal to admit this evidence and
articulated its "general acceptance" rule:

Just when a scientific principle or discovery crosses the line between the experimen-
tal and demonstrable stages is difficult to find. Somewhere in this twilight zone the
evidential force of the principle must be recognized, and while courts will go a long
way in admitting expert testimony deduced from a well established scientific princi-
ple or discovery, the thing from which the deduction is made must be sufficiently
well established to have gained general acceptance in the particular field in which it
belongs.59

The court's language suggests a preliminary distinction worth preserving be-
tween (1) having a general, well-supported, and recognized set of scientific princi-
ples and theories on which expert testimony is based and (2) having a certain kind
and amount of evidence offered in a particular case by a particular expert witness or
on a particular set of data. At a minimum the court supports the importance of having
the general principle or theory well established, but it does not so clearly require
exacting standards for the particular inferences made from it. This suggests that it is
one thing for a court to require that the general principles of statistical reasoning be
well established in the scientific community; it is quite another for a court to require
that every statistical claim made in a court of law for legal purposes measure up to
the evidentiary standards of good statistical reasoning for scientific purposes.60

Historically the courts have considered several other tests for the validity of
scientific testimony in judicial proceedings. The "qualification test" used with
respect to medical experts in trials "presumes, without much concern about the field
of specialization, that any licensed physician is a qualified expert."61 And, citing a
1928 authority, Black claims that doctors can testify outside their own areas of
specialization. If this were a common practice, as Black points out, it could produce
results that are inconsistent with scientific evidence. How serious a problem this is at
present is not clear, because the practice no longer appears to be sanctioned; Black's
information appears to be outdated.62

A third test is the "expressed certainty test." If an expert expresses sufficient
certainty about the claim for which he testifies, then the court may admit it. Again,
this poses a prima facie problem, for the mere fact that an expert is willing to testify
that a conclusion has "reasonable medical certainty" may produce expert testimony
or a trial verdict that is inconsistent with what is currently accepted in the scientific
community. What is crucial here is the degree of certainty to which an expert is held
in making such judgments. This expressed certainty or willingness to testify crite-
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rion was used in Ferebee v. Chevron Chemical Co. That court noted ' 'if experts are
willing to testify [about causation], it is enough for the jury to decide whether to
credit such testimony."63 The court did not, however, probe beneath the experts'
expressed certainty that Ferebee's injuries had been caused by exposure to paraquat.

In Wells v. Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp.,64 which involved a claim that birth
defects were caused by a spermicidal jelly, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the llth
Circuit followed the principles of Ferebee and affirmed a plaintiff's verdict for about
five million dollars. However, some members of the medical community have been
critical of this decision. Two groups thought the court ignored "the overwhelming
body of evidence" that spermicides are not teratogenic.65 One author of a study that
suggests such a connection disavows it, while three support it and a fifth author
thinks it should not have been published because it was misunderstood and mis-
used.66 We are not in a position to judge this particular issue, but the possibility of a
tort decision being inconsistent with scientific results does exist. Whether the
judge's decision in Wells is unjust or disutilitarian depends upon wider views of the
law and the role of standards of evidence within it.

Fourth, there is an additional line of cases that come up primarily in toxic tort
suits in which courts have begun to examine experts' reasoning, to go behind their
mere qualifications, willingness to testify, or expressed certainty about their conclu-
sions and to "require that scientists conform to the standards and criteria of sci-
ence."67 In Johnson v. U.S., a suit for damages putatively caused by low-level
radiation, the court criticized the plantiffs' experts for testifying to something that
"in the court's view they would not dare report in a peer reviewed format."68 Two
other courts in the Bendectin cases69 rejected expert testimony because it failed to
live up to appropriate scientific standards of the discipline. Thus, cases in some
jurisdictions appear to favor more active and more searching judicial reviews of
scientific evidence and some commentators, including Black, strongly encourage
this trend. Call this last view the "scientific standards test," for it urges that in the
case before the court experts use the evidentiary standards appropriate to the disci-
pline in which the expert is testifying in court.

ARGUMENTS FOR THE SCIENTIFIC STANDARDS TEST

Black's view is that judges should disallow expert testimony and scientific evidence
that does not meet the scientific standards test, and that judges should overturn jury
decisions if the scientific evidence offered for causation does not meet the scientific
standards test. He supports his conclusions with a number of arguments against the
competitors and offers a general view of his own. His negative arguments, while not
persuasive, point to important issues and provide some clues to an appropriate
burden of proof for scientific evidence presented in toxic tort cases.

Arguments Against Competitor Views

The first argument is that some of the tests, such as "the willing testifier rule," do
not require rigorous qualifications of the experts who would testify in a legal case.
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As indicated previously, however, this test appears to be outdated. Furthermore,
even if it is not, its shortcoming can be addressed by requiring that plaintiffs' or
defendants' experts must have a field of specialization appropriate to testify about
the matter at hand. (Of course, this probably occurs already since an expert's
credibility would be undermined if he were not an expert in the area under litiga-
tion.) There is no need for the willing testifier rule to be modified even if it were
accepted in any jurisdiction, for it can be remedied without courts' subscribing to the
rigorous scientific standards of proof as Black suggests.

In addition, he claims the willing testifier rule places unwarranted trust in doctors
and obscures and confuses what he sees as the real issue—the validity of the expert's
reasoning.70 Too much trust may be placed in doctors, but it is frequently difficult to
judge the conclusions of an expert. However, Black's more important claim is that
expert qualifications serve as a surrogate for validity of reasoning. Even if courts
want to evaluate the validity of an expert's reasoning, his hypothesis is im-
plausible—qualifications are not a surrogate for valid reasoning in an area of exper-
tise; they are the minimum conditions of knowledge and training required for one
adequately to address certain special problems. The plausibility and validity of an
expert's reasoning must still be evaluated by the finder of fact—the jury or the judge
in absence of a jury. Thus, even here there is a mechanism for addressing the
shortcomings of the willing testifier rule without adopting Black's alternative.

Second, Black claims that the "expressed certainty test" similarly fails as a
"rational approach to deciding the admissibility of medical testimony." One prob-
lem here seems to be that an expert in one trial of a case was not willing to subscribe
to the appropriate level of certainty for his opinion, whereas in a second trial of the
same case the same expert was willing to subscribe to the required degree of cer-
tainty (lower than in the first case) for his opinion, and thus his testimony appeared
inconsistent.71

It is not obvious that the expert's testimony was inconsistent. In the first case the
expert might have misunderstood the appropriate standard of evidence. Moreover,
willingness to subscribe to a view with lower (75%) certainty but not with higher
(95%) certainty does not make one inconsistent. That is, one can consistently sub-
scribe to a view with substantial certainty (75%), even though one could not sub-
scribe to it with the highest certainty (95%). In addition, it is of course better for
there not to be contradictions in legal outcomes, but they are not unusual. However,
where any inconsistencies result from the outcome of jury deliberations, they are not
as troublesome as in other circumstances. They would be much more worrisome if
they were part of the legal rules themselves, but they were not in this case. The
expressed certainty rule merely opens up the possibility of inconsistent jury deci-
sions. And there seems no good reason that evidentiary rules for scientific evidence
must guarantee consistent jury decisions (and it is not clear they could achieve this
in any case). Nonetheless, the problem raised by the expressed certainty test can be
dealt with as long as judges and lawyers clearly explain to experts the difference
between the degree of certainty that would be required in the scientific journals of
their disciplines and the degree of certainty that would be required for legal cases in
which they may be testifying. Cross-examination should also reduce inconsistencies
by witnesses. In sum, inconsistencies that can arise as a result of jury decisions from
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use of the expressed certainty test do not require wholesale adoption of scientific
standards of evidence in all legal proceedings, for these problems can be addressed
in the existing adversary process.

Furthermore, Black claims that the expressed certainty standard is subject to
wide variation in its use by the courts, thus "the standard has no analytic value."72

In some courts high probability is insufficient for "reasonable certainty," whereas
in other courts the mere possibility of a harmful effect is sufficient.73

However, even if there is variation at present in courts' interpretation of this
concept, this is not necessarily a reason for rejecting the idea. If there is a consistent
interpretation of "reasonable medical certainty" that will serve well, then it should
be used. It cannot be condemned just because some courts do not use it carefully or
properly. Many other vague concepts that serve crucial functions in the law suffer
similar difficulties, but this doesn't prevent their use.

Black's third argument is that "in the toxic torts context [a court's refusal] to
judge an expert's opinions according to the criterion of his or her profession can lead
to results that clearly conflict with accepted scientific knowledge."74 Thus, he notes
that in Wells v. Ortho Pharmaceutical the court affirmed a verdict that may have
ignored a well-established scientific consensus in the legal community that sper-
micides are not teratogenic.75 Such a test for expert testimony should not be permit-
ted.

There are several problems with this view. It may be that the scientific results
were not as well established as Black suggests; there still appears to be some
scientific disagreement about this.76 And if they were not, then it is not clear that the
decision was a bad one, if it leads to manufacturers' reexamining the constituent
elements of their spermicides. Furthermore, if testimony in a particular case is
contrary to well-founded scientific conclusions, it provides defendants' attorneys
with a substantial basis for discrediting the experts' opinions. Moreover, the class of
examples where a jury decision in a tort case is contrary to widely held views in the
scientific community is easily distinguishable from other cases in which the outcome
depends upon a "battle of bona fide experts" regarding a contested fact. Legal
devices for deciding the first, such as a judgment notwithstanding the (jury) verdict
in which the judge overturns a jury decision, need not be adopted in the second case,
even though a judge may have some doubts about plaintiffs' experts. Finally, it is
most important to note a substantial difference between cases such as Wells (which
appear to disregard a well-established scientific consensus) on which Black concen-
trates and cases that may be easy to ignore in the discussion. The Wells case has
considerable appeal because a legal decision may have been inconsistent with con-
clusions widely accepted in the scientific community.

However, this is, I suspect, not the typical case in toxic tort suits. In such suits
there is often considerable uncertainty, dispute, and controversy concerning the
factual conclusions at issue. In many cases—for example, ureaformaldahyde foam
insulation, trichloroethylene, and paraquat—it may be unclear whether toxic sub-
stances cause cancer in human beings. Thus, there may be no well-established
consensus in the community against which to measure the scientific validity of a
particular legal judgment. Consequently, although Black may be able to score con-
siderable argumentative points using the Wells case, this is probably not typical of
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many toxic tort cases. Where a jury verdict is inconsistent with well-established
scientific theory and fact, defendants' attorneys can use this to discredit testimony or
they have the use of a motion for a judgment notwithstanding the verdict.77

Black's final argument is that the failure to require the courts to hold experts to
the standards of evidence used in science results in "the law [becoming] uncoupled
from scientific reality, [producing] uncertainty and the inhibition of scientific prog-
ress."78 He goes on to say "a manufacturer contemplating the development of new
drugs or other products cannot make rational decisions if the risk of liability is
unrelated to scientific evidence about causation."79

First, consider a point of clarification. How "unrelated" to scientific evidence
are we to suppose legal liability is? Black appears to require that there be no
possibility of inconsistency between scientific evidence presented at a trial and
consensus in the scientific community, if there is such.80 (Of course, there is this
possibility when there is a genuine "battle of the experts," but in this case there is
hardly scientific consensus.) But this seems too strong, for then a tort law adjudica-
tion of the scientific issues merely resembles a science court in disguise.81 In any
case, the expressed certainty rule would ensure that there was some relation between
scientific evidence offered at trial and the state of knowledge in the discipline, but
the degree of certainty would be lower than that provided by scientific certainty.
Thus, there are rules intermediate between Black's proposal and the alternative he
worries about. The rules endorsed by the Ferebee court seem to be one such set.

A second point of clarification is that the degree to which tort law rules might
inhibit scientific progress is not obvious. They might slow commercial or technolog-
ical implementation of scientific discoveries (and this can become a problem), but
whether they might frustrate scientific understanding or knowledge is less clear.
Whether or not they do so depends upon who develops the scientific under-
standing—universities and research centers or private firms. Black's main concern
appears to be with the technological implementation of scientific information which
results in products or substances that then might harm people who use them or who
are exposed to them.

Furthermore, if tort procedural rules inhibit the commercial introduction of drugs
or products, this would suggest that a firm failing to introduce the product would
have made the calculation that it had some nonnegligible probability of losing a tort
suit signicant enough to undermine the commercial success of the product line. It is
difficult to know when this becomes a problem. Armchair evidence suggests that at
present we may be far from this point, for numerous new products appear to be
introduced every year. Of course, if legal rules threatened commerce, a community
could change them to encourage the development of products that firms regarded as
commercially marginal if the community's need or desire for such products is great
enough.82 Furthermore, Eads and Reuter report that normally the costs of product
liability cases and safety procedures in designing products are less than 1% of
sales.83 This does not seem overly burdensome.

In any case Black needs to show that technological advances would be inhibited
when tort cause-in-fact burden of production claims were not based on peer re-
viewed scientific evidence, but that they would not be so inhibited when the burdens
did have to meet such standards. That is, he has to show there is a substantial
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difference between requiring and not requiring peer-reviewed evidence, but this
appears to be quite difficult to establish.

In addition, Black appears to assume that for all possible toxic tort claims, firms
have tested the safety of their products by peer-reviewed scientific procedures. There
may be some truth to this under premarket approval regulatory laws, such as the
ones governing the introduction of drugs or direct food additives, for in these cases
there is typically some kind of scientific peer review of the substance in question. In
such cases, however, a committee of scientists typically reviews the evidence sub-
mitted by a company and makes some evaluation of the relative safety of the
substance in question. It seems unlikely that at this stage of product development
there will be publications in the scientific literature (a point Black frequently appeals
to) about the relative safety of the substance. Moreover, the recent controversy over
silicone breast implants suggests the possiblity that even under premarket statutes
the safety of products may not be carefully scrutinized by the maufacturer or by an
agency (because of grandfather clauses). Furthermore, there is a more disturbing
feature of scientific practice that has just been reported. A recent study suggests that
the editors of medical journals tend to favor ' 'publishing studies that show bene-
fits from a therapy or procedure and to reject studies that show none."84 If this
is correct, it suggests a bias that favors the introduction of new therapies. Such
biases may not protect the public as well as premarket approval statutes might
suggest.

When substances are subject topostmarket regulatory statutes, which require no
premarket testing, it seems much less plausible that firms will have scientific peer
reviews of their products or substances for safety.85 Of course, out of self-protection
firms would do sufficient testing to try to ensure that their products would be unlikely
to harm people. But even in these cases there may be market incentives that provide
contrary motivation.

However, if a firm is introducing new chemical substances that are subject to
postmarket regulation, it is unlikely either that a committee will have peer-reviewed
them or that the results will have been published in the literature. Furthermore, a
firm's safety testing of substances or products is not the kind of thing that is even
appropriate for peer review in scientific journals, and certainly not in the best
scientific journals.

There is a further substantial drawback to Black's suggestion. If a scientist has
reasonably good evidence that a substance causes harm but cannot yet justifiably
publish the results in a peer-reviewed journal, judges could bar such evidence on
Black's proposal. Yet, as I argue later, such evidence might be perfectly adequate
for purposes of the tort law.86 Furthermore, if a scientific committee constitutes
adequate peer review of a substance under a premarket regulatory statute before
introducing it into commerce, it is not clear why plaintiffs' and defendants' scientific
experts should not testify without the support of peer-reviewed publications before a
tort court, for they are testifying on the basis of their expertise much as they would in
committee deliberations. Thus, Black's rule appears to work a disproportionate
disadvantage on plaintiffs. It raises an evidentiary hurdle to plaintiffs by imposing
rigorous scientific standards of evidence that may greatly upset the legally balanced
interests in a tort suit. (See the section "A Common Conceptual Framework" later
in this chapter.)
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These issues point to a substantial set of interests worthy of consideration. In the
toxic tort area the issues become fairly complicated, and one's intuitive "picture'' of
various legal institutions is important. One view of the relation might be that a
company proposing to introduce into commerce a new product—for example, a
pesticide such as paraquat or a consumer product such as artificial fireplace logs
made of asbestos—may well have done substantial testing of the health effects of its
products and may well have persuaded an appropriate regulatory agency operating
under a premarket approval statute that there is no harm from such a substance
according to the appropriate standards of the regulatory statute in question?1

Sometimes statutory clauses are extremely demanding as are those of the Delaney
Clause of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.88 Sometimes the standards are less
rigorous; for example, the standards of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Ro-
denticide Act and of the Toxic Substances Control Act require that a substance pose
no "unreasonable risk of harm" to humans or the environment.89 However, suppose
that, after this substance has been introduced into commerce, people begin to suffer
various diseases and illnesses from exposure to it. How substantial must the evi-
dence be to provide them a remedy in torts for injuries suffered?

On Black's proposal, potential victims would be left at risk without legal re-
course until the scientific evidence was in and published in the literature. If a
company satisfied an administrative agency that its substance was not harmful in
accordance with the (probably) lower standards of evidence used in the agencies,90 a
victim claiming harm from the substance could not recover in torts until the more
demanding scientific standards of tort law causation were met. Such institutional
procedures would leave potential victims at risk. That is, in the words of the Ferebee
court, the tort law would have to wait until "a statistically significant number of
people have been injured or until science has had the time and resources to complete
sophisticated laboratory studies of the chemical."91 Regulatory agencies then might
well permit into commerce substances which subsequently remain in commerce,
free from challenge in the tort law, until, on Black's proposal, scientific evidence
publishable in peer-reviewed journals was established. One legal institution would
permit or even encourage products into the market, but because of the standards of
evidence Black proposes, another legal institution, the tort law, would leave the
public substantially unprotected and uncompensated for any injuries suffered. This
possibility seems undesirable.92

The scenario described in the preceding two paragraphs presupposes that federal
regulatory agencies have premarket approval or review authority over products.
This is true for some products such as pesticides, consumer products, and direct food
additives, but it is not true for many kinds of environmental toxins. Many substances
are in or can enter commerce and are subject to postmarket regulation, that is, they
can be withdrawn only if an agency can establish that they pose threats to human
health or the environment or plaintiffs can force such substances out through suits.
Under such statutes, agencies do not screen substances initially; thus, once they are
in the market, any damage they might cause continues until regulatory or tort law
procedures cause them to be withdrawn. In such cases Black's proposals are even
less tenable.

Even under the present tort law, which does not hold scientists to Black's
scientific standards test, recovery in the tort law for damages suffered may be long
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delayed. The history of the asbestos problem discussed at the outset of the chapter
illustrates this. It is not obvious that the present tort law standards for evaluating
scientific evidence, which are less demanding than those Black recommends, are the
best that could be designed, but as I argue later, they are much superior to Black's
proposal. Adopting Black's recommendations for the tort law would exacerbate any
problems that already exist.

One's view of these evidentiary standards will depend in part upon one's philos-
ophy of the tort law and of the relationship between the regulatory system and the
tort law. If one sees the regulatory system as more protective of human health in
these areas than the tort system or providing a better balance of the affected interests,
then Black's argument may have some merit. On the other hand, if one sees the tort
system as a partial backup for the failures of the regulatory system as some commen-
tators suggest, then Black's view is less persuasive, because the high burdens of
proof he suggests would substantially frustrate the backup function. Finally, if one
sees the tort law as a kind of last-ditch insurance scheme against uncompensated
harms probably caused by others, this might argue for less rigorous burdens of
proof.

Consequently, major factual and institutional considerations bear on the resolu-
tion of these disputes. However, for my part I am inclined to see the tort system as
providing a partial backup or court of last resort, flawed as it is, for the shortcomings
of an imperfectly functioning regulatory system and thus would not want to under-
mine that partial protective role. And, as I have already noted, firms may be more
responsive to tort law litigation than to regulatory agencies.93 Furthermore, if one
sees the regulatory system as subject to enormous lobbying pressures on the part of
the companies who are the subject of the regulations or as having been in many cases
"captured" by them, then this would further weaken the kind of argument that
Black presents. Some of these issues are considered in somewhat more detail in
Chapters 3 and 4.

Black's Proposal

Black bases his proposal for requiring more demanding standards of scientific evi-
dence in the tort law in part on his view of the philosophy of science. He thinks that
although science is not objective in some context-independent sense, scientists are
still committed to striving for objectivity in science.94 Such objectivity, including
the validity of scientific views, depends upon the present "practice of science."
Evidence of scientific "validity . . . hinges on acceptance" of views in the scien-
tific community. Publication in peer reviewed journals is evidence of acceptance.95

This "serves as an evidentiary threshold of validity. If a theory is not accepted
anywhere in the literature of science, strong doubts must arise."96 Further, he
claims, judgments about the validity of the scientific research depend upon the
quality of the journals involved, the pertinent scientific field, and peer review. In
particular, "peer review serves at least as an initial screening process."97

For purposes of judging the admissibility of scientific testimony in legal cases,
including toxic tort cases, Black urges that courts should actively evaluate the
validity of scientific reasoning upon which testimony is based. They must determine
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whether the person is in the relevant scientific field, require that the experts make the
reasoning clear and precise, and see that it is supported by publications in the peer
reviewed literature. And, he suggests, courts should even make some inquiry into
the particular journal in which results are published. Experts who cannot show that
their reasoning conforms to the standards of science (presumably measured by
publications in the peer-reviewed literature) "should not be allowed to testify."98

He strengthens this conclusion when he considers legal procedures to implement
his view of scientific evidence. "When scientific evidence does not conform to
accepted scientific practice, a court should either exclude the evidence as inadmis-
sible or find it insufficient to sustain a verdict.''" He believes that inadmissibility—
prohibiting the jury from considering the evidence—is more appropriate when con-
clusions of an expert witness are based upon "invalid reasoning."100 Black's spe-
cific proposal is summarized in a substitute he recommends for Rule 702 of the
Federal Rules of Evidence:

If scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact to
understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, a witness qualified as an
expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education, may testify thereto
in the form of an opinion or otherwise. When the witness offers testimony based on
scientific knowledge, such testimony shall be admitted only if the court determines
that the opinion:

1) is based on scientifically valid reasoning; and
2) is sufficiently reliable that its probative value outweighs the dangers spe-

cified in Rule 403.101

Notice that he would permit the judge to bar such testimony unless it was ' 'based
upon scientifically valid reasoning."102

It is somewhat difficult to ascertain Black's views more precisely. Sometimes he
appears committed to a most extreme view that scientific testimony must be based
upon publication in the best scientific journals in a field.103 Sometimes he holds that
scientific testimony must only be based upon "valid reasoning."104 Sometimes he
might be taken as holding that scientists testifying before the courts must reason as a
good scientist would about the evidence. Sometimes he suggests that even publica-
tions in peer-reviewed literature are insufficient.105

These four accounts are subtly but dramatically different. One can reason as
good scientists would, even if there are no published articles to support one's views.
And scientists can fail to reason validly in publications in the best journals. In
evaluating his position I focus primarily on his emphasis on testimony based on
publications in peer-reviewed journals, since he returns to this frequently. From time
to time I will address other interpretations his comments suggest.

Apart from Black's criticisms of other accounts of expert testimony in presenting
scientific evidence and apart from contrasts between those and his, he offers few
justifications for his own approach. He claims that adopting his approach will result
in "improvements in fairness and efficiency."106 He also indicates an institutional
concern that his proposal will give judges better control over the outcome of trials.
This is certainly true in toxic tort cases. In addition, he suggests at the outset that it is
possible in any field to find an expert willing to testify on either side of a scientific
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issue before a court. He regards this as so undesirable that he recommends greatly
increased judicial control of expert testimony to avoid it.

There is much to criticize in his proposal as well as in his suggested normative
arguments for it. For one thing, his criticism of current legal theories as resting on an
outdated philosophy of science, logical positivism, is not persuasive. It is not at all
clear that judges believe logical positivism or, if they do (or even if it is "in the legal
air"), that this contributes to the problem he identifies. And one should not think that
rejection of logical positivism somehow supports his view (but I do not argue this
point here).

Even if one does not endorse his philosophy of science, Black endorses various
practices of science, some which should be addressed. Scientists debate theories and
the evidence for them. They publish their results in journals of varying quality, and it
is on these published results which courts should rely, Black claims. He appears to
appeal to the sociology of science to support his view of what the law should do.
This view is presently controversial in the philosophy of science and may not be the
best foundation for reforming the law. One who lives by the sociology of science
may also die by it. We return to some of these points later.

Second, while he emphasizes the validity of scientific reasoning, Black appears
to indicate that testimony based upon publication is nearly a necessary condition of
validity, but recognizes that it does not confer it.107 Surely this is too strong. He
seems so unsure about the evidentiary basis of experts' testimony that he appears
willing to accept it only if it has the best public evidentiary foundation. However,
scientists must be able to reason validly about scientific matters without having
published their results. Every scientist who succeeds in publishing results based
upon valid reasoning is in this position before the work is accepted for publication.
Thus, it appears there is no reason to exclude testimony not based on publication, as
he sometimes suggests.

Third, Black appears to miss, or perhaps to take advantage of, some key features
of scientific practice. Scientists, and academics more generally, are typically trained
as skeptics—we are taught to examine critically and very skeptically every inference
argued for in journal articles and books. In many fields, the more skeptical one is,
the more cautious in drawing inferences, the better one is thought to be. The extent
and degree of skepticism will vary with field and even with practitioners within a
discipline. This is especially true when views have not appeared in the literature and
perhaps this is even more true when such views conflict with one's own scientific
beliefs and commitments.108 Frequently scientists are in the business of debunking
received positions in order to establish better and more nearly correct views of how
the world works. Sometimes the debunking serves the less lofty aims of providing
advantages for their own positions.109 This skepticism operates against the back-
ground of the current status quo, sometimes challenging it. When someone proposes
a change in scientific understanding, scientists' skepticism resists the change until it
is overcome (unless a scientist agrees with the new information or theory). Thus, a
scientific view is not accepted by an individual scientist or by those in a particular
discipline until some threshold of skepticism has been overcome. How substantial
this threshold is depends upon the discipline and the individual involved. Further-
more, depending upon the journals, professional journal editors and referees may be
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even more skeptical than the average practitioner in a discipline, since they may well
see themselves as the protectors of disciplinary knowledge.

If some of the historians and sociologists of science are correct, there are also
less noble aims than the correct scientific view of the world that may operate,
sometimes consciously and sometimes not, to make it difficult to introduce new
results into the literature. Curiosity about how the world works is an important
prerequisite to a scientific career. Typically, though, to be successful, scientists
must receive credit for their contributions. Thus, one's individual skepticism may
resist competitors' views more than one's own. Self-interest may sometimes moti-
vate skepticism. Moreover, scientists must make their findings public, but they must
be cautious enough in "going public" that they are not seen as irresponsible.110

Mistakenly adding to the knowledge of the world both harms a scientist's own career
and "harms everyone who uses [the] faulty contributions."111 Thus, there are
powerful motivations of self-interest and protection of the scientific enterprise to
guard against mistakenly adding to the present stock of scientific knowledge. These
forces may militate against research scientists arguing for bold theses.112 What is
much more mundane and more relevant to the issue at hand is that these forces may
also work against scientists providing early warning about possible harms from
exposure to possibly toxic substances, if these are not part of the received view.
They must come forward with their views, and to some extent risk their standing in
their peer group in order to call attention to such harms.

Black's proposal uses the skepticism of scientific disciplines and these less
visible but powerful sociological forces to protect the status quo of scientific knowl-
edge for legal purposes. If a plaintiff believed that he had been injured by a sub-
stance, say, asbestos, at a certain time, say, in 1955—after the British had substan-
tial clues to the harm from asbestos exposure but before a good epidemiological
study had been completed—then scientific skepticism works for the defendant. If
there has been no publishable evidence to date that a substance harms humans, then
according to Black a tort suit should not be decided for a plaintiff who brings suit that
the substance harmed him. This suggests that only when there is a substantial
consensus as to harm among the appropriate experts is a finding for the plaintiff
warranted. Thus, until the skepticism of the scientific community, as well as the
skepticism of journal editors and referees, is overcome, plaintiffs should remain
uncompensated. Black either fails to understand this point or chooses to use it for
defendants in toxic tort and other litigation. To overstate this point somewhat we
might say that, at least in his most extreme moments, Black leaves the legal suffi-
ciency of evidence relevant to toxic tort litigation to skeptical journal editors, skepti-
cal scientists, and possibly even to the skepticism of scientists opposed to a finding
of harm.

Fourth, apart from his views about science and his obvious reliance on scientific
skepticism, Black's position raises potentially controversial issues of legal philoso-
phy. For one thing, in several places he argues that courts (read "judges") should
control the legal sufficiency of scientific testimony, based upon the validity of
scientific reasoning. He urges that judges be more activist and interventionist in
screening the testimony that the jury considers (by granting more motions in lim-
ineu3 as well as more motions to dismiss and motions for directed verdicts) and in
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controlling the verdicts they reach (by granting more judgments notwithstanding the
verdicts).

This appears to be a recommendation that judges do much of the work for the
defense. Instead of the defense presenting evidence to the jury that the plaintiff's
expert is mistaken, reasoning badly, or testifying contrary to a well-established body
of scientific evidence and letting the jury decide the issue, he proposes taking some
of the decisions from the jury and having them controlled more closely by judges.
This raises much larger philosophical issues about the proper roles of judge and jury,
which cannot be developed here, but consider a few points.

Black appears not to trust juries to make the correct decision, or to be correct
enough of the time, to leave such judgments to them. The acceptable correct deci-
sion rate for juries in tort cases is not clear, but his proposal would substitute judicial
control and scientific skepticism for jury decision in these areas. This may well
strongly favor defendants.

There might even be an increase in trial length, for it appears on Black's favored
approach that a judge would have to screen scientific testimony before a jury hears it,
then it would be heard a second time by the jury. This hardly seems efficient—one of
the virtues he claims for his proposal.'14

Further, while judges can and certainly have made judgments about scientific
acceptance of scientific theories and facts, it is not clear juries cannot make similar
judgments when presented with much the same information. Assigning this job to
judges increases their work and places greater demands on their out-of-court evalua-
tion of a case. The more active a judge is in screening a plaintiff's evidence, the
greater the importance of the judge's attitudes, beliefs, and opinions becomes as
opposed to those of the jury. This is important, for unlike a jury, a judge cannot be
examined for bias and attitudes. Judges are assigned to cases; juries are chosen by
the litigants.

Moreover, the allocation of responsibility between judge and jury to decide these
issues raises a broader political philosophical point about democracy. Juries tend to
represent the community's concerns, as the democratic appliers of the law, whereas
judges tend to be the government's representatives as providers of "orderly supervi-
sion of public affairs."115 Judicial power to exclude juries from considering the
factual issues of toxic exposure deprives the more democratic body from participat-
ing in that aspect of the decision. At a time when there is increasing public concern
about exposure to toxic substances, increasing the burden of production which the
judge controls seems ill-timed and wrongheaded. And, given the normative aspects
of assessing and controlling toxic risks, public input via jury decisions seems quite
important.

This review does not exhaust evaluation of Black's proposal. However, together
with the earlier evaluation of his criticisms of others, it does raise substantial doubts
about the plausibility of his recommendation. It also raises more fundamental issues
about the relation between the law and the role of scientific evidence in it. I turn now
to one of these issues.
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A COMMON CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR EVALUATING
SCIENTIFIC AND LEGAL BURDENS OF PROOF

In Chapter 1 we saw several ways in which scientific practices might frustrate legal
goals in the regulation of toxic substances. Scientists unwisely demanding more and
better data, withholding judgment until there is sufficient research or until all possi-
ble confounding factors are ruled out, and using demanding standards of evidence
can all prevent the discovery of potential health harms. In the tort law these, taken
separately or together, if rigidly adhered to could delay for years tort law recovery
for harm suffered from toxic substances.

In the use of statistical studies exemplified by epidemiology, there can be a
tension between adhering to the scientific standards used for pursuit of scientific
truth for its own sake (and which is required for peer reviewed journals) and pursu-
ing the policy or social objectives for which the scientific results might be used in
legal proceedings. Scientific evidence need not in every case exhibit all the proper-
ties of epidemiological studies. The special property of such statistical studies is the
false positive/false negative error tradeoff that is forced by mathematical equations.
There may be other scientific evidence where such tradeoffs do not exist. In such
cases the special problems discussed earlier may not exist, but the difficulties con-
sidered later of adhering to scientific standards of evidence (as suggested by the 95%
rule) in legal cases remain. Thus, although this tension need not result, in many toxic
tort cases it will. The epidemiology example both exemplifies this and represents the
more general problem that demanding standards could cause.

In toxic tort litigation there typically is not one "piece" of evidence that is
determinative of an issue, as the epidemiological example suggests. Many pieces of
evidence may bear on whether a plaintiff has carried his burden of production.
However, since one major issue is the admissibility of individual pieces of evidence
or expert testimony, the example is somewhat more representative. In the discussion
that follows I use this example as illustrative of the more general problem that
demanding scientific practices can cause.

To better understand the burden of proof issues and to evaluate various recom-
mendations, we need a common conceptual framework to compare the different
standards of evidence. The notions of probability central to the scientific examples
and to the legal burdens of proof—the burden of production and the burden of
persuasion in tort cases and the "beyond a reasonable doubt" burden of persuasion
in criminal cases—are not identical; thus we must have a common framework with
which to compare them.

Recall that the probabilities of false positives and false negatives are conditional
probabilities. A false positive (FP) is the conditional probability that by random
chance alone the results of a statistical test will show that the null hypothesis should
be rejected when in fact it is true. A false negative (FN) is the conditional probability
that by random chance alone the results of a statistical test will show that the null
hypothesis should be accepted when in fact the null hypothesis is false. Expressing
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The preponderance of evidence test in toxic tort cases, however, is a relation
between the kind and amount of evidence the plaintiff offers and the kind and
amount of evidence the defendant offers, not conditional probabilities. According to
McCormick''s Handbook of the Law of Evidence, the moving party, typically the
plaintiff, must carry the burden of persuasion so the jury finds "that the existence of
the contested fact is more probable than its nonexistence.'' 116 In short, the moving
party must show that the conclusion he wishes to draw from his evidence has a
(slightly) greater probability of being true than the conclusion for which his oppo-
nent argues. If it has a greater probability, the moving party wins the contested issue;
if it does not, the opponent wins.1 l7 An obvious candidate for comparing the condi-
tional probabilities of FPs and FNs in science with the legal burdens of proof is a
framework based upon the relation between FPs and FNs. These notions in effect
express possible error rates of the procedures in question. In the scientific case the
error rates are dictated by sample sizes and the relative risks one desires to detect. In
the legal realm the error rates are suggested by the norms of the law.

Table 2-1 summarizes the qualitative idea of false positives and false negatives
for a tort case. We can think of the null hypothesis as the claim that the defendant in
a tort (or criminal) case is not responsible under the applicable legal rules, since in a
tort case the plaintiff or complaining party is the one who seeks to disturb the status
quo ante (in a criminal case it is the state that disturbs the status quo) and is the one
who typically has the burden of production (going forward with evidence) and the
burden of persuasion. In the scientific analogue researchers accept the status quo and
any departures from it must be justified by the presentation of evidence. The alterna-
tive hypothesis in the legal case is the claim that the defendant should be held
accountable; in the tort law this is the claim that the defendant should be made to pay
compensation to the plaintiff, while in the criminal law this amounts to the claim that
the defendant is guilty of violating the criminal law.

In the real world, there are two possibilities: the defendant either should be held
accountable or not under the applicable law. And there are two possible outcomes
from a legal trial: either the defendant is held accountable or not. However, just as in
the scientific case, the "institutional test"—the legal trial—does not necessarily
show what is truly the case in the real world. Mistakes are possible.

Although Table 2-1 is analogous to Table 1-2, there are no equations to generate
the probabilities of false positives and false negatives for trials. We can find a basis
of comparison between scientific and legal burdens of proof, however, by consider-
ing some of the error norms of the law and comparing them with some plausible
error norms of science.l18

Begin with the criminal law. In the criminal law it is thought that it is better for
ten guilty men to go free rather than for one innocent man to be wrongly convicted.
This is typically taken to express the idea that the probability of false negatives to the
probability of false positives in the criminal law should be in an approximate ratio of
10:1 given the magnitude of harm done by convicting an innocent man versus the
magnitude od harm done by letting guilty parties go free. 119 This seems to express
the idea that, given the normative interests at stake in wrongly convicting an inno-

these symbolically, a false positive is p(—HJH0 is true), and a false negative is
p(HJHa is false).



cent person compared with wrongly letting a guilty person go free, to balance the
scales of justice between prosecution and defense, the expected utility of a false
negative must equal the expected utility of a false positive. The general relation-
ship is

probability of a false negative x magnitude of a false negative = probability of a
false positive x magnitude of a false positive (1)

To offset the great loss that would be suffered by a defendant from a mistaken
conviction, the criminal law has developed compensating norms for the burden of
proof which must be met to convict a defendant. It should be approximately ten
times as hard for the prosecution mistakenly to convict as it is for the defendant
mistakenly to go free, given the relative costs of wrongful conviction versus wrong-
ful exoneration. We might think of the burden of proof that the prosecution faces (it
must establish its case "beyond a reasonable doubt") as a procedural rule designed
to secure in an approximate way and other things being equal the false positive/false
negative error rate. Whether it will successfully do so depends upon the kind and
quality of evidence that is offered by both sides in a particular case and by the
impartiality of the jurors and judges involved. Thus, whether the procedural rules
are successful in achieving the normative error rates depends upon a number of
contingent circumstances.

Contrast the criminal law with the tort law. Wrongfully holding the defendant
responsible and making him pay damages is not thought to be such a serious wrong
as a mistaken conviction in the criminal law. In fact the normative interests at stake
between plaintiff and defendant are thought to be approximately equal (or possibly
reversed to some extent120). Mistakenly holding an innocent defendant accountable
is not thought to be much worse than mistakenly failing to compensate a deserving
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Table 2-1 False Positives and False Negatives in a Tort Law Trial

Possible Correct Tort Law Relationships
Between Adversaries

Null hypothesis is
Null hypothesis is false, alternative
actually true: hypothesis is true:

Possible the defendant is not the defendant is
Trial responsible under responsible under
Outcomes applicable law applicable law

Null hypothesis No error False negative
is accepted;
defendant is
found not
accountable

Null hypothesis False positive No error
is rejected
(and alternative
hypothesis is
accepted);
defendant is
found accountable



where PFNL is the probability of a false negative, and FFPL is the chance of a false
positive in the tort law. The burden of proof rule for torts, that the plaintiff's case
must be established by a " preponderance of the evidence,'' slightly more than 50%,
may be thought of as a way of approximating the tort law error rates. Again, whether
this procedural rule succeeds in producing the normative error rates is a contingent
matter.

When we turn to science the issue is somewhat more complicated, but the norms
regarding the ratio of false positives to false negatives appear to be similar to those in
the law. Chapter 1 emphasized that scientists seemed more concerned to prevent
false positives than false negatives. This apparent concern with false positives might
mislead us slightly as to the norms of science. In hypothesis testing we saw in
Chapter 1 that the most accurate studies are those where the false positive and false
negative rates are equal and low, for example, a = (3 = .05. Such studies have both
high statistical significance and sensitivity. These seem proper norms, because
scientists should want both to avoid mistakenly adding to scientific knowledge and
to avoid missing evidence of causal connections when it is there.122 Each seems
important.

However, in many circumstances concessions to the costs of experiments or to
the sizes of samples available for study might force one to choose between false
positives and false negatives. When practical circumstances force a retreat from the
ideal, it is quite reasonable for scientists to choose to protect more against false
positives than against false negatives, for the reasons already considered. Nonethe-
less, as a norm it seems that science aspires to equal protection against false posi-
tives and false negatives. We can express this symbolically as

What (4) says is that the ratio of the probabilities of false negatives in the law to
false negatives in science is identical to the ratio of the probabilities of false positives

where PFNS is the chance of a false negative and PFPS is a chance of a false positive
in science.

We can now use equations (2) and (3) to compare the error rates of science and
the law and to see the effect that one would have on the other. Dividing equation (2)
by equation (3) we can produce (4), which is the ratio of the probabilities:
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plaintiff. To set the scales of justice approximately equal between plaintiff and
defendant, the general formulation (1) again seems appropriate. Now, however, the
chance of wrongly holding a defendant accountable is approximately equal to the
chance of wrongly failing to award compensation to a plaintiff.121 Thus, we can
simplify the normative relationship between false positives and false negatives in the
tort law and say that the probability of a false positive is (approximately) equal to the
probability of a false negative in the tort law. Symbolically we can represent this as



This formula turns out to be quite revelatory, as particular examples show.
Intuitively, what (5) says is that if we want the probabilities of false positives and
false negatives to be (approximately) equal in the law and the probabilities of false
positives and false negatives to be equal in scientific experiments for normative
purposes, then the way to achieve this is to set the ratio of the probabilities of false
negatives and false positives in the law equal to the ratio of the probabilities of false
negatives and false positives in science. We can then use the ratio of the probabilities
from one institutional setting to compute the analogous ratio of probabilities neces-
sary in the other institutional setting to achieve these goals. This relationship permits
in an abstract way a comparison of the ratio of error rates of one institution with the
ratio of error rates of another.

A somewhat simpler argument leads to the same conclusion. We do not need
ideal error rate ratios for science to see the influence of scientific outcomes on the
error rate ratios of the law.123 As long as the scientific error rates influence legal
error rate ratios, all we need for purposes of the position argued for here is the
relationship summarized in equation (2).124

To see the distorting influence scientific standards of evidence can have on the
law, consider an epidemiological study performed under less than ideal conditions.
Suppose the false negative rate in an epidemiological study is .5 (equivalent to a coin
toss) and the false positive rate is .05 (a typical value). These numbers are similar to
alternative 4 in Figure 1-8. Sample size, background disease rate, and the relative
risk one wants to be able to detect impose certain error rates on such a study
(assuming a scientific commitment to a type I error rate equal to .05). Now suppose,
contrary to what is typical in most legal cases, that the outcome of the legal case
would depend only (or at least substantially) upon this one piece of scientific evi-
dence for causation in a tort suit. What does this imply for the error rates of legal
procedures if the courts should adhere to the demanding standards of scientific
evidence (a. = .05), as Black recommends? We can see this by substituting these
numbers into formula (5).125 The resulting ratio of the probabilities of false nega-
tives to false positives in the law would be 10 to 1, summarized as follows:

Thus, if we use the false negative/false positive ratio from a realistic statistical
example in science to dictate the false negative/false positive rates in the law, we get
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in the law to false positives in science. Reorganizing (4) we see that the ratio of the
probabilities of false negatives to false positives in the law is equal to the ratio of the
probabilities of false negatives to false positives in science:

where
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a ratio of 10:1. How do we interpret this 10:1 ratio? The aphorism from the criminal
law that it is better for ten guilty men to go free rather than for one innocent man to
be wrongly convicted expresses one view of the ratio of the probability of false
negatives to the probability of false positives in the criminal law; it is identical to the
outcome in (6).

The consequence is that if an epidemiological study were to be conducted in
accordance with a typical scenario (but with fairly high false negative rates) and the
probabilities from that used in the resulting legal process to establish the ratio of the
probability of false negatives to false positives in the law, this would produce an FN/
FP ratio identical to that typically required in the criminal law. Another way of
putting this point is that the probability of a false negative in the tort law would
thereby be ten times greater than the probability of a false positive. Whereas the
10:1 ratio seems appropriate for the criminal law (a false negative means that a
guilty person goes free), it seems much too demanding for tort suits.

If the false positive rate in science is lower than .05 (e.g., .01), as it often is, the
FN/FP ratio in the law would be even greater and thus more seriously unsuitable for
either the burden of production or the burden of persuasion in the tort law. If the false
negative rate in science were lower than .50 (e.g., .20, the typical false negative rate
used for many examples in Chapter 1), the FN/FP ratio in the law would be lower
(4:1). Such a ratio still substantially disadvantages the plaintiff compared with a
defendant, because of the threshold burden he faces. Sometimes the false negative
rate is even higher than .50.126 In such cases this means there are even greater odds
by chance alone of failing to detect an association between exposure and disease
when it exists. This would distort tort law error rates even further from the norm.

The upshot of these examples is not just that the standards of evidence in science
and in the law are substantially different. The examples also try to establish in a
rough quantitative and symbolic way how much the evidentiary standards differ. If
scientific standards were to dictate legal standards for the burden of production as
Black recommends, this would distort legal relationships.

Two qualifications of the preceding argument are needed. The first is that the
hypothetical case just considered may appear a bit unrealistic and to that extent
somewhat misleading. Typically, a plaintiff would try to establish the burden of
production by more than one scientific study or by the testimony of more than one
expert. To carry this burden the plaintiff must provide enough evidence of the
appropriate quantity and quality to satisfy a judge that this burden has been carried.
The plaintiff must show that all the evidence taken together is sufficient for this
purpose. Plaintiff's case is not likely to rest on a single piece of evidence.

The hypothetical example is not as misleading as it might appear, however, for
several reasons. For one thing, Black's recommendations are addressed to the ad-
missibility of "pieces of evidence" or the testimony of particular experts. Thus, he
would exclude expert testimony or a piece of scientific evidence if it failed to
measure up to peer review standards. Insofar as his proposal is directed against
standards for the admission of single pieces of evidence or the testimony of a single
expert, the hypothetical example developed here is apt.

Second, although the plaintiff may present more than one piece of evidence,
only one or two of these may be critical to a decision. When this is true, the
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hypothetical study is more nearly appropriate for characterizing the issues. For many
tort cases the outcomes seem to depend on a small number of studies and frequently
a small number of expert witnesses on the issue of causation.

The hypothetical example just considered and examples discussed in Chapter 1
should suggest substantial caution about the use of negative studies in toxic tort
cases. A legal requirement that scientists base their testimony on typical scientific
standards of evidence could not only distort the tort law relationships between
plaintiff and defendant, but in many circumstances it would almost certainly result in
a study much too insensitive to detect even high relative risks that might be present.
If the true relative risk from a carcinogen similar to benzene were just greater than 2,
so that tort law compensation would be justified if it could be detected, a cohort
study big enough to detect such a rate would have to sample several hundred
thousand people exposed to the substance, and it could still have a fairly high false
negative rate. This is another hidden consequence of Black's proposal.127 Even a
case-control study which requires smaller sample sizes might have to be relatively
large to detect such small relative risks.

A recent toxic tort case illustrates the problem with negative epidemiological
studies. A number of people were exposed to hazardous substances leaking from a
landfill operated by Velsicol Chemical Corporation. The plaintiffs contracted a
number of diseases, including cancer, and sued Velsicol for compensation. Velsicol
produced an epidemiological study taken from workplace exposures which showed
there was no increased risk of kidney cancer from the exposure. The plaintiffs'
expert, a distinguished scientist retired from the National Cancer Institute, carefully
showed that the study because of its small sample had a probability of only .303 of
detecting a twofold increase in kidney cancers and a .42 probability of discovering a
doubling of bladder cancers. The district court holding that such a study had "no
weight" in that case had its major holdings upheld on appeal.128

There is an additional qualification to the argument comparing scientific and tort
law burdens of proof. I have compared a typical scientific burden of proof with the
tort law burden of persuasion. However, typically the important issue in toxic tort
suits is the plaintiff's burden of producing evidence, or the burden of production.
The stringency of the burden of production need not and may not be identical to the
stringent burden of persuasion. McCormick on Evidence indicates two main tests
courts have utilized of whether the burden of production is carried: a jury can
conclude that a preponderance of the produced evidence favors the party with the
burden or a jury cannot help but conclude a preponderance of the produced evidence
favors the party with the burden.129 Both are the same as or less stringent than the
"preponderance of the evidence" burden of persuasion. Thus, any assumptions I
have made about the (approximately) equal burdens of proof between plaintiffs and
defendants seem reasonable. And, although a few courts appear to have argued that
for circumstantial evidence, the evidence produced must be "so conclusive as to
exclude any other inference inconsistent with" it, McCormick argues it is "mis-
placed in civil litigation." 13° Apart from a very few cases mentioned by McCormick
advocating this view, there appears to be no support for the idea that the tort law
burden of production should be the same as the criminal law's "beyond a reasonable
doubt" to which Black seems committed.
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There is a final point about error rates. My intuition is that the false positive rate
in science is substantially lower than the false positive rate in the law in some
absolute numerical sense. If this is correct, it provides further argument for the
distorting effects of scientific standards in the tort law. I do not have a definitive
argument, but some considerations seem appropriate. For one thing, the law, unlike
science, is not obviously concerned to add cautiously to a stock of knowledge
through legal decisions at the trial court level. Thus, there is no need for a legal
commitment to a false positive rate as low as .05. It is important that plaintiffs and
defendants overall be treated roughly equally, but the absolute false positive and
false negative rates need not be set at a low predetermined level as in scientific
inquiry. And there seems to be no good reason to recommend such changes in the
law, as I have already argued. In addition, the difference between the burden of
proof rule in torts and the burden of proof rule in the criminal law suggests that there
is a lesser concern to preclude errors in the tort than in the criminal law. I cannot find
a numerical value for this difference, but it seems clear.

The preceding considerations indicate that the error rates of the law and science
are substantially different. If we adopt plausible numbers for false negatives and
false positives from the scientific tradition, the resulting ratio of probabilities that
would be produced for the burden of production for scientific evidence much more
closely resembles the burden of persuasion required in the criminal law than the
burdens typically required in the tort law. Thus, Black appears to support a burden of
production in toxic torts that is as high or almost as high as the burden of persuasion
in the criminal law. This problem is further exaggerated if his proposal applies not to
the overall burden of production, but to each instance of scientific testimony. We can
make this point in a dramatic way by noting that evidence of causation could not be
admitted to go to the jury unless it was sufficient (or nearly sufficient) to satisfy the
equivalent of the demanding persuasion burden of the criminal law. This is surely a
substantial and unfair barrier to plaintiffs, and it introduces substantial distortions
into the tort law.

The idea is that plaintiffs would have to overcome threshold burden of produc-
tion barriers equivalent to the criminal law's proof beyond a reasonable doubt in
order to place the evidence before a jury. If the plaintiff cannot carry this burden, the
plaintiff loses. In such circumstances plaintiffs would find it difficult to "get their
cases going" and to receive a hearing before a jury of their peers.

Furthermore, as we have seen, in science the overriding concern is to avoid false
positives, whereas the law attempts to strike some appropriate balance between legal
false positives and false negatives. Importing the scientific standard into the law
distorts the latter balance of interests.

Finally, given the foregoing arguments, there appears no good reason to require
that scientific testimony in the law satisfy the requirements of peer reviewed presen-
tations in science, for there are obvious alternatives to address Black's concerns.

AN ALTERNATIVE VIEW

There may be a temptation to argue that if one does not have scientific or statistical
evidence that protects 95% against false positives, then one does not have good
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evidence. This is a mistake, for it confuses the requirements of evidence for one area
of human inquiry with the evidentiary requirements for another area of human
inquiry which has quite different purposes. Thus, the preceding considerations
suggest the conclusion of the Ferebee court: "In a courtroom the test for allowing a
plaintiff to recover in a tort suit ... is not scientific certainty but legal suffi-
ciency."131 Something like the traditional legal requirement of "proof to a reason-
able degree of medical certainty" seems the appropriate standard for the burden of
production in toxic tort suits. The plaintiff should have some threshold burden of
production "to prevent verdicts based upon speculation and conjecture,"132 and to
help preclude frivolous claims, or "junk science," but not the unreasonably high
burden Black suggests.133

Several reasons argue for not departing from the Ferebee status quo and for not
adopting a more stringent standard. Black's arguments against present practices are
not persuasive. And his proposal would distort tort law relations. Moreover, the
Ferebee court's rule is more sensitive to the institutional context and how that should
guide our legal epistemology.

The Ferebee approach is more consistent with traditional aims of the tort law.
These rules make it somewhat easier for plaintiffs to recover than will Black's
approach, thus serving the compensatory and deterrence aims of the tort law. They
will also likely result in greater safety from potentially toxic substances. However,
there is a possible downside to the Ferebee status quo: as Peter Huber argues, it may
result in new products and technologies being regulated too stringently compared to
older, even more dangerous technologies, and it may inhibit the development of new
products.134

I have already commented on the last point. Whether the Ferebee view com-
pared with Black's view will decrease our safety from toxic substances has been
addressed indirectly by others. In an excellent discussion, Gillette and Krier, ad-
dressing Huber's safety concerns, argue that while procedural rules in the tort law
on balance tend to favor plaintiffs, access is difficult for plaintiffs. Taking into
account both procedural and access rules, they argue that all things considered,
plaintiffs do not have an unfair advantage. Black's proposal would increase the
procedural barriers for plaintiffs tending, on the Gillette-Krier analysis, to shift the
combined effect of access and procedural rules against plaintiffs.135

There is another point about victim access to the courts. It is difficult for the first
group of plaintiffs with injuries from some toxic substance to recover, because the
evidence may not be fully developed and there are no court precedents. The record
of asbestos, DES, and other litigation suggests this. Once better evidence is avail-
able and legal precedents have been developed, tort recovery becomes easier.136

Black's recommendations work particular hardships against "early" litigants, for
there is unlikely to be the kind of peer-reviewed evidence he emphasizes. Yet there
may be perfectly good evidence on which scientists can rely.

In addition, victims may not even bring cases in the first place, which weakens
the deterrence aims of torts. Evidence from medical malpractice law indicates that
"the fraction of medical negligence that leads to claims is probably under 2 per-
cent. "137 This is important because medical patients are more likely to know who or
what caused their injuries than are toxic injury victims. Thus, it appears that
even in this area of tort law, where one might expect a high rate of suits brought, use
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of the tort law is not widespread and it achieves its "social objectives crudely."138

We should expect more suits to be brought for malpractice than for toxic torts. Thus,
we should not rush to restrict the tort law early plaintiffs even further by means of
more stringent procedural rules in toxic tort cases.

The Ferebee rules were developed for circumstances "when the causation issue
is novel and 'stand[s] at the frontier of current medical and epidemiological in-
quiry."'139 When evidence of harm from toxic substances is at the frontiers of
scientific knowledge, as is often the case, the tort law should not wait "until a
'statistically significant' number of people have been injured or until science has had
the time and resources to complete sophisticated laboratory studies of the chemi-
cal."140 The same Circuit Court of Appeals, however, also recognized the differ-
ence between a "frontiers of scientific knowledge" case and one in which there were
20 years of scientific studies to help decide the issue. In the latter case, Richardson
by Richardson v. Richardson-Merrell,141 the court upheld a trial court decision for
the defendant because overwhelming scientific evidence favored it (although even in
this case the issues may not be entirely clear-cut). Such flexible rules for coping with
the evidence of possible harm from toxic substances are appropriate.

Furthermore, the position for which I have been arguing has also received
some articulation from the Third Circuit Court of Appeals. In In re Paoli R.R. Yard
PCB Litigation142 that court overturned a district court's exclusion of scientific
evidence in a case concerning alleged plaintiff exposure to polychlorinated bi-
phenyls. The court viewed the Federal Rules of Evidence as embodying a strong and
desirable preference for admitting any evidence having some potential for assisting
the trier of fact and for dealing with the risk of error through the adversary
process.143

A recent appellate decision by the Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit, suggests a
more specific rule for evaluating scientific evidence in a toxic tort suit.144 That court
upheld a district court verdict for plaintiffs who were exposed to hazardous sub-
stances (including carcinogens) leaking from a landfill. The district court decision
was based on animal evidence and expert testimony. Moreover, the court declined to
rule for defendants and rejected any reliance on an epidemiological study that had
very low power (.25 to .30) to detect relative risks of 2 and 3, respectively. On this
the whole court agreed. In a concurring opinion, however, Judge Jones suggested an
approach to the sufficiency of scientific evidence that seems acceptable:

It seems to me that the general standard of proof [to a reasonable medical certainty]
can be met on a prima facie basis, where the record contains expert testimony on the
chemicals and its properties (sic), and proof of exposure to the chemicals supported
by some medical testimony. It seems to me at this point a rebuttable presumption of
proximate causation ought to arise. The failure of the defendant to rebut this
presumption would then give rise to a conclusion of reasonable medical cer-
tainty.145

Good animal studies, but no human epidemiological studies, and expert testimony
supported the plaintiffs' case. There were no published human studies given any
weight by the court, as Black often suggests the court must require.

Finally, the New Jersey Supreme Court recently developed rules for admis-
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sibility of scientific evidence in toxic tort suits similar to those articulated by Judge
Jones of the Third Circuit Court of Appeals.

In Rubanick v. Witco Chemical Corporation and Monsanto Co., the plaintiff's
single expert witness, a retired cancer researcher at Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center
in New York, testified that the plaintiff's decedent's cancer was caused by exposure
to the defendant's polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). He based his opinion on (1)
low incidence of cancer in males under 30 (plaintiff's decedent was 29), (2) dece-
dent's good dietary and nonsmoking habits and the absence of familial genetic
predisposition to cancer, (3) 5 of 105 other Witco workers who developed some kind
of cancer during the same period, (4) '"a large body of evidence' showing that
PCBs cause cancer in laboratory animals," and (5) support in the scientific literature
that PCBs cause cancer in human beings.146

We hold that in toxic-tort litigation, a scientific theory of causation that has not yet
reached general acceptance may be found to be sufficiently reliable if it is based on a
sound, adequately founded scientific methodology involving data and information
of the type reasonably relied on by experts in the scientific field. ... [A causation
theory that is not generally accepted must be offered by an expert who is] suffi-
ciently qualified by education, knowledge, training and experience in the specific
field of science. . . . The expert must possess a demonstrated professional capa-
bility to assess the scientific significance of the underlying data and information, to
apply the scientific methodology and to explain the bases for the opinion reached.

This decision is quite appropriate given the recommendations made in this chap-
ter. The court did not require epidemiological studies in support of the expert's
opinion, but merely the appropriate "education, knowledge, training and experience
in the specific field of science,''147 and an appropriate factual basis for his opinion.
The appellate division of the Superior Court (which apparently persuaded the Su-
preme Court) engaged in similar reasoning and appeared to be particularly sensitive
to the problems of "early plaintiffs."148

These cutting edge cases all exemplify desirable trends in the tort law that permit
tort plaintiffs to base their cases on expert testimony with appropriate factual support
and not unnecessarily handicap their efforts, as Black's proposals and some court
decisions would do. These trends should be encouraged to better serve the ends of
tort law compensation and deterrence.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter I have argued against shifting the paradigm for scientific evidence
offered in legal trials from the present procedure used in many jurisdictions—
requiring proof to a reasonable degree of medical certainty—to a much more de-
manding one. This choice should be resisted, because it seems to impose a universal
standard of evidence for quite different institutions, it risks distorting existing rea-
sonable tort law relationships, and it errs on the side of exclusion rather than
admission of evidence. Since the plaintiff bears the burden of production, requiring
that this be met by proof equivalent to the criminal law's "beyond a reasonable
doubt," as some have argued, substantially distorts the balance of interests between
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plaintiff and defendant. And there are several defense strategies for countering
dubious evidence that do not require such a major change in the law.

This conclusion is a specific instantiation of the general principle that we prop-
erly should have different standards of evidence for different areas of human in-
quiry. There seems no good reason to subscribe to one (used in scientific fields) as
the proper one for all areas of human endeavor (for scientific, religious, legal, or
ordinary belief purposes). We certainly should not distort the tort law out of a
misguided belief that the scientific standards of evidence typically required in peer-
reviewed publications or demanded by the scientific community are the only appro-
priate ones for reasoning coherently about causal connections in toxic tort litigation.



3
Joint Causation, Torts, and
Administrative Law
in Environmental Health Protections

The Reagan Administration, in an intensive campaign to curb the role of the
federal government, has eliminated or weakened scores of public health and
safety rules, cut back enforcement programs and slashed services. . . .

Administration officials say their actions merely fulfill President Reagan's
promise to bring efficiency and deregulation to government. A hands-off philos-
ophy of regulation was mandated by the 1980 election campaign, in which
Reagan crusaded to get the government' 'off the backs'' of the American people,
they argue.1 Los Angeles Times, May 8, 1983

Smoking complicates the picture [of cotton dust causing brown lung]. The
industry has long provided smoke breaks and smoking areas, but smoking seems
to multiply the effects of cotton on the lungs. Many who get byssinosis also
smoke, leading some doctors to say a disabled worker's damaged lungs are due
only to smoking. Most Carolina lung specialists, however, say they see the
disease frequently in nonsmokers as well.2

Robert Conn, Medical Editor
Charlotte (N.C.) Observer

The entire proposition that "byssinosis" is a crippling disease caused by cotton
dust is unfounded and impossible, scientifically, to prove. Burlington indus-
tries ... ran an exhaustive study on this subject that took years and cost
millions of dollars. The conclusive results of testing of thousands of employees
in cotton mills was that less than 5 percent had respiratory problems, and over
half of these were heavy smokers. The doctors concluded that whatever ailed
this small percentage was neither a crippling disease nor an illness but a discom-
fort.

This is simply not a fight against so-called "byssinosis" or "brown lung."
This fight is as old as civilization: The unending war of a free people with
inalienable rights granted by God, against those tyrannical power-hungry politi-
cians intent on the establishment of a totalitarian government.3

W. B. Pitts, President
Hermitage, Inc.

The inability to distinguish lung impairments which are caused by smoking,
cotton dust or a combination of the two has wreaked havoc on the workers'
compensation process. Individuals with obstructive lung disease and a history of
exposure to cotton dust are now often presumed to be suffering byssinosis even
if they have smoked two packs of cigarettes a day for 40 years. Because symp-
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toms of classical byssinosis are no longer considered essential to the diagnosis,
we are left picking up the tab for lung impairments caused by factors other than
cotton dust, primarily smoking. That can be a huge tab when you remember that
20 percent of the population suffers from lung ailments. The industry should not
be forced to pay for something that is not its fault.4

Dr. Harold R. Imbus, Director of Health and Safety
Burlington Industries, Inc.

The preceding comments summarize part of a recent controversy concerning the
need for regulating hazardous substances in the workplace. Regulatory law in gen-
eral as well as environmental and workplace health law has been increasingly under
attack. Some criticisms are a matter of political philosophy and objections in princi-
ple to governmental intervention: a presidential administration that held that the less
government the better, a traditional American attitude opposed to any coercive
interference with the marketplace (as W. B. Pitts stated). I do not take up these
political philosophical issues, although I consider some reasons that bear on them.

Objections to regulation, which may be widely held, are also suggested; these
rest upon claims about causation or upon views about the proper principles for
allocating liability for causation. A species of such objections—the problems of joint
causation—is the focus of this chapter. If these objections were correct, they would
undercut some of the efficacy of both tort and administrative health law.

There are circumstances in which a person is exposed to two or more substances
each of which might be sufficient by itself to cause the disease in question or
circumstances in which one substance in conjunction with other conditions might
produce the disease. Because toxic substances cause harm "by the unfelt intrusion
of invisible molecules,"5 unless those molecules leave a unique signature, which is
rare,6 there is great difficulty in determining the cause of injury, as we have seen.
Furthermore, one may well have been exposed to other invisible intruders that might
have caused or contributed to the same injury. Even worse, one's own behavior
(smoking) or genetic makeup may have been a factor.7 These problems could plague
both torts and administrative law.

There are, of course, a number of differences between the two areas of law. The
tort law sets public standards of conduct that are privately enforced, typically by the
injured party, with ex post remedies for injuries suffered.8 By contrast, the regula-
tory law, which issues protective regulations prior to injury in order to prevent
harm,9 is typically publicly enforced by a government entity. (We consider other
differences later.)

For both areas of law the causal claims needed to prove harm from toxic sub-
stances are often difficult to establish. We have already seen some of the scientific
reasons for this; when joint causation obtains the difficulties of proof are even
greater.

A more sophisticated objection is that even if such causal claims can be estab-
lished when joint causation obtains, it is not permissible to impose tort liability or
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preventive regulation on firms because either contributory cause might be the cul-
prit. Because protective health laws have been under attack, I examine possible
objections to imposing tort liability or administrative regulation on firms when joint
causation obtains.10

This chapter explores traditional and well-established principles of liability for
causation taken from the tort law. They reflect deeply held, widely applied, and long
used principles for compensating persons for injuries inflicted on them.11 I draw on
cases from tort and worker's compensation law not to replicate either exactly, but to
extract and examine some common principles of liability for causation taken from
both contexts.12 This strategy, similar to one articulated by Ronald Dworkin, aims to
discover philosophical principles underlying decisions in particular areas of the law
as well as those that permeate the law more widely.13

The principles I discuss show that there is no obvious legal bar to liability when
joint causation obtains in tort and workers' compensation law. Furthermore, courts
appear to have endorsed the joint cause rules in toxic tort cases, and these hold some
promise for extending the law. These results suggest in turn that there should be no
legal bar to administrative regulation simply because joint causation obtains. More-
over, many of the same principles that justify imposing liability in torts would
also justify preventive regulation of toxic substances in the workplace. The result of
this inquiry is that administrative agencies have a comparative advantage over the
tort law to prevent harm from toxic substances when joint causation obtains princi-
pally because causation is easier to establish for regulatory than for tort law pur-
poses.

In principle these and other considerations are good reasons for using administra-
tive agencies to provide protection from carcinogens. Despite the theoretical advan-
tage, however, agencies and their regulations should supplement, not replace, the
tort law, because of the political problems that plague them.

JOINT CAUSATION AND THE TORT LAW

Liability Rules for Causation

Assuming that causation can be established when there are joint causes, would there
be any legal bar to imposing tort liability on a firm that has exposed an employee to a
hazardous substance simply because joint causes exist?

The thesis that when two or more causes contribute to a harmful result the agent
of neither cause should be held accountable seems to receive its sanction from one of
the most fundamental rules of the tort law. This is the "but-for" rule:

The defendant's conduct is a cause of the event if the event would not have occurred
but for that conduct; conversely, the defendant's conduct is not a cause of the event,
if the event would have occurred without it. As a rule regarding legal responsibility,
at most this must be a rule of exclusion: if the event would not have occurred ' 'but
for" the defendant's negligence, it still does not follow that there is liability, since
other considerations remain to be discussed and may prevent liability.14
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It may be some rule like this that Dr. Imbus has in mind in trying to exclude cotton
mills from workers' compensation liability. He argues in effect that many who suffer
from chronic bronchial obstruction have contributed to their own harm by smoking.
The emphysema, he suggests, would have occurred even if the employee had not
been exposed to cotton dust. His intuition and the but-for rule make sense, for if
something else would have caused injury to an employee, even in the absence of
exposure to cotton dust, it seems the mill should not be held accountable for such
injury and should not be regulated to prevent such injuries in the future.

Despite this seeming plausibility, the tort law permits recovery in many similar
cases. Again Prosser and Keeton say:

If two causes concur to bring about an event, and either one of them, operating
alone, would have been sufficient to cause the identical result, some other test is
needed.15

That "other test," first provided by a Minnesota court, has found general accep-
tance:

The defendant's conduct is a cause of the event if it was a material and a substantial
factor in bringing it about. Whether it was such a substantial factor is for the jury to
determine, unless the issue is so clear that a reasonable person could not differ.16

If the defendant's conduct was a substantial factor in causing the plaintiff's injury, it
follows that he will not be absolved from liability merely because other causes have
contributed to the result, since such causes, innumerable, are always present. In
particular, however, a defendant is not necessarily relieved of liability because the
negligence of another person is also a contributing cause, and that person, too, is to
be held liable. Thus where two vehicles collide and injure a bystander, or passenger
in one of the cars, each driver may be liable for the harm inflicted. The law of joint
tortfeasors rests very largely upon recognition of the fact that each of two or more
causes may be charged with a single result.17

The substantial cause rule has been instantiated in several variations which present
distinguishable subcases especially relevant to environmental and workplace health
hazards caused by toxic substances.

The first case (where the first formulation of the rule appeared) concerns the
liability of the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault St. Marie Railroad Company. A
spark from one of the railroad's engines caused a forest fire that combined with
another fire of unknown origin and swept over Anderson's property. The Supreme
Court of Minnesota upheld the following jury instructions at the trial court level:

1. If you find that other fire or fires not set by one of the defendant's engines
mingled with one that was set by one of the defendant's engines, there may be
difficulty in determining whether you should find that the fire set by the engine was a
material or substantial element in causing plaintiff's damage. If it was, the defen-
dant is liable, otherwise it is not.18

Call this the "negligent-innocent" cause rule, for both a negligent and an innocent
cause may have combined to produce the damage to Anderson. This has obvious
application to environmental and workplace health hazards, for even if a person is
exposed to a naturally occurring substance or suffers a genetic change which causes
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a disease such as lung cancer, if he was also negligently exposed to a toxic substance
in the workplace which causes the same disease, he can recover, provided causation
(and the other elements of a tort) can be established.

Still other cases permit recovery where an actor's negligent conduct precipitates
a preexisting condition. In Steinhauser v. Hertz Corp.,19 the Steinhauser car collided
with a rental car owned by Hertz Corporation. The Steinhauser daughter apparently
suffered no bodily injuries in the accident, but she began to suffer episodes of
schizophrenia shortly after the accident. She was finally diagnosed as a schizo-
phrenic and it was predicted she would be under the care of a psychiatrist and
intermittently institutionalized most of the rest of her life. The California Supreme
Court held:

2. When a defendant's negligent conduct triggers or precipitates a preexisting
condition which might have developed anyway, defendant can be held liable,
although a jury hearing such a case may want to take the preexisting condition into
account in awarding damages.20

Call this the "precipitation" rule, for it illustrates the principle that when a defen-
dant's faulty conduct precipitates a preexisting natural condition, the defendant can
be held liable. This rule also has obvious application to workplace and environmen-
tal exposures to toxic substances. If a person is genetically prone to emphysema or
cancer and negligently exposed to an environmental toxin, then on this principle he
would not be barred from recovery for the toxic exposure, provided the appropriate
causation and other elements of a tort could be proved.

In Evans v. S. J. Groves and Sons Co.,21 the U.S. Court of Appeals, Second
Circuit, discussed several cases related to but somewhat different from Steinhauser.
That court identified the "acceleration" rule:

3. When a plaintiff, "already incapacitated in some degree by a disease or injury,
suffers a worsened condition as a result of the defendant's wrongful act the defen-
dant is liable for the additional harm that he caused."22

Thus, when a defendant faultily "accelerates" an existing disease or injury, he may
be held accountable for the resulting additional injuries. This rule, too, has obvious
applications to environmental exposures to toxic substances. If a person already
suffering emphysema has it accelerated by exposure to a substance such as cotton
dust, there would be no bar to recovery, provided causation (and the other elements
of a tort) could be proved.

The next class of cases exhibits what might be called the "special condition"
rule:

4. When a plaintiff with a special physical condition perhaps in no way permanently
disabling, such as pregnancy, which makes the consequences of the negligently
inflicted impact much more serious than they would be for the normal victim, the
defendant is liable for the entire damage unless he succeeds in establishing that the
plaintiff's preexisting condition was bound to worsen, in which event an appropri-
ate discount should be made for the damages that would have been suffered even in
the absence of the defendant's negligence.23

This has obvious application for exposure to toxic substances, for if a person has bad
lungs from birth or from childhood disease and is negligently exposed to a substance
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which worsens his condition, then there is no bar to recovery of compensation for the
worsened condition, provided causation (and the other elements of a tort) can be
established.

Next, there are cases close to those that concern Dr. Imbus. McAllister v.
Workmen's Compensation Appeals Board concerns a fireman of 32 years' standing
who died of lung cancer. His heirs sued the city of San Francisco for injuries arising
out of and in the course of his employment. The interesting facts about this case are
(1) that the decedent had smoked about a pack of cigarettes a day for some 42 years,
although he did not inhale during at least part of that time, and (2) in the course of his
employment he had been repeatedly exposed to smoke that contained the same kinds
of toxic substances and carcinogens as cigarette smoke itself.24 The court permitted
recovery in this case and seemed to subscribe to the following principle:

5. When a plaintiff's employment contributes substantially to the likelihood of his
acquiring lung cancer, even though his own conduct increases the risk of the same
disease, e.g., because of smoking, as long as his risk of contracting the disease by
virtue of his employment is materially greater than that of the general public, then
he may recover worker's compensation for injuries suffered in the course of and
arising out of his employment.25

Call this the ' 'additive cause'' rule, for both the employee's workplace exposure and
his own personal habits contribute to his acquiring a serious disorder. The applica-
tion of this principle is obvious.

Finally, consider what we may call the "weakening cause" rule. In Selewski v.
Williams26 the plaintiff and his son were injured in an automobile accident caused by
the defendant. After being treated in the hospital for various minor physical injuries
and remaining overnight, the plaintiff was released, but his son remained in
the hospital. Plaintiff spent many hours watching over and worrying about
his son's condition. About two weeks later he came down with pneumonia. The trial
court jury found that the plaintiff's illness was caused by the defendant's col-
lision with the plaintiff's automobile. Upon appeal the Court of Appeals of Michigan
held:

6. The jury could have found the appellant suffered a slightly lowered vitality
resulting from severe aches and pains which prohibited him from achieving normal
and restful sleep. This factor, coupled with the appellant's anxiety, irregular eating
habits, and hospital vigil due to his son's injuries was sufficient for the jury to have
found that the appellant's weakened vitality either diminished his capacity to with-
stand the virus, or caused the virus to become more virulent.27

Thus, here is a case in which a negligent actor is liable for injuries which follow
proximately from the initial injury. There are many variants on this in the tort law,
but one is sufficient for our purposes. The analogue for exposure to toxic substances
is clear: if exposure to a toxic substance makes a person less able to resist other
diseases, then a defendant faultily exposing him to such substances may be held
liable for further diseases (provided all the other elements of a tort can be estab-
lished).

Given the preceding rules there is no difficulty in principle, even in the tort law,
recovering damages for harm suffered when two or more causes contribute to a result
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or when a human cause and an existing background condition combine to produce a
harmful result.

These general principles not only apply to traditional tort cases but also have
been endorsed in some jurisdictions for use in toxic tort litigation.28 The court in
Elam v. Alcolac held:

Thus, although our law requires proof of cause to recover in tort, it does not require
proof of a single cause. The substantial factor standard . . . is particularly suited
to injury from chronic exposure to toxic chemicals where the sequent manifestation
of biological disease may be the result of a confluence of causes.29

And the Alcolac court required the plaintiff to show "that the Alcolac conduct had
such an effect in producing the harm as to lead reasonable men to regard it as a
cause."30 This rule, endorsed by the Restatement (Second) of Torts,31 is am-
biguous. It fails to distinguish whether the law requires that defendant's conduct (1)
causally contributed to the plaintiff's harm or (2) causally contributed to increasing
the plaintiffs risk of harm. Instead the court leaves the rule as an epistemological
one: (3) whether reasonable people considering the effect of the defendant's action
could regard it as a cause.

In reviewing the evidence and the lower court decision, however, the court's
view seems clearer. First, it notices that causation rules "interdepend" with other
elements of a tort offense to deter wrongful conduct, to see to it that innocent victims
of others' conduct will receive redress, and to see to it that the costs of exposure to
toxic substances "shall be borne by those who can control the danger and make
equitable distribution of the losses, rather than by those who are powerless to protect
themselves."32 Second, the burden of proof must be "accommodated to the quality
of evidence the scientific community deems sufficient for that causal link. "33 Third,
the court permitted plaintiffs to rely upon circumstantial evidence as to the sub-
stances emitted.34 It also permitted reliance upon animal studies that the substances
could have caused the harm in question, for at high doses they are known to cause
such harms in animals, and this is about the only evidence it had available.35

These considerations were sufficient for the appellate court to refuse to overturn
a jury verdict. This suggests that the appellate court probably considered the evi-
dence sufficient if it increased the risk of the kind of harm the plaintiff in fact
suffered.

This interpretation may extend the substantial cause rule, but even this is not
clear, for it is not substantially different from the McAllister rule noted previously.
Nonetheless, it appears quite appropriate for toxic torts, given the kind of evidence
that is usually available and the aims of the tort law (recited by this Missouri
appellate court). Furthermore, while this will make it somewhat easier for plaintiffs
to recover, it is not clear that it will upset the balance of interests in tort suits.36

From the preceding discussion, it appears there is no legal bar to establishing a
defendant's tort or workers compensation liability for faultily making a substantial
and material contribution to a plaintiff's injuries, provided all the other elements of a
tort law action can be shown. The most recent toxic tort cases (Elam v. Alcolac)
suggest that a plaintiff may be permitted to establish a case on the grounds that
exposure to a toxic substance increased the risk of harm which in fact was suffered.
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Perhaps, however, some of the unease about joint causation comes from concern
that the causal claims cannot be established. Again, we find these beliefs mirrored or
perhaps writ large in the causation rules of the tort law.

Proof of Causation

In general one must establish each element of a tortious act with proof by a prepon-
derance of the evidence.37 We have seen that this would require something over 50%
of the evidence to establish each element of a tort.38 However, in proving cause-in-
fact, the standard may not be quite so demanding. As Prosser and Keeton put it:

The plaintiff is not, however, required to prove the case beyond a reasonable doubt;
it is enough to introduce evidence from which a reasonable person may conclude
that it is more probable that the event was caused by the defendant than that it was
not.39

If we use the language of "substantial cause" to cover all cases of joint causa-
tion, we might say that the plaintiff must show that it is more probable that a
defendant's conduct was a substantial cause of a plaintiff's injuries than that it was
not. This rule, as we have just seen, may be extended as it was in Elam v. Alcolac to
permit recovery if the court finds that the defendant's actions increased the risk of the
kind of harm which the plaintiff suffered.

A major problem arises in applying this proof rule when two conditions obtain:
(1) the disease produced by each of the causes cannot be identified by the nature of
the cause, that is, a particular substance does not leave a unique "signature" on the
disease (we might call this a nonunique cause), and (2) the evidence for the cause is
statistical in nature, as is the case with most diseases caused by exposure to toxic
substances.

We can illustrate these points with respect to diseases caused by exposure to
radiation. Exposure to radiation in power plants or in nuclear processing plants may
cause leukemia in those so exposed. However, leukemia is also a naturally occurring
disease afflicting about 10 out of every 100,000 people.40 Suppose workers in a
plant are exposed to radiation sufficient to double the leukemia rate among those in
the plant compared to the general population—the so-called doubling dose. The
disease rate among those exposed would then be about 20 cases of leukemia per
100,000 people. If a particular person who has worked in a nuclear power plant has
leukemia, one could not tell from the disease whether it was caused by exposure to
radiation or was a naturally occurring disease that would have been acquired in any
case. The radiation leaves no "signature" on the disease so that one can identify the
particular cause. (We should note that there are additional problems if a particular
worker had been exposed both to radiation and to concentrations of benzene great
enough to cause leukemia, for then we have triply joint causation: two possible
workplace causes and a possible naturally occurring cause.)

In addition, if the evidence for causation is statistical, then proof is even more
difficult. For example, suppose that Sarn, who worked in a nuclear power plant for
20 years, became ill with leukemia as a result of the radiation exposure, and suppose
that he was exposed to something less than a doubling dose of radiation during his
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employment (suppose that exposure was sufficient to cause a leukemia rate of
16/100,000). On these facts alone he probably could not recover compensation for
injuries suffered according to standard tort law rules because he could not prove that
his injuries more likely than not were caused by exposure to radiation. If his expo-
sure were sufficient to change the disease rate from 10/100,000 to 16/100,000, only
6/16 of the cases, or 37%, would be attributable to the radiation.41 Such statistics are
insufficient to meet the tort law standard of proof. Thus, no one, including Sam,
would recover compensation, including those whose leukemia was caused by radia-
tion exposure. On the other side of the same issue, if employees were exposed to
more than doubling doses of radiation, all who contracted leukemia, including the
half of the cohort whose leukemia was naturally caused, would be entitled to recover
compensation. This result would be unfair to defendants. Given such proof require-
ments, and given that causal claims in most cases will have to be established by
means of statistical evidence, it will be difficult indeed to establish a claim in tort law
for particular plaintiffs for compensation for injuries suffered.42

As a consequence of these as well as several other problems, commentators have
argued for use of regulatory law to govern legal relations in this area rather than, or
in addition to, private tort law.43 This seems to me correct in principle and I argue
for it later. Before considering that issue it is important to understand some of the
main differences between the tort and administrative law and some of the theoretical
advantages of the latter. This is especially true for proof of causation.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

As we saw in the introduction to this book there are several differences between tort
law and administrative law. The tort law primarily provides privately enforced ex
post remedies, whereas regulatory law provides an ex ante publicly enforced rem-
edy. In applying the tort law, then, judges frequently rely upon backward-looking
reasons of compensation (and in some cases retribution) to justify imposition of
liability, whereas regulators rely upon forward-looking reasons of prevention to
justify imposition of regulations on a party. Despite the differences, the issues are
not quite so sharply drawn. Often in tort cases, courts in making appellate decisions
appeal to reasons of deterrence or prevention of harmful conduct and to reasons of
distributive justice as well as to reasons of compensation and corrective justice.
These general principles can guide administrative policies as well.

No Moral or Policy Bars to Regulation
When Joint Causation Obtains

The common law of torts has evolved in such a way that there are no legal grounds
for denying compensation to a victim simply because joint causation obtains. Indeed
tort law cause-in-fact rules have evolved in order to accommodate the more compli-
cated facts of joint causation. Similarly, I think that there are no obvious moral or
policy bars to using regulatory law when joint causation obtains.

To see this we need some additional terminology to clarify the notion of causa-
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tion. Joel Feinberg has noted that there are various "contexts of inquiry in which
causation citations are made": explanatory contexts, in which we seek to explain
causally why something happened, engineering contexts in which the aim is to
facilitate control over future events by citing the most efficiently and economically
manipulable causal factor, and blaming contexts in which the aim is to fix blame or
responsibility for causation.44 We might think of the tort law as largely concerned
with attributing blame to human agents in order to compensate victims for harms
suffered. The tort law is also concerned with singling out agents who can best
prevent the harm or best afford the compensation owed a victim, more of an "engi-
neering" strategy.45 Administrative law on the other hand might be seen primarily
as taking an engineering perspective within the scope of legal remedies to prevent
harm. However, even if we take this preventive viewpoint, not only is there no
obvious bar to imposing regulations when joint causation obtains, but administrative
agencies have a comparative advantage over torts for preventing environmental
health harms.

First, if we consider the rationales behind the "precipitation," "acceleration,"
'' special condition,'' and '' additive cause'' rules, none would bar use of administra-
tive remedies when joint causation exists. The principle underlying all of them
seems to be that if a defendant faultily makes a material or substantial causal
contribution to a victim's injuries, even if his contribution is not the major one, he is
nevertheless held accountable to pay some compensation for this faulty contribution.
(However, for most of these rules there is the further and separate question of
whether a negligent defendant should be required to pay for all of a victim's injuries,
or only for those that he causally contributed to.) This principle seems to apply
directly to the preventive aims of regulatory law: if a firm is in fact making some
causal contribution to the deaths and diseases of its workers, and even if the firm's
behavior is not faulty, ceteris paribus, there is still a case for regulations to try to
control such harms. If one can reduce or eliminate a substantial or material causal
contribution to employees' ill health by means of appropriate regulations and engi-
neering, it is surely important to do so.46 How extensive and costly such regulations
should be may be a matter of some debate, just as the amount of damages is a matter
of some debate in the tort law, and such matters would have to be decided on the
facts of the particular case, the costs, and so on. But the mere fact of multiple
possible causes of harm should not bar consideration of administrative rules to
protect potential victims.

Next, if it were discovered that all employees exposed to a particular toxic
substance, for example, cotton dust, were thereby so weakened that they could not
resist diseases or that they contracted various lung disorders, it seems that on
analogy with the weakening cause rule preventive regulation would be defensible.
For if such illnesses could be reduced or eliminated by preventive measures, there is
good reason based on these principles for doing so. Again, the nature, extent, and
cost of regulation would have to be addressed separately.

What is common to all the cases of joint causation we have considered under the
precipitation, acceleration, special condition, additive cause, and weakening cause
rules is that an agent's (or firm's) behavior contributed, along with other causes and
conditions, to a victim's harm (or risk of harm). Surely if epidemiological studies
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reveal such patterns, then, ceteris paribus, there is a case for regulations. A firm's
contribution "makes things worse" for the victim than they otherwise would have
been. If preventive regulations will make things better for employees, there is surely
no policy bar to regulating in such circumstances. (Whether they should actually be
required if the firm's contribution is a minor one is another issue.)

Finally, the only rule we have yet to discuss is the negligent-innocent cause rule.
The principle underlying the negligent-innocent cause rule seems to combine epis-
temological concerns with a presumption of the tort law. One consideration seems to
be the epistemological one that a court might not know or have any evidence as to
which of two causes, both sufficient (together with other conditions) to cause the
harm in question, in fact caused the damage. A second consideration is that the
victim is certainly innocent and the defendant certainly acted faultily, even though
his faulty behavior may not have caused the harm in question. Hence, we have the
victim's innocence, combined with the defendant's behavioral fault, but possible
"causal innocence." Thus, the principle seems to be that it is better that a certainly
negligent actor who possibly did not cause the harm (but who might have caused the
harm) be made to pay compensation than that a certainly innocent victim be made to
suffer injuries without compensation. The principle rests partly on a fault rationale,
partly on an aim of the tort law, and partly on epistemological grounds. One might
see this as an extreme case of a decision under uncertainty: one alternative risks
mistakenly holding a faulty but possibly ' 'causally innocent'' defendant accountable
in order to compensate a certainly innocent victim; the other alternative risks not
compensating a certainly innocent victim and exonerating a certainly faulty but
possibly "causally innocent" defendant. The analysis in Chapters 2 and 5 suggests
this might be the appropriate decision. Although this principle implies that in the tort
law avoiding a false negative is of greater importance than avoiding a false positive
(at least for a negligent act) in absence of all other information, I did not rely on this
assumption in Chapter 2.

This particular principle does not transfer especially well to preventive adminis-
trative law until some factual evidence is provided. If a regulatory agency does not
know or have evidence of what might cause a disease like leukemia, a natural cause
or exposure to a toxic substance like benzene, it cannot rely upon the fault of one
party (as can be done in the tort law). It can call on a presumption of most environ-
mental health laws (that the public health be protected).47 However, when a regula-
tory agency has some general statistical evidence that a substance increases mor-
bidity or mortality (that is identical to diseases produced naturally), this evidence
removes the epistemological uncertainty and tends to confirm a firm's contribution
to harm, even if not the firm's fault. Further, if the appropriate goals of regulation
were supplied, for example, by the Occupational Safety and Health Act, such goals
provide normative analogues to the presumptions of the tort law. An administrative
agency would not rely on a firm's ' 'fault'' but on the preventive goals of its enabling
legislation. Once these two claims are established, the argument for regulation
would be plausible.

This completes the argument that just as there is no legal bar in the tort law to
imposing compensatory liability on an agent merely because joint causation obtains,
there is no obvious policy bar to imposing preventive regulations on a firm in the
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same circumstances. The remainder of this chapter discusses some steps toward
establishing a stronger conclusion, namely, that there are good reasons drawn from
tort law and applied to the regulatory context for imposing preventive regulations on
firms.

The Case for Regulation of Toxic Substances
When joint Causation Obtains

Despite obvious differences between tort and administrative law discussed earlier,
one might think that if conduct is properly compensable in torts, it is properly
preventable by regulatory law. That is, with respect to the specific issue of joint
causation one might think that if there is no legal bar to tort law compensation when
joint causation obtains, there should be no bar to using regulatory law to try to
prevent identical harms. Although I think there is much to this idea, the inference is
not automatic.

First, there are numerous acts for which tort law remedies are readily available,
but which are not thereby made the subject of regulatory law; these acts range from
automobile accidents to my tree falling on your house to my spewing cement dust on
your land. There are many areas of our social life governed by tort law that are not
appropriately governed by administrative law, for torts as an institution have advan-
tages over administrative law. This is the case for the examples just considered.

The tort law tends to have a comparative advantage over administrative law in a
number of circumstances. Two of the most important are where an ex post "rem-
edy" or rule—one "triggered only by the occurrence of harm"—is appropriate and
where privately initiated (vs. state-initiated) remedies are appropriate.48 Retrospec-
tive remedies are superior to ex ante approaches (which apply before, or at least
independently of, the occurrence of harm)49 where the administrative costs will be
much higher with an ex ante approach. Private remedies are superior when a victim's
information about a risk or occurrence of harm is likely to be superior to that of a
public agency's.50 Victims are likely to possess superior information to a public
agency when they are clearly aware of having suffered the harm, know the identity
of the responsible party, and have observed the responsible party's behavior in
circumstances typical of ordinary tort cases.5' Finally, where "injurers' assets are
not small in relation to the harm they may do and injurers will not often escape
responsibility for harm" the private, ex post remedy of the tort law will have an
advantage.52 When these obtain there is quite a weak case for administrative regula-
tions to accomplish the same ends. Conversely, there are circumstances in which
administrative remedies possess substantial advantages over torts. I return to some
of these issues later.

Next, some reasons that justify use of the tort law in particular cases cannot
justify use of the administrative law. In particular, justifications that appeal to an
agent's faulty behavior are relied upon in torts but seem inappropriate in regulatory
law because the aim of regulation is to prevent harms before they occur, possibly
before an agent has had the time to exhibit faulty conduct, possibly even before an
agent is aware or should have been aware of the harmfulness of his activities.
Appeals to an agent's faulty conduct may be thought to justify principles which
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prevent unjustifiable gains and losses (the latter principles rest upon the more general
moral principle that those at fault should forfeit any gains made from faulty conduct
or the principle that one ought not to profit from one's own wrongdoing).53 Finally,
use of regulatory law may be thought to be more costly. Administrative agencies
need an organizational structure to investigate the need for regulation, to formulate
regulations, and to enforce compliance. And with regulation would come the costs
of compliance for the regulated industries.

Despite these reasons for thinking that justifications for using the tort law do not
automatically transfer to justifications for using regulatory law, there are reasons of
both utility and justice drawn from the tort law for using regulatory law in addition to
the tort law to regulate use of hazardous substances when joint causation obtains.

Utilitarian Arguments

First, it is much easier to establish causal claims needed for regulation than to
establish causal claims typically needed for a tort suit.54 We have seen that one
shortcoming of torts is the difficulty of establishing that a particular defendant's
conduct caused a particular plaintiff's injuries. But for ex ante regulation one need
only show a general statistical connection between exposure to a hazardous sub-
stance and contraction of a disease.55 Consider the radiation cases discussed earlier.
Once it is known that a certain dosage of radiation results in doubling of the rate of
leukemia among those so exposed compared with the general population, providing
there are no confounding factors involved (and the epidemiological study makes
biological and medical sense), this is all that may be required for regulations such as
those imposed by OSHA.56 However, such causal evidence is insufficient to estab-
lish the particularized causal connections needed in torts. In addition, as we saw in
discussing the additive cause rule from McAllister, the court recognized that there
could be statistical evidence showing that it was dangerous to one's health to work in
a particular occupation such as firefighter, yet there might be insufficient evidence to
show that one's particular injuries were caused by working in that occupation. This
is not to say that it will be easy to provide such statistical or epidemiological
evidence. Indeed as we saw in Chapter 1, this may be especially difficult to estab-
lish.

In addition to ease-of-proof considerations, there are forward-looking utilitarian
arguments which justify compensation in the tort law and which similarly can justify
using regulatory law to prevent harms caused by exposure to toxic substances when
joint causation obtains. The first is what we might call a "costs to individuals"
argument. If we ask who is better able to bear the costs of regulation—employees
(and their families) who would contract diseases and on whom the costs would fall
were there no regulations or industries on whom the costs would fall were regula-
tions required in order to try to prevent such diseases—the answer seems clear. In
the absence of regulations, the costs of disease from exposure to hazardous sub-
stances would fall heavily on the victims and their families. The costs to individuals
in this group of people would likely be enormous. If there were regulation of a firm
that utilized toxic substances, there would indeed be the costs of prevention, but the
firm can spread such costs intertemporally and interpersonally through the prices of
its products, through somewhat lower dividends to its shareholders, and through
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insurers.57 The costs per affected individuals in that case would tend to be quite
small.58 Unless there are costs of comparable magnitude to individuals who would
be deprived of products as a result, this argument greatly favors regulation.
(Although the number of individuals affected is pertinent.)

A second utilitarian argument is a deterrence or cost avoidance argument. The
costs of regulating risks or not should be imposed upon the party to the controversy
that is better able to avoid the costs that might result.59 The firm that would introduce
toxic substances is in the best position to avoid costs that might be caused by
introducing them, for presumably it has greater knowledge of the risks involved and
is better able than employees to avoid the risks by not imposing them. Firms
introducing such substances presumably know the nature of the substances intro-
duced, whether they are structurally similar to known toxic substances, whether they
are toxic to mammals, and so on. Workers, on the contrary, know next to nothing
about such substances.60 The general public is typically even more poorly informed
about such matters. Thus, based upon this argument, it is much better to place the
costs of regulations on firms that would introduce hazardous substances than to place
the costs of disease or death on employees, the public and their families.

The third argument is related to the second. The previous argument assumed that
a firm might know that a particular substance posed some risk, even a small one, of
causing disease or death in employees exposed to it, but frequently this is not true.
When neither firms nor employees are aware of risks from a substance, who should
bear the costs of such uncertainty? There is another way of phrasing this question:
Who should bear the risk of ignorance? Who is better able to resolve uncertainty
about toxic substances—firms that introduce potentially toxic substances or workers
who may be exposed to them? The answer appears to be the former.61 In the
regulatory context, under a postmarket regulatory statute workers and the public
typically bear the costs of ignorance, but are not in a position to remove it.62 Under a
premarket regulatory statute, a firm would not be permitted to introduce a substance
into commerce if there were considerable uncertainties as to its toxicity. This is the
way several premarket statutes presently work, including sections of the Food, Drug
and Cosmetic Act as well as the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide
Act.63

The last two arguments emphasize a "knowledge-generating"64 effect that the
imposition of tort liability or regulatory standards will likely have on the behavior of
firms. Given the many unknowns surrounding a firm's products and processes—that
is, a substance's toxicity, mode of transmission, and possible effects on persons (if
any)—imposition of such standards on firms may encourage firms (1) to do research
into injury causation, (2) to investigate the manner in which their actions endanger
others, and (3) in general to make the relevant technologies "safer and more hu-
mane."65 Furthermore, an administrative agency, by imposing or being willing to
impose regulations on firms when it is demonstrated that excess harms arise from
employee exposure to hazardous substances, thereby places incentives on the firms
to acquire information needed to show that a workplace is not hazardous, and to do
the research required for new technologies to provide safer processes and products.
All of this information generation seems salutary from a utilitarian point of view and
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would not be achieved by leaving employees unprotected and letting the losses lie
where they fall.

We have thus far considered, in addition to an ease-of-proof-of-causation argu-
ment, three major utilitarian arguments traditionally used in the tort law which
provide equally good or better reasons for imposing preventive regulations on firms
whose products or processes may be hazardous to its employees. An important point
to notice about these arguments is that although they come directly from the tort law,
they apply quite appropriately to regulatory law. Analogous arguments would estab-
lish an administrative rationale for general environmental health protections. The
causation argument provides a decisive advantage for regulatory over tort law.

Justice Arguments

As indicated, in shifting the discussion from torts to regulatory law, we lose access
to what is thought to be one of the major justice arguments available to tort law
justifications: a defendant, by faultily and wrongfully invading a victim's legal
"space" in which he is entitled to remain free from interference and harm, is, as a
matter of corrective justice, properly compelled to repair the damage he has done. Of
course, this rationale is not available to justify forward-looking regulations, since
one cannot assume or presume that all firms that should be regulated will have
wrongfully invaded their employees' rights. Nevertheless, this caveat aside, there
are some arguments of fairness and distributive justice pertinent to justifying preven-
tive regulation.

A major consideration of justice, or perhaps fairness, is that the party who
realizes benefits from imposing especially hazardous risks on others should take
precautions to see to it that the risks do not materialize. This is the analogue of the
tort rule that the costs of an activity should be borne proportionally by those who
benefit and benefit most from it.66 If in the regulatory context this principle would
require that those who stand to benefit most from an activity should be required to
take precautions themselves, then there is a reason for imposing regulations on them
which require them to take the appropriate preventive precautions according to this
principle.

The rationale is that in an enterprise those who benefit most from it should be
identical to those who bear the sacrifices to make it possible and that the sacrifices
for each should be proportional to the benefits each receives.67 Of course, actual
harms to victims from an activity producing or using hazardous substances are the
costs of the activity. Risks of harm, however, are also costs of the activity.68 Even if
an employee works for a firm and benefits from his employment, this does not
remove the onus of the fairness argument—that the firm should bear the cost of
preventing harms from toxic substances befalling an employee. His benefit appears
minuscule compared to those who own and operate the firm and his costs, should he
die or suffer serious illness, would be quite large indeed.

A second principle is that if one intentionally exposes another to great danger,
however socially desirable the activity, one should bear the risk of loss to the person,
should it occur, and the costs of taking precautions to see to it that such losses do not
occur. This principle is analogous to one in the tort law used to justify imposition of
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strict liability on those engaged in dangerous activities. The rationale behind this
principle is not entirely clear. One consideration suggests that it would fall under one
of the utilitarian rationales already considered.69 A second consideration seems to be
that the world should be free from ultradangerous activities; agents who engage in
them, even though they are on balance beneficial, should bear any costs if harm
materializes. Thus, in the tort law such agents are held accountable without proof of
fault to redress any adverse consequences of their activities which have unavoidable
ultrahazardous risks.70 This consideration would seem to justify preventive regula-
tions as well.

If the introduction of ultrahazardous activities into the community is sufficient to
justify imposing strict liability on the agent, then surely the introduction of ultra-
hazardous activities should justify, ceteris paribus, the imposition of preventive
regulations to minimize the possibility that such activities harm others. If ultra-
hazardous activities are of sufficient concern to merit strict liability in torts, this
suggests they may be permissibly regulated.71

To this point I have argued that several general tort law rationales which would
justify tort liability easily transfer to regulatory law and justify the imposition of
preventive regulations in the case of joint causes that pose serious health hazards.
Furthermore, we have seen how the general principles underlying the specific joint
cause rules of the tort law also justify imposition of regulatory law. (At least they do
not bar imposition of regulations, and the same arguments would also provide
reasons for regulations.) As a penultimate point in the argument, it is important to
notice that a person's health is one of his most important goods, for according to the
leading ethical theories and workplace health protections it would seemingly have
high priority. This point is developed further in Chapter 5.

If we combine the foregoing considerations with the fact that causation is much
easier to establish for preventive regulatory purposes than for tort law purposes, we
have very good reasons for using administrative remedies when joint causes obtain.
Since protecting people's health is one of the most important aims of the leading
moral theories (and protecting workplace health seems equally important), and since
one would want to reserve liberty-restricting regulations for securing the most im-
portant moral or policy aims, these reasons strengthen the general case made here for
using regulatory law to protect employees' health in the workplace.

Before closing this section, we should note a final point about costs. Normally,
as we discussed earlier, it is thought that use of administrative measures is especially
costly (because of the need for a permanent bureaucracy, etc.) and certainly more
costly than relying upon the tort law to accomplish the same aims. Without consider-
ing other cost issues, however, it may be that the costs associated with proving
causation can be quite substantial for tort law purposes.

For one thing, the costs of establishing causation are probably just as great under
the tort law as for administrative agencies, only they are decentralized (because each
plaintiff has to support his own case) and, as we have seen, causation is much more
difficult to establish in torts. (One tort law litigator indicated that he had seen costs of
$80,000 to $100,000 for a plaintiff to establish medical causation in asbestosis suits
against defendants.72) In fact, since a number of independent tort suits might have to
be brought as a result of a particular exposure, the costs of establishing causation for
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regulatory purposes may be less than the costs to establish causation for an equal
number of victims in torts.

Once it is found that exposure to a toxic substance causes a serious disease, a
firm would have to take preventive measures either to prevent future tort law suits or
as a consequence of regulation, unless it decided that the costs of tort suits were less
than those of taking preventive measures. Presumably, the preventive costs would
be about the same under tort law or under sensible regulatory law, for it is not clear
that a compassionate and just society should permit a firm merely to bear the costs of
tort suits and ignore preventive measures.

Other Considerations for Using Administrative Remedies

There are some important additional advantages in using administrative agencies
rather than the tort law to secure our rights. The regulatory law aims essentially at
the prevention of harm or control of risks before they materialize (typically to large
numbers of people) by indicating, often with a greater degree of specificity than the
criminal or tort law, how certain activities must be done. "Sellers of canned
food . . . must prepare and seal products in designated ways; electric utilities must
build and operate nuclear power plants in conformity with a multitude of require-
ments; owners of stores and other buildings open to the public must clearly mark fire
exits" ;73 or firms or municipalities, too, are told in considerable detail how clean our
drinking water, food, and air must be. The prospective preventive requirements of
administrative law are also backed by civil and criminal penalties should firms or
individuals not comply with them.

In prescribing specific harm-preventive behavior administrative law is in some
ways more intrusive than the tort law and possibly more intrusive in some respects
than the criminal law. Specific administrative regulations are typically part of a
"comprehensive" scheme to achieve statutory objectives. It is also in some ways a
fairly expensive aspect of the legal system because it has a permanent bureaucracy of
both quasi-lawmakers and technical or scientific support staff. These administrative
costs are borne whether or not harm occurs, unlike the tort law. However, it is an
appropriate institution to use at least in principle in a number of circumstances
because of inefficacies in other areas of the law or because of the importance of the
interests at stake:

1. Where "risks are not apparent to potential victims,"74 as is typical of expo-
sure to toxic substances, administrative regulations have an advantage over
privately initiated tort remedies. In such cases individuals cannot protect
themselves or identify tortfeasors as might be possible were the risks more
apparent.

2. Where administrative costs or costs of a permanent bureaucracy relative to
the harms sought to be prevented are not too unreasonable,75 this is a reason
for considering the use of an administrative remedy.

3. Where the "dispersion of harm" over many victims would limit the "effec-
tiveness of privately initiated approaches to the control of risk,"76

tort remedies would not serve the victims well. There may be insufficient
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incentives for any one victim to initiate legal action, and because of free rider
and coordination problems it may be difficult to secure cooperation between
victims. Thus, there is a reason to try to prevent the harms from arising in the
first place.

4. Administrative remedies have an advantage where, because of the severity of
the injuries threatened by some activity (e.g., death or especially severe
diseases) and perhaps because of the large numbers of people potentially
threatened, it is important to try to prevent the harms from ever arising rather
than trying to punish wrongdoers or compensate victims after the fact.77

5. Finally, administrative regulations may be superior (a) where a fair distribu-
tion of benefits and burdens associated with a business activity would require
that those who benefit from imposing especially hazardous risks on others
should bear the costs to ensure that such risks do not materialize and (b)
where the use of regulatory law would achieve a fairer distribution of such
benefits and burdens than would use of the tort law.

These general guidelines do not provide reasons for the regulatory law totally to
displace the tort law or other legal institutions such as the criminal law. One would
also want to retain tort and criminal law sanctions to provide backup protections for
our rights should the regulatory law fail in its protective function.781 return to this in
a moment.

If we apply these general guidelines to the case of workplace and environmental
health protections, we see there are good reasons for using administrative agencies
in addition to the tort and criminal law to protect our rights in these contexts.
Governmental agencies are likely to have better relevant information needed to
prevent harms than the victims of such harms, who may have especially poor
information, for example, about the occasion of harm and the responsible party.79 If
firms might be judgment-proof against large (or numerous) tort suits, this is a good
reason for placing the costs of prevention on firms up front by means of administra-
tive regulations. If such costs keep from the market businesses that cannot afford to
prevent the possible harms, then the health of the community may be better off, even
though the community will lose these firms' products. Environmental health harms
are especially likely to be "dispersed'' over many victims, and we have seen several
difficulties in establishing responsibility for such harms. Both reasons argue for
using an ex ante approach by a public agency to control exposure to toxic sub-
stances.

Finally, although there may be substantial administrative costs to using the
regulatory law, because of the foregoing reasons and the severity of injuries threat-
ened by exposure to toxic substances such as carcinogens, these costs in many cases
will not be unreasonable.80 Of course, this is not to ignore the costs of administrative
bureaucracies or their regulations, for both are relevant in assessing the defensibility
of institutions. Moreover, the cost advantage for the tort law may not be as clear as
some claim. A number of writers have indicated that the "administrative costs" of
torts—lawyers' fees, investigative costs, court costs, can be quite large: only about
50% of awards go to claimants and as little as 15% may go to cover actual losses.81
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The preceding discussion, merely sketching an argument for using the regulatory
law to provide workplace and environmental health protections, suggests some of
the main reasons for having administrative agencies control exposures to toxic
substances in addition to the criminal and tort law. Obviously, more can be said on
these matters, but the arguments sketched here provide the outline of a justification
for using the different areas of the law to accomplish various social aims. One
chooses an institution in part because of the social goals to be achieved, in part
because of the strengths and weaknesses of the institution for the task at hand, and in
part because alternative mechanisms for accomplishing the same aims are not as
good. In the circumstances just described the use of administrative agencies appro-
priately designed may better provide workplace and environmental health protec-
tions than would the use of some other areas of the law. This is not an argument for
displacing the tort law, for as we have seen it has an important, if not always
reliable, backup function.

Yet administrative agencies suffer practical shortcomings that temper to some
extent this perception of their theoretical efficacy. An agency is subject to great
political pressures, which may slow or paralyze pursuit of its legislative goals. It
may be "captured" by the industries it is charged with regulating. It is dependent
upon legislative and administrative funding and can become so starved for money
that it ceases to be effective. Civil and criminal penalties for violation of administra-
tive regulations may be so minimal as to leave it without much enforcement power.

Political pressures have been particularly great on the environmental health
agencies. Considerable lobbying influences the enabling legislation in Congress and
in the president's office. Agencies are subject to substantial pressures when they are
created and during the implementation of the legislation. Individual regulations
issued by an agency are heavily lobbied, and then, of course, they are frequently
litigated. Finally, and perhaps most surprisingly, the science that informs agency
regulations can become highly politicized, which further tempers an agency's effec-
tiveness.82

Gillette and Krier offer an additional argument for not shifting all toxic tort
protections to administrative agencies. First, firms that produce risks tend to have
much better access to agencies than does the general public. In addition, agency
experts' definitions of risks of concern are much closer to those favored by risk
producers than to the general public. Consequently, risks of concern to the public are
likely to be underregulated by the agencies.83

Because agencies are so infected with politics that they may not effectively carry
out their legislative mandate, there should be no weakening of tort law health
protections. The tort law can serve as a certain kind of backup to the failures of
administrative agencies. It cannot duplicate agency functions. And, to change the
metaphor, if it serves as a "safety net" to protect the rights of those whom agencies
fail, it is a net whose meshes are too large for some of the reasons we considered here
and in Chapter 2. The tort law is not the optimal institution for "controlling" toxic
substances. Nonetheless, this protective net can still catch the larger failures of
administrative agencies—asbestos, DES, and paraquat, for example. And despite its
weaknesses it may still provide considerable deterrence to the production of toxic
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risks.84 However, the tort law can serve this backup function only if the scientific
standards for establishing causation are not so demanding as to keep meritorious
cases out of court as we have seen that Black's proposals might.

CONCLUSION

In principle there are several good reasons for preferring administrative agencies to
the tort law to provide environmental health protections. However, these theoretical
advantages should not blind us to some of the political shortcomings of relying on
administrative agencies. For that reason such agencies should not replace the tort
law, which can continue to serve a backup function to the agencies in our legal
system. Both are needed. Administrative agencies' ability to provide protections
from toxic substances is limited, however, unless their approach to risk assessment
is improved. We turn next to that topic.



Scientific Procedures in
Regulatory Agencies

Administrative agencies' risk assessment policies specify the scientific procedures
used to predict harm or risks of harm to people from exposure to carcinogens. This
chapter considers two major risk assessment strategies found in the agency
policies—the ad hoc and the guideline approaches—as well as two recommended
alternatives to them, and argues that both groups appear wrongheaded. To a greater
or lesser extent these four approaches share several features that in the regulatory
context can produce bad consequences. They all aspire to the ideals of research
science to some substantial degree: to find more and better data about the substance
in question, to withhold judgment until data and theories justify the conclusions, to
use cautious inferences about causal mechanisms, to be skeptical toward conclu-
sions, and to be cautious about adding to the stock of scientific knowledge by
protecting against false positives.

One cannot quarrel with these goals. However, when they are used inap-
propriately or insensitively in administrative agencies, they can produce substantial
bad consequences as well as good. Risk assessment strategies embodying these
ideals tend to be slow, to be insensitive, to be costly for agencies and society as a
whole, and to frustrate the health-protective goals of environmental health legisla-
tion. A better approach would address uncertainties by policy choices (already done
to some extent), determine the minimum amount of information needed to guide
decisions and then use it, develop rebuttable interim standards for protecting public
health, find an appropriate balance between false positives and false negatives for
the context, expedite the evaluation of known carcinogens, and increase the rate at
which substances are identified as toxins.

Here as in the tort law we face a paradigm choice in how we think about
evidentiary procedures. We should avoid the temptation to demand more detailed
scientific evaluation on a case-by-case basis of the substances considered for regula-
tion. Giving in to this temptation will only exacerbate already serious problems. The
regulatory challenge is to use presently available, expedited, approximation
methods that are nearly as "accurate" as current risk assessment procedures, but
ones which are much faster so that a larger universe of substances can be evaluated. I
indicate two such procedures that appear to satisfy these conditions. The scientific
challenge is to refine existing procedures and to develop others to expedite the
identification and assessment of carcinogens.

Finally, since public policy in this area is developed partly by legislative
mandate, partly by administrative policies, and partly by judicial review of those

4
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laws and policies, courts should allow agencies the discretion to utilize such
methods. Recent court decisions suggest that they would defer to agencies in such
practices.

The first section reviews some major laws aimed at protecting human health
from environmental toxins in order to indicate some of the legislative strategies for
protecting the public. The following section evaluates shortcomings of several ex-
tant and recommended approaches to risk assessment. Solutions to some of the
problems that plague risk assessment are then suggested, and court regulatory deci-
sions are reviewed.

INSTITUTIONAL BACKGROUND

Major Laws Regulating Carcinogens1

In the early 1970s, the U.S. Congress passed a number of laws aimed at protecting
human health and the environment from exposure to toxic substances and other
pollutants. These indicate some of the legislative strategies for protecting the public
from carcinogens. The concerns of these laws include the regulation of toxic sub-
stances in our food,2 air,3 streams and inland waterways,4 workplaces,5 and drink-
ing water.6 Two pieces of legislation were designed to regulate more generally the
pervasive presence of toxic substances in our lives.7 In addition, one was written to
prevent health and environmental problems from arising from abandoned toxic
waste sites by requiring their cleanup.8

By one accounting, 21 different laws may be used to regulate carcinogens
(Appendix D). Most of the statutes do not single out carcinogens for specific consid-
eration but merely regulate them as a species of toxic substances. A few, however,
have provisions aimed directly at carcinogens; one, the Food, Drag and Cosmetic
Act, has special statutory provisions for regulating carcinogens as distinguished
from other toxic substances, while several others—the Clean Water Act, the Toxic
Substances Control Act, and the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act—
mention carcinogens specifically.

Premarket Regulatory Statutes

Some statutes require premarket review or approval of a substance before it can enter
into commerce. This requirement is seen in parts of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Act (FDCA), and the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), and in the Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA). However, there are some
substantial differences between the kinds of premarket approval in these statutes.
Both FDCA and FIFRA require a firm seeking to market a new substance to demon-
strate its safety before it can go into commerce. The FDCA's well-known Delaney
Clause, named after U.S. Representative James Delaney of New York, whose
hearings led to the amendment,9 provides that no intentional food additive

shall be deemed to be safe if it is found to induce cancer when ingested by man or
animal, or if it is found, after tests which are appropriate for the evaluation of the
safety of food additive, to induce cancer in man or animal.10
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Thus, if appropriate evidence indicates that a food additive is carcinogenic, the FDA
may not consider it safe and must prohibit its use in food.11 The manufacturer has the
burden of proving that food additives are safe before they receive approval to enter
the market. Provisions for color additives12 are similar to those for food additives;
that is, carcinogenic color additives are to be prohibited by FDA.

Under FIFRA an applicant for registration of a pesticide must file with the EPA
certain required information, including a statement of all claims made for the
pesticide, directions for its use, a description of tests made upon it, and the test
results used to support claims made for the substance.13 In a typical registration
procedure a prospective registrant, usually the pesticide manufacturer, submits an
application for a registration. If complete, the registration package's toxicity studies
are evaluated, and if appropriate, the agency sets food safety tolerances required
under Sections 408 and 409 of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. FIFRA requires
that the EPA "shall register" a pesticide if its composition warrants the proposed
claims for it and its labeling and other required materials comply with the require-
ments of the act.14 The agency may refuse to register a pesticide after giving the
applicant notification of this intention and opportunity to correct the deficiencies in
the application.

The Toxic Substances Control Act has a third premarket review approach. In
general, anyone who intends to manufacture a''new'' chemical must notify the EPA
of his or her intention 90 days before manufacture is to begin. The company must
submit a "premanufacture notice" (PMN) which contains information about chemi-
cal identity, proposed uses of the chemical, the expected production volumes of the
chemical for the various uses, expected by-products, estimates of the numbers of
people likely to be exposed in manufacture of the chemical, and methods for dis-
posal.15 The PMN must also include information on any toxicity testing that the
company has performed, although the TSCA does not require that any testing be
done prior to submission of a PMN.

The EPA has 90 days to review the PMN, although this period may be extended
for an additional 90 days. The EPA's review can result in any of four actions: (1) the
substance may be manufactured without restriction; (2) the substance may be manu-
factured for uses described on the PMN, but the agency can require that it be notified
if any significant new use is considered; (3) the manufacture, processing, use,
distribution, or disposal of the new substance may be regulated pending the develop-
ment of additional information about it; or (4) the manufacture, and so on, of it may
be regulated because it presents or will present an unreasonable risk.16

A major difference between the TSCA review procedures and the FDCA and
FIFRA approval procedures is that under the TSCA it is as if the substance submitted
for approval is placed on a regulatory conveyer belt and unless the EPA takes it off
for closer scrutiny, it is permitted to go into commerce. Under both the FDCA and
FIFRA, the agencies are under no time limitations to review the substance in ques-
tion.

Postmarket Regulatory Statutes

A much larger number of statutes, including parts of the FIFRA and TSCA and the
other environmental health statutes, provide for postmarket regulation of substances
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after they have been in commerce and people have been exposed to them. Such laws
might require an agency to find that there is a health problem and then propose a
regulation based on that finding, as in the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, the
Safe Drinking Water Act, and the Occupational Safety and Health Act. Still other
laws might require an agency to find that there is a health problem, establish this fact
in court, and seek some judicial remedy on that basis. Some sections of FDCA
require this for foods contaminated by naturally occurring environmental carcino-
gens.

One state statute is worth mentioning in this context. California's citizen-passed
initiative, the Safe Drinking Water Act of 1986 (the so-called Proposition 65),17

introduces a substantially different legal mechanism. Under this law, industry has
the burden of proving that exposures to or discharges of carcinogenic (or reproduc-
tive) toxins pose no significant risk to human health. Although not required to do so,
the state has issued "no-significant-risk levels" to aid businesses and facilitate
implementation of the law. Industry or environmental groups can challenge the
scientific basis of no-significant-risk levels, but the burden of proof remains on the
regulated community to show that some other level in fact poses no significant risk.

Agency assessment of the health risks under a premarket or postmarket regula-
tory arrangement combined with the regulatory science procedures for that agency
will have substantial implications for the effectiveness of regulation. There are four
main possibilities. An agency may operate under a premarket or a postmarket
statute. In addition, either the agency may have the burden of proof to establish that
a substance poses a risk to health or the manufacturer (or registrant or owner) may
have the burden to establish that it does not pose a risk.18 These yield the possi-
bilities seen in Table 4-1.

If an agency must show a risk of harm from a toxic substance under a postmarket
statute, then the more difficult it is to establish the scientific claims, the more
substances stay in commerce even though they might pose risks of harm. The easier
it is to establish the causal claims, the easier it is to regulate the substances and, other
things being equal, the fewer harmful ones stay in commerce. If the manufacturer
must show safety before introducing substances into commerce, then the more
difficult it is to establish the scientific claims, the fewer substances enter commerce.
If, as under California's Proposition 65, the manufacturer has the burden to establish
that exposures to a substance do not cause a significant risk of harm to humans, this

Table 4-1 Regulatory Mechanisms and Burdens of Proof
Statute in Effect

Burden of
Proof

Agency must show
substance poses risk

Premarket Regulatory
Statute

No statutes requiring
this

Postmarket Regulatory
Statute

Numerous statutes
require this, e.g.,
SDWA, CWA, CAA,
OSHA

Manufacturers/emitters FIFRA, FDCA California's Safe
must show substance (Delaney Clause), TSCA Drinking Water Act of
does not pose risk 1986 (Proposition 65)
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provides incentives for the firm to ensure the safety of its products and to expedite
the production of appropriate scientific evidence to this end. Thus, even for sub-
stances in the marketplace, this procedure expedites their evaluation and, if they are
harmful, their removal from the market. Clearly legislation such as Proposition 65
has incentives that expedite consideration of the health effects of substances, but
there are few such laws.

Procedural Requirements

Except for the few parts of statutes that require court-ordered remedies, most agen-
cies authorized to regulate toxic substances under federal law must follow pro-
cedures mandated by the Administrative Procedure Act or similar procedures. In
regulating substances an agency must follow these procedures for agency "rule-
making" ' in order to ' 'issue a rule.'' Such rules may be issued according to rulemak-
ing procedures that range from the relatively informal to the formal, resembling
proceedings in a court of law. In general, the agency must announce in the Federal
Register that it is proposing to regulate a substance (or group of substances), and it
must describe the nature of the proposed regulation.19 The agency must also give
interested parties "an opportunity to participate in the rulemaking through submis-
sion of written data, views or arguments"20 Following the comment period the
agency usually holds hearings during which interested parties may have their com-
ments heard. After considering both written and oral comments, the agency issues a
final rule. This rule has the force of law unless it is challenged in court and invali-
dated for some reason by the appellate court.

Apart from these common features, informal and formal rulemaking are distin-
guished by the nature of evidence presented during the notice and comment period
and at the hearing itself, as well as the standard of judicial review of agency action.
Generally, under formal rulemaking an agency must conduct quasi-judicial proceed-
ings with the opportunity to cross-examine witnesses.21 Agency decisions following
such proceedings are in theory more closely scrutinized by the courts if the regula-
tory decisions are appealed.22 Under most of the statutes considered here, the
agencies act under the requirements of informal rulemaking.

We return to some of these procedural matters later, because they hold the key to
the limits of agency discretion in developing new scientific strategies to evaluate
toxic substances. The main idea is that these procedural requirements plus the
substantive statutory requirements and assignment of burdens of proof establish the
legal hurdles an agency faces in controlling toxic substances.

Substantive Statutory Requirements

There are differences between the substantive requirements of the statutes. That is,
Congress normally requires that regulations issued under each statute measure up to
some substantive standard of health protection. Different laws reveal different atti-
tudes toward risk. Some statutes reflect attitudes quite averse to human health risks
posed by chemical substances. The most extreme example is the Delaney
Clause of the FDCA considered earlier. The risk to human health under that statute is
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the only factor taken into account; no other social considerations outweigh such
risks. This is a "no-risk" statute.

Other risk-based statutes use different statutory language. The Clean Air Act and
Clean Water Act both make risks to human health the primary factor by setting the
goal of regulating with an "ample margin of safety."23 The Safe Drinking Water
Act requires that enforceable regulations for drinking water be set with an ' 'adequate
margin of safety."24

Another approach is risk-risk balancing: weighing the risk to human health from
exposure to a regulated substance against the risk to human health from not having
the substance in commerce. The Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act appears to permit this
kind of risk-risk balancing for food additives approved by the Food and Drug
Administration prior to 1958.25 For human drugs, FDA uses a "risk-benefit" ap-
proach, although again the primary factor involves the benefits and risks to patient
health.

Some statutes are "technology-based" laws. These may require, for example,
the agency to reduce emissions from a particular source to the extent this may be
achieved by technological devices placed on the emitting source. Some such statutes
require the "best practical technology" or the "best available technology." "Such
regulations do not force new technology, but bring all control efforts up to standards
established by existing control technologies."26 Other technology-based statutes
might be "technology forcing" because "new techniques may be required to
achieve" some predetermined level of pollutant concentration.27

Still other statutes permit agencies to balance the risks to human health from
carcinogens against benefits to be obtained by consumers, manufacturers, and others
by permitting the substance to be in commerce. This is a risk-benefit balancing
statute. Congress used the term "unreasonable risk" in the TSCA and FIFRA to
refer to this kind of balancing.

These substantive requirements of the statutes implicitly establish the distribu-
tion of benefits and burdens under the statutes, that is, who bears the risks of
uncertainty and what considerations if any outweigh potential risks from toxic sub-
stances. Thus, for example, risk-risk balancing statutes compare only the risks from
permitting an exposure to a substance with the risks of not permitting such expo-
sures. Such laws would not allow minor benefits to many people, which could total
millions of dollars, to outweigh severe losses to a few who might contract cancer as a
risk-benefit balancing statute might. The substantive requirements of the statutes
distribute benefits and harms in much the same way that moral theories of distribu-
tion would. The procedures governing regulation also distribute benefits and bur-
dens. If the state must establish that a substance is harmful before regulating, then
costs of uncertainty are borne by those who contract diseases in the meantime. If the
manufacturers/emitters must show a substance is safe before exposing the public,
then it, consumers of its products, and its shareholders bear the costs of uncertainty.
What is important is the particular pattern of distribution resulting from substantive
and procedural requirements. We return to these topics in Chapter 5.
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APPROACHES TO RISK ASSESSMENT IN
REGULATORY AGENCIES

A Brief History of Agency Use of Risk Assessment

Agencies operating under the statutes just described are not always required to do
risk assessments on carcinogens under their authority;28 however, most conduct
them. Agencies began using risk assessment procedures to evaluate the toxicity of
carcinogens around 1970. Before that time, risk assessment was generally limited to
primitive techniques used by structural engineers estimating the probability of cata-
strophic events and FDA administrators setting standards for pesticide residues.29

In 1970 the Food and Drug Administration began considering rudimentary ele-
ments of risk assessment, specifying the number of species that needed to be tested
to evaluate the carcinogenicity of a substance, the maximum tolerated dose, and a
two-generation bioassay design. These procedures were then updated extensively in
1982. Later in the 1970s the FDA began using quantitative risk assessments for
certain environmental contaminants found in food; in the 1980s these same tech-
niques were applied to food and color additives.30

The EPA began using carcinogen risk assessments during regulatory proceed-
ings on the suspension and cancellation of pesticides. And in 1976 the EPA estab-
lished "a permanent organizational unit, the Carcinogen Assessment Group," to
develop guidelines and to perform risk assessments.31 In 1979 the EPA established
its proposed risk assessment policies for airborne carcinogens and also developed
procedures for evaluating the risks in water. In 1984 the EPA proposed a revision of
its carcinogen risk assessment guidelines, which was finalized in 1986.32 The Con-
sumer Product Safety Commission published carcinogenic risk assessment guide-
lines in 1978, made them effective immediately, but had to withdraw them follow-
ing litigation about the classification of a substance as a carcinogen according to the
policy.33

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration has never proposed explicit
risk assessment policies, although it developed guidelines for the assessment and
regulation of carcinogens in 1977. In contrast to other agencies OSHA's view was
that "quantitative risk assessment would be used only to set priorities,"34 not to set
regulatory exposure levels. In large part this is because of the nature of the Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Act (OSH Act). That act requires OSHA to set the standards
to regulate hazardous substances which most "adequately assure" that to the extent
feasible "no employee [exposed to a toxic substance] will suffer material impair-
ment of health or functional capacity even if such employee has regular exposure to
the hazard dealt with by such standard for the period of his working life."35 Since
the prevailing view among most experts was that there is no safe level for carcino-
gens, OSHA's approach, at least until the Supreme Court's "Benzene case,"36 was
to set the standards at the "lowest feasible level."37 After that decision, OSHA
changed its strategy (considered later).

A number of factors have led to the agencies' use of quantitative risk assessment
techniques and their particular commitment to them. Part of the explanation is
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intellectual. Rachel Carson's Silent Spring, which brought attention to the destruc-
tive effects of pesticides, was called anecdotal and unscientific. This led to govern-
mental attempts to study and quantify such risks.38 The National Cancer Institute
(NCI) subsequently awarded contracts for the study of the tumorigenicity of 120
chemical substances.39 This was further supported in 1971 by substantial congres-
sional funding of the NCI.40 Once such studies were begun, there were reasons to try
to make them more accurate and to use the evidence available or evidence that could
be generated to determine the magnitude of risks and how much the community is
willing to pay to reduce or eliminate them. An editorial for the Society of Risk
Analysis captures this attractive feature of risk assessment:

[The Society for Risk Analysis's] thrust is the sane and systematic application of
knowledge to environmental problems. SRA is now the model throughout the world
for establishing rational tools to properly manage limited environmental resources:
it is a symbol of sanity—showing the world how to do things better!41

The notion of "accuracy" may be somewhat misplaced in this context. There
are unavoidable and substantial uncertainties in the knowledge of the biological
mechanisms involved, and statistical studies are in many cases too insensitive to
provide the most accurate data. Thus, it is difficult to know what the true risk is from
a risk assessment. And even at its best, risk assessment is a mixture of scientific and
policy judgments. Nonetheless, there is a temptation on the part of most scientists
and in the agencies to adopt for purposes of risk assessment the procedures typical of
research science.

Additional motivations to use risk assessment procedures were provided by
appellate court decisions. The 1980 Supreme Court's Benzene decision probably
increased agency use of quantitative risk assessment. A plurality of the Court held
that before issuing occupational health standards, the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration must show that employees face a "significant health risk" at
existing levels of exposure. Dicta in the case suggest that OSHA must demonstrate
that significant health benefits likely will occur at the reduced exposure level set by
a revised standard of exposure. And the agency must prove these conditions
by a preponderance of the evidence.42 Although a number of commentators believe
this is a strained or wrong interpretation of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act,43 it nonetheless stands as a major precedent for OSHA's standard setting and
may have had considerable influence on agency use of risk assessment procedures.

Both before the Benzene decision and after, OSHA claimed not to perform risk
assessments.44 Now, however, agency personnel acknowledge the use of such pro-
cedures in identifying "significant risks" to worker health; indeed, since the Ben-
zene decision "OSHA is required to perform quantitative risk assessments to deter-
mine whether occupational exposure to toxic substances puts workers at significant
risk of material impairment of health."45 For evaluating substances the agency
chooses "the best methodology based on the available evidence for a particular
substance."46 In short, it individualizes a risk assessment for each substance.

Commentators disagree about the influence of the Benzene decision on agency
behavior. Some see the Court in that case as imposing "a difficult threshold barrier
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to rulemaking that has resulted in underregulation."47 Others think that subsequent
Supreme Court and circuit court decisions have been quite deferential to OSHA and
other agencies.48 We return to this issue later.

Although the Benzene case is the most visible legal case influencing the use of
quantified risk assessments, a second decision from the Fifth Circuit Court of Ap-
peals (which first ruled against OSHA on the benzene regulations) involving the
Consumer Product Safety Commission may also have been important. In 1983 in
Gulf South Insulation v. Consumer Product Safety Commission the court ruled that
regulations banning the use of urea—formaldehyde foam insulation were invalid,
since there was not substantial evidence in the record necessary to support the
commission's action. The court found problems both with the human studies used as
a basis of regulation, and with the animal studies.49 Its most striking conclusion was
that "it is not good science to rely on a single experiment, particularly one involving
only 240 subjects, to make precise estimates of cancer risk."50 And it had earlier
remarked that "in a study as small as this one the margin of error is inherently large.
For example, had 20 fewer rats, or 20 more, developed carcinomas, the risk pre-
dicted by Global 79 [CPSC's computerized risk assessment program] would be
altered drastically."51

The court, however, not only misunderstood the nature of animal-based cancer
risk assessments, condemning them as "not good science," but it failed to realize
the animal study was based on a reasonably large study of animals.52 Furthermore,
its reason for rejecting the study is like saying in a murder case that if the victim had
not died, the defendant would not have been guilty of murder. In addition, the court
seemed to complain that exposures to which the animals were subjected were higher
than typical human exposures,53 again a standard procedure in animal bioassay
studies.

This decision by the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, as well as its earlier Benzene
case decision,54 indicated considerable hostility to governmental regulations and
may have forced agencies to support their cases with better quantified data before
review in this circuit. Since an agency cannot be sure in which court of appeals its
regulations will be reviewed, it must ensure that its decisions will survive review in
the least deferential court. This may also have pushed agencies to use quantified risk
assessment.

Apart from these two high-visibility cases, court scrutiny of regulations may
have contributed to use of risk assessments. Commentators, surveying court reviews
of agency regulations, indicate courts have had substantial general effects on agency
behavior. One author studying all EPA litigation found that the federal courts "have
had a significant effect on the policies and administration of the EPA."55 "Compli-
ance with court orders has become the agency's top priority, at times overtaking
congressional mandates."56 This led to budget "reprogramming," reduction in the
discretion and autonomy of EPA administrators, increased power of the legal staff,
and decreased power and authority of scientists.57 It also increased the power of
certain program offices within the EPA, increased their resources as well as staff
motivation and morale, and lifted administrative burdens and prolonged review from
the Office of Management and Budget.58 When a decision is in favor of the EPA this
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increases its external power, authority, and discretion as a whole.59 Nonetheless,
response to court action is not' 'the best way to formulate environmental policy or to
set our nation's environmental priorities."60

The findings reported in the previous paragraph indicate that courts have been
active in reviewing agency actions and that this may have motivated the EPA to
adopt quantified risk assessments. Such review makes the agencies sensitive to court
concerns and likely to modify their behavior as a result. Furthermore, if a favorable
court decision "increases an agency's external power, authority and discretion as a
whole,"61 an unfavorable one likely will have contrary negative effects, decreasing
its external credibility, power, and authority, and in the extreme, possibly threaten-
ing its survival. Agency court losses may be demoralizing and may have chilling
effects on future regulation, because time, hard work, and resources will have gone
into efforts which then fail.

In addition, since setting standards is a highly visible and important political act,
and since the agency "necessarily considers, as a matter of political survival, the
often conflicting concerns of all interested parties," the agency may tend "to move
as slowly and cautiously as possible."62 One cautious approach in such circum-
stances is to use risk assessment methods to do the most careful assessments possible
in the circumstances. Such procedures have the appearance of neutrality and impar-
tiality and the appearance of following the procedures of research science, thus
minimizing controversy and helping to ensure the agency's influence, authority, and
discretion.

Moreover, courts may have reinforced agencies' adoption of the procedures
similar to those used in research science: to acquire more and better data about the
substance in question; to devote extensive efforts to ruling out alternative hypoth-
eses; and especially to devote substantial resources to documenting that alternative,
but frequently quite implausible approaches have been considered. Some standards
of court review, such as the substantial evidence test (discussed later), may require
more of this than others.

However, there are less demanding review standards for many statutes and even
the degree of scrutiny under the substantial evidence test can vary considerably.
Thus, although courts have reinforced the use of risk assessment and the particular
way it has been used in the agencies, they can also influence the form such justifica-
tions take in the future. We return to this point shortly.

An additional influence that led to detailed risk assessments was the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) during the Reagan and Bush administrations.
OMB, complying with presidential orders, demanded detailed justification of regu-
lations, including a cost and benefit analysis showing that government resources
were used more efficiently, and in many cases "actively opposed and delayed
adoption of OSHA's standards" as well as those of other agencies.63 Both the
required justifications and OMB's opposition may have contributed to agency use of
quantified risk assessments (QRA). An economic cost-benefit analysis of regula-
tions is quite difficult without the use of some form of risk assessment.

Furthermore, most regulatory decisions are litigated.64 In response to the litiga-
tion OSHA has found that "if we use generally accepted methodology, the courts
will uphold our risk assessments. For us to have our risk assessments upheld in
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court, we cannot go too far out on a limb in any direction. Therefore, we tend to use
mainstream risk assessment methodology."65 This certainly suggests that OSHA
personnel are conservative actors and thus committed to widely accepted QRA
methodology and cautious in its use. Other risk assessors are likely similar to
OSHA's in this regard. Of course, because of the Benzene case OSHA's actions may
have had and continue to have higher visibility than those of other agencies.

A larger point from this revelation is that at present "mainstream" risk assess-
ment procedures must be those that have the most widespread acceptance. Cur-
rently, such procedures consist of case-by-case evaluations of each substance under
consideration.

Thus, by now most of the U.S. federal agencies charged with environmental
health protections have developed some kind of risk assessment policy for evaluat-
ing carcinogens.66 The approach adopted by regulatory agencies, however, can have
important social consequences. In particular it will affect whether a risk assessment
procedure is more likely to produce false positives and overregulation or false
negatives and underregulation, and thus whether it is more likely to frustrate or
promote wider regulatory goals of the institution in which it is used. Thus, in the
next section I discuss some strategies for risk assessment in order to clarify some of
the normative and institutional issues that this quasi-scientific procedure raises.

Current Agency Risk Assessment Practices

Although Chapter 1 addressed the (quasi-) science of risk assessment, this section
characterizes the procedures adopted in the agencies a bit further, in order to see how
they affect regulation. It is difficult to have an accurate characterization of agency
risk assessment practices, because there can be substantial differences between
agencies and to some extent agencies may modify their practices depending upon the
substance under consideration. In addition, an agency's stated policies about risk
assessment which are easier to document than its practices may be different from the
actual agency practices. Nonetheless, agencies appear to follow two principal strate-
gies in risk assessment. On one an agency adapts its risk assessment practices to fit
the data on the substance in question—we might think of this as a highly "individu-
alized" risk assessment. This approach appears to be typical of the practices at
OSHA and perhaps at the Consumer Product Safety Commission.67 On the second
strategy an agency has certain default procedures to guide choices under conditions
of uncertainty, typically expressed in agency guidelines, which it follows unless
sufficient evidence is offered for departing from a particular guideline in a particular
case. Call this the "default" risk assessment. This approach appears more typical of
the EPA, the FDA, and the California Environmental Protection Agency.

The "individualized" risk assessment is suggested by OSHA personnel, who
describe their procedure as follows:

The agency performs each risk assessment differently choosing the best methodol-
ogy based on the evidence for a particular substance . . . [and it takes] a much
more, if you will pardon the expression, "seat of the pants" approach to quantita-
tive risk assessment, using the data we have to arrive at our best estimate of risk.68
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The agency apparently has no antecedent policy commitment to particular models to
resolve the many inference gaps described in Chapter I.69 It appears to make its
choice of high-dose to low-dose extrapolation models, interspecies scaling factors,
and so on, on a case-by-case basis, as seems appropriate for the substance under
consideration. Thus, in each instance the agency must consider all the evidence
about a particular substance and then decide which of numerous statistical and
biological models for bridging the inference gaps is appropriate for that substance.

The second general strategy for calculating the potency of carcinogens is for
agencies to adopt standardized "default" assumptions for many of the critical infer-
ence gaps that appear in risk assessment. These might be used to adopt a certain
high-dose to low-dose extrapolation model, to adopt a certain interspecies scaling
factor, to count benign tumors as evidence of carcinogenicity, and so on. Agencies
using default assumptions choose one such model, the default model, partly on the
basis of scientific generalizations and partly on normative risk management grounds.
At present it is difficult if not impossible to validate these choices scientifically.70

There is much about the use of default procedures that seems correct and I develop
further the rationale for it later. However, both the "individualized" and present
conventional default risk assessment practices have serious shortcomings. There are
three generic critiques of present practices.

A radical critique of a somewhat caricatured view of risk assessment by Freed-
man and Zeisel argues that the present risk assessment procedures have "little
scientific merit" and "not much by way of scientific foundation."71 Furthermore,
the multistage model, the high-dose to low-dose extrapolation model favored by
most agencies, as "judged by ordinary scientific standards" cannot be justified.72

Although these authors recognize the government need to make crucial health deci-
sions in a "rough and ready way," they "see no evidence that regulatory modeling
leads to better decisions than informal argument and find the latter more appealing
because it brings the uncertainties into the open."73 They recommend putting more
resources into epidemiology or basic research on the causes of cancer and on the
origins and magnitudes of species differences, rather than putting the resources into
agency risk assessments. While many observers may acknowledge the lack of scien-
tific support for a number of the risk assessment models, most would not accept
Freedman and Zeisel's recommendation that risk assessment should be rejected
altogether. There is a need to have some assessment of the risks from carcinogens
and most commentators are not as skeptical as Freedman and Zeisel about the
scientific plausibility of the models.

A second group of criticisms suggests that what is wrong with present risk
assessment procedures is that they should incorporate more data, more complicated
models, and more "accurate" science. The concern is that risk assessment models
fail to take into account a number of facts that they should.74 These critics argue that
more accurate biological models should be used for high-dose to low-dose extrapola-
tion and mouse to human extrapolations, that greater use should be made of phar-
macokinetic models (models designed to estimate the actual levels of a toxic sub-
stance reaching target organs), that appropriate accounting should be given to
threshold effects from exposure to toxic substances, and finally that, instead of
estimating maximum plausible exposures to toxic substances, risk assessors should
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try to estimate as closely as possible the actual exposures to which people are
subjected.75 In short, risk assessments should be tailored to the substance in question
and made more "accurate.'' This view appears to be held by a substantial portion of
the scientific community (it is difficult to estimate how large) and by much of the
regulated community. Since this is such an important objection it is considered at
greater length in the next section.

A third critique (also discussed at greater length below) concerns the emphasis
on the present level of accuracy in risk assessment as well as the slowness with
which present risk assessments are done.

Even though carcinogen dose-response estimates, only part of the risk assess-
ment process, are typically "relatively straightforward, the production of conven-
tional assessments is typically time-consuming, taking from 0.5 to 5 person-years
depending upon the compound."76 By themselves, the default dose-response (or
potency) evaluations take "roughly 2 months to perform."77 However, potency
estimates produced by means of typical agency procedures take longer. Some re-
sources are spent on activities essential to the conventional analysis—"tracking
down the pertinent literature, identifying the appropriate data sets for analysis,
weeding out poor data, and determining whether or not the ancillary data on phar-
macokinetics and mechanism of carcinogenesis warrant abandoning the generic risk
assessment assumptions."78 However, substantial additional resources are spent on
non-critical activities in order to demonstrate that the assessor has given full consid-
eration to all potentially relevant data. Many risk assessments, for example, contain
detailed reviews of studies on pharmacokinetics and genotoxicity even when the data
are obviously inadequate and do not impact the potency calculation. In addition,
substantial resources may be devoted to producing non-default estimates for compar-
ative purposes only and to document that a variety of alternative approaches have
been considered.79

Thus, agencies spend considerable time preemptively preparing themselves and
documenting reasons for not using certain information.80 Even if an agency uses
default procedures and minimizes its documentation to the essentials for the data sets
and models utilized, this saves considerable resources but still takes about two
months per compound. To evaluate 369 identified but unassessed carcinogens that
are presently listed under California Proposition 65 would take "approximately 35
person-years."81

Even though agencies do not formally adopt something like the science-intensive
approach to risk assessment discussed in the next section, they approach this in their
present practices in order to protect themselves from criticism and potential litiga-
tion. They obtain or review information about the substance in question to the extent
it is available, but they do not require even greater testing, which some advocates of
science-intensive assessments would have them obtain. Nonetheless, their present
efforts require extensive human and monetary resources and are time-consuming.

Two Unacceptable Recommended Approaches to Risk Assessment

One reaction to present agency practices is to recommend that risk assessment
procedures should be based on better science, and that they should be more accurate,
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producing predictions of more "real" risks and fewer "theoretical" risks.82 This
view aspires to the ideals of research science: acquiring more and better data about
the substance in question (rather than relying upon scientific generalizations), using
cautious inferences about causal mechanisms, ruling out possible but remote alterna-
tive hypotheses, and being cautious about adding to the stock of scientific knowl-
edge. There are two possible recommendations to achieve this: the more extreme
complete and accurate science approach and the less radical science-intensive ap-
proach.

The Complete and Accurate Science Approach

This approach advocates using only the most complete and accurate science in order
to arrive at estimates of risks of harm to human beings from toxic substances. On this
view, if peer-reviewed scientific information does not provide a complete under-
standing of the disease-causing mechanisms for a careful evaluation so that an
accurate evaluation of the risks is possible, there should be no regulation.83 This
approach appears to resemble the one held by Bert Black discussed earlier concern-
ing the use of scientific evidence for purposes of tort law compensation.84 Few or
none may actually hold this view, since it would require a complete scientific
understanding of a substance and the risks it poses before it can be regulated, but it is
one polar position.

The effect of such a procedure depends upon the statutory authority under which
an agency operates. If it operates under a postmarket regulatory statute, which
requires the agency to show risks from substances already in the market, this view
would prevent almost all risk assessments and thus almost all regulation. If, by
contrast, an agency operated under the authority of apremarket regulatory statute,
which typically requires some kind of governmental approval and finding of safety
of a substance before it can enter commerce, then few or no substances would be
permitted to enter the market because there is insufficient understanding of them. If
assessments could not be done, there would be no release of the substances into the
market. However, as we saw earlier, most statutes in the United States regulating
toxic substances are postmarket regulatory statutes.85

We can imagine a polar extreme to this view, that is, a deemphasis of detailed
science (or almost no use of it at all) in risk assessment, with emphasis almost solely
on policy considerations or qualitative risk judgments.86 The most extreme of such
views would be that science should play no role in the regulation of toxic substances.
No one appears to hold this view, although some greatly deemphasize the role of
science in regulation.87 I do not consider this position here.

The Science-Intensive Approach

Although apparently no one holds the previous view, a number of writers hold
positions that approach it, urging a science-intensive view, which emphasizes the
most careful science applied intensively to each substance up for review, be used in
risk assessment. Published work, anecdotal evidence, and personal observation
suggest that support for this view is widespread in the scientific and in the regulated
communities. This approach merits consideration because it reveals some of the
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shortcomings of being too committed to a particular view of science in the regulatory
context.

Seilkin, Barnard, and Anderson to varying degrees appear to hold such views.88

I call this the science-intensive view, for although its advocates urge the use of the
most accurate currently available science for risk assessment, they appear not to
demand that agencies have a complete scientific understanding of the mechanisms of
a substance and the harm it causes before it can be regulated.89 I also sometimes
refer to this as the ' 'conventional procedure," for although it departs somewhat from
current agency practices in demanding even more scientific evidence than they
typically do, and is recommended as an improvement on them, it is similar enough
to them to consider them together.

In determining carcinogenic potency advocates of this view urge that agencies
rely on the best possible, the most thorough, and the most adequate quantitative
scientific input into the regulatory process that can be generated. Agencies should,
they suggest, obtain more information about substances than they presently do. Risk
assessors should

test for the biologically effective dose in animals (not the administered or the
target dose);

rely upon more accurate high-dose to low-dose extrapolation models;
use more realistic potency measures rather than conservative, health-protective,

95% upper confidence estimates;
use both upper 95% bounds and lower 95% bounds when making high-dose to

low-dose extrapolations;
rely upon clinically indicated effects such as discomfort, disability, or death for

evidence of harm to animals or human beings rather than the mere early stages
of tumor creation;

report as nearly as is possible the realistic risk from exposure to toxic substances;
display not only a number indicating the risks to human beings from exposure to

toxic substances, but also the range of uncertainty associated with such num-
bers; and

estimate as closely as possible the actual exposures to which people are sub-
jected.90

This view has several attractions. First, it appears more nearly biologically correct.
Second, even when it is not entirely correct, if uncertainty ranges are assigned, risk
managers and courts have a more accurate picture of what is known and what is not,
as well as the degree of certainty of each belief. Accurate information about the
substance under evaluation is the prized virtue on this view.

In addition, its advocates claim that since possibly 3.5-6% of the U.S. national
income goes to controlling risks,91 these costs should be reasonably related to the
true magnitude of the risks created by toxic substances. Money spent on controlling
unrealistic risks of harm to human beings might be much better spent on other things
people want or on saving lives in other ways, for example, through reducing infant
mortality, providing better prenatal care for low social economic class mothers, or
providing better health care delivery to those who can least afford it. Thus, with
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more accurate information we will be better off ' 'in terms of both human health and
economic well-being.' '92 As persuasive as these recommendations may appear, they
nonetheless present several problems.

Attempts at accuracy, mistakes and false negatives. No one opposes correct scien-
tific information, at least in contexts in which truth is the primary aim, but the
attempt to obtain as nearly accurate scientific information as is possible for purposes
of regulation has both good and bad consequences, which should be evaluated in the
design of risk assessment and regulatory programs. For the most part the problem is
the false negatives as well as the slowness and costs which the time and effort spent
carefully evaluating each substance induces.

(Before addressing some of the issues of false negatives, we should note a caveat
about the phrase ' 'attempt to be accurate.'' While advocates of the intensive science
view emphasize this, there are respects in which they may ignore issues about which
there should be greater accuracy. For example, the human population is quite varied
and presumably sensitive to different levels of toxic substances. Infants, old people,
those already suffering from disease may be much more sensitive to toxic substances
than a 70-kilogram working male in good health. An accurate approach to risk
assessment would take such reactions into account.93)

Sometimes the attempt to be accurate can pose problems of its own. For exam-
ple, the attempt to have more fine-grained knowledge about the risks from a particu-
lar substance may actually increase the number of mistakes agencies make and may
add to the misconceptions associated with risk assessment. The use of phar-
macokinetic information in risk assessment illustrates this general point.

Pharmacokinetics is the study of "the concentration in target organs and the
interaction of a biologically active agent with putative sites of action.''94 The reason
for using such procedures is to try to obtain more accurate information about the
actual doses of toxic substances reaching target organs or tissues where the damage
is done. However, in order to discover such doses, a good deal of additional infor-
mation must be obtained: how the particular toxic substance in question is trans-
formed and distributed in the body, the precise amount of the substance or its
metabolites reaching the organs, and the organs in which it is likely to accumulate
and which it may damage. For most substances such information is not available or
is so poor that it cannot be used.95 Where basic data are available, models have been
developed to try to predict such events.96 However, since this field is not well
developed for evaluating toxic substances, there likely will be much that is unknown
about the behavior of substances both in rodents, on which the tests will be per-
formed, and in human beings, about whom the risk assessments will be made. Will
use of such procedures reduce the uncertainties? On balance, will they lead to a
better approach to risk assessment, all economic, social, moral, and scientific costs
taken into account? Such questions are especially important when the risk assess-
ment will be used in regulation and have legal force.

Underlying these concerns is a fundamental evidentiary point about the amount
of complexity that can and should be incorporated into risk assessments. Catherine
Elgin has argued that the more fine-grained one's evidentiary categories and the
more evidentiary categories there are, the more chances one has for making mistakes
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for such refinements may actually "invite error and unreliability."97 Fine-grained
evidentiary categories require more careful classification of data under one category
or another, and, if the classification is not quite correct,98 one has made a mistake.
For example, if we were asked merely to classify wines into reds or whites, nearly
all of us would be infallible, although we might have some problems with so-called
blush wines because of the fuzzy borderline. However, if we were given a more
complex task, requiring the classification of wines into fruity, dry, and sweet whites
and into similar subsets for reds, fewer of us would be correct. The more fine-
grained such classifications become, the more detailed one's knowledge must be, the
more opportunities there are for mistakes. This may also lead to disagreement and
controversy, especially if one faces other experts in an adversary setting such as a
regulatory proceeding or a court case.

What is appealing about fine-grained categorizations of knowledge is that if one
"gets it right" and can defend it, one's knowledge is quite powerful. A wine
expert's accurate classification of a wide range of wines into their proper categories
is very impressive and much more impressive than my accurate classification of
wines into reds and whites. Thus, whereas fewer and less fine-grained categories
may lower the number of mistakes and thus increase accuracy, the accuracy is
purchased at the price of the knowledge being in grosser categories. For some
purposes this may be acceptable; for other purposes it may not.

Classifications serve various goals of the individual or institution that uses them.
For some purposes simple rough-and-ready classification schemes work quite
well—for example, for choosing the proper wine for a barbecue. For other purposes,
a more subtle, fine-grained classification may be needed, say, for choosing wines for
each course of a gourmet French dinner. There are advantages and disadvantages to
different schemes depending upon the purposes to which they are put. Similar
considerations apply to the evidentiary categories of risk assessment. That is, the
usefulness of the potentially fine-grained knowledge one can obtain from phar-
macokinetic studies must be evaluated in terms of the goals it serves, the cost of
obtaining the information, the benefits in accuracy (if any) this may permit, and the
opportunity costs of performing such assessments and ignoring other substances.

A National Academy of Sciences panel has provided reasons for using phar-
macokinetic information:

Regulatory agencies are to make assumptions that they believe to be conservative,
so as to avoid underestimation of the risk to the human population. Unfortunately,
overestimating risk might unnecessarily eliminate jobs or commercially important
materials, thereby decreasing our general standard of living. Hence, the more we
can replace empirical assumptions with experimentally validated procedures, the
better off we will be in terms of both health and economic well-being."

This account holds out the benefits of more detailed experimental information. A
major motivation behind such concerns appears to mimic the goals of research
science: obtaining data peculiar to the substance in question (rather than relying on
less substantiated generalizations), having more experimentally validated data rather
than less about a substance, using cautious inferences about causal mechanisms, and
using caution in adding to the stock of scientific knowledge. This account also
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emphasizes normative, nonscientific reasons for using pharmacokinetic information:
lowering the cost of regulation and the impact on the economy. Despite the scientific
motivation and the normative considerations, however, there can be costs to at-
tempts at precision, especially for a field in its infancy.

For one thing, even though the use of pharmacokinetics promises greater accu-
racy, such information and accuracy are not available for most substances. Detailed
information would have to be provided on a substance by substance basis, and more
data would be needed to validate a model for each substance. Until we know much
more, it seems that the operative assumption would be that each substance metabo-
lizes, distributes, accumulates, and harms organs in unique ways—few generaliza-
tions at this time are permissible. Discovering such mechanisms requires detailed
data and careful modeling. Each substance must have a unique analysis. This takes
time and resources.

Further, if Elgin's arguments offered above are correct, the more fine-grained
one's analysis is through a detailed biological study that must be chemical- and
animal-specific, the more sources of mistakes there are. Mistakes generate uncer-
tainty about whether one has the correct answer. In a regulatory and adversary
setting this will only add to the controversies. The more sources of controversy there
are, the more time it will take to discuss and to settle the issues and to rule out the
possibility of mistakes or alternative explanations. The more tests and careful
analyses one tries to do in order to predict risks to human beings, the greater the
dollar, time, and human costs are. It will take more money, put highly trained and
talented Ph.D.s to performing what may be fairly routine and boring tasks,100

lengthen the time it takes to perform risk assessments, increase the size and com-
plexity of risk assessment documents, and invite additional preemptive documenta-
tion. The National Academy of Sciences summarizes some of the concerns:

Clearly, the more detailed the model, the greater will be the theoretical utility, but
also the more numerous will be the sources of uncertainty and the data necessary to
estimate the values of the parameters of the models. In practice a compromise
between complexity and simplicity must be reached.101

Simpler, less complicated, and somewhat more rough-grained models for esti-
mating risks may generate fewer mistakes (although models would be somewhat less
precise and might produce larger mistakes when they occur), elicit fewer sources of
controversy, be less time-consuming, and result in somewhat less complex risk
assessment documents. It is difficult in the abstract to indicate the proper balance for
the various social concerns. In some circumstances where data are readily available
and where pharmocokinetic models are well developed and the results can be
quickly generated, such information may be more accurate and reduce costs. Where
these conditions are not satisfied, we should use more approximate numbers and
omit detailed studies.

However, what is clear is that the value of more detailed information is deter-
mined by normative considerations appropriate to the institution or the activity in
question. The kind and amount of information one needs and gathers is in part a
function of the uses to which the information will be put. Norms, in short, determine
epistemological and evidentiary considerations. We return to this later.
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Thus, even if there is a gain in certainty by attempting more detailed scientific
inquiries, at what price is marginally more accurate information worth the effort?
Research suggests that pharmacokinetic models will typically make a difference of a
factor of about 5-10 in the ultimate risk number, although in extreme cases the
results can be greater.102 Is such a difference in the ultimate outcome worth the cost,
effort, and possible chances of additional errors from a field in its infancy? (In rare
circumstances a fivefold difference might justify the additional costs of detailed
testing if good data were available and enormous costs were associated with such a
difference.)103

More seriously, are these costs worth it when such information is unavailable for
most of the 300-400 identified carcinogens and the 50,000-100,000 substances in
the market which have not been properly evaluated for their toxicity? I think not, but
only a more careful analysis of the costs of detailed studies and of the respective
costs of false positives and false negatives, as well as the costs of overregulation and
underregulation, would settle such questions. An aspect of the answer to this ques-
tion is considered later.

This discussion of pharmacokinetics also serves as an example or an analogy for
other detailed investigations into the properties of carcinogens for regulatory pur-
poses. On the science intensive view additional information for pharmacokinetics
and other aspects of risk assessments likely will have to be generated on a chemical-
by-chemical basis. Providing the appropriate data and finding the appropriate bio-
logical models for the substance in question will necessitate detailed case-by-case
evaluations. This in turn is likely to generate further discussion and controversy. The
more details that go into a risk assessment document and into a regulation, the more
agency effort is needed, the greater the amount of documentation needed about
choices made, and the more opportunities the losing side in a regulatory struggle has
for objecting to the regulation, whether that side is the affected industry or those
concerned to protect human health. This effort might produce somewhat more
accurate information. However, this is both difficult to ascertain (because of uncer-
tainties) and to the extent it can be realized does not seem a great improvement over
faster approximation methods which are very close to conventional risk assessments.
And, it might result in mistakes, which is especially problematic in an adversarial
setting.

More importantly, the opportunity costs may be great, because the effort and
resources devoted to preventing false positives and overregulation and to pursuing
accuracy for each substance considered may result in an agency not testing for other
harmful substances, thus producing false negatives, or in an agency not evaluating
identified toxins, thus producing regulatory false negatives or underregulation. Pro-
cedures designed to minimize risk assessment and regulatory false positives and
overregulation may therefore result in false negatives and underregulation. We
return to this point later.

Some shortcomings of uncertainty ranges. A second recommended feature of the
accurate science view is that nearly all scientists advocate including uncertainty
ranges as part of the numerical estimates of risks that are provided in risk assessment
documents; this is a constituent feature of scientific practice and, as we saw in
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Chapter 1, epidemiologists are suggesting this as an improvement on statistical tests
of significance. Some commentators even suggest showing alternative models that
could have been used at each step in the risk assessment process. Use of uncertainty
ranges provides a better picture of what is and is not known about the substance
under consideration. Nonetheless, the use of uncertainty ranges, while appropriate,
even essential in research science, poses some concerns in regulation.

For one thing, at the present time it is not clear that risk managers will have the
requisite appreciation of uncertainty ranges, thus possibly leading to misinterpreta-
tion or misunderstanding of risk assessments. Furthermore, the National Academy
of Sciences argues against displaying all possible models at a choice point claiming
that in the present state of risk assessment this suggestion is confusing, does not
avoid the problem of having to choose between different models, and may lead to
more ad hoc policy judgments.104

An equally important concern is that regulatory agencies by providing uncer-
tainty ranges may invite more intrusive court intervention and invalidation of regula-
tions. For example, in Gulf South Insulation v. Consumer Product Safety Commis-
sion the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, apparently not understanding the nature of
animal bioassays and seemingly concerned about the uncertainties involved, seri-
ously misunderstood both the nature of the evidence, which ordinarily would be
considered quite good, and the amount of uncertainty likely to be present in regula-
tory science.105 Displaying the wide uncertainty ranges that could arise from using
different assumptions might well occasion greater court intrusion into the process.
Such intervention may occur, even though the agencies using the best data and
theories available are being as conscientious as they can be and are making as
responsible a set of risk assessment and risk management judgments as possible. If
explicit uncertainty ranges were used, courts would have to be educated to be more
sensitive and more discriminating in their reading of regulatory documents and
might have to change their standards of judicial review in order to be dissuaded from
invalidating regulations simply because they contain great uncertainty ranges.

An additional problem is that the assignment of wide uncertainty ranges may
also be inconsistent in many cases with the present evidentiary requirements of the
law.106 How serious a problem the assignment of uncertainty ranges poses depends
upon the sophistication of the courts as well as their deference toward agency
rulemaking. Court deference to agencies is considered later.

The social costs of science-intensive risk assessments. A third major concern typ-
ically advanced by those holding an intensive science view is more obviously nor-
mative:107 agencies may produce costly regulations by regulating too stringently
because they have not accurately identified the "real risk" but instead are regulating
nonexistent or minimal risks. This can lead to inefficient use of scarce resources. For
example, if people spend too much to pay for mistaken or too stringent regulation of
substances (through the cost of goods that they purchase), they may have substantial
opportunity costs. In particular, overestimating risks may "eliminate jobs or com-
mercially important materials'' or reduce our standard of living.108 This is a nonopti-
mal allocation of resources. Moreover, if we do not have accurate predictions of
risks, then we may be spending money in a misguided attempt to save lives that are
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not endangered or spending too much money per life saved. Thus, we are saving
fewer lives than we could with the same amount of money. As the Academy of
Sciences indicated, the more accurate the assessments of risks are,' 'the better off we
will be in terms of both health and economic well-being."109

These arguments explicitly bring wider risk management and regulatory con-
cerns and policies to bear on the seemingly factual approach to risk assessment. I
believe this cannot be avoided, but such concerns must be assessed as management
or regulatory strategies.

The foregoing arguments express economists' standard concerns about the effi-
cient use of resources. The concern is that if markets are working efficiently, then
resources are "wasted" on regulating risks that are apparent but not real, or on
regulating real risks too stringently compared with the economic benefits to be
gained from regulation and with opportunity costs. Science-intensive risk assess-
ments may reduce false positives and overregulation, thus saving resources associ-
ated with the substances under review. (Of course, the most accurate assessments
should also aim to reduce false negatives, but we have seen why the attempt to
achieve accuracy may frustrate this aim.)

Before directly evaluating these normative considerations, we should note that a
major presupposition of this argument—that there is a ' 'real risk'' easily discover-
able in the circumstances—is not obviously correct. In principle there are "objec-
tive" risks from carcinogens. However, in the present state of knowledge, they are
not easily discoverable and the public health costs of delaying action until these are
known with scientific certainty may be unacceptable.110

The first argument above correctly assumes that resources not spent for one
purpose will be spent or saved somewhere else, and it expresses a legitimate concern
that regulations can be too expensive. But the concern with expensive regulations
focuses on overregulation and regulatory false positives for the substance under
review.

Although this can be a problem, efforts to prevent overregulation of a few
chemical substances in the present have substantial opportunity costs, for they may
produce too little regulation of substances not yet considered and thus incur false
negatives. We can see this point in detail by considering the costs of ignoring
identified but unevaluated carcinogens because of the focus on careful evaluation of
each substance. Consider the universe of 369 chemicals listed under California's
Proposition 65.111 As of April 1991 detailed risk assessments had been performed on
only about 74 of the 369 carcinogens.

Conventional procedures, which evaluate each substance considered for regula-
tion about as well as present scientific information permits, have left hundreds of
identified carcinogens unassessed, which may well impose health costs on the pub-
lic. One can assess the opportunity costs of conventional methods by modeling the
total social costs of conventional risk assessment and faster alternatives to them.
These are summarized in Figure 4-1. To account for the possibility of errors the
simulation compares the costs of "mistakes" of expedited and conventional risk
assessment procedures. The notion of a "mistake" is a technical term; it is not that
assessors make calculation errors, or that they are careless. Instead, because of
uncertainties, poor data, and poor understanding of mechanisms in performing any
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Figure 4-1 Total social costs of evaluating 369 Proposition 65 carcinogens.

risk assessment risk assessors may not discover the true risk (from a God's eye view)
of a substance. Conventional risk assessments might result in mistakes by being
slow and leaving identified carcinogens unassessed as well as mistakes from uncer-
tainties, poor data, and so on; expedited procedures might make mistakes by not
assessing known carcinogens quite as intensively from a scientific point of view
as on conventional procedures. In modeling social costs values are assigned
for the costs of individual assessment mistakes of a certain kind—false positives,
false negatives, overregulation and underregulation—and then aggregated,
summed, according to the kinds of mistakes the two different kinds of procedures
might make.

For a universe of 369 substances conventional risk assessment procedures are
compared with three hypothetical expedited procedures with different "error" rates
for major overregulation and underregulation and minor overregulation and under-
regulation. Out of 369 identified carcinogens only 74 have been evaluated by con-
ventional methods. The model assumes that conventional methods result in 6% of
the substances that are regulated being overregulated in a major way with 94%
assessed as "accurately" as present procedures provide. This leaves 295 or 80% of
the 369 carcinogens unevaluated. These are the equivalent of regulatory false nega-
tives, because they are unregulated substances.

For approximation procedures the model assumes that the total universe of
identified carcinogens can be evaluated quickly and subsequently regulated because
the procedure is much faster. However, because the expedited methods are approx-
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imations to conventional risk assessments, these may result in departures from
conventional results and from the true risks. Thus, the model assumes several
different error rates for the approximations are possible. The low-error rate scenario
assumes that 3% are underregulated in a major way and 3% are overregulated in a
major way. Major overregulation and underregulation means that the potency values
derived from the approximation procedure departed from the conventional method
by more than a factor of 25. Risk numbers that are off by a factor of 25 constitute a
major divergence sufficient to expect different kinds of regulatory action. There
typically is no bright line between the kinds of regulatory action until the differences
between possible risk assessments are large; a factor of 25 is such a difference. For
instance, the control strategies for a risk of 10-5 might be quite different from control
strategies for a risk of 25 x 10-5. Moreover, since there legitimately can be a range
of outcomes that are all reasonable from the same data, risk management considera-
tions are likely to guide the regulatory strategy, unless the risk numbers differ too
much.

The low-error rate scenario assumes that 6% of the substances are overregulated
in minor ways and 6% are underregulated in minor ways. Minor overregulation and
underregulation means the potency values differed from conventional potency
values by a factor of 5-25. Approximation results are assumed to be "accurate" if
they differ from conventional procedures by less than a factor of 5.112 Higher error
rates were assumed for two other approximation scenarios.

The idea behind this simulation is that misregulation produces social costs:
carcinogens regulated too little for the harm they cause impose health and other
costs on the public; carcinogens that are overregulated for the harm caused impose
costs on industry, their shareholders, and the public. Economists commonly assume
that regulatory false negatives cost $10,000,000 and regulatory false positives
$1,000,000.113 Cost numbers are difficult to arrive at for modeling purposes and
open to debate. On one hand, there are substances that are carcinogens, but which
pose no risk to human health because they are no longer in use or they are industrial
intermediates in a closed manufacturing process with no human exposure. On the
other hand, economists have found on the basis of labor market studies that the
dollar value of an individual life lost varies from $1.8 million to $9.2 million and the
value of a life lost calculated on the basis of union wage studies varies from $3.2 to
$21.114 Authors find a best estimate from both kinds of studies of about $4-8 million
for a single life.115 However, this is the estimated cost we are willing to pay to
prevent the premature loss of one life, not the costs in terms of human life and health
effects that one unregulated substance would cause. Moreover, while some carcino-
gens may pose no risk because there is no exposure, others, most notably asbestos,
may cause death and disease for many. And, of course, some substances will be
more valuable commercially than others and there will be some variance in the costs
of overregulation and regulatory false positives. Rather than enter that discussion, I
begin with the traditional economists' assumption that regulatory false negatives,
major underregulation, and minor underregulation are ten times as costly as their
counterparts (regulatory false positives, major overregulation, and minor over-
regulation, respectively). This ratio is then modified to 5:1, to 2.5:1, to 1:1, to
1:2.5, down to 1:10 to model how the total social costs associated with the mistakes
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resulting from each kind of procedure would change as a consequence. The results
are summarized in Figure 4-1.

By failing to regulate 295 identified carcinogens the conventional science-
intensive procedure is much more costly than any of the three hypothesized approx-
imation alternatives. The cost advantage continues for all approximation alternatives
(including the least "accurate") until the costs of underregulation are assumed to be
40% (1:2.5) of the costs of overregulation for the approximation scenario with the
highest "error" rate. [The other approximation scenarios (with lower "error" rates)
continued to be economically preferable to even lower cost ratios.] This cost as-
sumption, however, appears contrary to the literature and to common views about
the relative importance of underregulation to overregulation, which in general regard
the health costs of underregulation and false negatives as greater than overregulation
and false positives.

The pattern of "nested" approximation curves will extend vertically up the
graph as the approximation methods have greater''error'' rates. However, it appears
that approximations have a cost advantage over conventional procedures for reason-
able ratios of the costs of regulatory mistakes and for reasonable error rates for
approximation methods. (The experience of California in using a particular risk
assessment procedure indicated that the hypothetical low-error rate approximation
procedure is quite realistic (discussed later).)116

These results illustrate two points: (1) There are substantial social costs to
present risk assessment procedures and the more "scientifically based" alternatives
to them because they are slow—they delay consideration and evaluation of identified
carcinogens. (2) Approximation procedures, which more quickly evaluate the whole
universe of known carcinogens, result in much lower overall social costs. The
largest social costs are opportunity costs—not evaluating known toxins quickly
enough. Thus, it appears better to evaluate the universe of known carcinogens even
if there are some mistakes than to assess a smaller group more carefully while
ignoring a large number of identified carcinogens. There is a second important
philosophical question concerning costs: On whom should the risk of regulators'
mistakes fall? Such questions cannot be answered in the abstract, but some of these
issues are addressed in Chapter 5. However, a focus only on the normative costs of
avoiding false positives and overregulation, the main emphasis of the science-
intensive approach to risk assessment, ignores other important considerations.

Thus, to return to the main argument, a presupposition of the "efficient use of
resources" argument that slower, more science-intensive assessments reduce social
costs is not obviously correct. Although this approach in some cases may reduce
costs for the substance under consideration, when opportunity costs are considered
these savings appear to be swamped.

An additional problem with the efficient use of resources argument is that econo-
mists who hold this view often subscribe to a normative moral theory for the
allocation of resources that most philosophers find problematic, the philosophy
of utilitarianism.117 This foundation of the efficiency argument is so controversial
that most philosophers and some economists reject it as an unacceptable theory
for distributing benefits and burdens in a community.118 I return to this topic in
Chapter5.
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The second version of the efficient uses of resources argument assumes that
resources saved from the accurate regulation of toxic substances can be used to save
even more lives through other programs. As morally persuasive as this argument
seems, it is not free from difficulties. For one thing, it assumes as a matter of
institutional or market fact that any resources not spent to save lives in one area will
or can be spent to save lives in another. Although in principle this could be done, it
seems unrealistic to assume that markets will obviously and efficiently allocate
resources from one life-saving context (e.g., regulation of toxic substances) to
another (e.g., decreasing infant mortality). Markets are not stratified into life-saving
and non-life-saving marketplaces.

A variation of the argument assumes that governmental institutions would reallo-
cate funds from one life-saving context to another. This seems plausible at least in
principle and especially for administrative agencies under a single executive such as
the president. Moreover, in recent years the Office of Management and Budget
under the Office of the President has tried to do this. However, to hold this view, one
needs considerable optimism about governmental efficiency and wisdom in the face
of institutions that are largely independent of one another (e.g., EPA and FDA)119

and of institutions that have different congressional and public constituencies in
support of their activities.

These factual assumptions aside, however, the underlying principle seems at-
tractive: one should use resources efficiently in saving lives, and if more lives can be
saved by attacking natural causes of death such as malaria rather than man-made
causes such as synthetic toxic substances, then funds should be allocated accord-
ingly.120

Even this principle, however, is not without controversy, although it cannot be
developed in full detail here. One presupposition appears to be that the loss of life
from one cause is just as important as loss of life from another cause. A variation of
it is that risk of loss of life from one cause is just as important as a numerically
identical risk of loss of life from another cause. Both are controversial and I would
argue indefensible on moral grounds. They also appear not to be supported on
empirical grounds, given how people think about the issues.

The argument is not free from controversy because, for example, it is one thing
to die in a natural disaster, such as an exploding volcano or an earthquake, and quite
another to be a victim of a murder or of a reckless or negligent release of a toxic
substance. In each case the victim is dead. However, human agency and human fault
makes a difference in our judgments of the issues. Morally faulty human actions are
more blameworthy and frequently of greater cause for concern than acts of nature. It
is, however, difficult to give general guidance here because the issues are quite
complex. Clearly a natural plague such as the Black Death is of great concern
because of the harm it could do. A similar plague caused by human beings would be
of equal concern for preventive purposes, but we would also want to know whether
they were culpable in causing it.

Moreover, is saving lives from natural causes morally as important as preventing
human beings from inflicting preventable harms on one another, everything else
being equal? The former rests on a principle of beneficence concerned with the
prevention of suffering, whereas the latter rests on one or another principle of
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justice.121 Justice principles are concerned with distributing benefits and burdens
(distributive justice), with correcting wrongfully inflicted harms and wrongful gains
at the expense of others (corrective justice), or with punishing wrongdoers and
preventing humans from harming one another (retributive justice). Which is appro-
priate in the circumstances depends upon the issues involved. The issues are com-
plex, not easily answered, and controversial, contrary to the presuppositions relied
upon for the normative claims in support of the science-intensive approach. The
important point, however, is that the normative considerations invoked for the
science-intensive view are not obviously correct and they are controversial.

Moreover, the acceptability of risks to life from different sources have a differ-
ent normative status. It is one thing to incur risks to one's life where the risks are
palpable, where one fully understands what one is getting into, and where one
voluntarily takes or embraces them. It is quite another to be put at risk by the
knowing or unwitting activities of others when those activities could have been done
more safely. Thus, for example, it is one thing for a person deliberately to study an
exploding volcano with full awareness of the risks to her welfare, and quite another
to be exposed to risks to her health by having to drink water polluted by the
deliberate or negligent or even inadvertent disposal of toxic substances into the
nearby groundwater.

In addition, empirical studies show that in fact the public explicitly makes such
distinctions regarding the acceptability of risks. Paul Slovic has shown, for example,
that "riskiness means more to people than 'expected number of fatalities.'" He
notes that lay people's

basic conceptualization of risks is much richer than that of the experts and reflects
legitimate concerns which are typically omitted from expert risk assessments. As a
result risk communication and risk management efforts are destined to fail unless
they are structured as a two way process.122

In short, the public appears to be quite discriminating in judging the acceptability of
risks of the same magnitude. A normative evaluation of the acceptability of risks
suggests similar results.123 Thus, a number of legitimate factors influence judgments
of the acceptability of risk other than the numerical odds of being harmed in similar
ways.

An additional presupposition implicit in the arguments for accurate risk assess-
ments is that one always has a duty to prevent as many deaths as possible. Stated in
this bald way, the claim is indefensible.124 A somewhat weaker consideration in the
regulatory context is whether a third party, a governmental regulatory agency,
should use its authority and resources to intervene to prevent a firm from possibly
harming a small number of people as a consequence of its activities (because they are
exposed to a substance that causes cancer, for example) or use its authority and the
same amount of money to prevent the deaths of a larger number of people from
natural causes. And weaker yet is the question of whether a government facing a
choice between saving more people (from death from natural causes) and saving
fewer people (from death from human causes), where neither alternative would
violate anyone's rights, should save the larger number. The answer to this may
appear obvious, but it rests on a view that has not been without controversy in moral
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philosophy. Such issues merit more extensive discussion than can be provided
here.125

It is not necessary, however, to explore these issues in detail in order to pursue
the argument of this section. The normative considerations that appear to favor the
accurate science approach and seem obvious are not; they are controversial. The
broader social consequences of using different risk assessment strategies are perti-
nent to evaluating their desirability. In fact, taking into account human resources and
total social costs in an attempt to make risk assessments more accurate seems to
argue against such an approach.

The science-intensive approach to risk assessment may invite more mistakes
than it initially appears and frustrate some risk assessment and regulatory goals
because of the focus on preventing false positives and overregulation. It also begs
some of the normative issues at stake in the debates about risk assessment and
regulatory strategies, and it may not rest on the most defensible normative strategy
(although I merely suggested this view). By placing primary weight on avoiding
regulatory false positives and overregulation, it appears not to give much (or any)
weight to avoiding false negatives and underregulation over the whole universe of
chemicals, which in the regulatory context may be more important. And we have
seen how costly this can be on traditional economists' assumptions. Thus, it appears
less than fully defensible. Nonetheless, I have focused on this view, for it is one to
which many are tempted and attracted.

SHORTCOMINGS OF PRESENT AND RECOMMENDED
PRACTICES

Several shortcomings common to present agency practices and the recommended
accurate science alternatives to them emerge from this survey. The concern to make
risk assessment more scientifically well founded is understandable, yet it seems to
me that this approach is wrongheaded in the current state of knowledge.

First, the concern to find accurate ways to reduce uncertainties suggests an
attitude of scientific caution that attaches to the assessment of the risks of the
substances in such circumstances. To the extent that scientific caution urges risk
assessors to withhold judgment while obtaining more and better information or
making the models more accurate, many of the undesirable consequences discussed
earlier will emerge. Many uncertainties could be resolved by a policy choice rather
than attempting to achieve greater biological accuracy, which would be difficult to
achieve, expensive to produce, and time-consuming, even if it were possible. Some
uncertainty cannot at present be eliminated.

Second, a desire to have an accurate evaluation of the risks of each substance on
a case by case basis may move risk assessors to insist on a degree of accuracy in
standards of evidence for risk assessment that is typical of ordinary scientific in-
quiry. Although this concern is laudable for a variety of purposes, such evidentiary
standards have to be examined very carefully and used only with great wisdom and
care for regulatory purposes. As we saw in Chapter 1, it is possible for the demand-
ing evidentiary standards typical of research science to prevent discovery of pre-
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cisely the kinds of harms that should be the object of regulation. Consequently, in
the pursuit of regulatory goals, risk assessors should be wary of unthinkingly and
unwisely subscribing to such standards when investigating phenomena for regula-
tory purposes.

Third, present priorities focus primarily on avoiding false positives and over-
regulation for the regulatory process as a whole. We should distinguish between the
underregulation and overregulation effects of risk assessment procedures for each
substance considered from the underregulation and overregulation effects of the
regulatory process for all substances. For each substance considered, current prac-
tices appear to strike an underregulation and overregulation balance by utilizing
health-protective assumptions in choice of inference guidelines and by trying to be
as accurate as possible in evaluations. However, for the process as a whole present
procedures tend to ignore the universe of known but unevaluated carcinogenic
substances; this results in substantial opportunity costs because of underregulation
and regulatory false negatives. Present practices also appear to give insufficient
attention to the universe of 50,000-100,000 of chemicals most of which have not
been identified as toxins or not.

Fourth, present agency practices and the science-intensive alternative both are
slow. This is in part because of the concern for science-intensive evaluation and
caution. (They may also be slow because of a concern to develop ' 'perfect'' regula-
tions.126) The rate of research science is typically not a relevant factor guiding the
research (apart from competition between researchers or in unusual cases of research
on dread diseases such as polio or AIDS, for example). However, failure to be
concerned about the rate of identification of carcinogens and the rate of the assess-
ment and regulation of risks from known carcinogens perforce results in false nega-
tives and underregulation. We incur hidden social costs as a result.

There is a more worrisome message in the statistics about the rate of risk
assessments. As we saw, examination of the false positive and false negative rates
for conventional and hypothetical approximation procedures reveals the organized
social forces favoring the conventional method. If a faster procedure were adopted,
there might well be more mistakes than at present (although this is not clear). Some
of these will affect the regulated community, but it has substantial ability to lobby
the agencies and to limit this result. The large number of false negatives and under-
regulation on the conventional procedure may affect a group of unknown victims,
but they typically have no organized lobbying power to limit mistakes affecting
them. They might not even know the causes of their diseases and they are unlikely to
communicate with one another or to lobby the agencies. Thus, a number of political
forces favor the present procedures and perhaps favor an even slower process. This
does not imply existing practices are desirable.

The specific criticisms just summarized are a species of a more general criticism:
present and recommended practices fail to take into consideration some of the major
social consequences of the practices in question.127 In fact they appear to under-
emphasize social and public health consequences that may be more important for the
goals of regulatory institutions than the ones that motivate present practices; they
appear to ignore concerns about avoiding false negatives and underregulation and
concerns to expedite risk assessment and regulatory procedures.
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This criticism of present regulatory science practices (and the recommended
accurate science alternatives to them) echoes the findings in Chapter 2: our epis-
temology, our standards of evidence for causation, should be appropriate for the area
of human endeavor in which they are to be used. For preventive health purposes the
present practices, as well as the recommended accurate science alternatives, should
be suited to serve better the institutions in which they are used.

AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH

The general strategy of this book is to uncover and take seriously many of the major
social consequences of risk assessment and regulatory procedures. Given the diffi-
culties of present agency practices and recommended alternatives to them, what is an
appropriate approach to risk assessment in the agencies in order to implement the
legislation under which they act and to protect the public from toxic substances? In
answering this question I treat risk assessment as a regulatory tool, useful for
achieving certain aims—a position not greatly different from that of some industry
representatives.128

Agencies can acknowledge explicitly, if they have not already, the number of
policy considerations implicit in risk assessment. And they should rely upon them
more than they do. Substantial uncertainties can be addressed by policy choices.

Next, agencies should scrutinize the data requirements and the inferences used in
risk assessment and risk management decisions to see whether demanding standards
typical of research science procedures are likely to frustrate the goals of regulation.
Appropriate standards of evidence must be chosen relative to the context in which
they will be used.

Further, they should take into account the rate at which risk assessments are
done. Other things being equal, agencies should use faster rather than slower risk
assessment procedures. Even faster procedures that produce some overregulation
and underregulation have social cost advantages over present practices.

Finally, however, the solution to improved regulatory use of scientific informa-
tion is not solely in the hands of regulatory agencies. Since overall results are also
influenced by court decisions concerning the initial legislation as well as agency
interpretation and implementation of it, courts have a substantial role to play here as
well. Implementation of these recommendations needs support by the courts, and it
seems recent court decisions may provide appropriate precedents.

Coping with Scientific Uncertainty

Using policy choices to address uncertainty to some extent resembles present agency
practice. However, agencies should more explicitly acknowledge the role of norma-
tive considerations in risk assessment and use them to reduce debate about which
models are appropriate for the substances under consideration for regulation. As the
National Academy of Sciences notes, "risk assessment must always include policy,
as well as science."129

This proposal has two parts: (1) Policy considerations should address the number
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and amount of uncertainties in risk assessments by guiding the choices of models
used. Agencies should be even more committed to this approach than they are at
present. (2) This further commitment involves engaging in less debate about applica-
tion of inference guidelines to particular substances; the procedures followed should
be applied somewhat more rigidly. Agencies should also engage in less preemptive
research and less documentation of procedures not followed.

Explicit incorporation of policies can help prevent certain kinds of mistakes and
shape risk assessment and risk management by appropriate institutional considera-
tions. Default inference guidelines to address uncertainty and to choose between
models are similar to burdens of proof in the law—they predispose the agency to a
particular decision where there is an inference gap, and they are to be followed
unless there is a substantial amount of credible evidence offered by the regulated
party for adopting different inference guidelines. And the amount of evidence
needed to depart from the default should be set high enough so that agency personnel
do not spend all their time hearing appeals to the chosen default guidelines. We will
consider two procedures for cancer potency assessments that illustrate these charac-
teristics. Risk assessment is both too important and too uncertain to be left exclu-
sively to the risk assessors,130 so policy considerations should be explicitly endorsed
by the agency, not left to individual risk assessors.

As we saw in Chapter 1, both the notion of " a risk'' and the idea of ' ' acceptable
risk" are already normatively laden; this should be explicitly acknowledged and
endorsed.131 Risk assessment in the present state of knowledge is plagued by great
uncertainties and probably cannot and should not be separated from risk manage-
ment. (As scientific techniques and knowledge develop, this may be less true, and
some studies can help reduce the extent of uncertainties.)132

Several reasons support the policy approach: (1) Given the inadequate scientific
knowledge and data for risk estimates,133 we have a choice in enforcing postmarket
regulatory statutes in the face of uncertainty: either we do not regulate or we make
decisions on the basis of available evidence and nonscientific policy considerations.
Given the health-protective aims of most environmental health legislation, the
choice seems clear. "Protective assumptions" and policy choices can guide deci-
sions under conditions of uncertainty instead of waiting for costly, more accurate
scientific information and a science-intensive evaluation of each substance. (2) As
we have seen, there is inherent tension between the disciplinary norms of research
science and good regulation.134 Permitting the science perspective (without explicit
adoption of policies) to dominate assessment can reduce public protection "against
potential toxic hazards, increase regulatory decision-making costs, and expand op-
portunities for obstructive behavior by agency bureaucrats or private parties hostile
to toxics regulation."135 (3) Furthermore, "the illusion that risk assessment is a
purely scientific activity reduces the visibility and political accountability of policy
judgments that often guide regulatory decisions on toxic hazards."136 In a democ-
racy, making the policies more explicit after appropriate discussion better serves the
regulatory aims of the legislature and the agencies. At present while agencies to
some extent rely on policy considerations to guide risk assessment, they show some
tendency toward more "biologically based" risk assessments, which as we have
seen is problematic.137 Such procedures should only be adopted if they promote
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rather than frustrate the aims of the enabling legislation and the health protection
aims in particular.

In addition, the National Academy of Sciences suggests several reasons for using
explicit policy considerations as inference guidelines: (a) It is better to use policies in
the guidelines than to permit ad hoc decisions. Policy considerations will guide even
ad hoc decision only they will not be explicit. Risk assessors making ad hoc deci-
sions without publicly acknowledging policy guidance may inadvertently dominate
the regulatory process. The goals and the policies in the authorizing legislation
should be explicitly incorporated to guide decisions when the science runs out.13S (b)
The combined policy and scientific judgments that enter into the choice of guidelines
should be made in accordance with the best scientific thinking on the topic and then
reviewed periodically, (c) Explicit policy-guided inference guidelines promote fair-
ness, consistency, and predictability for the firms affected and consistency between
agencies, (d) Such guidelines provide a locus for debate for evolutionary improve-
ment of the guidelines over time, (e) They may help public understanding, (f) And,
most important, they can promote efficiency in the regulatory process—agencies can
avoid rearguing every inference about which there is uncertainty.

Using policy choices to address uncertainty combines easily available scientific
information with appropriate social policies when there is scientific uncertainty.
Sources of social policy considerations which could guide risk assessments when the
science is unavailable include (1) policies implicit in the enabling legislation such as
in the OSH Act or the Safe Drinking Water Act;139 (2) consideration of the cost
effectiveness of analytical and scientific procedures used repeatedly on individual
chemicals to ensure that the agencies are using efficient practices in regulation140

and not incurring great opportunity costs; (3) consideration of the potential for
catastrophic miscalculations that might result from widespread population expo-
sures, absence of long historical records of human exposures, or evidence of unusual
potency in a chemical substance;141 (4) Protection against certain kinds of mistakes;
and (5) broader moral considerations. The third and fourth reasons have to do with
preventing certain mistakes; the first two seek to incorporate normative considera-
tions of the legislation guiding the institution. The fifth reason acknowledges
broader moral considerations we use to evaluate our institutions and guide inter-
pretations of the law. And to the extent that guidelines are applied more rigidly, thus
reducing the time for evaluating substances, this helps to expedite risk assessments,
which reduces opportunity costs.

Howard Latin as well as Dale Hattis and John Smith have suggested how the
normative aims of legislation might guide risk assessment.142 Many of Latin's
claims are negative. First, within EPA and OSHA there appeared to be no consistent
pattern for choice of models to bridge the inference gaps. Sometimes models were
chosen to avoid underestimating risks, sometimes middle-of-the-road choices were
made, sometimes the models underestimated risks, and sometimes the treatments
were "methodologically convenient" but relatively unrealistic—"they appeared
without rationale."143 At OSHA, this appears to be deliberate policy because each
assessment is unique.144 Other agencies do not appear to be as ad hoc in their
procedures, but, as Latin indicates, they may not fully succeed. Clearly agencies
working under the authority of a particular statute should be more consistent. Else-
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where Latin has made specific recommendations about how burdens of proof for
regulatory purposes should follow the organic legislation.145

Furthermore, frequently agency risk assessment policies appear not to have been
influenced by the organic legislation authorizing agency action. Yet it would seem
that an agency working under a highly health-protective statute such as the Safe
Drinking Water Act, which requires that maximum contaminant levels for toxic
substances be set with an "ample margin for safety" (which for carcinogens is
zero), might well conduct risk assessments somewhat differently than an agency
working under a statute such as the pesticide law (the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide
and Rodenticide Act), which requires that the agency set residue levels so that they
pose no "unreasonable risk to man or the environment taking costs into account."
(Of course, if an agency is merely seeking to avoid certain kinds of mistakes, it may
not refer as explicitly to statutory language.)

Hattis and Smith suggest how statutory policies might guide risk assessment in
expressing scientific uncertainty in the risk assessment process:

Under a risk/benefit balancing type of statute, the full probability density function
for all sectors of the exposed population may be relevant to the decision maker's
choice, whereas only an "upper confidence limit" . . . may be relevant under a
statute that requires the decision maker to assure that the standard will "protect
public health with an adequate margin of safety."146

The general idea: the choices among risk assessment models in part should be guided
by the appropriate statutory authority under which regulators act, to the extent that
statutes are clear enough for such purposes.

We can oversimplify and generalize a bit on the Hattis and Smith suggestion and
suggest that a cost-benefit balancing statute bears some similarity to utilitarianism,
which is considered in Chapter 5.147 Their second suggested strategy, which aims to
ensure "adequate protection for public health," is typical of the more protective
environmental health statutes in the United States. This approach, which typically
assigns greater urgency to avoiding false negatives and underregulation for distribu-
tive purposes, is more akin to that suggested by a theory of justice than a utilitarian
theory. Justice theories might be thought to give a special place to health care
protections, to give them priority over a number of other social goods. (These issues
are considered in Chapter 5.)

In a democracy the policies that reduce uncertainty in risk assessments should be
explicitly adopted in the quasi-democratic forum of agency hearings that are part of
rulemaking. This way all participants, including the courts, know the policy orienta-
tion that risk assessments will have. Furthermore, the particular policy considera-
tions guiding model choices need not be adopted forever; they can be revised as the
relevant science dictates.

These recommendations suggest an important point about democracy. To the
extent that risk assessment and the regulatory process more generally is seen merely
as a scientific enterprise, public input is irrelevant, for the public is not expert on
scientific issues. Once it is recognized that risk assessment (and regulation) is in part
a function of policy considerations, public input, especially in a democratic form of
government, becomes a relevant consideration to shape the process. Moreover, the
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recommendations reinforce a theme of this book: risk assessment and risk manage-
ment strategies are also in part philosophical issues and the public has important
input on them.

There is a second part to the recommendation of this section. Once agencies have
adopted certain default models on policy grounds, they should be somewhat more
"rigid" in their application of the default choices in order to expedite risk assess-
ments. I later suggest two proposals that satisfy these conditions and that can
improve the speed of conventional risk assessments. Of course, some data gathering
is essential to track down pertinent literature, to identify appropriate data sets, to
weed out poor data, and to determine whether there is good enough pharmacokinetic
information on substances. (As we will see, even time spent on these activities can
be minimised or eliminated by using data banks that already contain this informa-
tion.) However, agencies should reduce preemptive research on alternative models
and on data which are obviously irrelevant.148 As part of this suggestion agencies
should determine the minimum data needed for the risk assessment proposed (when
combined by policy considerations) and when that is available proceed to evaluate
the substance in question. Research and argument as conventionally done can take
up to five person-years to produce a potency estimate for a carcinogen.149 Clearly,
this can be reduced. Moreover, agencies should tolerate any departures from default
assumptions only if a high burden of proof is overcome. This would substantially
expedite assessments, for less time would be spent debating particular inference
guidelines. Of course risk assessments "individualized" for each substance such as
OSHA employs will be quite slow and counter to the suggestion made here.150

Mitigating the Demanding Evidentiary Standards of Science

We have already seen that the demanding standards of evidence routinely used in
scientific inquiries may unwittingly frustrate the discovery of substantial risks of
harm even when they exist. Any facts produced by an epidemiological or other
statistical study under less than ideal research conditions or even an animal study
testing for a rare disease are already heavily infected by policy considerations.
Scientists must render judgments of the very kind the substantive statutes require:
How great a risk to human health should be countenanced? What risks should the
study try to detect?

Moreover, assessors should be wary of "negative" studies; these are only a
failure to find an effect, not necessarily evidence that there is no effect. We saw in
Chapter 1 how easy it is for a study to be negative for reasons unrelated to the
existence of harm and we saw in Chapter 2 some tort law courts have rejected studies
for having sensitivity (power) that was too low to detect risks of concern. The power
of such studies to detect a particular effect becomes quite important. Frequently,
studies of rare diseases lack the power to detect low but substantial risks of harm.

In addition, agencies should be prepared to modify the use of the 95% rule, or of
95% confidence limits, if this will result in more sensitive interpretations of the data.
In effect, risk assessors should be willing to regulate on the basis of clues that may
not have the same degree of certainty or strength of evidence as traditionally de-
manded in research science. If regulatory agencies are to perform properly their
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preventive health protective function as required by virtually all environmental
health laws, they must not wait until the demanding standards of research science
have been satisfied, for as we have seen this can easily leave people at risk. Instead
they should be willing to act on the basis of less stringent evidentiary standards and
less than perfect evidence. Moreover, agencies should also resist the temptation to
invoke unmeasured confounders to account for positive epidemiological studies, for
this may also frustrate health protective goals of the agencies.

The foregoing suggestions, however, might increase the number of false posi-
tives, since confidence in positive findings may be reduced and there might be some
mistakes. Thus, we must be prepared to tolerate some false positives as the cost of
reducing false negatives; for regulatory agencies we must find an appropriate bal-
ance between the two kinds of mistakes. Adhering to the demanding standards of
science gives great priority to protecting against false positives and deemphasizes or
ignores the cost of false negatives. In the next section I consider some of the social
benefits of finding a better balance between the number of false positives and false
negatives, and in Chapter 5 I discuss briefly some of the theoretical underpinnings
for this view.

Finally, a suggestion for using policy choices to mitigate the effects of both the
uncertainty of risk assessment and the demanding standards of evidence that OSHA
risk assessments might have on regulation is contained in Justice Marshall's dissent-
ing opinion in the Supreme Court's Benzene decision concerning the regulation of
workplace exposure to toxins. This adds to the preceding suggestions.151

Marshall, writing for a minority of four, dissented sharply from the plurality
decision, which required OSHA to show a "significant risk" of harm at current
exposure levels before regulation would be justified. He rejected the court plurality's
"significant health risk" standard and the evidentiary requirements that attend it. In
his view, when the "magnitude of risk cannot be quantified on the basis of current
techniques," the Secretary should be permitted to act primarily on policy
grounds.152 Policy considerations could help reduce uncertainty, and agencies could
act largely on the basis of expert opinion and policy judgments in some circum-
stances.

For one thing, the Secretary of Labor should act in accord with the remedial
purpose of the Occupational Safety and Health Act,153 which is highly averse to
risks to workers' health (in effect showing greater concern for false negatives). If
risks cannot be easily quantified by risk assessment procedures, they could be
established by expert opinion,154 akin to the practice of congressional committees or
perhaps to tort law trials. Thus, clues to toxicity indicated by experts could be at
least part of the basis of regulation. Second, an appropriate margin of error may be
used to establish both risks and new exposure standards, subject to the "feasibility"
requirement.155 And policy guidance is especially appropriate for known carcino-
gens, since any "deficiency in knowledge relates to the extent of the benefits [that
would be provided for exposed workers] rather than their existence. "l56 Third, since
the decisions "to take action in conditions of uncertainty bear little resemblance to
the sort of empirically verifiable factual conclusions to which the substantial evi-
dence test [of court review] is normally applied,''15V courts should be more deferen-
tial toward agency actions. (We turn to this in the final section.)
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The specter of unbridled agency discretion may have concerned the court in the
Benzene case; the plurality in part sought to control what they viewed as agency
overregulation. In light of a history of regulation which shows a large universe of
substances unevaluated for carcinogenicity and a smaller number of identified but
unassessed carcinogens, such concerns with overregulation should no longer loom
so large. Agencies and courts should show greater concern with possible uniden-
tified toxins and known but unassessed carcinogens. Both agencies and the courts
should modify their policies to address these conditions.

In sum, I suggest that OSHA and other agencies use scientific techniques that are
more rather than less sensitive to the risks of concern, be prepared to act on the basis
of clues of harm and not wait for scientifically certain information, and use the same
default assumptions for each substance, unless there is very good biological evi-
dence for departing from them. These strategies will save considerable time and, it
appears, not produce results greatly at odds with present procedures (I return to this
point later). Finally, agencies and the courts should not demand such detailed risk
assessments for substances under consideration that most of the universe of known
toxins goes unevaluated or that we do not get to the task of identifying other toxins
among the 50,000-100,000 known chemicals.

The aim in explicitly using policies to guide risk assessment and using less
demanding standards of evidence is to avoid regulatory paralysis, to permit regula-
tion where the most demanding standards to science might block it (but there is fairly
good evidence available when supplemented by policies), and to expedite regulatory
consideration of substances. The next section indicates some procedures that would
greatly expedite the evaluation of known carcinogens.

Expediting Risk Assessment

The following paragraphs argue for implementing a complex recommendation that
would achieve a better balance between regulatory false positives and false negatives
than exists at present and which incorporates the policy orientation suggested above:
agencies should develop approximation procedures to expedite the assessment of
known carcinogens and use the results for interim regulations with binding legal
authority. These approximation procedures explicitly incorporate the policy ap-
proach in risk assessment guidelines to reduce uncertainties and to reduce debate
about choice of models.

There are several procedures that would expedite the assessment of risks from
carcinogens for regulatory purposes. All of these are directed at obtaining reasona-
bly accurate figures for the carcinogenic potency of substances, a process that can be
quite slow.158

Both of the suggested procedures utilize readily available data from animal
bioassays that greatly expedite potency assessments (which can take up to 5 years)
and that effectively make the assessment of carcinogens nearly contemporaneous
with the latest results from animal bioassays. Use of information in this data base
facilitates several tasks that take considerable time in conventional assessments:
performing the literature search, exporting data from the analysis, identifying the
appropriate bioassay, and estimating the dose-response relationships.
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Use of Tabulated TD50s with the most Sensitive Sites and Spec/es159

In the first procedure the so-called tumorigenic dose (TD50) values from a data base
are used to calculate the carcinogenic potency for human beings for the substance in
question. The TD50 value is defined as the chronic dose (in milligrams per kilogram
of body weight per day) that would produce tumors in half the animals that would
have remained tumor free at zero dose over the standard lifespan of the species.160

An agency could estimate the cancer potency from a data set by using the most
sensitive target site in the most sensitive study known to researchers or, if there were
several animal studies, by averaging the data from different studies or by using a
data selection procedure mandated by the agency. This first procedure uses data
from the most sensitive site and species.161 Considerable time can be spent identify-
ing the appropriate data set to be used as a basis of the potency calculation, but this
task has been made easier. Gold and associates created the Carcinogenicity Potency
Database containing the results of more than 4000 laboratory animal experiments on
1050 chemicals.162 Use of these data reduces considerably research time for agency
personnel because critical information on the data from animal bioassays is here.

In estimating the TD50 values, Gold et al. assume that the age-specific cancer
incidence increases linearly with the daily dose to which a person is exposed.163

When the background tumor incidence is small and the tumor incidence linear, the
potency of the age-specific cancer is expressed in a simple mathematical
relationship—the logarithm of 2 divided by the TD50 amount (the amount of a
substance that causes tumors in 50% of experimental animals) (cancer potency =
In 2/TD50). Although this relationship may appear overly simple, it is derived from
the standard high-dose to low-dose-response model, the so-called linearized multi-
stage model. By assuming a negligible background cancer rate and a linear dose-
response rate this simplified equation is easily derived. The derivation is provided in
Appendix E. Finally, because the calculation is so simple, requiring only a calcula-
tor and some expertise to read the data base, it is extremely fast.

In addition, even for cases in which dose-response data are nonlinear and the
background incidence is not negligible, the TD50 can be used to obtain relatively
good approximations of the dose-response slope. Krewski and co-workers com-
pared the slope of the straight line joining the TD50 value and the origin with the
typical value produced by fitting the standard high-dose to low-dose model (the
Crump multistage polynomial) to the same data for 585 experiments selected from
the Gold et al. data base.164 Potency estimates obtained by linear extrapolation from
the TD50 were nearly always within a factor of 5-10 of those derived from the
linearized multistage model. Had Krewski et al. used the formula just given instead
of directly taking the slope of the line connecting the TD50 value to the origin, the
ratio of the TD50-based to multistage model-based slope would have been closer to
unity. TD50 values tabulated by Gold et al. can therefore be used to estimate the
potencies of carcinogens and these estimates closely approximate those derived from
the conventional linear model used by most agencies.165

About 200 compounds out of 369 substances listed under California's Proposi-
tion 65 have adequate data for TD50-based potency calculations; 74 of these have
been the subject of conventional risk assessments at the time this first approximation
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procedure was evaluated. To illustrate how easily the process of producing cancer
potency estimates for regulatory purposes can be accelerated, Cranor et al. have
presented the 200 cancer potency estimates which result from applying this approx-
imation method to the most sensitive bioassay results identified by the TD50 selec-
tion algorithm.166

To assess the accuracy of this accelerated method of estimating potencies, TD50-
based estimates are compared with a set of 77 (three substances have two potency
assessments) conventional potency estimates derived by the California Environmen-
tal Protection Agency (CEPA), CEPA reviews of potencies derived by EPA, and
additional EPA potencies currently under consideration for adoption in Califor-
nia.167 This comparison is based on (1) conventional quantified risk assessments
estimates, and (2) TD50-based potency estimates derived from the most sensitive site
in the most sensitive bioassay. The ratios of the most sensitive site and species TD50-
based estimates to conventional estimates is presented here.

The concordance between the most sensitive site and species TD50 and con-
ventional results is surprisingly good, particularly considering the substantially dif-
ferent resources and time required by the two approaches. Figure 4-2 plots the
frequency distribution of the ratio of the potencies derived from TD50s for the most
sensitive studies to potencies derived by CEPA and EPA using conventional pro-
cedures.

This degree of concordance is not too dissimilar from that which exists between
conventional potency estimates produced by different regulatory agencies (compare
Figure 1-7. The use of different default assumptions by EPA and CEPA (e.g., to
correct for studies of short duration or with early mortality) results in comparable
discrepancies between potency estimates for the same compound.168

TD50-based potency estimates based on the most sensitive species differed from
conventional potency estimates by more than a factor of 10 for 16 out of 77 compari-
sons (21%). Only 17% differed by more than a factor of 25. By taking the logarithm
of these ratios the distribution can be further characterized: the geometric mean of
the ratios of TD50 based to conventional estimates in 3, with one standard deviation
corresponding to a factor of 6. That is, on average the TD50s are no more than a
factor of 3 different from conventional risk assessments. The differences in magni-
tude between potency estimates and factors that could potentially account for them
are apparent. The main factors accounting for the discrepancies are nonlinearity in
the dose-response data; apparent differences in carcinogenic potency in humans
versus animals; and data set selection. Sensitive evaluation of the data sets, and
application in some cases of a different model to the data sets can reduce the
discrepancies between TD50 results and conventional potency asessments.169

For example, the TD50-based method should not be used if there are adequate
human data for risk assessment purposes. Also, the Gold et al. data base identifies
bioassays with significantly nonlinear dose-response relationships, that is, bioassays
for which the TD50 and other linear extrapolations are less likely to be accurate.
Potencies derived for compounds with studies exhibiting substantial nonlinearity
should be checked. However, the results presented in Cranor, et al. and the study of
Krewski et al. indicate that significant misapproximations usually will not occur
even as a result of nonlinearity in a specific data set. The data in the Gold et al. data
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Figure 4-2 Ratio of potency estimates. [From C. Cranor, L. Zeise, W. Pease, L. Weiss,
M. Hennig, and S. Hoover, "Improving the Regulation of Carcinogens: A Proposal to
Expedite the Estimation of Cancer Potency" (forthcoming in Risk Analysis).]

base on any particular chemical can be scanned to find those cases where the TD50

algorithm disussed here failed to select more powerful studies performed at low
doses which indicate substantial nonlinearity. Thus, information in the data base
itself provides clues to substances for which departures from the policy-guided
default assumptions are likely to be justified; additional attention can be devoted to
these few substances, if necessary. The procedure as a whole consequently expedites
the evaluation of the vast majority of substances under default procedures; for the
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few where the data justify more individual treatment, alternative assessments can be
performed.

Furthermore, even if a substance is not in the data base, a literature search might
well produce relevant data bases to which the expedited potency calculation could
then be applied. The standardized data base saves research time, which can benefit
agencies. But additional savings are realized by using an extreme default
procedure—the TD50 procedure—for calculating potency.

Use of Expedited Linearized Multistage Default Procedures

A second procedure that will expedite the derivation of potency estimates for car-
cinogens uses the Gold et al. TD50 data here to select an appropriate data set chosen
in accordance with agency data selection procedures, and then applies the standard
linearized multistage (LMS) default dose-response model to that. The State of
California has followed such a method for implementing a recommendation by its
Proposition 65 Science Advisory Panel. That panel recommended the adoption of
the TD50 carcinogen potency values, but both agency personnel and the public
appear to be more comfortable using potencies derived from default data set selec-
tion as well as default extrapolation methodologies, since those are in accordance
with standard practices and are legally authorized defaults. The LMS default pro-
cedure is nearly as rapid as the TD50 derivations because literature searches are
restricted to the Gold et al. data base and no time is spent documenting procedures
not adopted. In this case greater expertise is required to evaluate the data base and a
computer is needed to perform the extrapolation. However, the procedure produces
results closer to conventional assessments than the TD50 procedures described previ-
ously (since it utilizes the same default assumptions as the conventional method for
the most part). Figure 4-3 compares the default expedited procedure with potencies
derived from conventional methods.

The LMS default expedited procedure is even more "accurate" (closer to con-
ventional potency assessments) than the TD50 most sensitive site and species pro-
cedure. For 78 substances evaluated by the LMS and conventional procedure by
CEPA and Cranor et al., 2.6% were off by more than a factor of 25; only 9% were
off by more than a factor of 10. The geometric mean (an average) is 1.24 and one
standard deviation is 3.97 compared with conventional science-intensive procedures
performed by CEPA.170

To complete the estimations of human cancer potencies from both the TD50 and
LMS procedures, the potency values derived from animal data would then be multi-
plied by an appropriate interspecies scaling factor chosen on both scientific and
policy grounds. This information can then be combined with appropriate exposure
information to approximate more detailed conventional risk assessment.171

The Virtues of Expedited Procedures

The purpose of discussing alternative potency assessment procedures is not to rec-
ommend any one of them in particular (although the potency estimations based
directly on TD50 values or fairly rigidly applied default procedures seem quite
good), but rather to indicate the importance of expediting risk assessment and to
indicate that plausible procedures are available.
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Figure 4-3 Ratio of potency estimates. [From C. Cranor, L. Zeise, W. Pease, L. Weiss,
M. Hennig, and S. Hoover, "Improving the Regulation of Carcinogens: A Proposal to
Expedite the Estimation of Cancer Potency" (forthcoming in Risk Analysis).]

Both procedures are scientifically sound, serve the purposes of most environ-
mental health statutes better than conventional risk assessments, better protect the
public health, have lower social costs than conventional risk assessment, and save
agencies money.

Both are scientifically sound. The TD50 procedure is derived from long-accepted
standard default procedures for calculating potencies in conventional potency as-
sessments, and the correlation between TD50 values and conventional California
Environmental Protection Agency (CEPA) potency assessments is nearly as good as
that between conventional risk assessments done by two different agencies such as
CEP A and the Environmental Protection Agency. The expedited LMS default pro-
cedure (second method) uses exactly the same default assumptions as conventional
methods, including data selection, but expedites the process by relying on an exist-
ing data base and by not spending time documenting procedures not followed.

In addition to scientific soundness, there are a number of policy reasons for
adopting an expedited procedure. Either suggested procedure will greatly expedite
potency assessments. The CEPA derived about 200 potency estimates (125 new
ones plus 77 which were then compared with existing potency estimates by the
CEPA) from October 1990 to April 1991 (and they were not committed to working
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full-time on this project only). This compares quite favorably with up to five person-
years per potency estimate under conventional risk assessment procedures. And the
CEPA could easily have done more if there had been information on other sub-
stances in the data base.

Expedited risk assessments will better protect the public. If we know the public
is exposed to carcinogens but do not have a sense of the magnitude of the risk, we do
not know how great a problem the substances pose. Furthermore, if there are
genuine harms from unassessed carcinogens, but we are unaware of them, the public
bears the burden and the costs of our ignorance. It is one thing to withhold judgment
on scientific matters when doing research, it is quite another to withhold judgment
when harmful public health consequences may result. Remaining ignorant about
known toxic substances and failing to regulate them have substantial social costs. In
clinical medicine, physicians are aware of the costs of inaction; in environmental
toxicology we need a similar awareness and action to avoid these public costs.

(Even someone who may not have strong health-protective concerns should find
the expedited procedures attractive. It is important not only to know of the existence
of carcinogens, but also to have some sense of their potency, for then one has a
somewhat better sense of whether or not a health risk exists. If one has both potency
and exposure information, one can assess public health risks at least in an approxi-
mate way. Thus, even for those who may resist regulation, knowledge of potencies
is a first step in an informed public health policy.)

Risk assessments, however, pose the possibilities of mistakes. And, while it is
clear that failing to assess the potential harms from carcinogens imposes costs,
expedited procedures may not assess the risks from substances quite as carefully as
more conventional procedures. Certainly this is a possibility. To account for the
costs associated with the possibility of errors, a simulation analogous to Figure 4-1
compares the costs of mistakes of two expedited procedures considered for regula-
tory action in California (and just discussed) with conventional risk assessment
procedures.

Figure 4-4 shows that the total social costs of conventional risk assessment
procedures are in general much greater than the costs of the TD50 most sensitive
species or the LMS default method.172 Even the least "accurate" expedited pro-
cedure, the TD50, which results in major overregulation or underregulation 25% of
the time, is preferable to conventional quantitative risk assessment procedures as
long as the health costs of underregulation are more than 250% of the economic costs
of overregulation. The cost advantage for the LMS procedure continues until the
costs of overregulation are 500% of the costs of underregulation. Commentators in
the field appear never to assume on average such unfavorable cost ratios.173 Thus, it
appears that approximation methods will always have a cost advantage for reason-
able ratios of regulatory costs and benefits and reasonable error rates. The more
substances that are evaluated reasonably carefully using approximation procedures,
the lower are the social costs.

The simulation provides strong economic and public health arguments for adopt-
ing expedited approximation risk assessment procedures. The costs assigned to
underregulation and regulatory false negatives are an attempt symbolically and
quantitatively to capture in an approximate way the public health costs of disease and
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Figure 4—4 Comparison of Total Social Costs of Evaluating 369 Proposition 65 Carcin-
ogens: Conventional Potency Assessments vs. Two Expedited Procedures Used by the
California Environmental Protection Agency. [From C. Cranor, "The Social Benefits of
Expedited Risk Assessments" (forthcoming).]

premature death that might be caused by unregulated or underregulated carcinogens.
Conventional methods are very expensive when all social costs are taken into ac-
count. The costs from any inaccuracies in the expedited procedures are greatly
outweighed by the gain in assessing a larger universe of substances.

Moreover, the cost figures would have been somewhat higher had we incorpo-
rated the costs of agency time and resources devoted to conventional procedures
compared with those of expedited methods, for the former are much more labor and
resource intensive.174 Thus, expedited procedures have an advantage because they
do not have the opportunity costs of conventional procedures (i.e., substances left
unregulated) and the costs for evaluating each substance would be much lower.

(Other commentators have demonstrated that there are substantial costs associ-
ated with the regulatory system's reliance on time-consuming animal bioassays to
identify potential human carcinogens, because many carcinogens escape regulatory
attention. The scientific challenge is to develop approximation methods to expedite
the identifications of carcinogens so we do not have the social costs of unidentified
toxins. The regulatory challenge, then, is to adopt such methods for regulatory
purposes. I have not argued for these points, but others have.)175

We pay a high price at present for scientific care in conventional risk assess-
ments. Potential medical and death costs are incurred because we do not have a sense
of the potencies of (and probable exposures to) identified carcinogens. The costs of
unregulated substances exist but stay hidden until an epidemiological study identifies
a carcinogen as a cause of a cancer cluster or until an agency otherwise gets around
to evaluating and regulating the substance. Expedited procedures would enable us to
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assess the potency of carcinogens, to have a better evaluation of health risks they
pose, and to take regulatory action if necessary.

The preceding discussion compares the total social costs of two expedited po-
tency assessments with a conventional procedure when there are no complicating
real world features. A second comparison to accommodate a possible concern about
any potency assessment based on animal studies would take into account the claim
made by some that animal studies are no more than 70% accurate in predicting
carcinogens for human beings. Consequently, a second set of equations and the
corresponding graph would take into account both of these complicating factors. The
result is illustrated in Figure 4-5.

The total social costs from conventional procedures drop because only 70% of
the universe of 369 substances are assumed to be true carcinogens and thus pose a
real risk to human beings. There is a similar discounting procedure that applies to the
expedited methods although the results are not quite as dramatic.

The shapes of the curves change somewhat with the expedited procedures show-
ing a faster rise in total social costs when the individual costs of overregulation are
assumed to be higher than the individual costs of underregulation. The reason is that
30% of the identified carcinogens are assumed to be false positives. In addition, the
crossover points shift to the left, but as long as the costs of underregulation are
greater than the costs of overregulation, expedited procedures are superior to science
intensive conventional approaches.

Nonetheless, there is an important lesson in this figure. The current presumption

Figure 4-5 Comparison of Total Social Costs of Evaluating 369 Proposition 65 Carcin-
ogens: Conventional Potency Assessments vs. Two Expedited Procedures (Assumes 30%
False Positives for Identified Carcinogens). [From C. Cranor, "The Social Benefits of
Expedited Risk Assessments" (forthcoming).]
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in agencies appears to be that science-intensive care-by-case assessments are needed
for every substance. However, the preceding results (Figures 4-4 and 4—5) suggest,
to the contrary, that such assessments are necessary only if there is low human
exposure and if the costs of regulating a substance are high compared to the risks to
human health. Regulatory procedures, thus, should be refined to make discrimina-
tions between substances in order to utilize agency and social resources more effi-
ciently and to better protect public health.

Expedited risk assessments can be used for a variety of regulatory purposes: to
post warnings (as under California's Proposition 65 or OSHA's right to know
provisions), to require the best available technology to reduce the risks of exposure
(as under the Clean Water and Clean Air acts), or even to set ambient exposure
levels (as under the OSH Act). The last is typically the most difficult, for it requires a
specific exposure level be set as a matter of law and typically receives close adver-
sarial scrutiny during the regulatory process and often in the courts. Even in this
case, however, expedited procedures can be utilized as long as companies have an
adequate appeal process for amending the regulations as new or better information
becomes available. I have not addressed these regulatory issues because they would
require extensive treatment that is beyond the scope of this work.

The upshot of the preceding three sections has been the conclusion that agencies
should take into account the social consequences of adopting one risk assessment
design and procedure rather than another to regulate carcinogens. The social conse-
quences should include concern with promoting—rather than frustrating—legal
goals and most especially should include concern with the rate of risk assessments.
The consequences of expediting risk assessment procedures appear to be on balance
far better than the present science-intensive procedures that agencies use. Further-
more, expedited risk assessments are likely to have an even greater advantage when
contrasted with some of the recommended science-intensive approaches, which aim
to reduce the costs of overregulation and false positives further while promising to be
even slower than present practices.

Finally, many of the recommendations made in this section address scientific
uncertainties and lack of knowledge—imperfect scientific understanding. At present
scientists do not know enough to identify all toxic substances accurately and to
assess their potency rapidly and accurately. In the future scientific knowledge may
be much better: there may be many fewer uncertainties and we may have much better
understanding of the biological mechanisms involved. At that time some of the
above recommendations will be moot.

Nonetheless, even if we had perfect scientific understanding and knowledge, the
points made above about the rate of identification, assessment, and regulation re-
main. Even perfect science could be time-consuming and labor-intensive when
applied to toxic substances. If people will be exposed to toxins, then, through their
morbidity and mortality they will bear the costs of inaction and sluggish identifica-
tion, assessment, and regulatory processes. Thus, even when we understand bio-
chemical and biological mechanisms perfectly, if applying this knowledge in regula-
tory settings is slow, as it is at present, this situation will have to be remedied. The
scientific and regulatory challenge will be to continue to utilize rapid and reasonably
accurate approximation methods to identify and assess toxins, so the costs of scien-
tific investigation are not unnecessarily imposed on the public.
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MAKING PUBLIC POLICY ON EXPEDITED RISK ASSESSMENTS
THROUGH THE AGENCIES AND COURTS

In the United States and most advanced countries environmental policy and public
health protections are a function of at least three major interacting institutional
forces: (1) the legislation under which an administrative agency acts (e.g., the Clean
Water Act, the Clean Air Act, the Safe Drinking Water Act;) (2) the interpretation
and implementation of that legislation by administrative agencies; and (3) the inter-
pretation by the appropriate reviewing courts of the organic authorizing legislation
and of the agencies' implementation of it. In a complex legal system all three
institutions influence the extent of environmental health protections. Consequently,
recommending a course of action for using scientific evidence in agencies also
involves making recommendations about how agencies should interpret such evi-
dence in light of the controlling legislation, how agencies should use this informa-
tion, and how courts should interpret agency use of the information.

Although a number of factors in the past—legal decisions and sociological
forces—may have substantially influenced agencies to use conventional detailed
case-by-case risk assessments, it is not clear that current courts should or would
require them. Both theoretical understandings of agency discretion and recent court
cases suggest that agencies may have considerable discretion to implement congres-
sional legislation and issue regulations within their areas of expertise. In particular,
agencies appear to have sufficient discretion to implement policy-based expedited
risk assessments.

The issue is framed by the standards of judicial review of agency actions. That
is, when an agency issues regulations under the authority of legislative mandate,
those regulations have the force of law and continue to have legal authority unless a
court finds that an agency has exceeded its authority or violated federal procedures in
its actions. Reviewing courts have a number of standards by which to judge whether
an agency has exceeded its discretion,176 but two are important in most cases: the
"substantial evidence" test and the "arbitrary and capricious" test.

For each test the court must review the record as a whole or the relevant parts of
it. The court "shall—. . . 2) hold unlawful and set aside agency action, findings,
and conclusions found to be—-A) arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or
otherwise not in accordance with law; . . . E) unsupported by substantial evidence
in a case subject to sections 556 and 557 [of 5 U.S. Code] or otherwise reviewed on
the record of an agency hearing provided by statute."177

Both standards of judicial review share a common feature: "The court must
decide that a reasonable official could have made a particular governmental deci-
sion, given the factual 'record' in the case and the particular legal norms to be
applied to it."178 But there are several differences between them. The arbitrary and
capricious test requires judges to be more deferential toward agency actions than the
substantial evidence test.179 More in the way of facts must be offered under the
substantial evidence test "to provide adequate evidence to support" an administra-
tor's decision. 18° And there may be a ' 'difference in presumptions of validity."'81 It
has been suggested that
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the phrase "substantial evidence" focuses on what quantum of evidence the gov-
ernment must show in order to justify a challenged agency decision. The syntax of
"arbitrary and capricious" focuses upon the citizen challenger's burden in over-
turning an agency decision. In theory, governmental decisions in both cases are
favored with a presumption of validity, but courts are far more willing to undertake
vigorous scrutiny of the former. That willingness accounts for the difference in
deference and in burden of proof echoed in the semantic labels of the tests.182

In reviewing the factual record an administrator has not sufficiently satisfied the
conditions of the substantial evidence test by considering only evidence that favors
the desired decision. The administrator must also take into account "contradictory
evidence or evidence from which conflicting inferences could be drawn whatever
"in the record fairly detracts from its weight."183

Under the arbitrary and capricious standard the '' scope of rev iew. . . is narrow
and a court is not to substitute its judgment for that of the agency."184

Normally, an agency rale would be arbitrary and capricious if the agency has relied
on factors which Congress has not intended it to consider, entirely failed to consider
an important aspect of the problem, offered an explanation for its decision that runs
counter to the evidence before the agency, or is so implausible that it could not be
ascribed to a difference in view or the product of agency expertise.185

The substantial evidence test is required by the Occupational Safety and Health
Act for court review of OSHA actions. The Supreme Court's Benzene decision
interpreting an OSHA action under that statute increased agency use of risk assess-
ment. Subsequent to that case lower courts differed over the degree of judicial
deference warranted by the substantial evidence test in reviewing OSHA deci-
sions. 186 Some interpreted it as requiring a closer review of OSHA's decisions; some
a more deferential review. Early on it was not clear whether the more demanding or
the more deferential review would predominate in the federal courts.

At the time of the decision it appeared the Court would follow the strict inter-
pretation. It now appears that both the Supreme Court and the circuit courts of appeal
are giving OSHA greater rather than less discretion in setting workplace health
standards. This trend should be strongly encouraged, not only for OSHA, but for the
other environmental health agencies as well.187

Commentators differ in their judgments about the extent of judicial deference to
administrative actions. One author citing several others notes that the D.C. Circuit at
least up to 1988 had been increasingly active and less deferential in reviewing
agency actions.188 This has increased the time required to make policy through
rulemaking as well as the costs to the agency.189 Arguing that this is undesirable,
however, he urges court deference. He also cites a number of authors who indicate
that on theoretical grounds "agencies enjoy significant comparative advantages over
other institutions of government as sources of policy decisions.'' 19° And he recom-
mends "greater deference to majoritarian institutions of government [which in-
cludes administrative agencies whose top personnel are subject to appointment by
elected officials] and adherence to judicial precedents"; both, he claims, for the
most part "converge toward recommending judicial deference to agencies."191 A
second commentator does not applaud increased judicial deference to agency ac-
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tions.192 He thinks that the deference results from an interest in promoting mar-
ketplace solutions to regulatory problems and argues that this is not always appropri-
ate for environmental health regulations.193

A review of some recent circuit court decisions indicates that courts appear to be
more deferential to agency decisions.194 Dwyer, noting several recent decisions,
indicates that lower courts "have been quite deferential to OSHA's judgments
regarding which risks are 'significant,' "195 and several recent Supreme Court and
circuit court decisions support this view.

In 1982 the Supreme Court in Baltimore Gas and Electric Co. v. NRDC held that
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission did not act "arbitrarily and capriciously" in
making the assumption which involves substantial uncertainties that the storage of
specified nuclear wastes "would have no significant environmental impact

. . . and thus should not affect the decision whether to license a particular nuclear
powerplant."196 And it added that reviewing courts

must remember that the Commission is making predictions, within its area of
special expertise, at the frontiers of science. When examining this kind of scientific
determination, as opposed to simple findings of fact, a reviewing court must gener-
ally be at its most deferential.197

In the next term the Supreme Court upheld the EPA's discretion in defining
"stationary source" for purposes of implementing the Clean Air Act.198 The Carter
administration had placed one interpretation on this term which Congress had not
clearly defined. When the Reagan administration took office it changed the defini-
tion of the term and modified the EPA's implementation of the Clean Air Act. The
Court held that

an agency to which Congress has delegated policy making responsibilities may,
within the limits of that delegation, properly rely upon the incumbent administra-
tion's views of wise policy to inform its judgments. While agencies are not directly
accountable to the people, the Chief Executive is, and it is entirely appropriate for
this political branch of the Government to make such policy choices.199

One commentator has suggested that if agencies are given discretion to interpret
congressional legislation, they have equal or greater discretion to issue regula-
tions.200 Commentators appear to agree on the importance of this decision for
judicial deference to agency actions, whether they find the decision desirable or
undesirable. Agencies thus appear to have considerable discretion to interpret their
legislative mandates and issue regulations under them.

Circuit courts of appeal, following the Supreme Court's lead, have also shown
substantial deference to agencies' regulations. In 1984 the Circuit Court of Appeals
for the Ninth District, reviewing OSHA's regulations for maximum permissible
exposure levels of airborne arsenic against industry challenge, upheld the agency.201

The Chemical Manufacturers of America (CMA) challenged OSHA's significant
risk determinations as well as its regulation of a particular form of arsenic. ASARCO
challenged OSHA on its feasibility findings. CM A argued that alternative inferences
should be drawn from the evidence before OSHA and claimed that OSHA had failed
to justify its position on substantial evidence in the record. The court disagreed,
saying that it "must defer to OSHA" in such circumstances.
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Of particular interest is CMA's challenge to OSHA's risk assessments. The court
upheld OSHA's reliance on "a linear, no-threshold, cumulative dosage model that
CMA argue[d] incorrectly determines that there is no safe level of exposure to
arsenic. "202 It further found that the agency had properly rejected various alternative
scientific studies on appropriate grounds. Thus, the court deferred to OSHA's exper-
tise and policy judgments in performing its risk assessment. The court suggests that
such decisions are clearly within the agency's discretion as long as reasons are given
for decisions made.

In 1986 the Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, reviewing
OSHA's long-delayed regulation of ethylene oxide (EtO), supported OSHA's long-
term exposure limit against industry challenge but not its refusal to issue a short-term
exposure limit against challenge by Public Citizen Health Research Group.203 An
industry group, the Association of Ethylene Oxide Users (AEOU), claiming that no
individual piece of evidence proves a relationship "between EtO exposure and
various health effects," challenged many features of OSHA's decision: OSHA's use
of rat studies (in addition to one human epidemiological study), its choice of mathe-
matical models to extrapolate risks to human beings at levels where no data exist,
and its assumption that EtO is harmful at the lowest concentrations and does not
operate via a threshold mechanism.204 The court rejected this challenge and noted
that the agency must be given "leeway when regulatory subject matter is not subject
to strict proof one way or the other . . . [for otherwise] strict proof would fatally
cripple all of OSHA's regulatory efforts and run counter to the legislative branch's
express delegation of hybrid rulemaking power to OSHA."205

Finally, in 1988 the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, reviewing
OSHA's revised standards governing workers' exposure to asbestos, upheld
OSHA's regulations against industry challenge on two of three major issues.206 The
court upheld OSHA's technical and policy decisions concerning exposure duration,
the inclusion of smokers in epidemiological studies used to set the revised standards,
and the gap between compliance levels and OSHA's permitted exposure level
(PEL) used in determining its "significant risk" level.207 Most importantly it upheld
OSHA's technical risk assessment assumptions including use of the linearized high-
dose to low-dose extrapolation model and use of "conservative assumptions in
interpreting the data with respect to carcinogens, risking error on the side of over-
protection."208 While it expressed some worry that this sometimes might have the
perverse effect of "increasing rather than decreasing risk," it deferred to OSHA's
decision.209

These cases taken together indicate considerable court deference to agency ac-
tions based on fairly standard risk assessment procedures. They also suggest that the
courts would defer to agencies' expertise and policy judgments if they chose to fulfill
their legislative mandate by using somewhat different risk assessment methods
which expedited the evaluation of substances as long as the agency had good reasons
for this approach. This issue has not been litigated, however. Nonetheless, court
language indicating deference both to agency expertise on the frontiers of scientific
knowledge and to an administration's "wise policy" suggests that agencies might
have substantial latitude to fulf i l l their legislative mandate with policy-guided, pub-
lic health sensitive, and expedited risk assessment procedures. Agencies should
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argue that even though expedited risk assessments might be somewhat less science
intensive than the conventional, time-consuming procedures typically followed,
they are scientifically sound and their results are very close to conventional pro-
cedures. The time spent on conventional risk assessments results in substantial
underregulation, a result the court should wish to avoid. Expedited procedures
greatly reduce underregulation, thus enabling agencies better to fulfill their health-
protective legislative mandates and reduce the total social costs from human expo-
sure to carcinogens.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter as in Chapter 2,1 have argued that we face a paradigm choice in how
scientific evidentiary procedures are treated in the law. Present agency practices and
several recommended alternatives to them aspire to the ideals of research science in
assessing the risks posed by each substance. This is a mistake. Attempts to reduce
uncertainty by aiming for greater accuracy for each substance to ensure that the
demanding standards of science are met as much as possible and to perform exceed-
ingly careful risk assessments will all exacerbate current problems.

The identification, assessment, and regulation of potential carcinogens are all too
slow to evaluate adequately the existing universe of 50,000-100,000 chemical
substances, and the 1000-1500 new ones that are added each year. Thus, for
identified carcinogens we need to adopt something like the expedited approximation
procedures I have indicated, which permit faster evaluation of potentially toxic
substances. (We also need faster procedures to identify toxic substances, but I have
not argued in detail for this.) The way to do this is to shift our paradigm of the
needed evidence and the amount of attention and documentation each substance
deserves. What is required is not a closer approximation to ordinary research science
but quicker, more sensitive health-protective approximation procedures that are
accurate enough for the regulatory purposes in question. The challenge to the scien-
tific community is to develop or refine such procedures for risk assessment purposes.
The philosophic challenge to the scientific and legal community is to see the impor-
tance of doing this and to endorse a different paradigm.

Agencies appear to have sufficient flexibility under current laws to develop such
procedures because reviewing courts in recent decisions seem to be giving greater
deference to the agencies. This is salutary. If we shift our idea of the appropriate
scientific procedures so that the relevant institutional and moral norms shape the
kind and degree of scientific accuracy we need, we will be better off. The law and
the relevant moral concerns should determine the epistemic procedures we use, not
the other way around.



5
Epistemic and Moral Justification

My husband worked in the cotton mill since 1937 to 1973. His breath was so short
he couldn't walk from the parking lot to the gate the last two weeks he
worked. . . .

He was a big man, liked fishing, hunting, swimming, playing ball, and loved
to camp. We liked to go to the mountains and watch the bears. He got so he
could not breathe and walk any distance, so we had to stop going anywhere. So
we sold our camper, boat and his truck as his doctor, hospital and medicine bills
were so high. We don't get to go anywhere now.

The doctor said his lungs were as bad as they could get to still be alive. At
first he used tank oxygen about two or three times a week, then it got so he used
more and more. So now he has an oxygen concentrator, he has to stay on it 24
hours a day. When he goes to the doctor or hospital he has a little portable tank.

He is bedridden now. It's a shame the mill company doesn't want to pay
compensation for brown lung. If they would just come and see him as he is now,
and only 61 years old. . . .

Mrs. Steve Talbert
Charlotte (N.C.) Observer, February 10, 1980

I have argued that we should avoid the temptation to adopt the ideals of research
science in torts and administrative law because this tends to lead to an excess of false
negatives and to underregulation of carcinogens as well as to the undercompensation
of plaintiffs in tort cases. Instead, scientific practices and evidentiary standards
should be sensitively tailored to serve the goals and aims of these legal institutions
or, more simply, legal norms should guide epistemology. Adoption of different
standards in the law might in some cases lead to mistakes of overregulation or
overcompensation, but the overall social costs would be lower, because a better
balance of false negatives and false postives would be found. Ideally, risk assess-
ment and regulatory procedures would impose no costs on anyone; however, be-
cause of imperfections in knowledge and because of uncertainties, the choice of
evidentiary standards is in effect a choice between imposing overregulation, over-
compensation, and their associated costs, and imposing health and other costs on
individuals because of underregulation and undercompensation. Beyond the law,
however, I will argue that justice (and distributive considerations more generally)
requires lhat priority be given to avoiding the latter.

This chapter focuses on two parts of this argument that need to be developed
further: (1) the standards of evidence ought to be appropriate to the institutional
context and (2) justice requires that priority be given to avoiding false negatives and
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underregulation. One requires justification of the epistemic presupposition, the
other, justification of the underlying moral view.

EPISTEMIC JUSTIFICATION

The argument presupposes in critical places that different standards of evidence (or
different burdens of proof) are appropriate for different areas of human endeavor.
This may appear obvious, and I have tried to illustrate its defensibility in detail with
respect to the tort and regulatory law. Nonetheless, some discussion of the general
claim is warranted given its importance to the overall argument. What is the connec-
tion between burdens of proof and institutional norms?

The burden of proof that must be satisfied in order to make a particular institu-
tional decision will depend at least in large part upon the kinds of mistakes one seeks
to avoid. Some institutions will aim to provide greater protections against certain
kinds of mistakes; some will protect against other kinds of mistakes. The criminal
law stringently protects against convicting innocent people. To avoid this, the equiv-
alent of false positives, the state must overcome a high burden of proof to establish
its case. By contrast, in screening patients for life-threatening diseases we might
seek very much to avoid missing someone who has the disease, to avoid false
negatives. Thus, we would want to make it very easy to detect the presence of
disease, even if this meant in some cases wrongly identifying some as diseased who
were not. This approach would be especially attractive if we had a benign treatment
for all identified as diseased.

Moreover, mistakes impose costs upon someone. Thus, in the design (or in the
evaluation) of institutions one must consider the larger consequences of evidentiary
procedures. If there will be mistakes, on whom should these costs fall? How should
they be distributed?

Both the distribution of costs and the kinds of institutional mistakes one seeks to
avoid, however, in turn depend upon what is at stake—the values the institution or
activity seeks to protect. Institutions embody a variety of values that help set the
standard of proof needed to reach a decision. In some cases the values tend to be few
and obvious; in others they express a complex matrix of concerns, some of which
may be less easy to discern. In research, scientists seek primarily to add to the stock
of human knowledge, and they have devised research strategies, inferential stan-
dards, and the peer review process to prevent accepting false information as true.
This is not the only value, but a very important one. The criminal law seeks to avoid
wrongly punishing innocent people because of the particular injustice this inflicts
upon them. It also seeks to equalize to some extent the competition between the state
and individuals. For these reasons, among others, criminal procedure and evidenti-
ary rules impose high burdens of proof on the state in order to secure these values
and prevent false positive mistakes. The Food and Drug Administration has quite
different evidentiary procedures for approving drugs and food additives as safe and
efficacious, because it aims to prevent unsafe or ineffective food and drugs from
entering commerce. It seeks to protect against mistakenly finding a substance safe
when it is not; it protects against false negatives. Recently, the FDA expedited its
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approval process for AIDS pharmaceuticals in order to make available drugs that
might be effective against this syndrome. The rationale appears to be that it is better
to risk marketing a drug that might be effective against a fatal disease than to delay
approval until the agency is certain of the drug's safety and effectiveness. In short,
the urgency of trying to save lives justifies taking some chances that the drug may
not be wholly effective or totally safe. But even if it is not totally safe, if it effects a
cure or prolongs useful life, it can hardly be worse than the disease.

In another context, screening women for rubella antibodies in order to prevent
congenital rubella, doctors incur a modest number of false positives in order to be
sure to prevent the devastating effects of the disease. "The inefficiency of vaccinat-
ing a number of women who are already immune is a small price to pay."1 In
screening for the HIV antibody doctors stringently protect against false negatives,
thus making the test more sensitive but incurring more false positives. Positive
screening results must be further tested to eliminate false positives.2

These examples and the preceding argument suggest that the presupposition of
much of the book, which seems obvious, is straightforward: the norms and goals of
the institution guide the kinds of mistakes the institution seeks to avoid, which in
turn determine the burdens of proof that are adopted for decision making within the
institution. Burdens of proof determine how easy or how difficult it will be to make
certain kinds of mistakes in institutional decisions.

In addition to this general presupposition, the argument of the book has relied
upon several more specific claims. One is that there should be some "appropriate"
balance struck between false positives and false negatives that result from tort law
and administrative agency decisions. Again this seems clear, but several considera-
tions support this point. For one thing, a decision to postpone action is just as much a
decision under uncertainty as a decision to take precautionary action in the mean-
time. This has long been recognized in clinical medicine. In assessing potentially
toxic substances a decision not to act risks false negatives, whereas a decision for
precautionary regulation risks false positives. Since one risks both mistakes, both
should be acknowledged and the decision process designed to find an appropriate
balance between them.

Neither of two extreme options has been urged. On the one hand, I have not
argued that regulatory agencies should always make the precautionary decision to
regulate or that tort courts should always award compensation when an injury from a
toxic substance is suspected. These would always prevent false negatives, but at the
cost of false positives. Both strategies would be analogous to Pascal's Wager—that
because of the importance of what is at stake one decision alternative always domi-
nates the other. On the other hand, I have not argued that agencies should never act
or that tort courts should never award compensation. This would always prevent
false positives at the cost of false negatives. Quite the contrary: it seems agencies
and tort courts are tending to emphasize such concerns too much and should have
greater concern with false negatives. Thus, I have not suggested simple decision
rules but modifications in complex existing or recommended procedures in institu-
tions to try to achieve a more appropriate balance of these kinds of mistakes. There
are a number of considerations that argue for finding some balance between the kinds
of mistakes.
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If one is concerned to minimize the social costs of errors, a widespread assump-
tion, then one must take into account both kinds of mistakes. The appropriate
balance, then, is one that minimizes the costs of the two taken together. Thus one
should minimize the sum of the cross-product of the cost of each mistake times the
number of such mistakes. Expressed symbolically this is

where C = cost, N = number, and FP is false positive and FN is false negative, as
usual. If the costs of the testing procedures are not zero, then these should be
included as well.3 Symbolically we can represent the total cost of a decision pro-
cedure as

where CT = cost of the requisite institutional tests including the costs of human
resources.

If we consider the universe U of chemical substances that might be carcinogens,
and pc as the probability that a substance is a carcinogen (and 1 - pc — probability
that it is not a carcinogen), then the number of false positives is (1 — pc) x a x U,
and the number of false negatives is pc x (3 x U, where a is the chance of a false
positive and (3 the chance of a false negative which results from the testing pro-
cedure. Thus, 2) becomes

If we seek to minimize the total cost, then we take the minimum of this sum:

Since the total number of substances to be "tested" is common to each term of the
sum we can ignore it, and we get

which expresses the way to minimize the cost of testing each substance.
Thus, the costs are merely a function of the costs of false negatives and false

positives, the probability that a substance is a carcinogen and the error rates of the
procedures for discovering whether a substance is a carcinogen or not for regulatory
or tort purposes.

The strategy for a particular institution, then, is to have "test" procedures, that
is, evaluation procedures, which, given the respective costs of false negatives, false
positives, and the procedures themselves, minimize the total costs of evaluating the
universe of substances.

In the argument of the book I have largely ignored the costs of testing, except for
the agencies' opportunity costs from not assessing known carcinogens. To oversim-
plify a bit, throughout the book I have noted how our evidentiary procedures can
increase or decrease the kinds of errors we make—the a and (3 errors in evaluating
substances for legal purposes.

For the tort law I showed how subscribing to the demanding evidential standards
of typical research science in conjunction with the plaintiff's burden of proof could
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greatly increase the false negatives as long as some cases have merit [because in
accordance with (3b), (3 is greatly increased]. The reason for this is that even a
meritorious tort case could not "get going," because the plaintiff could not satisfy
the burden of proof.

For the regulatory law I argued that because we have a universe of known
carcinogens, demanding standards of evidence and perceived legal requirements
imposed on carcinogenic potency evaluations produced high opportunity costs from
the evaluation because so few carcinogens were assessed (in effect, (3 was quite high
for the universe of known carcinogens as a whole). Faster but approximate methods
are much more defensible because some overregulation, a relatively low-cost mis-
take, is incurred to reduce underregulation, a higher cost mistake. Conventional
assessment procedures would be even more costly if the human and dollar costs to
the government of evaluating substances were also taken into account. Finally, using
similar arguments, others have shown that some scientific tests or procedures used to
identify carcinogens, may be so expensive as to preclude their use totally.4

The symbolic characterization of the appropriate balance of false positives and
false negatives thus enables us to understand fairly precisely where the problems lie
in the different areas of the law regulating toxic substances.

The particular goal of minimizing the costs of mistakes is one with which
economists are especially concerned and one which presupposes a particular ap-
proach to collective decision making, since economists seek to maximize social
benefits, and mistakes frustrate this aim. But this aim need not be restricted to them.
It is one important consideration by which to judge any institution, since, except for
any distributive effects, we are all better off if such costs are minimized. However,
even if one does not explicitly seek to minimize the costs of mistakes but is merely
concerned with more than one kind of mistake, then both false positives and false
negatives should be taken into account in designing institutional procedures. If one
did not seek to minimize the cost of errors but sought some other outcome, one
would need a different analysis.

The "appropriate" balance, given the arguments of this section and throughout
the book, depends upon the institution in question. And, of course, one would not
necessarily strike the same balance between false positives and false negatives from
one institution to another. Scientific practices balance FPs and FNs in one way,
while different balances should be struck in the regulatory and tort law. Both place a
much greater concern on avoiding FNs than exists in scientific practices.

In Chapter 2 I argued that in the tort law the costs of false negatives (CFN) and
false positives (CFN) are approximately equal, but that demanding scientific stan-
dards of evidence distort this relationship, since in science CFP >>CFN. However, by
conceding that CFN = CFP for torts I may concede too much, since at least some tort
law principles suggest that CFN > Cfp.5 In Chapter 4 I indicated that for regulatory
purposes the costs of FNs are typically greater than FPs, even up to ten times (or
more) larger. This appears to be a fairly common assumption. Of course, the
CfN/Cfp ratio may differ between regulatory institutions, since different agencies
operate under different statutes.

Not only are scientific burdens of proof at odds with evidentiary standards we
should use in administrative agencies or the tort law, but the mistakes scientific and
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legal institutions seek to avoid are incompatible. And if scientific practices dominate
in legal institutions, we are inadvertently making a particular moral/value choice.
We not only give priority to avoiding one kind of mistake, we are permitting the
concerns of research science—factual accuracy to avoid false positives—to take
precedence over other matters of importance—protecting public health. This is a
social choice and the choice could be made differently. Identifying the relation
between evidentiary standards and the norms of the institutions in which they are
used makes it clear that the choice of evidentiary standards is a normative choice.
What norms should we foster? Which are important in designing the institutions in
question? Typically, such choices may not have been consciously made but are
hidden behind standard practices. One aim of this book has been to expose these
implicit practices and to argue that the choices should be consciously made, as if we
were consciously designing the institution.

The presumption about the importance of avoiding false negatives and under-
regulation has sometimes been defended in terms of the goals of the tort law or
environmental health law, but they have a deeper justification, I believe; they are a
matter of justice.

MORAL JUSTIFICATION

The relative importance of avoiding different kinds of mistakes is difficult to specify
with precision. In the law such issues rarely receive systematic treatment. Even
though legislation for the administrative agencies may express to some extent the
community's ideals,6 it is typically not developed as a result of a consistent theoreti-
cal view but is the product of conflicting political forces. In the common law of torts
distributive issues are not decided as a matter of consistent theory but are developed
by means of case-by-case adjudication between two parties. Of course, judges try to
produce consistent decisions over time, but they do not always succeed.

If the law is not necessarily consistent, it is especially important to have a better
view of more fundamental and consistent normative principles to guide our epis-
temology. And this need is even greater because we must try to control exposures to
toxic substances under considerable uncertainty. In regulating toxics "through a
glass darkly," we need to be clearer about the normative considerations that can aid
us in this endeavor.

For one thing, social decisions are the product of both the relevant facts and
normative considerations. Even when facts are known with certainty we must rely
upon norms to guide our decisions. When the facts are even more uncertain than
usual, as they are for toxic substances, norms become more important, for we have
to place greater reliance on them. If we have to make a choice under great uncer-
tainty our only or main guidance may be the concerns we promote or frustrate as a
result of the decision. The uncertainties focus our attention more clearly on the
norms at stake when we decide to regulate or not. (And even a decision to do nothing
in the face of uncertainty is an important normative decision.)7 Thus, if epistemol-
ogy under uncertainty is to receive greater guidance from normative considerations,
we should be aware of what the normative principles commit us to. Moreover,
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different normative principles will assign different weights or urgency to avoiding
false negatives and false positives.8

In addition, as Annette Baier noted, moralities select "which harms to notice
and worry about where the worry takes the form of bad conscience or resentment.' '9

If this and the preceding claim are correct, then we should understand the implica-
tions of different moral views, so we see both what they regard as particularly urgent
and what harms we should worry about. Once we are clearer about this we may be
able to make a better choice between principles.10

Moreover, for these purposes we need principles to distribute the costs of mis-
takes; we need principles of justice. Not only are such principles concerned with
distribution, but if justice is the first virtue of institutions, as I believe it is,11 we
should want our environmental health institutions to be just.

And, finally, since normative considerations are important for decisions under
uncertainty, it is at least possible that there might be greater agreement on them than
on the uncertain facts. This may well be too much to hope for, but agreement on
distributive principles could, I believe, greatly reduce many of the disagreements
concerning risk assessment and risk management, since those disagreements are
frequently driven by normative considerations.12 However, whether or not greater
agreement on norms is likely, we need to understand and evaluate some of the
leading normative principles in order to try to achieve as much agreement as possible
on the just treatment of the people affected by our decisions.

The following discussion considers four principles for addressing some of the
implicit distributive questions that arise in torts and in administrative law. These
accounts place different degrees of urgency on environmental health harms and
identify different harms to notice and worry about. I begin with the distribution
implicit in the Occupational Safety and Health Act. Next, I consider two theoretical
moral views for such distributive concerns. Finally, I discuss the attractive features
of "distributively sensitive" theories for addressing some of the distributive ques-
tions posed by the normative concerns mentioned.

In considering these issues, I focus for the most part on workplace health protec-
tions as a relatively manageable example of environmental health protections.13 To
what extent should a society spend its resources to protect workplace health as
opposed to spending resources to create additional jobs, to preserve existing jobs, to
increase general societal wealth, or to preserve existing industries and business?
How urgent are these different interests? To what extent are they worthy of noticing
and worrying about?

These are versions of the questions I have posed throughout and they are some of
the major concerns arising out of recent workplace health litigation related to the
Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.14 Discussion of this act and litigation
concerning it shows one attempt by Congress and the courts to adjudicate some of
the issues suggested above. Implicit in the statute and the legal cases is a theory
about the distribution of resources to these different activities. This slice of federal
law does not provide adequate treatment of the issues involved; thus we must go
beyond it to consider deeper theories of justice in deciding such tradeoffs. In turn,
we must consider the adequacy of these theories for deciding such matters.

The creation of jobs is important, for job opportunities provide one of the main
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means by which citizens can secure for their own welfare. This is especially true in
an individualistic and capitalistic economy, in which individuals may have to fend
for themselves and in which there may be no central planning agency to provide both
job opportunities and a welfare floor. However, the need to provide jobs may
obscure their nature. Employees, in providing for themselves, often have faced
coerced choices and have had to trade away their good health in order to have an
income above the welfare minimum, if there has been one. For example, OSHA has
found (1) that the "rate of mortality from lung cancer among employees working on
top of ... coke oven batteries for 5 years or more [was] 10 times greater than
normal,"15 (2) that in a 3-year period, 13 workers in the plastics industry died of a
very rare angiosarcoma of the liver due to poly vinyl chloride exposure,16 (3) that 3
million to 5 million workers were exposed to high concentrations of asbestos, a
potent carcinogen,17 resulting in 99 excess deaths (above the rate of mortality for the
U.S. white male population) out of 632 workers,18 (4) that 1 in 12 workers exposed
to cotton dust, some 35,000 total, suffered the most disabling form of byssinosis, or
brown lung,19 (5) that at 500 micrograms per cubic meter exposure to arsenic (the
previous OSHA standard) there were 400 excess deaths per 1000 people,20 and (6)
that female nurses exposed to ethylene oxide (EtO) had a statistically significant
increase in spontaneous abortions.21

In a just society, it seems persons should not have to accept considerable risks to
their health simply to have an income above the welfare minimum. In the extreme, a
person who has to choose between starving and working in an industry that is likely
to cause premature death does not have a legitimate choice. Even if one chooses to
work in such a risky job, one is not necessarily treated justly on the principle that' 'to
he who consents no injustice is done,'>22 for there is not legitimate consent. Even if a
person faces the somewhat less extreme choice between living in poverty and taking
such a risky job, consent does not show he is treated justly. Such choices force
people to choose between having a survival income, or worse, together with any loss
of self-esteem and other psychological consequences, or to take substantial chances
of contracting serious or life-threatening diseases in order to improve their lot. A just
society would not force this Hobson's choice.23

In an individualistic society in which personal choice and autonomy are valued,
it is especially important to have a just background which conditions choices about
careers and life plans. Institutions and social practices importantly shape persons'
lives. If these institutions force people into unjust relationships, it is not clear how
much moral credence we should give their choices in such circumstances. The
notions of legitimate choice and autonomy are empty if the alternatives open to
people are too constrained or if they present only undesirable possibilities. Thus,
although consent to working conditions historically has been an important considera-
tion in judging the justice of working conditions, I do not discuss it here, since
background considerations of justice seem of greater importance.24

In the discussion that follows, I consider some principles for judging background
institutions of society. Specifically, I consider several different principles for adjudi-
cating the tradeoff between protecting workplace health, creating job opportunities,
and generally increasing societal income and wealth.
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Principles Implicit in the Occupational Safety and Health Act

The Occupational Safety and Health Act authorizes the Secretary of Labor (the
secretary) to issue "occupational safety and health standards."25 The critical section
of legislation is 6(b)(5), which directs the secretary, when issuing occupational
health standards for' 'toxic materials or harmful physical agents,'' to set the standard
which

most adequately assures, to the extent feasible, on the basis of the best available
evidence, that no employee will suffer material impairment of health or functional
capacity even if such employee has regular exposure to the hazard dealt with by
such standard for the period of his working life.26

This section contains both the substantive ideal of workplace health protection
(that employees suffer no material impairment of health or functional capacity) and
the more practical technological and economic feasibility requirements that limit
pursuit of that goal. The feasibility requirements have been taken to mean that if
there is not existing technology or technology that is relatively easy to develop to
achieve the health protections, or if the costs are not "feasible," then pursuit of the
health goal may be limited. It is largely the "economic feasibility" requirement that
occasions our discussion, however.27

The "no material impairment" requirement does not mean that a person who is
exposed to toxic substances for his entire working life must have a life expectancy
identical to that of a similar person in the general population. Call this' 'the equal life
expectancy requirement.'' Section 6(b)(5) recommends something short of that, for,
although a person might not suffer material impairment of health or functional
capacity during his working life, he might well not have a life expectancy equal to
similar people in the general population because of his workplace exposure. Thus,
the OSH Act ideal falls short of trying to ensure that we do not suffer premature
disease or death because of our occupations. That act only seeks to provide for a
healthy working lifetime. Nevertheless, the Occupational Safety and Health Act
standard appears to be quite protective of health, unless such protections are not
economically or technologically feasible.

The economic feasibility requirement poses the tradeoff issue of protecting
workplace health and protecting the financial viability of industries and thus jobs that
might be available for workers. If the costs of proteoting health become too great,
then it is likely that fewer people will be employed, thus producing fewer oppor-
tunities for workers to earn a living.28 This has been addressed to some extent by the
courts. The Federal Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia in the
asbestos case noted that Congress recognized that "employees would not be pro-
tected if their employers were put out of business,'' while at the same time conclud-
ing that "standards do not become infeasible simply because they may impose
substantial costs on an industry, force the development of new technology, or even
force some employers out of business."29

The actual test for economic feasibility has yet to be fully developed by the
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courts. Nonetheless, the D.C. Circuit has suggested that the costs cannot be "pro-
hibitively expensive," for Congress would not have intended OSHA to make "fi-
nancial viability generally impossible" for a regulated industry.30 However, it ap-
pears to be consistent with the purposes of the act to envisage the demise of an
employer who has lagged behind the rest of the industry in protecting the health and
safety of employees and is consequently financially unable to comply with new
standards as quickly as other employers.31 Thus the court concluded that "even if a
few firms are forced to shut down, the standard is not necessarily economically
infeasible. "32 In sum, if a health standard would make ' 'financial viability generally
impossible" for a regulated industry, then it is infeasible. However, merely because
some (relatively small number of?) firms are forced to close because they cannot
afford to comply with OSHA's mandated health standard, it does not follow that
such standards are economically infeasible.33 Furthermore, the court rejected both
cost effectiveness and cost-benefit analyses as the test of economic feasibility,
because they are not supported in the language of the statute or in the legislative
history, and because they are especially problematic measures of economic fea-
sibility.34

The implicit principles embodied in the D.C. Circuit Court's decisions suggest
the following. On one hand, OSHA may set standards more stringent than existing
ones in pursuit of better health for workers, unless they threaten the economic
viability of an entire industry; that is too steep a price to pay for improved health. On
the other hand, even the court interprets Congress as being willing to tolerate the loss
of some jobs, and even some firms in an industry, if failure to impose health
regulations would materially impair the health or functional capacity of workers in
that industry.

These principles, although quite vague, offer some guidance for the tradeoffs
between the regulatory mistakes we have considered throughout. The courts appear
to place a premium on protecting against regulatory false negatives in accordance
with the statute, since employees should suffer no material impairment of health
during their working lifetime. The courts also seem to place greater importance on
avoiding underregulation than on avoiding overregulation, until the regulation
threatens a whole industry. (The evidentiary requirements considered later suggest
somewhat different priorities.) Finally, the clear intention of the statute is to shift the
costs of preventing workplace morbidity and mortality to the industry and the costs
of its products rather than to its work force, unless the whole industry is threatened
by the regulation.

However, the implicit principles might be seen as either too strong or too weak in
protecting employees' health. They may seem insufficiently protective because there
may be industries that pose such serious threats to health and whose products are not
sufficiently attractive that the costs of implementing OSHA regulations will make
the entire industry economically nonviable. We might think of this as an economi-
cally marginal but especially "dirty" industry. Nonetheless, such industries would
be protected by the court's feasibility rule, and workers' health would be sacrificed
to keep such industries in existence.

There is a deeper concern about the operative notion of the "viability of an
industry." Industries are difficult to individuate. Are plastic container and metal
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container manufacturers part of the same industry or are they two different indus-
tries? If they are one, regulations of toxic ingredients in plastic but not metal
containers, which might put plastics manufacturers out of business or make them
less competitive, do not trigger the economic feasibility requirement. If there are two
industries and the plastic container industry would be threatened with elimination,
the economic feasibility requirement would protect it. For protecting the health of
employees a broader, rather than a narrower, construal of "industry" seems called
for under the statute and court decisions. The opposite is true for protecting in-
dustry's interests. A judicial interpretation of this critical term has not been issued.

Some might see the court's principles as too protective because they permit some
job opportunities to be eliminated if a number of firms in an industry, but not an
entire industry, would be put out of business. An additional concern is noted by the
Supreme Court in later adjudication: the feasibility standard may be both too strong
and too weak. If OSHA is permitted to issue for a single toxic substance health
standards that are inordinately expensive, this may produce a severe misallocation of
resources, for other substances thus may not be regulated within the feasibility
requirement.35 If OSHA has regulated some substances stringently within an indus-
try, bringing it to the edge of financial demise, further regulation may be precluded.

The Supreme Court has not added significantly to the economic feasibility debate
except to reject cost-benefit analysis definitively: it is neither required nor permitted
by the Occupational Safety and Health Act.36

There seems to be widespread agreement among the circuit courts on the D.C.
Circuit's interpretation of the feasibility requirement, although there is considerable
disagreement regarding who has which burdens of proof on these matters.37 Nev-
ertheless, until there is further litigation at the Supreme Court level, a more defini-
tive and specific nationwide interpretation of this phrase is left in abeyance. Present
court interpretations are not fully satisfactory, for they are too vague: health protec-
tions are important and have considerable urgency, but they are greatly qualified by
the economic feasibility requirement. However, neither the Supreme Court nor any
circuit has definitively indicated how it would interpret the legislation to adjudicate
between spending resources to create more jobs or increase wealth, but with higher
risks to health, or spending resources to secure better health protections at some cost
both to general wealth and to the creation of jobs. Thus there is a need for a deeper
theory of justice to address this matter.

Before turning to this point we should note that to some extent the substantive
"no material impairment of health" requirement is also greatly tempered by the
evidentiary requirements of the OSH Act. That law requires OSHA to bear the
burden of proving that a significant risk to health exists, and thus that regulation is
warranted, and to establish its regulations by substantial evidence on the record as a
whole. On traditional interpretations (considered in Chapter 4) this means that an
administrator must take into account not only evidence that favors the result she
thinks correct, but also "whatever in the record fairly detracts from its weight."38

Thus, she must take into account evidence favoring the decision as well as evidence
detracting from it and evidence favoring other decisions. If the evidence as a whole
does not support a finding of a material impairment of health, then it appears OSHA
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may not regulate. The evidentiary requirements tend to protect against regulatory
false positives while the substance of the statute protects against regulatory false
negatives.

Thus, Congress granted in the substance of the OSH Act great urgency to prevent
material impairment of health, which it then substantially tempered or undercut by
its evidentiary requirements. On balance, then, the evidentiary requirements serve
not simply the obvious health-protective goal of the act, but also other, less protec-
tive aims. As we saw in Chapter 4, the Supreme Court increased this evidentiary
burden in the Benzene case, but more recent decisions may have relaxed it.

In sum, the obvious substantive health-protective goal of the statute is modified
by the feasibility requirement, by evidentiary procedures in the statute, and by the
Supreme Court interpretations. If this does not seem like a consistent approach to
regulatory protections, it's not. Statutes are typically the outcome of political com-
promises that generate legislation in tension; this can then be modified by the courts.
For a possibly better approach we turn next to more consistent approaches, philo-
sophical principles of distribution, for two reasons: they hold out the promise of
greater consistency than existing legal and political compromises and our fundamen-
tal legal institutions should be just.

Philiosophical Theories of Distribution

To simplify the discussion that follows, I assume what is contrary to fact, namely,
that some central planning agency has funds which can be dispensed in order to
create additional job opportunities in existing industries, to institute additional health
protections in those industries, to increase the general income and wealth in society
(by income tax reduction or a negative income tax), or to promote any appropriate
mix of these goals. Suppose also that there is an adequate welfare system to provide
minimal support for those who do not currently have jobs. Suppose further there are
no other uses to which this money could be put (e.g., not into education or building
hospitals), so that the choice is between merely spending it on creating jobs, on
improving workplace health, or on increasing the income of various groups in the
community (e.g., by lowering the income tax rate or by means of a negative income
tax). How such funds should be allocated is a matter to be settled by principles of
distributive justice. Thus, in what follows I assume that allocations would be made
from a central agency on the basis of two different distributive principles: a util-
itarian principle and the "Daniels-Rawls" principle of justice. In the concluding
section I consider some of the virtues of distributively sensitive theories.

Utilitarianism

The general utilitarian pattern of distribution is easy to state: one ought to allocate
resources among protecting health, providing for more jobs, and increasing social
income in such a way as to secure the community good or, in technical terms, to
maximize utility for everyone in the community. Community utility is an additive
function of the sum of individual utilities. Utility for an individual can be considered
to be a mental state such as happiness or to be the satisfaction of actual desires or the
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satisfaction of rationally justified desires.39 (I leave the notion of utility unspecified
for most of this discussion.) A more detailed statement of the utilitarian position,
however, is more complicated.

The utilitarian can look at allocation problems from two different perspectives: at
the ultimate total utility that would be produced from a certain distribution or at the
change in utility resulting from a certain distribution compared to a given baseline.
For purposes of simplicity and in order to mirror somewhat the actual situation, I
consider the problem from the latter perspective. The change of utility, compared
with some preexisting baseline, is a function of (1) the change in utility resulting
from increased or decreased income times the number of people affected by such
changes; (2) the change of utility resulting from increased or decreased employment
or employment opportunities times the number of people affected by this; and (3) the
change in utility resulting from changes in morbidity and mortality times the number
affected.

Symbolically we can represent total social utility generated by social policies as
a function of its components generated by income, employment opportunities, and
health protections distributed to people as follows:

An even more precise formulation would take into account the probabilities of
changes in utility for each individual:

where AUT is the change in total utility, At/, = SAM,,, is the change in utility for all
affected due to changes in income, AC/£ = SAw^- is the change in utility for all
affected due to changes in employment, and A£/H = SAw^ is the change in utility
for all affected due to changes in health (i, j, and k = individuals). And
A% = the change in utility for the ith person due to change in income,
Awg, = the change in utility for the jth person due to change in employment or
employment opportunities, &uHk = the change in utility for the kth person due to
change in his health, and/>AM .etc. = the probabilities of the respective changes in
individual utilities. If the sum A[/r is greater than zero, such changes are recom-
mended, and of the recommended changes, one ought to adopt the alternative that
produces the maximum positive change in utility.

A utilitarian recommends the mix of income, employment opportunities, and
workplace health protections that maximizes utility and is willing to tolerate trade-
offs among all three in order to achieve this aim. Such tradeoffs are not so easily
permitted by certain theories of justice, as we will see. Even though this is the
utilitarian's general principle, we would like more specific guidance, and there are
some suggestions. Poor health and disease are likely to produce suffering or lead to
death, both disutilitarian outcomes. Good health is a nearly universal means to many
ends individuals are likely to have (job opportunities, wealth, recreation, and gen-

Being somewhat more precise so as to take into account the number of people
affected by such changes, we should represent this equation as
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eral enjoyment). Thus, the utility of having good health compared to the utility of
substantially impaired health is likely to be great.40 Poor health also may be a great
drain on personal and social resources. It is difficult to say exactly what such utilities
would be because health impairment admits of degrees. It is clear, however, that
very serious environmentally induced illnesses, such as leukemia (caused by ben-
zene), angiosarcoma (caused by poly vinyl chloride), byssinosis (caused by cotton
dust), and lung cancer (induced by coke oven emissions), produce a great loss of
utility for the individuals involved and their families. One need only read Mrs.
Talbert's letter at the beginning of this chapter to have a vivid picture of the losses
occasioned by serious diseases.

Any increase in personal utility due to increased income levels also admits of
degrees and depends in large measure on a person's income prior to receiving extra
income: if one is poor, then a specific increment of money, say, $1000, will have a
correspondingly greater impact than if one is Donald Trump.

Finally, the change in utility due to increased employment opportunities is
somewhat more complex. If a person goes from being unemployed to being em-
ployed, the gain in utility can be great. If a person goes from being employed at a
lower skilled job to one of higher skill and higher pay, again the utility gain can be
considerable. And a person may have some increase in utility simply because there
are greater employment opportunities, even though he does not immediately im-
prove his employment. Increasing one's options, in short, can increase one's utility.
There are both major insights and major shortcomings to utilitarianism.

(1) The guiding insight of utilitarianism is that it seeks to secure the maximum
good for the community as a whole. This, as we saw, is a function of the good of the
individuals in it. As a result utilitarianism permits tradeoffs between any social
goods that will produce a net increase in social utility. This is both a strength and a
weakness. Its strength is that it ensures an efficient use of resources to maximize
community welfare. In principle it provides that resources will be used for whatever
activity will produce the greatest community utility for a particular increment of
resources.

This is also a vulnerability: it permits individual interests to be sacrificed to an
efficient production of community utility. In particular, it will authorize tradeoffs
between workplace health protections and increasing the general welfare, that is,
increasing the income and wealth of persons in a society. Thus, for the utilitarian the
choice is simply whether an expenditure of resources will promote more utility by
protecting health than it will by increasing wealth—the wealth of those in the work
force, the wealth of the affected industries, or the wealth of the larger society.
Preventive health protections have no special weight in most utilitarian schemes, and
utilitarians have a difficult time defending a right to health protections.41 Of course,
if people obtain substantial utility as a result of workplace health protections, these
can be assigned great weight in a utilitarian calculus. (Theoretically they could have
an infinite value, but no one to my knowledge endorses such a position. Further-
more, if they had an infinite value on the utilitarian account, all resources would
have to go to serve this end, unless some other utility-producing goal also had
infinite value.) In assigning urgency or importance to health protections utilitarian-
ism will regard them as fairly important and thus assign substantial urgency to false
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negatives and underregulation. It will, however—at least in most versions of the
theory—permit less urgent interests experienced by enough people to outweigh the
need for health protections.42

(2) In addition, utilitarianism permits a decrease in health care protections in
return for an increase in job opportunities for any group in society (even those well
off in terms of opportunities and wealth), as long as more utility is produced by
increased job opportunities. There is no special attention paid to comparative distri-
butions of social goods between social classes within the community; the theory of
justice considered next differs substantially in this respect. Thus, not only do health
care protections have no special place in utilitarian distributions, but there is no
particular consideration for protecting those in the community who are worst off.43

Yet this seems an important consideration, since poverty is a contributor to dis-
ease.44 Further, utilitarian theories provide no guarantee of equal or any other
particular distribution of health protections for all members of the community, for
the proper distribution is merely one that maximizes total utility (or the net change in
utility).

(3) Perhaps a more serious distributive problem is that the logic of utilitarianism
permits minor—even trivial—benefits to many people to outweigh severe harms to a
few. Thus, if enough people benefit in minor ways from products produced by
industries that expose their employees to carcinogens, this might be judged a permis-
sible outcome on utilitarian grounds. (Such judgments are difficult to substantiate in
the absence of concrete facts, but in principle utilitarianism is open to such objec-
tions if enough people receive the minor benefits.) The reason for this is that if
enough utility is produced by minor benefits to large numbers of people it will
outweigh great disutility to a very few. How many must benefit in minor ways to
outweigh serious harms to a few will of course depend upon their respective utilities.
This feature of utilitarianism is captured by J. J. C. Smart, a well-known advocate:

If it is rational for me to choose the pain of a visit to the dentist in order to prevent
the pain of a toothache, why is it not rational of me to choose a pain for Jones,
similar to that of my visit to the dentist, if that is the only way in which I can prevent
a pain, equal to that of my toothache, for Robinson? Such situations continually
occur in war, in mining, and in the fight against disease, when we may often find
ourselves in the position of having in the general interest to inflict suffering on good
and happy men.45

The chief problem revealed in this quotation is that although Jones and Robinson are
acknowledged as distinct persons, the utility to each is aggregated as if they were a
single person. The benefits to one person or group can be aggregated with and
balanced against the injuries to another person or group no matter what the severity
of those injuries (as long as it passes the net balance test). Thus, utilitarianism does
not take the separateness of individual persons as seriously as it should and as other
views do.46 The major way in which this shortcoming manifests itself is in distribu-
tions that do not provide for the minimum health, welfare, and freedom needs of
people affected by such distributions.47 The failure to provide minimum protections
is particularly difficult for those on the bottom tiers of a community who may be
forced to work in the jobs most contaminated by toxic substances. To modify this
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example, Jones may suffer the contamination and the pain of, say byssinosis, while
Robinson receives the benefits, perhaps cheaper cotton products, but no one per son
experiences both. And it is not clear why Robinson's (and many other persons)
minor benefit should justify Jones's suffering the disease (unlike the case where one
individual experiences both the benefit and the pain). Such examples are one main
area of controversy between utilitarians and justice advocates.48

(4) Furthermore, underlying utilitarianism is a model of the good for human
beings that is problematic. Utilitarians tend to regard the good of persons to be the
maximization of their preferences or the maximization of an individual's happiness.
By contrast the principle considered next is based on the idea of a person carrying
out a rational plan of life that seeks to satisfy different needs and pursue different
interests. For a utilitarian the standard for making interpersonal comparisons of well-
being is the extent to which different individuals' preferences are satisfied. By
contrast, a more plausible view in my judgment compares individuals' well-being
without relying exclusively on the preferences or states of conciousness of individ-
uals.

The appropriate standard ... is one which provides an indication of the extent to
which different individuals' needs and interests are met, with different human needs
and interests deemed to have varying degrees of urgency, given the regulative
assumption that a person's good consists in successfully carrying out a plan of life.
In other words ... a standard relative to which some human interests can be
judged more important than others. And an adequate measure of well-being
is ... one which these differentially important interests are met.49

Thus, deeper conceptions of human good underlie the different principles of distri-
bution identified by utilitarianism and competing views.

If one believes with Rawls,50 Scheffler, and others, that "human good is hetero-
geneous because the aims of the self are heterogeneous,"51 and that different needs
and interests have varying degrees of importance, then this feature of utilitarianism
will be seen as a disadvantage. The satisfaction of preferences or desires does not
capture well the varying degrees of urgency different "needs and interests" of
persons.52

In sum, utilitarians have difficulty guaranteeing a certain distribution of re-
sources because any distribution must contribute to maximizing overall community
utility, where maximizing community welfare may be inconsistent with securing
minimal protections for persons, such as health protection rights, or for certain
groups of people in the community.53

Moreover, utilitarianism in the first place ' 'notices or worries about'' the frustra-
tion of utility—causing misery or frustrating the satisfaction of desires. Second, it
calls attention to the wrongness of failing to secure the community good. It does not
attend to particular distributions except as means to their ends. A particular util-
itarian theory might even be extensionally equivalent, for example, to the theory of
justice considered next, but this would have to be argued for relying upon the
contingencies of maximizing utility. However, even if this were the case, as a matter
of emphasis the distribution of health protections would not be highlighted. At this
point, if there were such a utilitarian theory (of which I am not aware) this criticism
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becomes more of a psychological point, one of emphasis rather than a logical matter,
but an important one nonetheless.

The above problems reveal implications for the utilitarian weighing of the costs
of false positives and false negatives. For one thing, how important avoiding the
costs of regulatory false negatives is (failing to identify carcinogens correctly) will
depend upon the utilitarian value assigned to the adverse health effects of persons
contracting cancer. Further, the costs of false negatives can be outweighed by
"enough" benefits from other goods from such mistakes. That is, failing to detect
carcinogens might well be permissible according to the utilitarian calculus as long as
the community receives enough benefits, commercial and otherwise, from using the
substance. How much in the way of benefits will be sufficient to outweigh such
mistakes will depend upon the relative utilitarian weight assigned to, and the health
costs and non-health benefits from, false negatives. Moreover, because utilitarians
do not recognize different needs and interests with varying degrees of urgency, they
are not committed to certain patterns of distribution. Thus, they do not have an
obviously principled way of assigning costs to false negatives and false positives as
does the OSH Act or the principle of justice considered next. Similar arguments
apply to the costs of overregulation and underregulation.

The Daniels-Rawls Theory of Health Care Protection

Theories of justice contrast with the view just considered. These are typically sensi-
tive to the distribution of benefits and burdens in the community and to the special
weight or urgency that certain interests are thought to have. One such view that has
been systematically developed in recent years I call the Daniels-Rawls theory of
health protections, because, although the theory itself is due to Norman Daniels,54

he grafts it onto John Rawls's comprehensive A Theory of Justice.
The theme of Rawls' s book is that'' each member of society is thought to have an

inviolability founded upon justice . . . which even the welfare of everyone else
cannot override."55 This general point is much too abstract to guide our delibera-
tions. However, it does suggest the conditional claim that if a person's health is one
of the ways in which he should be inviolable, then in the context of Rawls's theory,
it should not be sacrificed simply in order to increase the welfare of everyone else. In
this respect, Rawls's theory contrasts with the utilitarian theory just discussed.

It is not easy to provide a Rawlsian argument for health care, since he does not
address this issue at all; certainly such protections do not appear among the primary
goods or among the liberties protected by his principles of justice. Daniels, how-
ever, recently argued that protection of people's health is part of securing people's
equal opportunity to pursue the good things of life available in the community and
through community institutions, such as wealth, positions of power and influence,
good jobs, and recreational possibilities.

Rawls's theory of justice is designed in part for "normal, active, fully cooperat-
ing members of a society over the course of a complete life" who wish to use their
income, opportunities, and rights to pursue their own conceptions of the good life for
themselves.56 But this general feature needs supplementation for health protections,
since it appears that Rawls assumes no one is sick, threatened by disease or death at
the hands of fellow citizens, or suffering from disease-produced handicaps.57 Thus,
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Daniels continues, a more realistic set of assumptions is needed to extend Rawls's
theory to justify health protections. Daniels indicates that "health care has normal
functioning as its goal: it concentrates on a specific class of obvious disadvantages
[caused by disease] and tries to eliminate them."58 Consequently, health care pro-
tections, much like education, for example, have "great strategic importance for
[social] opportunity," which puts these particular "needs in a separate category
from those basic needs we can expect people to purchase'' from their own income.59

He then argues that health care protections have a special place in the lives of
people and they should receive special protections in distributive theories. Such
needs are among those that are "necessary to achieve or maintain species-typical
normal functioning,"60 that is, normal functioning as a biological member of the
human species. Health care needs, Daniels claims, are those

things we need in order to maintain, restore, or provide functional equiva-
lents ... to normal species functioning. They can be divided into 1) adequate
nutrition, shelter, 2) sanitary, safe, unpolluted living and working conditions, 3)
exercise, rest, and some other features of life-style, 4) preventive, curative, and
rehabilitative personal medical services, 5) non-medical personal and social support
services.61

Furthermore, normal species functioning is important because "impairment of nor-
mal functioning through disease and disability restricts an individual's opportunity
relative to that portion of the normal range his skills and talents would have made
available to him were he healthy"; a person's normal opportunity range "for a
given society is the array of life plans reasonable persons in it are likely to construct
for themselves."62 What this range is in a particular society depends upon its
technological development, material wealth, the kind of culture it has, and its
historical development.63 A person's normal opportunity range would be much
greater in a country such as the United States with its tremendous material wealth
and technological development; it would be much smaller in Bangladesh, one of the
poorest countries in the world. It is also a function of a person's particular talents and
abilities. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart or John Stuart Mill will have a greater normal
opportunity range than will a person affected with Down's syndrome. In ensuring
equal opportunities for persons in the community, each individual's talents and
abilities are not to be made equal. Instead opportunities must be equal for persons
with similar talents and abilities.64 Thus, the appropriate opportunity range for an
individual depends in part upon his own talents and abilities and in part upon the
community in which he lives.

To the extent that disease and disability undermine a person's normal oppor-
tunity range, given his talents and abilities and his particular society, he is denied
fair equality of opportunity to pursue his plans of life in that community. For society
as a whole

we should use impairment of the normal opportunity range as a fairly crude measure
of the relative importance of health-care needs at the macro level. In general, it will
be more important to prevent, cure, or compensate for those disease conditions
which involve a greater curtailment of an individual's share of the normal oppor-
tunity range.65
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Subsuming health-care institutions under the opportunity principle can be viewed as
a way of keeping the system [of justice] as close as possible to the original idealiza-
tion under which Rawls' theory was constructed, namely, that we are concerned
with normal, fully functioning persons with a complete life span.66

An important set of institutions can be viewed as a first defense of the idealiza-
tion: they act to minimize the likelihood of departures from the assumption that
people are capable of normal, active lives and capable of cooperating fully over the
course of a complete life. Prominent here are institutions that provide for public
health, environmental cleanliness, preventive personal medical services, occupa-
tional health and safety, food and drug protections, nutritional education, and educa-
tional and incentive measures to promote individual responsibility for healthy life
styles.

Thus, justice requires securing equal opportunities for people in a community,
and receiving equal opportunity requires the securing of these environmental health
protections. Environmental health protections, then, are a requirement of justice on
this view.

The rationale for protecting health is the same as the rationale for securing
universal education: it goes a long way toward correcting some of the inequities that
may be induced by alterable social institutions, by the (bad) luck of genetic endow-
ment, or by other adventitious events in people's lives.

If it is important to use resources to counter the advantages in opportunity some get
in the natural lottery, it is equally important to use resources to counter the natural
disadvantages induced by disease (and since class-differentiated social conditions
contribute significantly to the etiology of disease, we are reminded disease is not
just a product of the natural component of the lottery).67

Health care has as its goal normal species functioning and so "concentrates on a
specific class of obvious disadvantages and tries to eliminate them. That is its limited
contribution to guaranteeing fair equality of opportunity."68

In the case of human-caused diseases resulting from contaminated workplaces,
water, air, or food, there is an additional consideration: human practices or institu-
tions that could be modified produce the diseases that undermine equal social oppor-
tunities. Thus, diseases induced in the workplace or resulting from exposure to
carcinogens in the wider environment and that are caused by human activities are a
matter of injustice on two counts: they undermine opportunities in morally arbitrary
ways just as educational deficiencies do; and they are the result of alterable human
practices in much the same way as conscious or unconscious discriminatory prac-
tices in educational institutions are.

Finally, the theory rests on a crucial assumption: justice requires equality of
opportunity, that is, opportunity to pursue those aspects of one's life plan that one
regards as desirable, whatever they might be. Conceived narrowly, however, as
merely the equal opportunity to pursue jobs and offices that have benefits connected
to them, this is a limiting rationale for two reasons: if persons are too old to have
many opportunities open to them, then there is no longer a strong rationale on
grounds of equality of opportunity for protecting health; and it is not obvious that the
only rationale for protecting health is to secure equality of opportunities. Conse-
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quently, Daniels broadens the notion of opportunity to take account of different
stages in one's life:' 'nurturing and training in childhood and youth, pursuit of career
and family in adult years, and the completion of life projects in later years."69

Nonetheless, Daniels's rationale may not be a fully comprehensive rationale for
health care protections. As Buchanan notes, "health care often relieves suffering,
prevents unwanted death or enhances one's capacity for enjoying what everyone is
able to do, even when it does not extend one's range of opportunities."70

The Daniels-Rawls theory, however, does have several advantages over a util-
itarian justification for workplace health protections.

(1) It specifies a certain distribution of health protections as desirable; it aims to
be egalitarian—to secure equal opportunities and, insofar as health protections
promote equality of opportunity, to secure equal health protections. Other things
equal, everyone as a matter of justice has an equal right to such protections.71 The
principle assigns an urgency to a normal opportunity range to each person and
assigns equal health care protections insofar as this is a means to the end of equality
of opportunity. This might be seen as especially important in workplace and envi-
ronmental health protections, since these constitute part of the background features
of community life which condition competition and cooperation in the community,
as well as a person's pursuit of life goals. Such protections would include minimally
and equally clean air, water, and food supplies for all members of the community. In
addition, one would think that part of securing equal opportunity should include a
place of work where one's life prospects would not be substantially damaged, unless
it was part of one's life style, such as working as a stunt double or working on high
rise buildings.72

(2) Once health care is secured as a matter of equality of opportunity, the
importance of such protections in a society that values autonomy and individual
liberty is clear. Ideally, equal opportunities are secured for all, so individuals have a
range of choices commensurate with their talents and abilities. If their opportunities
are greatly constrained or they have to choose between being on welfare or working
only in dangerous jobs, they do not live in a minimally just society. If they choose to
work in dangerous jobs when they have little choice, they have not justly consented
to them. Moreover, if in fact they have a normal range of opportunities, then the idea
that they legitimately consent to the choices they have made has much greater
validity.

(3) Since Daniels embeds his theory within Rawls's theory of justice, with its
stringent ordering principles, it is not permissible to trade away equality of oppor-
tunity merely for an increase in the general welfare, for an increase in income either
to companies or to their shareholders, for a decrease in the cost of products to
consumers, or for increased income or wealth for the general public.73 Thus, the
Daniels-Rawls theory provides somewhat more precise guidance regarding the
health-wealth tradeoff than does utilitarianism, and it gives a correspondingly
greater security to workplace health protections. Whether Rawls's lexical ordering
principles are defensible is an issue we cannot pursue further here. In any case many
others have evaluated it.74

(4) From paragraph 3 it follows that minor benefits to many cannot override
one's health protections secured by the equal opportunity principle, even if doing so
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maximizes the general welfare or the gross national product. Some things are more
important than producing net community benefits. In particular, securing fair oppor-
tunities for individuals to plan and pursue their conceptions of the good life for
themselves free from the adventitious losses posed by diseases produced by the
alterable activities of other human beings is more important than net increases in
social welfare.

Health protections have a special weight compared to the general welfare. To
paraphrase the quotation earlier:

It is not rational, or at least not just, for me to choose to damage Jones's health (if it
reduces his normal opportunity range), even if this will increase Robinson's and
Smith's income. Jones's health is inviolable vis-a-vis their wealth in such circum-
stances.

Thus, Daniels's principle does two things identified here and in the preceding
paragraph. It implicitly assigns a certain importance or urgency to health protec-
tions, and thus an implicit urgency to avoiding regulatory false negatives. It also
indicates that the interest in health protections according to his principles of justice
cannot be easily outweighed by minor benefits to others.

(5) Thus, the distributive considerations central to this view constrain how
resources are allocated. For example, other things being equal, a firm may not
contaminate groundwater with carcinogens if this will threaten human drinking
water, even if the firm can lower the costs of doing business and help the economy
by disposing of its waste products in this way. Or a firm may not expose its
employees to disease- and death-causing substances if this will interfere with their
normal opportunity range to pursue their plans of life.75

One drawback to this moral view is that it provides only the rough guidance
indicated previously (curtailment of persons' normal opportunity range at the macro
level) concerning the extent of health protections for environmentally caused dis-
eases, especially the rarer ones typically caused by carcinogens. In the United States
there is a lively debate about how clean the water, air, workplace, and food should
be, and even how serious these threats to health are compared with other environ-
mental risks, such as, bacterially or virally carried diseases in impure drinking
water. Must all risks from environmentally caused diseases be eliminated, or must
they be reduced so that there is less than a 1 in 1,000,000 chance of contracting a
disease from lifetime exposure to a toxin? The theory stops short of addressing these
debates.

(6) With regard to the tradeoff between workplace health protections and in-
creasing opportunities, the Daniels-Rawls principle provides more precise guidance
than does utilitarianism. According to Rawls, if, because of scarcity, one cannot
secure equality of opportunity for all, then one may increase opportunities for those
with the fewest opportunities at the expense of not having as much equality of
opportunity. As he puts it, "We must . . . claim that the attempt to eliminate
. . . inequalities [of opportunity] could so interfere with the social system and the
operations of the economy that in the long run the opportunities of the disadvantaged
would be even more limited.' '76 We ' 'must hold that a wider range of more desirable
alternatives is open to them than otherwise would be the case."77
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In the context of workplace health protections, this suggests that if one can
increase total job and office opportunities for those who have the fewest by decreas-
ing (or by not providing) health care protections for them, then even Rawls's special
conception of justice permits, perhaps even requires, such a decrement. The princi-
ple appears to permit a decrease in (or failure to increase) health care protections to
the extent that this increases opportunities for those with fewest opportunities. It also
permits this decrease (or failure to increase) to the extent that it maximizes job
opportunities for those who are worst off in this regard. Thus, the theory permits the
health care protection-job opportunities tradeoff, as does utilitarianism, but for more
limited reasons. However, this is potentially a substantial shortcoming which de-
fenders of the theory should address, for depending upon factual matters it appears to
permit a retreat from health protections in order to increase opportunities for those
who are poorest (and probably in the environmentally "dirtiest" jobs) or who live in
the environmentally "dirtiest" areas.

Despite some obvious advantages of the Daniels-Rawls theory, there are several
shortcomings. First, the definition of opportunity is not entirely clear. Ideally, one
would like to be able to classify opportunities so that one could individuate and count
them, so that the idea of maximizing them would make sense. In this presentation,
the best we can hope for is to use our intuitive notion of an opportunity and a similar
intuitive notion of increasing and maximizing opportunities.

Second, because health care protections are lumped under the equality of oppor-
tunity principle, it is not clear under conditions of scarcity how one would trade off
spending on education or health care protections in the workplace, both of which are
part of securing equality of opportunity. Which distribution of resources will do
more to secure the appropriate opportunities for those in the community? Both of
these objections point to the need for greater specificity in the theory.

Third, as noted, this theory still leaves somewhat vague the tradeoff between
securing health care protections and increasing opportunities. Would the Daniels-
Rawls theory permit the cotton industry to remain "dirty" (i.e., to cause a higher
incidence of byssinosis among those working in the cotton industry compared with
the general population) if this would increase the job opportunities for the poorest
strata of population living in especially poor parts of North and South Carolina? Or
does proper application of the principle require us to look at the impact of legislation
such as the Occupational Safety and Health Act across the entire country and not
industry by industry and disease by disease? What is the appropriate worst off group
of concern according to the theory?

Fourth, and more seriously, as we can see from the preceding point, there is an
important respect in which the Daniels-Rawls theory may be worse than the Occu-
pational Safety and Health Act in providing workplace health care protections in
order to help make opportunities for the good life equal: it does not indicate as
precise an absolute level of health care as does the OSH Act. It is a comparative
principle, seeking to equalize opportunities between persons, whereas the principle
implicit in the OSH Act is a noncomparative one that focuses (at least in theory) on
the well-being of particular individuals. On Daniels's view workplace health protec-
tions may always be traded for increasing opportunities, but the idea of "increasing
opportunities" even for those worst off in some circumstances makes it difficult
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even on Rawls's principles to justify increasing workplace health protections. This
tradeoff is potentially a serious objection to the theory because it appears that equal
opportunities and the health protections they provide might be frequently sacrificed
to increase opportunities for the worst off. The Occupational Safety and Health Act,
by contrast, tells us to see to it that no person suffers material impairment of health
or functional capacity even if such person be exposed to a potentially toxic substance
for the duration of his working life. As long as we have an adequate conception of
health and what counts as "material impairment," we have a fairly accurate goal for
which to strive that is not quite as comparative as Daniels's suggestions.

The ' 'no material impairment'' principle has a normative status something like a
right, which appears to trump general social goods, until workplace health protec-
tions become economically "infeasible." In ideal circumstances the OSH Act and
Daniels's principle should approximate each other since "material impairment of
health or functional capacity" is likely to decrease a person's "normal opportunity
range." However, in less than ideal circumstances it appears that Daniels's theory
might allocate fewer resources to workplace and environmental health protections
than would the OSH Act. This is not necessarily to argue that the OSH Act is
superior, for its uncompromising goal of health protections may not be realistic in
many circumstances, and that theoretical goal is substantially compromised by the
technological and economic feasibility requirement and by evidentiary require-
ments.

Although the preceding discussion does not solve the problem of the justice of
workplace health protections, it does provide some of the main outlines of an
adequate theory. (1) We must have a better rationale for protecting persons from
workplace and environmental contaminants; both utilitarians and Daniels have part
of the truth on this matter. An adequate rationale would seek to prevent the suffering
of persons from human environmentally caused diseases, to prevent their suffering
diminished capacity for enjoying what everyone else is able to do, and to secure
equality of normal opportunity ranges for them (consistent with their skills and
abilities) which workplaces and environments contaminated with carcinogens
threaten. (2) Next, we need a relatively precise principle to guide the health-wealth
tradeoff. (3) We need a relatively precise principle to guide the health-opportunity
tradeoff. The Daniels-Rawls theory provides some guidance but still does not satis-
factorily solve the problem of employees trading away their good health simply to
have more job opportunities rather than fewer or simply in order to have some rather
than none, for the idea of maximizing opportunities is a greedy concept. It seems one
could almost always increase opportunities, even for the worst off group in the
community. The idea is to provide the worst off economic class with opportunities
up to the point at which their total opportunity set will be maximized. It appears
difficult to know exactly at what point this will be reached and how to make this idea
more precise.

(4) Finally, it is preferable for purposes of precision and better for guidance, but
not necessary, that one have a noncomparative or less comparative standard of
health protection to guide workplace health protections. The reason for this is that
one can achieve equality of opportunities (Daniels's rationale) by providing few
opportunities for each—by securing equal, but poor, health care protections for all.
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What is needed instead is something more like the requirement of the Occupational
Safety and Health Act, that there be no material impairment of health, to ensure that
in most circumstances a person will not have to choose between having a job or
having good health. This last consideration is not necessary for reasons we have just
seen, and because rights to social goods pose their own set of problems—they
frequently can trump too many other things. However, points 1-4 provide the
outlines of desirable features of a theory.

I believe a number of theories, including Daniels's (suitably modified), might
satisfy these conditions, even including some consequentialist theories suggested by
Scanlon and Scheffler.78 In the last section I indicate the attractions of a theory of
justice or of a "distributively sensitive" consequent) alism for ensuring workplace
and environmental health protectors.

The Attraction of Distributively Sensitive Theories

Throughout I have been concerned about the possibility of false negatives, under-
regulation, and uncompensation resulting from evidentiary procedures in the law.
These concerns appear to have received too little attention in the tort law and in
administrative agencies. Yet on most theories of distribution, even including utilitar-
ianism, there would be considerable weight assigned to workplace and environmen-
tal health protections. (Although, as we have seen, utilitarianism has greater diffi-
culty assigning prominence to these concerns than does the OSH Act or the Daniels-
Rawls view.) Thus, there should be considerable urgency to avoid the epistemic
mistakes represented by false negatives and for underregulation.

The moral theories that seem most defensible provide some account for this
concern. The Daniels-Rawls theory possesses many elements of such a defensible
view. I want to build on the insights of that theory to motivate, at least in outline,
workplace and environmental health care protections and the substantial costs of
regulatory false negatives. I develop this view partly by contrast with utilitarian
theories for two reasons: most forms of utilitarianism exhibit many of the principal
shortcomings I wish to avoid; and utilitarianism and some of its offshoots, such as
economic cost-benefit analysis, have tended to dominate the policy discussions on
environmental health protections.79

The key to my concerns lies in the distributive features of moral theories;
utilitarian theories do not provide this except as a means to maximizing utility,
whereas justice theories tend to. There are utilitarian strategies for meeting this
concern: providing special weights for certain preferences people have (e.g., special
weight for the desire for good health), emphasizing the law of diminishing marginal
utilities, and so on. However, even when these strategies are adopted, most util-
itarian theories still aggregate the individual utilities and choose among them so as to
maximize the result, thus treating the community much like a single person. Minor
benefits for many, therefore, can take precedence over severe harms to a few
because each person's wants or, more important, each person's needs, including
health care needs, are seen as just another way of producing community utility. Yet
some of these needs, good health in particular, have a special role or urgency in the
life of each person and are important in evaluating the relations between persons in
the community that appears not to be captured by the typical utilitarian treatment.
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An attraction to a theory which assigns urgency to environmental and workplace
health protections is that it selects the distribution of these goods to notice and worry
about. By identifying health protections to be of concern, it calls attention to them
and makes them a less contingent matter than utilitarian principles might.

We can begin to understand some of these points by considering the case of
Steve Talbert described in the letter from his wife, which is the epigraph to this
chapter. Talbert was exposed to so much cotton dust that he contracted byssinosis.
His disabilities were so bad that he had to quit his job, give up his favorite recre-
ational activities, which very likely were among the things that made his life worth
living, and sell many possessions (including his now useless recreational equipment)
to pay his high medical bills. Finally, he became tethered to an oxygen tank 24 hours
a day.

Of course, most normative ethical theories will condemn Steve Talbert's treat-
ment as wrong. What utilitarian and other maximizing theories underemphasize or
fail to call sufficient attention to is the strategic importance and special urgency of
good health for the Steve Talberts of the world. His disease was disastrous for him
and for his family—his wife's letter conveys this. Of course he was miserable,
suffered much, and was prevented from having very important wants satisfied, as the
utilitarians would argue. More importantly, his "normal opportunity range" for
enjoying life, for supporting his family, for completing his life plans, and for doing
almost anything that makes life worth living was destroyed. Daniels's view comes
closer to capturing what is wrong about not protecting Steve Talbert from such
harms, for Talbert's life has quite literally been ruined by his workplace-contracted
disease.

However, not only has he lost something of almost incalculable importance to
him and his family because of his disease, but the circumstances under which he
contracted his disease also provide a clue to the wrongness of the relationships that
led to his injuries. It is as if something of great importance (his good health) has been
taken from him and converted to the benefit of others. Of course others benefited
because insufficient resources were spent to protect him from byssinosis. The cotton
mill had somewhat lower production costs, its goods were priced lower as a conse-
quence, and it perhaps had higher profits as well. Indeed many of us may have
benefited in very minor ways from his and other mill workers' illnesses by purchas-
ing somewhat lower priced cotton goods. However, these benefits as they affect
each individual tend to be minor in magnitude compared with the losses Talbert
suffered. Recall that this is typical of environmental risk problems: toxic substances
typically have catastrophic effects on their victims, but the benefits from their use
tend to be relatively modest by comparison.80 In short, he seems to have been treated
unfairly in suffering his loss: the relationship which led to his disease was wrong. It
appears that there was a maldistribution of benefits and harms in this relationship.

Now it is not that utilitarian theories would not condemn this relationship as
wrong; no doubt all, or nearly all, would. The problem is that they fail to call
sufficient and appropriate attention to different individuals' varying needs and inter-
ests and to the distribution of social goods and harms in the community. They appear
not to assign sufficient urgency to health harms vis-a-vis other goods in the commu-
ni ty . For all its virtues, utili tarianism's most serious shortcoming for distributing the
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costs and benefits of toxic substances is that it permits severe, even catastrophic,
harms to some to be outweighed by minor benefits to many. This defect is well
known, yet utilitarianism is a view to which many gravitate for justifying the use of
toxic substances—perhaps precisely because of this feature. Thus, and this is
slightly vague, the properties typical of toxic substances—providing minor benefits
to many but potentially severe costs to a few—appear to be nicely permitted by
utilitarian views. It may be no accident that such views have been prominent in
arguments in the environmental health area. If this is right, we also need a paradigm
shift in how we think about the morality of environmental health protections: we
should have much more distributively sensitive views.

One virtue of justice theories such as the Daniels-Rawls view or of a distrib-
utively sensitive consequentialism of the kind suggested by Scanlon or Scheffler is
that they call attention to the distributions of goods that make a substantial difference
in the lives of individuals and their families. They also provide a way of analyzing
what is wrong with relationships that lead to such serious harms for the Steve
Talberts of the world. And they call attention to the particular urgency which certain
needs (e.g., health care needs) should have.

In presenting these views I have not argued for a particular distributive theory. In
fact it seems that probably several different consequentialist and nonconsequentialist
views might well provide appropriate guidance on these matters as long as they
measure up to the somewhat vague guidelines set out here. Clearly much more needs
to be said on these issues (and I have not even ruled out some views that I might find
mistaken). I have tried, however, to sketch enough of such theories to indicate the
importance of some of the concerns expressed throughout the book.81

I believe in fact that a distributively sensitive consequentialism has much to
recommend it, although I do not argue at length for this. I have just rehearsed some
of the attractions of distributive concerns. Consequentialism is attractive for several
reasons. The future consequences of an act or policy are morally relevant considera-
tions in a way that they are not always for nonconsequentialist views. Thus, some of
the knowledge-generating and cost-avoidance effects of tort law principles (dis-
cussed in Chapter 3) would be supported by consequentialism. In addition, on a
consequentialist view the right thing to do is to produce the best outcome. This
permits one to take into account the overall effects of one's actions in addition to
distributions. This may permit efficiency considerations to enter into justification of
a course of action, a definite attraction for principles guiding public policy decisions.
Clearly, these considerations do not provide a justification for a distributively sensi-
tive consequentialism; they merely call attention to attractive features. Much more
needs to be done by way of evaluating and justifying them.82

In articulating what I see as the wrong done to Steve Talbert, I avoided reliance
on the idea (and it may not be true) that his employers were consciously using or
exploiting him. Indeed one aim of the arguments of this book is to call attention to
institutional approaches to assessing the risks from toxic substances that are for the
most part not consciously designed to use, exploit, or steal from employees, the
general public, or plaintiffs in tort cases. By calling attention to different approaches
to the "science" of assessing the risks from toxic substances, I hope to prevent our
evidence-gathering activities from inadvertently producing results that damage the
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Steve Talberts of the world. I have tried to provide reasons for approaching the
scientific evaluation of evidence in the tort law and administrative regulations so that
these procedures do not frustrate one of the major aims for engaging in the activity in
question—to discover whether there exist health harms to the public, a concern that
has special urgency for the public and to which distributively sensitive theories will
assign considerable moral weight. In the tort law we should not be so concerned to
have evidence of harm from toxic torts that is scientifically defensible in the best
journals that the wrongful loss of a person's good health goes uncompensated. In
administrative agencies we should not be so concerned to develop biologically
correct models for assessing each risk in question that we identify few carcinogens or
assess few of the risks of those we have identified.

We should not be so concerned about the fine points of scientific inference that
we lose sight of the effect of our activities on the lives of individuals and on the
relationships in which we all live. Scientific inquiries should be designed in part to
serve the moral and political goals of the institutions in which they are used. This has
not always been the case; it is not what many experts in those fields are currently
recommending; but it seems the correct approach in order to secure a better distribu-
tion of health care protections in the community.

In the present state of knowledge, and perhaps for a long time to come, we are
probably condemned to regulating toxic substances "through a glass darkly." In
such circumstances it seems even more important to have a clear moral view about
the effects of our evidentiary procedures on the lives of persons in our communities.
That view, I have suggested, is a theory of justice or a distributively sensitive
consequentialist or nonconsequentialist theory, one sensitive to the distribution of
health care protections. This will place greater urgency on avoiding false negatives
and strike a better balance between false positives and false negatives than present
practices appear to. Such guidance will not clarify the glass through which we
acquire our information. It will provide needed guidance under conditions of uncer-
tainty. It might even help ensure that our evidentiary procedures do not inadvertently
frustrate many of the health-protective goals of our institutions. A more optimistic
view is that a better understanding of distributively sensitive theories and a corre-
sponding critical view of utilitarianism will remind us what is at stake when we have
to make decisions about possible carcinogens under conditions of considerable
uncertainty and may lead us to adopt scientific procedures in tort and administrative
law that will more readily secure health care protections.
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CHAPTER 1

1. I am indebted to Deborah Mayo, D. V. Gokhale, William Kemple, and Kenneth Dickey
for comments and criticisms on the ideas presented in this chapter.
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by vinyl chloride exposure or cervical cancer caused by exposure to diethylstilbestrol. The
extreme rarity of the latter two diseases permitted their causal agent to be traced relatively
easily.

95. Feinstein, Clinical Biostatistics, pp. 320-24.
96. Mausner and Bahn, Epidemiology, p. 322.
97. Figures are from Mausner and Bahn, quoting R. Doll and A.B. Hill, "Lung Cancer

and Other Causes of Death in Relation to Smoking,'' British Medical Journal 2 (1956): 1071,
1073.

98. Relative risk might also be misleading if a disease occurs only once in a million times
among those exposed to substance x and otherwise almost never. Because of an almost
vanishingly small denominator, the relative risk becomes very large, even approaching infin-
ity.

99. The examples discussed in the remainder of this subsection are from C. Cranor,
"Some Moral Issues in Risk Assessment," Ethics 101 (1990): 123-43.

100. This is a complicated matter, for three times the normal risk of a certain kind of
cancer may or may not merit further investigation. If the prevalence of disease in the general
population is 1/100,000,000, the risk may not be worth study or regulation, unlike a disease
with a prevalence of 1/100 or 1/1000.

101. Nearly all the numbers used in these examples are taken from C. Cranor "Epide-
miology and Procedural Protections for Workplace Health in the Aftermath of the Benzene
Case," Industrial Relations Law Journal 5 (1983):372. Most of the figures for the examples
are also summarized in the appendix of the same article. The numbers can also be calculated
from equation (2) in Walter, "Determination of Significant Relative Risks," 387-88. Note
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that even a large sample does not guarantee a sufficiently sensitive study if the follow-up
period is too short compared with the latency period. See the discussion cited earlier between
Wong and Kogevinas and Boffetta.

102. This difficulty with negative human epidemiological studies also applies to animal
bioassays, which are essentially animal epidemiological studies. We should be similarly
skeptical of "no-effect" results there.

103. The value of p= .49 is computed from equation (2) in Walter, "Determination of
Significant Relative Risks," pp. 387-88. For technical details see also Cranor, "Epidemiol-
ogy," p. 389. Some quantitative results from this equation are also summarized in Appendix
B of Cranor, "Some Public Policy Problems," pp. 467-88.

104. A standard epidemiological text notes that "it is generally accepted in the medical
literature that it is [only] safe to reject a null hypothesis when there is a less than five percent
chance of being wrong (type I error)." A. Rimm, Basic Biostatistics in Medicine and Epide-
miology (New York: Appleton-Century Croft, 1980) 201-2. Federal agencies that have con-
sidered the problem of the 95% rule generally, but not quite invariably, endorse its use. In
1979 the U.S. Interagency Regulatory Liaison Group in "Scientific Bases for Identification of
Potential Carcinogens and Estimation of Risks," Journal of the National Cancer Institute
63(1) (1979):241-69, noted: "In the statistical evaluation of cancer incidence or mortality
differences, there has been a strong tendency for particular confidence levels (e.g., 95%) and
particular probability values (e.g., p = 0.05 or p = 0.01) to be used as standard points for
finding of statistical significance . . . probability values fall along a continuum and should
be so reported. The uniform use of a standard probability value is not suggested."

In 1986 the U.S. Interagency Staff Group on Carcinogens in "Chemical Carcinogens: A
Review of the Science and Its Associated Principles," Environmental Health Perspectives 67
(1986) 201-82 noted: "The 0.05 p-value is a reasonable statistical bench mark with a history
of use in the bioassay field. It would be imprudent to disregard it as an index of significance
without good reason. It would be equally unwise to regard it as an absolute requirement or a
sine qua non without considering the weight of biological evidence."

The different dates of these two reports and the subtle shift in 1986 to a greater emphasis
on use of the 95% rule may signal a trend in the regulatory community toward emphasiz-
ing greater use of "good science" as a basis of regulation. This poses problems, as I argue
below.

105. National Cancer Institute, Demographic Analysis Section, Division of Cancer
Cause and Prevention, Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results: Incidence and Mortality
Data 1973-1977 (monograph 57) (1981):662-63, Table 51.

106. From Appendix C.
107. The following table shows the number of subjects needed to calculate various values

of relative risk for cohort and case-control studies of congenital heart disease, a relatively
common disease whose prevalence is .008 (8/1000) in the general population. That table
assumes a = .05 and 3 = .10.

Relative Risk Cohort Study Case-Control Study

2 3,837 188
3 1,289 73
4 712 45
5 478 34
6 280 24
7 168 18
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Taken from J. J. Schlesselman, "Sample Size Requirements in Cohort and Case-Control
Studies of Disease," American Journal of Epidemiology 99(1974):38\, 382-83 (Tables 2 and
3). Note that the requisite sample size would have to become larger as the disease becomes
rarer. The numbers needed for a case-control study would, of course, be large for a disease
with a background rate 1/100 of the disease modeled here.

108. Ralph 1. Horowitz and Alvan R. Feinstein, "Methodologic Standards and Contra-
dictory Results in Case-Control Research," American Journal of Medicine 66 (1979):556-
67, Linda C. Mayes, Ralph I. Horowitz, and Alvan R. Feinstein, "A Collection of 56 Topics
with Contradictory Results in Case-Control Research," International Journal of Epidemiol-
ogy 17 (1988):680-85.

109. Talbot Page, "The Significance of P-Values" (forthcoming).
110. Our research suggests some amendments to Page's claims about some aspects of

hypothesis testing and use of the 95% rule. The power of appropriate tests in his case is quite
high, even though the test is not statistically significant by the 95% rule. The power for 17
control and treatment tumors when a = .0542 is about .9468, while the power of the test for 16
treatment and control tumors is .9630 when a =.0857. This point was established by the
author and Bill Kemple working on the UCR Carcinogen Risk Assessment Project.

111. Results of representative animal bioassays are taken from research under the UCR
Carcinogen Risk Assessment Project by Bill Kemple and Carl Cranor, and summarized in
Appendix D in Cranor, "Some Public Policy Problems," pp. 467-88.

112. How serious a problem is presented by this asymmetry between traditional a and (B
values depends in part upon what moral theory you believe to be correct and the numbers of
people exposed to the substance. It also is dependent upon the substances in question. We
might think of the benefits and costs associated with chemicals tested in two different ways:
Are the magnitudes of the benefits provided by the substances comparable to the magnitudes
of the harms threatened or not? The magnitudes of the benefits are comparable to the magni-
tudes of the harms, when, for example, one of the benefits promised is the saving of lives
(comparable to the harm threatened by carcinogens which take lives) or the prevention of
death. When the magnitudes of the harms and benefits are comparable, then perhaps we
should have a greater concern about the possibility of false positives, for we may lose
substantial life-saving benefits if we falsely condemn a substance when an epidemiological
study has a false positive outcome. Contrast this possibility with the results when we have a
substance that does not promise life-saving or death-preventing benefits. For example, the
Environmental Protection Agency recently issued an alert on Alar, a systemic chemical that is
used on apples, peanuts, grapes, and a number of other fruits. Its primary benefit in apples is
to prevent them from falling off trees too early, to keep them firm and ripe-looking longer, and
to delay the onset of rotting. The benefits accrue almost totally in marketing and profitability,
with no obvious beneficial health effects at all and seemingly no life-saving effects. The chief
harm posed by Alar is that one of its by-products, UDMH, is a potent carcinogen. In an
epidemiological study of Alar, using a small a value which ensures good science, even
though the risks posed to our health by Alar may be substantial (because of its potency), such
risks might not be detected because of the chances of false negatives. The general strategy for
addressing these decision problems is discussed in Chapter 5.

113. This does not indicate the combined false positive rate of the two studies; that is a
further and more complex issue.

114. Sander Greenland, "Invited Commentary: Science versus Public Health Action:
Those Who Were Wrong Are Still Wrong," American Journal of Public Health 133(5)
(1991):435-36.

115. H. J. Eysenck, "Were We Really Wrong?" American Journal of Epidemiology
133(5) (1991):429, 432.
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116. This traditional approach was suggested to me by Michael Simpson and Christopher
Hill of the Congressional Research Service of the Library of Congress, as well as several
statisticians. More recently statisticians have avoided the use of set a and p values, Deborah
Mayo, personal communication. See also the discussion in the articles noted in endnote 119
below.

117. See E. L. Lehman, Testing Statistical Hypotheses (New York: Wiley, 1959),
pp. 60-63 for a brief discussion.

118. This alternative or a variation of it was suggested independently by Deborah Mayo
and Ronald Giere and is developed in Deborah Mayo, "Toward a More Objective Under-
standing of the Evidence of Carcinogenic Risk," PSA 1988 2 (1988):489-503.

119. See Walker, "Reporting the Results of Epidemiologic Studies"; Fleiss, "Signifi-
cance Tests Have a Role in Epidemiologic Research"; Thompson, "Statistical Criteria in the
Interpretation of Epidemiologic Data"; Poole, "Beyond the Confidence Interval"; Goodman
and Royall, "Evidence and Scientific Research."

120. Goodman and Royall, "Evidence and Scientific Research," p. 1568.
121. Poole, "Beyond the Confidence Interval."
122. Of course, there is also the possibility that allegiance to their employer may also

affect this risk assessment and risk management judgments. See Francis M. Lynn, "OSHA's
Carcinogen Standard: Round One on Risk Assessment Models and Assumptions," in The
Social and Cultural Construction of Risk, eds. B. B. Johnson and V. T. Covello (Bingham,
Mass.: D. Reidel, 1987), pp. 345-58.

123. See Richard J. Pierce, Jr., "Two Problems in Administrative Law: Political Polarity
on the District of Columbia Circuit and Judicial Deterrence of Agency Rulemaking," Duke
Law Journal (1988):300, who argues for this "democratic feature" of the agencies.

124. In Gulf South Insulation v. Consumer Product Safety Commission, 701 F.2d 1137
(5th Cir. 1983) the court clearly misunderstood a risk assessment done on urea-formaldehyde
foam insulation and invalidated a regulation as a consequence. Whether this will be a problem
in the future depends upon court approaches to reviewing agency decisions.

125. For a view similar to the one just articulated, consider the following statement by
Sander Greenland, which I discovered just as this book went to press. "My view is that
epidemiologists can afford the luxury of unrestrained scientific skepticism when they function
as pure scientists. Some epidemiologists, however, function as public health officials (such as
the Surgeon General) in making public health decisions. In these public health roles, epide-
miologists and the society they serve must recognize the decision to not act as one more
potentially wrong and costly decision. This recognition must operate whether the decision
concerns the recall of a food product, the regulation of a chemical exposure, the ban of a drug,
or simply warning the public against a voluntary exposure such as smoking." Sander Green-
land, "Re: 'Those Who Were Wrong,' " (letter) American Journal of Epidemiology 132(3):
(1990).

126. One might be concerned that with relatively rare diseases (e.g., 8/10,000 or
8/100,000) the problems of epidemiological studies just indicated might be of lesser concern.
Although this may be true for extremely rare diseases, e.g., 1/10,000,000, it is not so obvious
for above rates typical of numerous cancers. (The incidence rate of leukemia in the general
population is 8/100,000.)

127. See Cranor, "Some Public Policy Problems," for some discussion of this point.
128. Lynn, "OSHA's Carcinogen Standard," pp. 345-58.
129. The exact aim of a particular regulatory law depends upon the statute in question.

Some statutes would ban a substance outright if it was found to cause cancer in human beings,
e.g., the Delaney Clause of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act; others might ban a substance
only if that was a ' 'reasonable'' way to prevent the risk of harm from a carcinogen, e.g., the
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Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act; still others might ban a substance if
such a ban was technologically and economically "feasible" way of protecting people, e.g.,
the Occupational Safety and Health Act.

130. Even here demanding standards of scientific evidence can be controversial, for
satisfying them may delay the introduction of life-saving drugs while the appropriate evidence
is provided. In such cases one must weigh the moral and social costs and benefits of possibly
incurring false positives versus false negatives to see whether such stringent standards should
be applied.

131. For example, regulatory agencies may nominate substances to the National Toxicol-
ogy Program for testing simply because they appear to pose health risks. The testing that is
done under this program is aimed at regulatory purposes, and while some additional basic
research may be obtained from the results of such tests, that is not the primary aim. (Although
the research done under this program typically experiments with animals, similar arguments
would apply.) In fact, if the arguments of this book are correct, perhaps regulatory agencies
should be very careful in applying the 95% rule for their purposes.

132. Typically, for successful prosecution of a case the tort law requires that the plaintiff
support his position by a "preponderance of the evidence." If this could be quantified, it
appears to mean that more than 50% of the evidence favor the plaintiff (some place the
estimate as high as 65%). The burden-of-proof issues in torts are much more complex than
this remark suggests and are discussed at length in Chapter 2.

133. This point was suggested by Michael Resnick. 134. In addition, there is a concern
that if one conducts animal or human statistical tests for cancer at multiple sites in the target
species, the overall chances of having a false positive rise dramatically. "The argument is
that, if n independent tests are conducted at the a significance level, the probability of finding
a significance somewhere (the false positive rate) is [1-(1-a)n]. For n = 20 and p= .05 for a
single dose-sex comparison, this probability is about .64." U.S. Interagency Staff Group,
"Chemical Carcinogens," p. 242. The same group reports that in fact the false negative rates
were considerably lower in two different animal studies: 8% in one case, 21% in the other.

CHAPTER 2

1. References are too numerous to list, but see "Rethinking Tort and Environmental
Liability Laws: Needs and Objectives of the Late 20th Century and Beyond," symposium,
Houston Law Review 24 (1987): 1-219, for a number of papers that discuss these issues and
for references to other articles on the tort law.

2. Richard Abel, "A Critique of Torts," UCLA Law Review 37 (1990):785.
3. Peter Huber, "Safety and the Second Best: The Hazards of Public Risk management

in the Courts," Columbia Law Review 85 (1985):277.
4. Richard J. Pierce, "Encouraging Safety: The Limit of the Tort Law and Government

Regulation," Vanderbilt Law Review 33 (1980):1281, 1283.
5. Jeffrie G. Murphy and Jules L. Coleman, The Philosophy of Law: An Introduction to

Jurisprudence, rev. ed. (Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, 1989), pp. 109, 114—15.
6. Ibid., p. 115.
7. Contract law can provide some workplace protections from toxic substances, e.g., as

part of union contract.
8. Murphy and Coleman, The Philosophy of Law, p. 115. Pierce, "Encouraging

Safety," pp. 1284—88, indicates some other reasons.
9. Of course, either administrative rules guiding our behavior with considerable speci-

ficity, e.g., requiring the use of particular pollution control technologies, or the tort law aims
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to modify and control our behavior. The difference is in the details of the guidance provided
and in whether the guidance is provided in advance or merely consists in the threat of a
lawsuit.

10. Lecture notes from Bruce Ackerman's environmental law course, Yale Law School,
1980.

11. W. P. Keeton, D. B. Dobbs, R. E. Keeton, and David G. Owen, Prosser and Keeton
on Torts, 5th ed. (St. Paul, Minn.: West Publishing Co., 1984), pp. 534-83.

12. See William H. Rodgers, Jr., Handbook on Environmental Law (St. Paul, Minn.:
West Publishing Co., 1977), Chapter 2, and Richard B. Stewart and James E. Krier, Environ-
mental Law and Policy (New York: Bobbs-Merrill, 1978), Chapter 4, for some discussion of
this.

13. Paul Brodeur, Outrageous Misconduct (New York: Pantheon, 1985); Irving Selikoff,
Jacob Churg, and E. Cuyler Hammond, "Asbestos Exposure in Neoplasia," Journal of the
American Medical Association 188 (1964):22.

14. Out of fairness on this issue, which agencies might possibly have had jurisdiction is
not entirely clear, since so many were created in the early 1970s after the epidemiological
evidence of asbestos-caused disease.

15. U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Identifying and Regulating Car-
cinogens (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1987), pp. 80-81.

16. Ibid.
17. Ibid.
18. "Asbestos Ban Cleared. EPA Official Criticizes OMB for Costly Delays," Environ-

mental Health Letter 28(13) (1989): 101.
19. David Rosenberg, "The Dusting of America, A Story of Asbestos—Carnage, Cover-

Up and Litigation," Harvard Law Review 99 (1986):1693, 1695.
20. Borel v. Fiberboard Paper Products Corp. et.al., 493 F.2d (1973) at 1076, 1083.
21. "The tort system emerged as the uniquely effective and indispensable means of

exposing and defeating the asbestos conspiracy, providing compensation to victims and
deterring future malfeasance. . . . Every other institutional safeguard [failed]: the asbestos
companies, of course, but also the medical and legal professions, the unions, the insurance
carriers, and all manner of regulatory and legislative bodies. To be sure the tort system is far
from perfect; but if left to other devices the asbestos conspiracy would have been buried along
with its victims." Rosenberg, "The Dusting of America," pp. 1693, 1695.

22. Ibid., p. 1704.
23. Ferebee v. Chevron Chemical Co., 736 F.2d 1529 (D.C. Cir. 1984).
24. This case raises an important issue concerning the relation between regulatory actions

and tort law remedies—whether such regulations should preempt state tort law. Some com-
mentators find the court's decision troubling. Stephan D. Sugarman, "The Need to Reform
Personal Injury Law Leaving Scientific Disputes to Scientists," Science 248 (1990):823-27.

25. Ferebee v. Chevron.
26. When I served as a congressional fellow during the 99th Congress (1985-86), there

was considerable discussion among congressional staff that one of the reasons pesticide
manufacturers were willing to agree to amendments to the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and
Rodenticide Act was that several tort suits decided against manufacturers had motivated them
to support more protective pesticide legislation in order to reduce the likelihood of tort suits.

27. Sindell v. Abbot Labs, et al., 26 Cal.3d 588 (1980) at 593.
28. Ibid., at 594.
29. Edward W. Lawless, Technology and Social Shock (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers

University Press, 1977), pp. 73-74.
30. Ibid., p. 75.
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31. Sindell, at 594. Even though the FDA banned DES for pregnant women, in 1973 it
approved a DES "morning-after" anticonception pill as a prescription drug. The dosage in
this pill was much greater than concentrations of DES residues in beef and poultry, which the
FDA had banned in 1972. Lawless, Technology, pp. 79-80.

32. C. P. Gillette and J. E. Krier, "Risk, Courts and Agencies," University of Pennsyl-
vania Law Review 138 (1990):1027, 1087, citing a study by G. Eads and P. Reuter, Designing
Safer Products: Corporate Responses to Product Liability Law and Regulation (Santa Mon-
ica, Calif.: Rand Corporation, 1983).

33. The Bendectin cases are one object of study in the University of Houston's Environ-
mental Liability project. Early cases resulted in plaintiff verdicts, whereas later cases pro-
duced defendant verdicts with judges taking a much more active role in deciding the cases via
directed verdicts or judgments notwithstanding the verdict. Although most scientists who
specialize in teratology do not seem convinced that Bendectin causes birth defects, some of
the authors I interviewed are concerned about it and some think there may be an association
between Bendectin use and birth defects.

34. J. L. Mills and D. Alexander, letter, New England Journal of Medicine 315
(1986): 1234. One author (Watkins) of the original epidemiological study, which tentatively
suggests an association between prenatal exposure to vaginal spermicides and birth defects,
disavows the study; the remaining three authors continue to subscribe to it. Watkins indicates
that there remains doubt about "limb reduction anomalies," although there appear to be
"chromosomal alterations." A fifth author (Holmes) thinks the study should not have been
published in its original form, because it has been misused. Richard N. Watkins, letter,
Journal of the American Medical Association 256 (1986): 3095; Herschel Jick, Alexander
M. Walker, and Kenneth J. Rathman, letter, Ibid., p. 3096; Lewis B. Holmes, letter, Ibid.,
p. 3096.

35. The evidentiary standards for subatomic physics may be much more demanding than
those for geology, psychology, or social science statistical studies.

36. A common conceptual framework is sketched later in this chapter.
37. Barbara Underwood, "The Thumb on the Scales of Justice: Burdens of Persuasion in

Criminal Cases," Yale Law Journal 86 (1977):1299, 1311. However, even though this
suggests that slightly more than 50% of the evidence must favor the plaintiff's case, some
judges would place the probabilities higher. See Underwood and also Fleming James and
Geoffrey Hazard, Civil Procedure, 2d ed. (Boston: Little, Brown, 1977), p. 243.

38. This standard was constitutionally required under In re Winship, 397 U.S. 358
(1970).

39. Sugarman, "The Need to Reform Personal Injury Law," pp. 823-27, issues a more
general criticism of the use of science in tort law. I do not consider his much more extensive
criticisms, since they go well beyond the standards of proof required in the law.

40. Bert Black, "Evolving Legal Standards for the Admissibility of Scientific Evi-
dence," Science 239 (1987):1511-12.

41. Ibid., 1511.
42. Bert Black, "A Unified Theory of Scientific Evidence," Fordham Law Review 56

(1988):595.
43. Inre "Agent Orange" Product Liability Litigation, 611 F. Supp. 1223, 1231 (C.D.

N.Y. 1985).
44. See / Inside Litigation 44 (September 1987).
45. Johnson v. United States, 597 F. Supp. 374 (D. Kan. 1984).
46. The President's Council on Competitiveness (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1991), p. 8.

(This report was issued as this book went to press, so the book does not address all the issues
raised in the report in an integrated way.)
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47. Ibid., p. 2.
48. Ferebee, at 1536 (emphasis added).
49. Black, "A Unified Theory," p. 611.
50. In the area of regulatory law and science, there is a substantial group of people

engaged in toxic substances risk assessment who would require scientists and regulatory
agencies proposing regulations to make sure that their regulations are based on the standards
of good research science.

51. Testifying to the existence of causal connections even though their own disciplinary
standards have not been met could lead to cognitive dissonance and possibly ostracism by
professional colleagues. There is also a darker side to this attitude, which may influence some:
substantial scientific research is funded by the industrial community, some members of which
may be the objects of tort suits.

52. James and Hazard, Civil Procedure, p. 245.
53. The burden of production may exist for a particular issue in a case (e.g., for whether

the plaintiff was contributorily negligent) and for the case in chief (e.g., whether defendant's
act harmed the plaintiff).

54. In the discussion that follows I develop a stylized example of statistical evidence
designed to illustrate some points about the burden of production and the introduction of
expert testimony. Since this constructed example is just one piece of evidence, it may seem
misleading. However the reader, now forewarned, should not be misled, and in many con-
texts important in toxic tort cases the example may not be too misleading. In later sections I
also discuss more realistic situations.

55. Black, "A Unified Theory," p. 692.
56. James and Hazard, Civil Procedure, p. 241.
57. Ibid., pp. 251-53.
58. Underwood, "The Thumb on the Scales of Justice," p. 1311, quoting the findings of

the Chicago Jury Project.
59. Frye v. United States, 293 F.2d 1013 (D.C. Cir. 1923).
60. Black, "Evolving Legal Standards," p. 1510.
61. Ibid.
62. See Fed. R. Evid., 702, 703, and Cleary, E. W., Ball, V. C., Barnhart, R. C.,

Brown, K. S., Dix, G. E., Gelhorn, E., Meisenkalb, R., Roberts, E. F., & Strong, J. W.,
McCormick on Evidence, 2nd ed. (St. Paul: West Publishing Co., 1972), sec. 13, p. 29.

63. Ferebee, at 1534.
64. Wells v. Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp., 788 F.2d 749 (1986).
65. Mills and Alexander, letter; Holmes, letter.
66. Watkins, letter; Jick, Walker, and Rathman, letter; Holmes, letter; see at note 34.
67. Black, "A Unified Theory."
68. Johnson v. U.S.
69. Lynch v. Merrill-National Labs., 830 F.2d 1190 (1st Cir. 1987), and Richardson by

Richardson v.Mchardson-Merrell, Inc., 649 F. Supp. 799 (D.D.C. 1986); off dat 857 F.2d
823 (D.C. Cir. 1989), cert, denied 110 S. Ct. 218 (1989).

70. Black, "A Unified Theory," p. 662.
71. Bertram v. Wenning, 385 S.W.2d 803 (Mo. App. 1965).
72. Black, "A Unified Theory," p. 668.
73. Ibid.
74. Black, "Evolving Legal Standards," p. 1511.
75. Black, "Evolving Standards," Ibid. As I indicated above, however, it is not entirely

clear how "well established" this claim was.
76. See the text at notes 65 and 66.
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77. A judgment notwithstanding the verdict is a decision by a trial court or appellate court
judge, upon a motion by either party to enter a judgment for the party who was entitled to it as
a matter of law upon the evidence, where the verdict was in favor of the other party. James and
Hazard, Civil Procedure, p. 340.

78. Black "Evolving Legal Standards," p. 1511.
79. Ibid, (emphasis added). Current rules about expert testimony appear to be one target

of the President's Council on Competitiveness. The argument in that report appears to be that
in part because of liberal expert witness rules, U.S. industries, which can be more easily sued
and face expensive litigation, are less competitive in international markets. Council on Com-
petitiveness, p. 4. However, of all the factors preventing U.S. industries from being competi-
tive (e.g., insufficient long-term research and development investment, high-salaried labor
markets, extremely cheap labor markets for competitiors), expert witness rules appear to be
negligible.

80. But as noted earlier, in toxic tort suits it may be rare that there is such evidence.
81. I owe this characterization to Sanford E. Gaines, director, University of Houston Law

Center Environmental Liability Project.
82. This issue is complicated, of course, because at some point legal rules can become so

restrictive that they impose substantial opportunity costs on the community. Peter Huber,
Liability: The Legal Revolution and Its Consequences (New York: Basic Books, 1988),
argues this point.

83. Eads and Reuter, Designing Safer Products, p. 31.
84. Laurence K. Altman, "New Method of Analyzing Health Data Stirs Debate," New

York Times, 21 May 1990, p. 31.
85. This is a complicated subject which we cannot pursue further in this chapter, although

we return to it in Chapter 4.
86. A scenario such as this may have occurred in epidemiological investigations into the

health effects of low-level radiation exposure. In 1975 Alice Stewart, among others, discov-
ered carcinogenic effects 33% higher among atomic plant workers exposed to low levels of
radiation than the general population. Yet this discovery drew "immediate and vitriolic
criticism from other scientists." Keith Schneider, "Scientist Who Managed to 'Shock the
World' on Atomic Workers' Health," New York Times (national edition), May 3, 1990,
p. A20. However, preliminary indications now (13 years later) indicate she may have been
correct. Occupational Safety and Health Letter 20, June 27, 1990, p. 105.

87. Many toxic exposures result from substances or pollutants that receive no administra-
tive screening before entering commerce; thus there likely is even less evaluation of such
substances.

88. The Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, 1906, 1938, amended 1958, 1960, 1962, 1968,
§409.

89. The U.S. Congress's General Accounting Office recently evaluated the "unreason-
able risk'' standard of the Toxic Substances Control Act. Although it cannot account for all
the poor EPA performance under TSCA's § 6 (requiring EPA to regulate substances that cause
unreasonable risks of harm to health or the environment) on this legislative standard, some of
it is attributable to this.

90. As a general rule it seems agencies may rely on less demanding standards of evidence
than those that obtain in science. Some statutes (e.g., the Occupational Safety and Health Act)
explicitly acknowledge this possibility, while many other agencies may regulate substances as
long as their actions are not "arbitrary and capricious." (We return to this in Chapter 4.)

91. Ferebee, at 1536.
92. Of course, the administrative agency that issued premarket approval could, depend-

ing upon its procedures, recall or reevaluate the substance; that is a contingent matter.
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However, we are considering the tort law and it cannot perform its protective function on
Black's proposal until demanding standards of evidence are met.

93. Eads and Reuter, Designing Safer Products.
94. Black, "A Unified Theory," p. 622.
95. Ibid., p. 625.
96. Ibid.
97. Ibid.
98. Ibid., p. 627.
99. Ibid., p. 692.
100. Black Ibid.
101. Ibid., p. 611. Currently, Rule 702 provides: "if scientific, technical, or other

specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a
fact in issue, a witness qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or
education, may testify thereto in the form of an opinion or otherwise."

102. We should also note that his version of Rule 702 is quite at odds with at least one
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and novel risk assessments, judicial deference appears to be a good thing.
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that would likely produce as much or more human good as would adopting any alternative set
of rules for providing environmental health protections. In such choice conditions it is un-
likely that people would subscribe to rules which permitted severe costs to some to be
outweighed by minor benefits to a large number of people. The specter of such rules would
make everyone feel sufficiently insecure that they would not be willing to live in accordance
with them. Moreover, such rales might substantially interfere with one's opportunities.
(Whether such a highly modified utilitarian principle would be counted any longer as util-
itarian would be open to some debate.) (Craig Ihara suggested this point.)

A decision procedure that might yield distributively sensitive principles is a contractarian
form of argument with decision makers in the choice position taking into account not only
welfare effects but also opportunities similar to those Daniels suggests. An important feature
of contracarian theories is how the principles considered for adoption in the choice position
would affect individual persons. This is contrasted with many versions of utilitarianism in
which the concern is with changes in aggregate well-being. Contractarian views also tend to
be motivated by a desire to "justify one's actions to others on grounds they could not
reasonably reject," as Scanlon indicates ("Contractualism and Utilitarianism," p. 116).
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Uncertainties in Carcinogen
Risk Assessments

1. Hazard Identification—Classifying which animal carcinogens are human carcinogens.
2. Use of most sensitive sex/strain/tumor site in typical rodent studies vs. average sensitivity

in a species. Magnitude of uncertainty is a factor of 1—100.
3. Use of human data vs. most sensitive animal sex/species/strain/tumor site. Magnitude of

uncertainty is a factor of 1-1000.
4. Count benign tumors or not.
5. Use of linear vs. nonlinear extrapolation models. Magnitude of uncertainty is a factor of

1-1,000,000.
6. Use of upper 95% confidence limits vs. plausible upper bounds vs. maximum likelihood

estimates. Magnitude of uncertainty is a factor of 1-10.
7. Use of different interspecies scaling factors: surface area (body weight2'3) vs. body

weight3'4 vs. body weight. Magnitude of uncertainty is a factor of 1-13.
8. Use of genotoxic vs. epigenetic distinction for regulatory purposes. Magnitude of uncer-

tainty is a factor of 1-10.
9. Use of pharmacokinetic information in risk assessment: dose of substance at exchange

boundary vs. dose at target organ. Magnitude of uncertainty is a factor of 1-10.
10. Risks estimated for total population vs. target population. Magnitude of uncertainty is a

factor of 1-10,000.
11. Use of different de minimus risk thresholds to trigger regulatory action. The threshold

may be 10~4, 10'5, or 10-6.
12. Adding vs. not adding theoretical risks for different substances. Magnitude of uncertainty

is a factor of 1-100.
13. Consideration of potential synergisms or antagonisms with other carcinogens or promo-

ters. Magnitude of uncertainty is unknown but may be a factor of 1-1000.

Information is based on data from Robert Brown of the FDA, and other sources. Compiled by Kenneth
Dickey, University of California, Riverside.

From Carl Cranor, "An Overview of Risk Assessment," in Proceedings: Pesticides and Other Toxics:
Assessing Their Risks, ad. Janet White (Riverside: University of California, College of Natural and Agri-
cultural Sciences, 1990), p. 83.
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Cancer Potency Estimates of
CDHS and EPA [(mg/kg-day)-1]

Substance

Acetaldehyde
Acrylonitrile

Ingestion
Inhalation

Aflatoxin
Aldrin
Asbestos

Ingestion
Inhalation

Benzene
Benzidine
Benzo(a)pyrene
Beryllium oxide

Ingestion
Inhalation

Beryllium sulfate
Ingestion
Inhalation

Bis(chloroethyl)ether
Bis(chloromethyl)ether
1 ,3-Butadiene

Cadmium
Ingestion
Inhalation

Carbon tetrachloride
Ingestion
Inhalation

Chlordane
Chloroform

Ingestion
Inhalation

Chromium VI
Ingestion
Inhalation

Coke oven emissions

CDHS Range
of Potency

Values

In process

—
—
30-26,326
—

Postponed
10-8-10-7

0.04-0.26
7-27,000
In process

Postponed
In process

Postponed
In process
0.5-2.5
26-240
In process

Postponed

0.01-17
0.01-17
—

In process
In process

Postponed
60-3,200
—

From Lauren Zeise, "Issues in Risk Assessment:
and Other Toxics: Assessing
Agricultural Sciences, 1990)

CDHS
Recommended

Potency

In process

1.0
1.0
98
17

10-7/PCM fiber

0.1
500
In process

Postponed
In process

Postponed
In process
2.5
46
In process

Postponed
14.6

0.18
0.15
—

In process
In process

Postponed
500
—

EPA CDHS/EPA
Potency Potency Ratio

0.0077 —

0.54 2*-"
0.24 4a

Not available
16 1

7 x 10-4/fiber
2 x 10-8/fiber 5a

0.029 3.4a,b
234 1.5a
[11.5]a

4.3 —
7

4.3 —
300 —
1.14 2.2
220[9,300]1 0.2
1.8 —

_ —

6.1 2.4a

0.13 1.4d

0.13 1.2
1.3 --

0.0061 —
0.0081 —

— —
41 12a

2.16 —

California Department of Health Services, ' ' in Proceedings: Pesticides
Their Risks, ed. Janet White (Riverside: University of California, College of Natural and
, pp. 139-41.
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Substance

DBCP
DDT
1 ,4-Dichlorobenzene
3--3-Dichlorobenzene
Dichloromethane

Ingestion
Inhalation

1 ,3-Dichloropropene
Dieldrin
2,4-Dinitrotoluene
1 ,4-Dioxane

Epichlorohydrin
Ingestion
Inhalation

Ethylene dibromide
Ingestion
Inhalation

Ethylene dichloride
Ethylene oxide

Heptachlor
Heptachlor epoxide
Hexachlorobenzene
Hexachlorocyclohexane

(technical grade)

Nickel refinery dust
Nickel subsulfide
JV-nitrosodibutylamine
N-nitrosodiethylamine
N-nitrosodimethyl-

amine
N-nitrosodiphenylamine
N-nitrosopyrrolidine
N-nitroso-N-ethylurea
N-nitroso-N-methylurea
N-nitrosodipropylamine

PBBs
PCBs(>60%)

TCDD
Tetrachloroethylene
Toxaphene
Trichlorethylene

Ingestion
Inhalation

2,4, 6-Trichlorophenol

CDHS Range
of Potency

Values

0.2-100
—
—
0.008-1.2

In process
In process
—
—
—
0.001-0.027

0.03-2.1
0.03-2.1

0.7-100
0.2-4
0.01-1.9
0.01-0.35

—
—
0.08-1.8
0.8-6.7

In process
In process
4-40
12-1,100
12-100

0.003-0.06
—
29-150
106-1,800
—

—
4.2-5.0

In process
In process
0.08-3

In process
In process
0.008-0.47

CDHS
Recommended

Potency

7
0.34
7
1.2

In process
In process
0.18
16
—
0.027

0.08
0.08

3.6
0.25
0.07
0.35

—
—
1.8
4

In process
In process
10.8
36
16

0.009
—
27
124
7

30
5

In process
In process
1.2

In process
In process
0.07

EPA
Potency

Not available
0.34
Not available
1.69

0.0075
0.014
0.18
20
0.31
0.011

0.0099
0.0042

41
41
0.091
0.35

4.5
9.1
1.67
1.8

0.84
1.7
5.43
150
51

0.00492
2.13
32.9
302.6
7

Not available
7.7

156,000
0.051
1.13

0.011
0.013
[0.0199]*

CDHS/EPA
Potency Ratio

—
1

—
0.7

_
—
1
0.8
—
2.4

8C

!9c,d

0.09C

0.006"
0.77
1.0

—

—
1.1
2.2

—
—
—
0.2'
0.3C

1.8
—
0.8<=
0.4
1

—
0.6

—
—
1.1

—
—
3.5
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{Continued)

Substance

Unleaded gasoline

Urethane

Vinyl chloride

CDHS Range

of Potency

Values

0.01-12

In process

CDHS

Recommended

Potency

0.0035
1

In process

EPA
Potency

0.0035
Not available

2.3

APPENDIX B

CDHS/EPA

Potency Ratio

1

"Superscripts a-e refer to differences between EPA and CDHS numbers primarily due to (a) CDHS use of upper 95%
confidence bound estimate, EPA's use of maximum likelihood estimate; (b) CDHS used upper bound estimate from
human study; EPA, the geometric mean of upper bound estimates from four animal experiments; (c) survival corrections;
(d) use of different studies; and (e) EPA documentation not available.

tEnvironmental Protection Agency (1985). Federal Register 50(219):45,929-46,963.

* Potency estimate retracted by EPA.

Data also appeared in W. S. Pease, L. Zeise, A. Kelter (1990). Risk assessment for carcinogens under California's
Proposition 65. Risk Analysis, Vol. 10, No. 2.
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Relative Risk as a Function
of Alpha and Beta Values

A. Relative Risk When Background Disease Rate is 8/10,000

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Alpha

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

Beta

0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.49

0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.49

0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45

0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45

Bkgd.Dis.Rate

8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04

8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04

8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04

8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04

Rel.Risk

8.9
7.5
6.7
6.0
5.5
5.1
4.7
4.3
4.0
3.8

7.5
6.2
5.5
4.9
4.5
4.1
3.8
3.5
3.2
3.0

6.7
5.5
4.8
4.3
3.9
3.6
3.2
3.0
2.7

6.0
4.9
4.3
3.8
3.4
3.1
2.8
2.6
2.4

Sample

2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150

2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150

2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150

2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
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(Continued)

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83

Alpha

0.25

0.30

0.33

0.40

0.45

Beta

0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45

0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45

0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45

0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45

0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45

Bkgd.Dis.Rate

8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04

8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04

8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04

8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04

8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04
8.0E-04

Rel.Risk

5.5
4.5
3.9
3.4
3.1
2.8
2.5
2.3
2.1

5.1
4.1
3.5
3.1
2.8
2.5
2.2
2.0
1.8

4.9
3.9
3.4
2.9
2.6
2.4
2.1
1.9
1.7

4.3
3.5
3.0
2.6
2.3
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.5

4.0
3.2
2.7
2.4
2.1
1.8
1.6
1.5
1.3

Sample

2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150

2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150

2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150

2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150

2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
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B. Relative Risk When Background Disease Rate is 8/100,000

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

45
46
47
48

Alpha

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

0.33

0.40

Beta

0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45

0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45

0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45

0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40

0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45

0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20

Bkgd.Dis.Rate

8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05

8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05

8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05

8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05

8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05

8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05

Rel.Risk

65.9
52.6
44.8
38.8
34.1
30.4
26.9
23.8
21.2

52.6
40.9
34.1
28.9
24.9
21.8
18.9
16.4
14.3

44.8
34.1
28.0
23.4
19.8
17.1
14.5
12.4
10.6

38.8
28.9
23.4
19.2
16.0
13.6
11.4
9.5

28.2
20.0
15.5
12.2
9.8
8.0
6.4
5.1
4.1

23.8
16.4
12.4
9.5

Sample

2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150

2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150

2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150

2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150

2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150

2150
2150
2150

2150
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(Continued)

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

Alpha

0.45

Beta

0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45

0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45

Bkgd.Dis.Rate

8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05

8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05
8.0E-05

Rel.Risk

7.4
6.0
4.6
3.6
2.8

21.2
14.3
10.6
8.0
6.2
4.8
3.7
2.8
2.1

Sample

2150
2150
2150
2150
2150

2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
2150
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Statutes Authorizing Regulation
of Carcinogens

Legislation Agency Area of concern

Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (1906, FDA
1938, amended 1958, 1960, 1962, 1968)

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Roden- EPA
ticide Act (1948, amended 1972, 1975,
1978)

Dangerous Cargo Act (1952) DOT, USCG
Atomic Energy Act (1952) NRC
Federal Hazardous Substances Act (1960, CPSC

amended 1961)
Federal Meat Inspection Act (1967) USD A

Poultry Products Inspection Act (1970)
Egg Products Inspection Act
Occupational Safety and Health Act (1970) OSHA
Poison Prevention Packaging Act (1970, CPSC

amended 1977)

Clean Air Act (1970, amended 1974, 1977) EPA
Hazardous Materials, Transportation Act DOT

(1972)
Clean Water Act (formerly Federal Water EPA

Control Act) (1972, amended 1977,
1978)

Marine Protection, Research and Sanctu- EPA
ries Act (1972)

Consumer Product Safety Act (1972, CPSC
amended 1981)

Lead-based Paint Poison Prevention Act CPSC, HHS, HUD
(1973, amended 1976)

Safe Drinking Water Act (1976) EPA
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act EPA

(1976)
Toxic Substances Control Act (1976) EPA

Federal Mine Safety and Health Act (1977) DOL, NIOSH

Comprehensive Environmental Response, EPA
Compensation, and Liability Act (1981)

Foods, drugs, cosmetics, and
medical devices

Pesticides

Water shipment of toxic materials
Radioactive substances
Toxic household products

Food, feed, color additives,
pesticide residues

Workplace toxic chemicals
Packaging of hazardous house-

hold products

Air pollutants
Transport of hazardous materials

Water pollutants

Ocean dumping

Hazardous consumer products

Use of lead paint in federally
assisted housing

Drinking water contaminants
Solid waste

Hazardous chemicals not covered
by other acts

Toxic substances in coal and
other mines

Hazardous waste cleanup

From U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Identifying and Regulating Carcinogens (Washington, D.C.:
GPO, 1987), p. 199.



APPENDIX E

Derivation of TD50 Potency Values

natural log of both sides of equation

where Pc = probability of contracting cancer
q0 = background cancer rate,
q.l — contribution to cancer rate from first stage event, q2 from second stage event,

etc.

from (1) as a result of simplifying by ignoring background and subsequent stages' contribu-
tions to cancer

50% cancer rate from TD50 experiment

rearrangement of (3)

substitution of TD50 dose for d

rearrangement of (6)
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